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VOLUME 30 NUNII3ER

COVER
'I want to do a Jackson Pollock
cover!' said Art Editor John Gash.
The result illustrates this month's
theme of amplifiers, which is supported by a major feature by
Martin Colloms ( p39), reviews on
models from Audio Research
(p51), Marantz ( p66), and Quad
(p73), with other contributions
appearing throughout the issue.
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Payne
NOTES
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A LETTER FROM JAPAN
Martin Colloms paid a lightning visit to the Land of the
Rising Sun early in 1985. He
reports on what was going
down
AMPLIFIERS
Should they
sound different? Do passive
components affect sound
quality?
Martin
Colloms
takes time off from his test
gear but ends up with more
questions than answers
THE HFN/RR ACCESSORIES
CLUB
More
discounts
offered on recommended
add-ons and tweaks. Ken
Kessler experiences the Flux
Dumper and the Goldring
Light
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87
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Preamplifiers
reviewed in this issue:
Audio Research SP- 8 (p51) and
Munro (p33)
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fan Payne
looks at the recorded work of
performance
artist - aurie
Anderson
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NOTES Music news compiled by Edward SecKerson
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JESUS LOPEZ-COBOS, conductor,
interviewed
by
Edward Seckerson
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JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER,
cellist,
interviewed
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Edward Seckerson
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AMADEUS, the film and the
music reviewed by Christopher Breunig
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JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Stephen Daw reviews the
new
Archiv
CD
Edition
released for the tercentenary
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COMPACT DISC MONITOR
The latest classica, silver
discs reviewed

111 THE
HFN/RR
COMPACT
DISC Preview of what we
feel will be an essentel addition to anyone's silver library
122 BACK DOOR Ken Kessler
looks at the country- rock
legacy of Americar group
Poco

EQUIPMENT
VORSPRUNG
DURCH
THERMIONIK Martin Collorrs reviews
Mk.II valve models from Audio
Research
51 SP- 8 preamplifier
53 D-70 power amplifier
55 D-115 power amplifier

RECORDS OF THE MONTH
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
COMPACT DISC MONITOR
CLASSICAL
ISSUES &
REISSUES
106 CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
112 NON- CLASSICAL ISSUES &
REISSUES by Fred Dellar,
Ken Hyder, Pete Clark, Denis
Argent, and the HFN/RR
team

NEXT MONTH

Compact Disc is the theme next
month: Martin Colloms scoops
the most expensive Sony player
yet produced; John Atkinson has
been living with the high-tech
INTO THE /ETHER Ken Kessler Revox B-225; while Ken Kessler
lives with a budget digital tuner reports on a new Akai and a
budget CD- based system from
from Sansui
Marantz.
59 Sansui TU-D33XL
The topic of Absolute Phase,
CANNED MUSIC Johr Atkinson unfortunately postponed from
tries 7 pairs of stereo head- this issue, is given the in-depth
treatment by Ken Kessler and
phones
Ivor Humphreys, while Alvin
63 Sennheiser HD410SL
Gold reviews a new British turnt63 Sennheiser HD414SL
able, the Manticore Mantra.
65 Sennheiser HD420SL
With regular items from HFN/
65 JVC H-710
RR's star columnists Paul Mes65 JVC H-810
senger, Barry Fox, Angus McKen65 Jecklin Float Model One
zie and Tony Faulkner, more
65 Jecklin Float Model Two
record and CD reviews than any
THE ANACHROPHILE:
CLASS other hi-fi magazine, and the 3rd
DISTINCTION Ken Kessler goes and final coupon to obtain a free
into the details of his affair with a Sony tape, how can you resist
reserving acopy with your newsClass- A solid-state amplifier
66 Marantz
PM-4 integrated agent now?
Or why not subscribe? 12
amplifier
issues for just £ 12 ( p61) - postage
free til l)
QUAD 34/405-2 REVISITED Ivor
Humphreys takes a listen to the
HFN/RR
latest_
versions
of
Quad's
ampifiers
TEST COMPACT DISC
73 Quad 34 preamplifier
SEEP111
73 Quad 405-2 power amplifier
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New NAD 3020B
The world's most acclaimed
amplifier has been improved!
coaoo

At every stage in its
development the NAD 3020
series has been far ahead of
all other budget amplifiers
— in sound quality and in
features. And with the new
3020B, NAD continue to
leave the competition
standing. In line with NAD

philosophy, mere cosmetic
changes have been rejected.
Only when truly important
features were ready for
incorporation did NAD
produce the 3020B. In their
published specifications,
NAD have rated the 3020B
very conservatively at 20

Heavy-duty binding posts ensure
optimum power transfer to the
speaker cables.

watts per channel. In fact,
our own laboratory tests
show the power output to
be 40 watts per channel!
And new features such as
binding posts, separable pre
amplifier and power
amplifier, and impedance
selector are all of real value

Impedance selector increases the
amplifier's output by approximately
one-third for 8- ohm speakers.

to the true audiophile.
Come to Hi -Fi Markets and
audition the NAD 3020B.
It continues the NAD
tradition of unbeatable
price/performance value.

£139.00

Separable pre amplifier and power
amplifier

"Best Buy"
HI- Fl CHOICE February 1985
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Many audioph iles prefer
not to have tone controls
on their amplifier and
indeed several reviewers
have suggested that a
version of the NAD 3020
without tone controls

would prov]de an excellent
alternative. NAD have
responded by producing
the NAD 3120 which is the
same as the 3020B but without
tone controls. At just £119 it's
another world beater.

II I•11 MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

£119.00

New NAD 4020B Tuner

Latest version of the highly acclaimed
NAD 4020 series tuners, featuring a
dual- gate MOSFET front end system
for an excellent combination of
sensitivity and resistance to overload.
Awarded " Best Buy" in the latest
issue of Hi -Fi Choice.

£139.00

"I cannot think of any other amplifier at the
price which is an all round
HI-FI TODAY December 1983

NAD 3150 Amplifier

1he 3150 is twice as powerful as the
3020A when operated in stereo,
and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and
used with acompanion power
amplifier for stereo. In addition the
3150 contains avariety of circuit
features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility
and highly musical sound quality.

£225.00

15

Through numerous refinements in
front-end and I.F. circuits, and
NAD's new Dynamic Separation
circuit, the NAD 4155 is nearly
twice as sensitive as other FM
stereo tuners. High AM rejection
and low capture ratio suppress
multipath interference in both
strong and weak signals and there's
exceptional immunity to
strong- signal overload. Other
features include convenient
high- precision digital tuning with
5FM and SAM presets.

£229.00

"This combination costs about half that of its
nearest Phi
ii
so rims'
ange

is

D July 1984

NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

NAD 10208 Pre Amplifier
The 1020A offers NAD's unique
combination of modest price,
i
nco mplicated controls, advanced
engineering and state-of-the-art sonic
performance. The wide- range phono
pre amplifier section is anewly
designed discrete- transistor circuit
whose performance matches that of
far more expensive units. There's
nfrasonic filtering, musically useful
tone controls, digital- ready dynamic
range and high current output buffer.

Power output conservatively rated at
50 watts per channel into 8, 4, or 2
ohms. + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
for peaks. 100 watts per channel at
8ohms, over 100 watts per channel at
4and 2ohms. Bridging circuit yields
125 Watts continuous, 225 Watts IHF
dynamic output. High- current output
stage ensures accurate control of voice
coil motion regardless of speaker
impedance.

£99.00

f179.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

"Easily the most outstanding
receivep Iknow..."
HI Fl NOW April 1984

left Ilmaller 11111/

Receiver

A compact receiver with
low- profile design which is elegant
and modern yet highly functional.
Its advanced engineering and
sophisticated circuitry mark it as a
no- compromise product, one
whose sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate tuners
and amplifiers costing much more.
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£239.00
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck
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The NAD 6125 cassette deck has a
slimline, low wow and flutter
transport mechanism. There's an
MX head for wider frequency
response, superior wear
characteristics and excellent
headroom.

£149.00

New NAD Digital AM/FM Receivers
NMI

0
40"
NAD 7140 Receiver
Features exclusive NAD impedance
selector which delivers maximum
power into any speaker impedance.
Bass EQ circuit augments the
deep- bass response of speakers
while infrasonic filter preserves
maximum power for music. The

NAD 7140 is nearly twice as
sensitive in FM stereo as other
receivers. Power output
conservatively rated at 40W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(80 W/ch) for peaks.

f339.00

"Best Buy"

NAD 7155 Receiver

Offers all the features of the 7140
plus independent input selectors
for recording and listening. 50dB
stereo quieting sensitivity is
typically only 22µV and maximum
stereo quieting 80dB. A dynamic
separation circuit maintains full

subjective stereo separation while
improving the quieting of weak
stereo signals. Power output
conservatively rated at 55 W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(110 W/Ch) for peaks.

£389.00
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NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck
Complementary cassette deck to
the 3020A amplifier and 4020A
tuner, the 6050C incorporates a
host of advanced features including

Dobly C, Dolby B, direct loading
with click- locked soft touch
buttons and review/cue. Your local
Hi -Fi Markets will be pleased to
give you ademonstration.

£159.00

NAD 5120
The NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record- playing
performance and exceptional
freedom from resonant colou ration
and feedback at an amazingly

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

modest price. Complete with
tubular tonearm and cartridge.

£109.00
Also available with ' fine tune' flat
tonearm at £109 excluding
cartridge.

"(KEF Chorale Ill) Fine value for money"
HI-FI CHOICE Autumn 1984
prestigious designers and
manufacturers of high quality
loudspeakers, acknowledged as
aworld authority on advanced
design and techniques in a
range of loudspeakers covering
every requirement from
domestic Hi -Fi bookshelf
models to the largest
professional monitoring
loudspeakers used in recording
studios. Inspect this great
speaker range at HiFi Markets.
KEF Chorale Ill £89.90
KEF Coda Ill £109.90
KEF Cantor ill £129.90

"(Celestion DL4) This speaker is one Irate highly"
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE February 1985
peas
to
present Celestion's exciting
new DL range — developed
with the aid of revolutionary
laser interferometry. Celestion
used this technology to design
and build their highly
successful SL6 and SL600
speakers. Now the same
philosophy has been applied to
the DL series. Allowing budget
conscious audiophiles to enjoy
superb Celestion performance
at lowest ever prices.
Celestion DL4
£99.90
Celestion DL6
£129.90
Celestion DL8
£179.90

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE January 1985
new ground. Se dom has new
speaker technology pleased the
eye as beautifully as the ear.
The softly curving edges of
AR's new Preference series is
an important advance in
acoustic design, reducing
diffraction distortion to a
minimum. And new high
performance drivers give the
Preference series wide dynamic
range, adequate power
handling and low colouration.
AR18BX
£99.90
AR19B
£119.90
AR2OB
£149.90

The place where people care about hi-fi

New from Yamaha
true audiophile units
for an incredible £89.50

Yamaha A-320 Amplifier
Realising that he high current
amplifier has been recognised by
UK reviewers as Deing the most
musical, Yamaha not only used
the concept to produce tne A-320
but did so at aprice which is
absolutely unbeatable.
Power output is apowerful 30
watts per channel (8ohms,
20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total

New Yamaha T-320,
AM/FM Tuner

harmonic distortion, and the
A-320 boasts an impressive list of
features. Low noise phono
eqJalizer, pure current servo amp,
built-in subsonic filter, gold
plated phono terminals.
At Hi -Fi Markets we anticipate
that the Yamaha A-320 will be one
of the success stories of 1985.
Come along and hear for yourself.

Matching tuner to the A-320, the
Yamaha T-320 ensures extremely
high broadcast reception quality
with the use of exclusive Yamaha
tuning technologies. It offers an
attractive choice to those tuner
enthusiasts who prefer the manual
control and " feel" of analogue
tuning with alarge, heavy tuning

£89.50

knob. Yamaha's Pilot Tone
Multiplex tuning system provides
extremely high broadcast
reception qua ity, and tuning is
aided with a3- segment signal
quality meter. No automated
functions, just high quality with
pure and simple operat on.

£89.50

New Yamaha sophistication at unheard of prices
1111111M
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Yamaha A-420 Amplifier
Low impedance drive capabilly
enables the A-420 to drive two
sets of speakers simultaneously
or use low impedance speaker
systems without the worry of
amplifier shut-off or system
damage. And tl-e A- 42C features
very high dynamic power,
enabling it to celiver large
volumes of power in response to

M I *W.*

41Z

transient peaks and to reproduce
the full dynamic range of high
quality music sources such as
digital audio discs. The Yamaha
A-420 delivers levels of
performance that can only be
found on much more expensive
units. Without doubt another
Yamaha winner.

£139.50

—

r

Welse

New Yamaha T-520
AM/FM Tuner
Matching tuner to the A-420, the
T-520 offers new front panel
design giving greater readability
of frequency and signal quality
displays. A total of 8AM and
8FM stations can be preset for
instant, one- touch tuning. The
FM stereo/mono mode is also
memorized along with the

The place where people care about hi—fi

station's frecuency. And the new
IF count PLL synthesizer tuning
system used in the T-520 ensures
easy, one touch tuning with a
highly accurate stop detection
circuit that minimizes error in the
reception process and provides
consistently precise tuning.

£139.50

"You'll be getting avery good sounding
player whichever Yamaha you buy"
HI- Fl ANSWERS April 1985
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rnore affordable than ever before.
A 12- mode remote control unit is
supp ied with the CD- 3, :or total
control over all player functions.
Up to 9selections on adisc can
be randomly programmed for a
playback in that order. Er tering a
prog-amme is fast and simple, with
easy to use front panel controls,
or with the remote control unit
convois. Movement forwards and
backwards between individual

Yamaha CD- 3
Compact Disc Player
The CD- 3continues the Yamaha
tradition of excellence in compact
disc player performance, with
refinements in circuit design ard
functions that offer simple,
straightforward operation. And it
comes with aremarkably low price
tag, making the high reproduction
quality of atop- grade CD player

selections on adisc is aone- touch
process with the control keys. This
eliminates " manual" searching for
the beginning & each selection.
Repeat playback is available in
three different ways: repeat play
of an entire disc, repeat play of
amemory programme, and repeat
play of arandomly determined
"A- B" section on the disc.
A front panel phone jack enables
headphone listening, and a

level control regulates
headphone volume. The CD- 3can
be set for autcmatic playback with
the use of an external audio
timer, for wake-up playback of
compact disc sources. Other
features include track no. display,
elapsed time display, total disc
playback time display and
space play.

£429.00
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The CD- X2 is the updated version
of the critical),acclaimed CD-X1
which is itself a'Best Buy' in the
latest issue of Hi -Fi Choice. This
new model features music search
(track, index and normal), repeat
(full track, programme), random
memory and play (9selection).
The Yamaha CD-X2 is areal
thoroughbred with enough
advanced teeinologies to satisfy
the most advanced audiophile.

£329.00

New Yamaha K-320
Cassette Deck
Outstanding sound reproduction
quality and sophisticated features
make the K-320 the highest
performing cassette deck in its
class. There's ahigh sensitivity
hard permalloy head and Yamaha's

original 2motor transport with
m.cro computer controls. The
K-320 also offers Dolby Band C,
7segment LED peak meter, intro
scan forward and reverse, music
search facility, record return,
auto record mute and auto source
change.

£155.00

New Yamaha K-220
Cassette Deck
The K-220 is an attractive
combination of high reproduction
quality, automated convenience
features, and real affordability.
Features not normally found or
cassette decks at this price are

111•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

standard on the K-220 — the high
performance of Dolby C noise
reduction and full logic controls
are just two examples. Then
there's 2motor microcomputer
transport control for smooth,
positive switching and fast action
with all transport operations.

£119.00

"A super cartridge
at abargain
basement price"

NEW HI-FI SOUND February 1986

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE November 1984

HI-FI NEWS November 1984

WHAT HI-FI July 1984
The Ariston philosophy has always
been to produce turntables that
retrieve the maximum amount of
information from the vinyl disc
without adding any colouration or
distortion to the sound. Now, with
the RD20, th ,sremarkable 13.-itish
company has notched up ahuge
success by incorporating their
unique isolation techniques in a
turntable at only £99.50. The RD20
is abelt drive, semi automatic
turntable with an extremely quiet
electron,: governor motor. It has a
heavywei ht die cast alumin,..IM,

£99.50

"With the RD40 they have
beaten all records"

Goldring
EPIC

A new magnetic
cartridge of advanced
design which delivers the
performance and quality of much more
expensive models. The diamond tip
bonded to asapphire shank yields a

suspension isolated, concave platter
with integral record clamp —
features unheard eat this price!
But Ariston haven't stopped
there.They've added astatic
balanced straight tone arm with a
fixed headshell of only 10 grams
effective mass ( approx). And the
RD20 comes complete with superb
Goldring Astron Cartridge. The
RD20 has broken the price barrier
by offering superior Ariston quality
at abudget price.

AUDIO REVIEW

lower tip mass or accurate high
frequency tracking.

£16.50

The G1000 seres has a
strong one-piece
body cor struction
and incorporates
ultra rigid glass
reinforced polyester
pocan — the latest
development in
material technology.
The result is ararge of advanced,
high quality magnetic cartridges
which offer outstanding
performance, consis:ency and
reliability for the audiophile
and budge: hi-fi owner alike.
Goldring G1010 with
Elliptical stylus £29.95
Goldring G1020 with
van den Hul Type 2stylus
£44.95
Goldring G1040
with van den Hui Type 1
stylus £69.95

Siîiember

1983

Ariston RD40

Basical y
the RD40 system
consists of three
substantial aluminium
castings. These castings
make up the base, the chassis
and the platter which is dished'
slightly corcave. A record clamp, in
conjunction with the concave platter.
laminates the disc mat and platter
interface, reducing the vinyl resonance
and creating one impedance for the

entire assembly as opposed to the more
common two from disc and platter.

£139.95 Without Arm
£189.95 With Opus Arm

"I would not hesitate
to recommend this latest
Ariston MO"

The place where people care about hi-fi

Ariston RD80
The RD80 is atwo speed
manual turntable with AC
Syncisronous Motor. There's a
two piece fully machined
concave platter with record
clamp„ and precision made
single-pcint bearing.

£239.95

with Opus Arm

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the c111111 try
AVON

Bath
C. Milsoms
11/12 Northgate St. Tel: 0225 65975
Bristol
Hi -Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Radford Hi- Fr
52-54 Gloucester Rd. Tel: 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi- Fr
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Bedford Audio- Comm
76 Bedford Road, Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Dunstable
Target Electrical
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
B& BHi-Fi
The Pavillion, Princess Square.
Tel: 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi -Fi Markets
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Newbury
B& B
62 Northbrook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Reading
88 BHi- Fr
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Windsor
Radford Hi Fi
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury Hi Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street. Tel: 0296 U790
High Wycombe
B& BHi Fi
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Milton Keynes
JCV HiFi 8 Video Superstore
1Viscount Way. Dukes Drive,
Bletchley. Tel 09W 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Hi- Fi Markets
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fi People
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755

CHESHIRE
Warrington
Doug Brady Hr- Fr
Kingsway Studios. Krngsway North.
Tel: D925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wilmslow
4/8 St. Annes Parade. Tel: 0625 526213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793

CORNWALL
Truro
E.T.S. Electrkentres
25 King Street. Tel: 0872 79809

CUMBRIA
Barrow in Furness
Searle Audio
223-225 Rawirnson St. Tel 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audioscene
132 Chatsworth Road, Brampton.
Tel: 0246 204005
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385

DEVON
Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 378138
Plymouth
Framptons Ltd
90/92 Cornwall Sc. Tel: 0752 27600

DORSET
Bournemouth
Suttons Hi Fi Centre
10 Gervls Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Christchurch
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901

Gillingham
Blackmore Vale Shops
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Poole
Direct Vision
The Arndale Centre. Tel: 0202 432143

ESSEX
Barldng
Hyperfi
28-32 Longbridge Road. Tel: 01-591 6961
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6Market Street. Tel: 0376 29060
Chelmsford
Rush HiFi 8 Video Centre
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Colchester
Golding & Co
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre- Tel: 0279 26155
Honichurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel: 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Ter: 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel: 0708 46600
Southend
Essex Discount
15-24 Southchurcb Road, Victoria Circus
Soundtrack HiFi Video Market
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel, 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Gloucester
Robb: of Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Bryants
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco
7Queensmead. Tel: 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins HIFi Centre
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhamsted
Berkharnsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel: 04427 5943
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
141tchln
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 34537
Watford
Hi Fi Markets
68 H,gh Street. Tel 0923 26169

HUMBERSIDE

LANCASHIRE
Blackburn
Practical HIFi
10 Preston New Road. Tel: 0254698185
Preston
Norman Audio
Si Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester
Mays Hi-Fr
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market. Tel 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
Super-Fr Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green HiFi
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Park E12
Kimberley Hi Fi
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London El7
Myers Audio
7Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
London N7
Bartlett's Hl- Fi
175-177 Holloway Road.
Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NW6
Studio 99
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London W1
KI. Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W2
Kimberley Hi Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera 8 HI Fi Centre
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London W14
Hi -Fi Markets
204 North End Road.
Tel: 01-381 5174
London SE13
Bill Vee Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SEIS
Sevenoaks HI- Fl& Video
162 Po yvi sStreet, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW?
Unilet
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 St. Johns Hill. Tel: 01-228 7126
London SW19
M. O'Brien HiFi Ltd
95 High Street, Wimbledon Village.
Tel: 01-946 1528
rdrr/Treer-T e rer
Bolton
Cleartone HiFi & Video
235 Blackburn Rd.
Tel: 0204 31423
Manchester
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
62=treet. Tel: 061-835 1156
Cleartone
8 Video
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Stockport
Fairbotham 8 Co
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872

Grims y
Super Fi Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472-43539
Hull
Simply HiFi
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240

MERSEYSIDE

KENT
Bromley
Halcyon Electronics
38 Widmore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury
Canterbury HI-FI Centre
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks
8 Video
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks HiFi & Video
111 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks HIFi
Video
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0392 31543

rkenhead
Peters HI-FI of Chester
11 St. Werburgh Square.
Grange Precinct. Tel: 051-647 5626
Literpool
WA. Brady 8 Son
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
Beaver Radio
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9899

MIDDLESEX
Enfleld
A.T. Laboratories
159a Chase Side. Tel: 01-367 3132
Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road. Tel: 01-863 0938

Uxbridge
Uxbridge A.A.
278 High Street. Tel 0895 33474

NORFOLK
Norwich
Scarfe Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Kettering
Kettering Hi-Fi
68 S0ra
urd- Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold S' rent. Tel: 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Audio Times
Unit 12, Fountain Centre,
College Street. Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
Best Hi -Fi
24 Kingsgate Street. Tel: 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottingham Hi- Fr
120-122 Alfreton Rd. Tel: 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound 8 Video
19 Old High Street. Headington.
Tel: 0865 e961
Absolute Sound 8 Video
256 Banbury Road, Summertown.
Tel: 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi Fi
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi -Fi
441-445 Holburn Street.
Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The HiFi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
The Gramophone
Rose Scree:, Pedestrlan Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
Hi- Fl Corner
52 Gordon Street.
Tel: 041-248 2840
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel: 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
8/10 Cadzow Street. Tel: 0698 283193
Inverness
Hi Fi Markets
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440

STAFFORDSHIRE
Stoke-on-Trent
Purloss Hf Fi Systems
51/53 Picc,adilly, Hanley
'Tel. 0782 265010

SUFFOLK
Ipswich
Eastern Atdro
41 Bramford Road. Tel: 0473 217217

Hayw
th
HI- F. 8. Video Markets
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333

TYNE 8, WEAR
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place Tel 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
SWIMS.»
Audio Excellence
9High Street. Tel: 0792 4746138

WARWICKSHIRE

e

Warwick
(CV Hi- Fl & Video
Wharf Street Tel. 0926 493796

WEST MIDLAN
Birmingham
Norman H. Field
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021-622 2323
Perfect Audio
504/516 Alum Rock Road,
Alum Rock. Tel: 021-328 2103
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
Walsall
Bridge HiFi
Tudor House, Bridge Street. Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473
Wolverhampton
Woods Audio Visual
39 Victoria Street Tel 0902 38222

WILTSHIRE
Devizes
Louis J. Rutter
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 2268
Salisbury
Blackmore Vale TV & Audio
17 Butcher Row Tel: 0722 22746
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnsons Sound Service
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
Castieford
Eric Wiley
64 8 85 Beancroft Road. Tel: 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Huddersfield HiFi Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street.
Tel: 0484 44668
Leeds
Super Fi
3436 Queen Victoria Street. Tel: 0532 449075
Image Hi Fi
8St Anne's Road, Headingley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Baslow Rd,Totley. Tel: 0742 360295
Sup rfi
lR:ckingham Gate, The Moore.
Tel: 0742 23768
York
Sound Organisation
36 Gillygate Tel: 0904 27108

SURREY
Croydon
Spaldings
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Vision Store
96-98 North End. Tel: 01-681 7539
Woking
Aerco
11 The Broadway Tel: 04862 4926
New Maiden
Unilet
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks
55 Preston Street. Tel: 0273 733338
Chlrnester
Makolm Audio 8 TV
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
East Grinstead
John Rees HI-Fi
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Hastings
Hastings HiFi
32 Western Road. Tel: 0124 442975

Hill MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Il

W

Head Office Cousteau House.
Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 458.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HI-FI Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press (20/3/85) but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations in Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices Include VAT 10 15%
Not all the products featured in HIFi
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling.

e

Cong rats QUAD

As we are celebrating our own 25th
anniversary this summer we are very
conscious of " QUAD's" long standing
and enviable reputation.
Long having set the industry standard
for customer service, Quad have built
on to their reputation with the excellent
range of electronics introduced in
recent years.
We are proud to stock and demonstrate the entire range and also to
offer home trials where appropriate.
Please ring or write to book your
audition. We look forward to seeing
you.
W A.
13:stirj s.
r
8, SON
401 Snuthdown Road.
Liverpool 115 3.1.)

4 ALBERT PDE, GREEN ST, EASTBOURNE
TEL: 0323 31336
69 LONDON RD, BRIGHTON (
Closed Mon)
TEL: 0273 609431

Tel 1051) 733 6859
Closed ell day Wednesday

QUAD 'í

T IM
1
E3
401

111.1,1M ARKETS
05.1

111

181MMIl

DOUG

13ILLLEYY
[DTI
Vingsway Studios.
Ifingemly North.
Warrington
Padgett; 628009
Closed ell day Thursday

"IT'S BUILT TO LAST"
"IT SOUNDS SUPERB"
"IT'S BRITI
SH!!"

WHAT MORE
CAN WE SAY?
COME AND
LISTEN
Aeeriff
arAf
AnilriMr W

I
2

SPECIALIST HIFI DEPARTMENTS
UNITS 7/8, WHARF ST, WARWICK. TELEPHONE (0926) 493796
DUKE DRIVE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES. TELEPHONE (0908) 367341
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8St Annes Road Headingleyleeds 1.56 3NX
Telephone(0532)78937

MISSION CYRUS 2AMP
In context of price and power
this amplifier gave an
excellent performance.
Precision, dynamics, stereo
imaging and transparency
were all outstanding.
Listen to the new Mission Cyrus 2Amp alongside the
fine Sondex S230 or the exciting Myst TMA 3. All strongly
recommended. Or upgrade to the Meridian MCA- 1.
MISSION 770 FREEDOM
The 770's have dynamic impact, up-front clarity, and an
ability to be used close to the wall. They suit rock music
particularly well and possess what we term as "plenty of
go/or wellie". This speaker is up against fine competition
from Celestion (SL6) Spendor (prelude and SPI) and
Wharfedale (708).
For the Formula 1Audiophile
who perceives that agood
system should have anatural
performance the closest to the live
sound of music. Both these
turntables meet the highest standards
when fitted with Tlarms from Helius or
Zeta and cartridges from the likes of Koetsu.

"PINK TRIANG LE"

-THE

SOURCE"

Image HiFi would like to say thanks to Bill Beard for the valves
and Cliff Stone for the stands.
BEARD, PINK TRIANGLE, LOGIC, AR/STUN, AR, SONDEX, MERIDIAN, NVA, KOETSU, M.Y.S.T., P.S. AUDIO, SPENDOR,
CELESTION SL600s, SYRINX, ZETA, NAKAMICHI, TALISMAN, HELIUS.
Also: ADC, AKAI, AUDIO TECHNICA, CASTLE, DUAL, DYNAVECTOR, ELITE, GLANZ, GOLDRING, KEF, LOWTHER, MARANTZ,
EnunCIFI ,
MORDAUNT SHORT, NAD, ORTOFON, QUANTUM, SME, TANNOY, TEAC, THORENS, YAMAHA, 1ACCESSORIES,
TAPES, ETC.
LARGE DEMONSTRATION ROOM, OUR USUAL STANDARD OF PERSONAL SERVICE, PLUS
THE BEST COFFEE SERVED IN THE NORTH.
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111 London Road

4RailwayStreet

SEVENOAKS

CHATHAM Kent

Kent

(0634) 46859

(
0732) 459555

e

162 Powis Street Woolwich

55 Preston Street

LONDON SEIB
e(
01) 8558016

SEYEAVAAS

If you tan buy
cheaper elsewhere,
tell us- we want
to know!

34 Mount Ephraim

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
ide (0892) 31543
7011

Kent

707

£99.95

£149.95

70W + 70W
Compact speaker
system
3/4" ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 61/
2"
plastiflexed woofer

100W 100W
High performance
speaker system
3/4" ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8"
plastiflexed woofer

BRIGHTON Sussex
e(
0273) 733338

eaco

51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

770F

£379.95

(
01) 658 3450

te

780A

737R

£599.95

£199.95

150W + 150W
Broadcast monitor

200W • 200W
3- unit, 2way
reference speaker
system. Unique
Impedance Transformer HF, 2x
reinforced
Homopolymer 8"
woofers

125W+ 125W
Speaker system
3/4 "ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8"
polypropylene
woofer

system
1" ferrofluid dome
tweeter,
reinforced 8"
Homopolymer
woofer
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LOOK and
LISTEN-

Mission
7011
evIMIIMII1111111

Save over £ 60 on this great hi-fi
system.
To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

lea

(Carriage and insurance £6 per system).

Mail order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London Rd,
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555
Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.

Dual CS505-2
TURNTABLE
•

Name

Each component has been acclaimed " Best
Buy" in the UK Hi Fi Press, and as a system
offers unbeatable value for money.

Address

•
• iie

• mumum

Nad 3020B

This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase an

r

HFN 5/85

IM

All goods lolly . nsure0 agamst loss or darnne in transrl Please
allow up to l0 days tor del..," ald+ougt, . t st,ou.d r
,C
, relly be
rnucl, less Can.age and , nsurance ( 6 00 pe, . tea, UK " a.nlar-_1
NB — Mad 0 ,0er Serenoaks 1,...,1. oniy

excellent quality hi-fi at a bargain price. We
also have a wide range of competitively
priced Cassette Decks, Tuners and Compact
Disc Players, should you wish to add to the
system . . . but hurry as stocks are strictly
limited.

£299399 inc VAT
(This represents
a saving of over £60 off the individual selling prices.)

QUAD IN SUFFOLK

the hi-fi centre w
°
f
iirnSIOW

The ultimate hi-fi system for most customers: CD Player from Philips,
Marantz, Sony or Technics with Quad 34/405
and good speakers to personal choice.
• PERSONAL CHOICE
• HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
• DAILY OR EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
*Our unique offer to you. Arrange with The HiFi Centre of Wilmslow
ahome demonstration of Quad amplifiers and, or CD Player.
*Don't forget the Quad 303/33 combination for only £250 with our
promise to give almost full credit against 34/405 on up grading

the hi-fi centre
Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1LW
Telephone Wilmslow (0625)524766
*Please note the above offers can only apply at The HiFi Centre
of Wilmslow.
Open 9am to Ipm lic 2pm to 5.30pm Closed Wednesday

7,..----

Come and hear QUAD demonstrated with all the best
ancillary equipment at EASTERN AUDIO.
Linn • Thorens • Philips • Yamaha • Technics
Nakamichi • Aiwa • NAD • Denon • Proton • Dual
Celestion • A&R • Spendor

ClIrliCirlESTEU
111C1-1FIIIDIEILIFY
..e. ,
...,J
Retailers of all
Quad products

EASTERN AUDIO
41 Bramford Road, Ipswich.
(0473) 217217
WE SPECIALISE

40 Little London, Chichester, W. Sussex.
Telephone 0243 776402

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound

* COMPACT DISC SPECIALIST *
COMPACT
U
DIG TAL AUDIO

We stock CD players
& HUNDREDS of discs

THINK

Quad holds the
key to unlock the
performance of
COMPACT DISC

QUAD complements our range of other
***AWARD WINNING " BEST BUYS"***
from: Acoustic Research (AR), ADC, AKG, Ariston,
B&W, Castle, Denon, Diesis, Dual, Harman/Kardon,
JBL, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, Proton, QED,
Sansui, Sennheiser, Tannoy, Teac, Yamaha and
other leading brand names.

HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
Drentwoodmusiccentre

AND YOU WILL

QUAD
Open 9.30am
-5.30pm
Mondays to
Saturdays

SHOP
COMPARATOR
8c (local)
HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS

and

for the thinking man who knows his music
Come and Listen (no appointment required) at
VISA
2 lngrave Road, Brentwood, Essex

Easy to reach
-5mins. by car
from M25/A1 2
intersection

Tel: (0277) 221210
CARTRIDGES (
incl moving coils), TURNTABLES, CD PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS TUNERS CASSETTE DECKS, LOUDSPEAKERS,
HEADPHONES, MICROPHONES, ACCESSORIES, WOOD VENEERED CABINETS, RECORDS, CASSETTES and COMPACT DISCS
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MAGGIES IN MAY
On Thursday 23rd May we will be
holding our first musical evening in the
Veranda Suite at The Cottons Hotel,
Manchester Road, Knutsford.

BEEC WOOD AUDIO
IS HI- Fl A MEANS TO AN END OR AN END IN THE MEANS?

Commencing 7.30pm we will he using the
Magneplanar 111 loudspeakers with
Audio Research Amplifiers.
Also present will be Krell, Goldmund,
and Koetsu.
Admission is by ticket only,
Price £1.00
(proceeds to Cancer Research)
Please use the coupon below and send it
with s.a.e. to our Warrington shop.

The answer is, of course, obvious but judging by the attitudes
taken by some hi-fi dealers, you would be forgiven for
thinking that the means, le the equipment is the most
important aspect of hi-fi.
At Beechwood Audio, we are much more concerned with
the end, real lasting musical pleasure. As oconsequence,
the equipment we stock has been chosen from the best of
British and overseas manufacturers not on the strength of
reviews, fashion or how it would impress the neighbours. but
on how well it performs in achieving our stated aim, real
lasting musical pleasure.
Our demonstration facilities are second ro none and we
support all customers with full installation, service and
financial facilities.
Come and enjoy music played on equipment from:
A&R, QUAD, KEF, CELESTION, MISSION, HELIUS, MERIDIAN, NAD,
SONDEX, PINK TRIANGLE, NAKAMICHI, ORACLE, ARISTON, DUAL
SUMIKO, SYRINX, SME, SHURE, KOETSU, TALISMAN, GOLDRING,
ORTOFON, MARANTZ, BRITISH LOUDSPEAKERS, QED, MUSICAL
FIDELITY, SD ACOUSTICS
6 Market Street, Braintree, Essex (Ml 6YA.

Tel: 0376 29060
Hours: 9.30-6.00 Monday- Saturday and evenings
by appointment
\

Ref. our ad in April issue for an insight into Loot Lirpa's identity, reverse the name

f

QUAD
IN
GLASGOW
AND
EDINBURGH
AIRPORT

We have the full range of products on
demonstration. Visit our showroom and
hear aselection from our range.

STOCKPORT

Iwould like

tickets ( max 2) for Thurs. 23rd

May. Ienclose £

Also stockists of:
A&R • AR • AIWA • CREEK • DUAL
HEYBROOK • KEFF • LINN
MARANTZ • MONITOR • NAIM
NYTECH • REGA • ROTEL • SANSUI

NAME
MAETO MUSIK
14 The Toll
Clarkston, Glasgow
Tel: 041 638 8252

ADDRESS

TEL. No.
Send to Doug Brady Hi Fi, Kingsway
Kingsway North, Warrington.

RUSS ANDREWS HIFI
34 Northumberland Street
Edinburgh
Tel: 031 557 16 72

Studios,
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CROSS THE GREAT DIVIDE...' sang
The Band 15 years ago, and as Isaid
in last month's ' Comment' column,
there are still as many divides in the world of
hi-fi as there were then. Take hi-fi
exhibitions: since the announcement last
month of our 1985 hi-fi show, scheduled to
take place from September 19th- 22nd at the
Heathrow Penta Hotel, much has happened.
Peter Hainswortn has announced his
intention of reviving the Harrogate Show
(see p27), while the Federation of British
Audio, whose sponsorship of the 1984 HFN/
RR show was awelcome factor in its
success, has been acting rather perversely.
In January, when negotiations between
HFN/RR and the FBA about a1985 show
were far advanced, the official FBA policy,
according to their Chairman, Linn's Ivor
Tiefenbrun, as quoted in Electrical Retailing,
was '.., not to support regional or retailer
shows. Instead, the resources of the FBA will
be used to back avery limited number of
major exhibitions. The first move in this
direction made ( the 1984 Heathrow Penta
Show] the first genuinely successful hi-fi
exhibition in some years'.
Yet in February, Quad's Ross Walker
issued on behalf of the FBA an
announcement that the FBA proposed to
sponsor three exhibitions in 1985: in Bolton
and London in October, and in Brighton in
November, all organised by the British Audio
Dealers' Association and all therefore
retailer, as well as regional, shows.
One thing that became clear in the last
three years to us, as hardened show
exhibitors, was that while regional shows
are convenient for local visitors, they do not
pull in asufficiently high attendance to
justify the expense of acompany taking a
room or stand. This was one of the reasons
behind the demise of the Harrogate
exhibition, it was just too expensive
considering the number of people who
visited one's room. One of the reasons
behind the reversal in FBA policy, according
to Ross, is that the three shows will attract
'new faces', not just the hardcore faithful
followers. But even adealer show highly
promoted outside of the specialist press,
such as that organised in Brighton in 1983 by
Jeffries, did not attract the general crowds,
just arelatively stroll number of enthusiasts.
HFIV/RR's attitude is that both enthusiasts
and trade are best served by one major
show, organised not by aretailer but by an
independent organisation. Obviously, as
independent organisers, we would like to
repeat last year's success, but it looks as
though we will have to wait for the political
waters to clear.
Schisms don't ; ust infest the trade;
'Views', overleaf, carries anumber of letters

which reveal apparently irreconcilable
differences between enthusiasts, who would
otherwise just want to enjoy high quality
sound and music in the home. A highly
articulate section of the audio fraternity feels
that audio progress reached aplateau some
years ago, and that, with amplifiers for
example, there has been no improvement in
sound quality ( as long as the amplifier is not
being overloaded) since, say, the
introduction of the Quad 405 10 years ago,
the latest version of which is reviewed on
p73.
One of these people is the highlyrespected electronics engineer Peter
Baxandall, whose feedback tone control
circuit must be in use in 90% of the
amplifiers sold worldwide. The British
section of the Audio Engineering Society had
invited Peter to give atalk on atopic of his
own choice in March — as it was widely
advertised as ' A Critical Look at the Audio
Scene', he had alarge audience who were
hoping for some interesting debate, with
maybe some factual evidence emerging to
upset applecarts either way. As Martin
Colloms points out in his magnum opus on
p39, there is plenty of evidence that what
makes agood amplifier is more than just
specifications, yet Peter Baxandall, to all
intents and purposes, is the man who
originally defined those specifications.
Well, it was adisappointing evening. Peter
played asuccession of his own recordings —
very nice some were, too, recorded with a
crossed/equalised pair of 4038 ribbons and
played back on ESL- 63s, but that wasn't why
the audience were there — with only ashort
interlude in the centre where Peter said that
there were anumber of things which he was
'simply not inclined to believe in', things that
he regarded as ' an awful bore and awaste of
time.' He listed them:
'1: Ibelieve that any well- designed
amplifier... ( when not allowed to overload in
any manner and when the comparison is
made on afair basis), it will sound exactly
the same as any other well- designed high
quality amplifier. Ido not believe that by
paying, say, £2000 for asuper luxurious
craftsman- built amplifier, you will obtain
that little bit extra refinement of sound that
you could reasonably expect to obtain for,
say, £300.
'2: Ido not believe that negative feedback
should be used sparingly, preferably with
not more than about 20dB of loop gain, as
has sometimes been said in recent years.'
Peter did point out, however, that negative
feedback circuits should be designed with
the greatest care with regard to stability
margins, bearing in mind slew rate aspects,
something with which Idon't think anyone
would disagree.
'3: Ido not believe that the type or quality
of dielectric used in LF coupling capacitors is
of any significance whatsoever.' Here, Peter
effectively rubbished the published work of
Jung, Marsh, and Moncrieff in the USA,
backed up by Armstrong in Wireless World
(Letters, Nov'84) and Ben Duncan (
HFN/RR
'841 in the UK, but he didn't offer any factual
support for his opinion.
'4: Ido not believe that the use of
expensive, special loudspeaker cable — with
or without lead tubes, no matter which way
round they are connected — confers any
sonic benefit whatever.
'5: Ido believe that all this recent business
about single- crystal, high purity, oxygenfree, connecting cable is just aload of
absolute hogwash.' Peter felt that measuring
the distortion at 100Hz and at 5kHz with and
without an ordinary 50m twisted pair cable
in the signal path, which revealed no
difference, was conclusive proof for his
opinion. Irefer you to my recent ' Comment'
essays, and Malcolm Hawksford's seminal

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publization should be addressed to the Editor and mus: contain no other material or enqulies. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London WIN 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders Wan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £3.53 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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ARE YOUR
CABLES THROTTLING
YOUR HI-FI?
Are you realising the full
All the major brands
potential of your hi-fi? Is your
(and most of the
investment in state-of-the-art
minor ones) are
electronics being squandered
stocked, and
by forcing the sound through
our engineers have
ordinary speaker and intermore experience of
connect cables?
the different cables
Connecting equipment
than you'll find anywhere.
with one of our many special
And what do you pay for
cables can dramatically improve
this service?
the sound quality of your system.
No more than you would pay
In recent months every major
your local dealer for the separate
hi-fi magazine has emphasised
items if only he had the stock.
the benefits of fitting special
And for an extra £ 1.50 we'll pack
cables and terminations.
and post them to your door.
MILES OF
But getting hold of
CABLE IN STOCK.
Send today for our
ABSOLUTE: AUDIO
exactly the right cable,
\
free
booklet and fully
TECHNICA: CORAL:
HITACHI: MISSION:
in the right length is
\ detailed order form, and
MONITOR AUDIO:
always aproblem.
MONSTER: MIT:
put some life back into
NAIM: Q.E.D.:
And then you have
RANDALL: R.S.:
your system.
SUPRA: ULTRA:
to find the right
VAN DEN HUL:
ALL THE RIGHT
terminations and
CONNECTIONS
INCLUDING BANANA
accurately mount
ease send nie free literature on
PLUGS FROM
them.
MICHELL
/ the UMlet custom- cables- by- post service.
ENGINEERING.
Well now you
Name
can have cables tailormade to your requirements
Address
with the connections of your
choice already fixed and individually
tested.
HFN 5/85
Because Unilet's Custom Cable
Custom Cable Service is adivision of Unilet Products Ltd.
Service is now Britain's biggest
35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey. 01-942 9567
supplier of cable and terminations.
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. . . about devoting one's life
to audio technology
From: Harvey Rosenberg, New York Audio
Laboratories, 33 North Riverside Avenue,
Croton- on- Hudson, NY10520, USA
Dear Sir, Mad you say!! Quite Right. Iam
mad — Ken Kessler is quite accurate in his
description of me [
HFN/RR January p591,
though Imust disagree with his physical
description of me as a ' Kosher Jewish
Samurai' — 1see myself instead as avery
corpulent over- age male ballet dancer, who
is mostly bald and 5ft. 6in.
Ifelt astrong kinship to Mr Kessler who is
blessed with the rare good sense to
intellectually pursue one of the most
important subjects of the 20th century— tube
technology; and this resulted in my
surrendering my personal opacity and
permitting him to peer into my gizmo- logical
fantasy life.
Gentlemen, let me assure you that every
other American audio designer he
interviewed is just as mad as me — you see
such fecund madness is aprerequisite for
devoting one's life to audio technology. After
all, what can be more absurd than trying to
reproduce ( with great accuracy) the London
Symphony Orchestra in a9ft. x 12ft. room?
What is always fascinating to me is the
divergence of creative skills passionately
pursuing this dream.
For example— what kind of man spends
his life listening to wire? Yet Iknow aman —
named Alex — who spends most of his
waking hours listening to wire, seeking the
ultimate wire. Can you imagine telling your
friends ' Ilisten to wire for aliving'?; but the
flame of music burns incandescently in this
man, and he has no choice. Herein lies the
essential truth about all the men Ken
interviewed, they have no choice! We all
must explore the outer regions of music
reproduction in the home. There aren't many
redeeming things that America stands for
culturally, and Ilike to think ( Ihope Idon't
turn into afrog) that the American audio
designer represents the best that is
American in that he expresses an inventive
and sensitive impulse to enrich the world.
Of course, you might choose to look at it
another way. What choice do we have, the
English having already invented all the good
things in life — sartorial splendour, humour,
landscape painting, tea, good woollens, fine
cigars, handmade shoes, shotguns, flyrods,
jellies and jams, poetry, literature,
Benjamin Britten, Vaughan Williams,
Jaguars, Norton motorcycles, Quad
speakers, Decca cartridges, beer and most
importantly, THE ENGLISH MIST? What are
we Americans left to do that is worthwhile? It
is really quite unfair, you also have all the
good grouse shooting and Salmon fishing
while America only has fast food, powder
blue knitted polyester leisure suits, frozen TV
dinners and hula hoops.
Ihope our business is successful enough
so that Iwill be able to spend time on your
adorable little island, so that Ican explore
the indigenous native audio madness, that,
judging from your articles, is flourishing.
Yours faithfully
PS: Ken Kessler was quite right about New
York's beautiful hookers. What he didn't
mention was that he was salivating so
profusely that his jacket became soaked.
While this didn't trouble me, Ken also started
to growl, bark, and howl in amanner similar
to ahorny mastiff hound. Most entertaining,
and probably related to his epicurian musical
tastes!! Fortunately, the doors of my car
were locked and he did no damage.
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. . . about early valve
amplifiers
From: IHarley, Peterborough, Cambs
Dear Sir, Whilst not wishing to question
Messrs Humphreys' and Kessler's selection
of David Hafler for an Audio Award for his
contribution to the field of hi-fi, Iwould
query the implication that he devised the
ultra- linear output configuration.
Hailer and Keroe's paper in Audio
Engineering (
Nov 1951) certainly describes
the ultra- linear configuration as we know it,
yet the identical circuit can be found in
British Patent 15620 ( June 1937) which was
granted to one AD Blumlein. It would appear
to be acase of great minds think alike!
It may be more than coincidence that the
first commercial application that Ihave cone
across was the Leak TU12 in 1948, one year
after the Blumlein patent expired; was
Harold JLeak an astute patent watcher?
Whilst looking at patents from this era, I
also came across one granted to Meers and
Ross of STC in December 1937 covering the
coupling of the output valve cathodes into
the output transformer; aconfiguration seen
in various amplifiers of note including EAR,
Quad and the fabled McIntosh to which Ken
Kessler refers on occasions; perhaps we will
see areview of this ' legendary beast' in the
near future.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Ralph West Ix
speaker cable
From: Ian Leslie, London N10
Dear Sir, Thanks are due to Ralph West
('Views', March) for his objective
measurements of the effect of speaker lead
resistance. His historical context gives an
interesting clue to the possible reason why
the importance of upgrading speaker leads
has only recently received so much
attention. A typical length of 5amp mains
flex has aloop resistance . nthe order of 0.5
—lohm — perfectly acceptable with the
15ohm loudspeakers which, as Ralph West
says, were standard in ' the old days', the
days when music- loving engineers of his
generation were establishing hi-fi as we now
know it. Since the cable readily available was
adequate, little attention was given to the
matter— it was easy to forget the need for
change when speaker impedances fell.
Iwould venture to suggest that the effect
on frequency response which Mr West
measured is but apointer to the effect which
matters most: the damping, or lack of

damping, due to the coil- short-circuiting
effect of the amplifier's low output
impedance. Anyone can graphically
demonstrate this effect by disconnecting a
loudspeaker and tapping the cone sharply
with aknuckle. A sonorous boom will be
heard. With the terminals shorted, the result
will be acrisper sound, almost aclick. What
is not so easy to establish is how far it is
useful to go towards ashort circuit in
musical terms. When we have got to the
point of having aplumber install pairs of
0.5in. copper tubes for speaker leads, should
we have to think that 1in. ones would have
been better? And is an amplifier with a
damping factor of 100 audibly better than
one with one of 20?
In the past, engineers used to set up
listening tests using carefully controlled
statistical techniques ( see Audio Quality by
G Slot, Iliffe Books). Nowadays, the
approach appears to be more of a
theological one, with hi-fi writers the
priesthood. Yet the resources available in the
vastly expanded hi-fi press I!! — Ed] and
industry are incomparably greater. May we
please have much more objective testing
and more controlled listening panel tests
where improvements in sound quality are
claimed.
Yours faithfully
Well, careful tests are still carried out. The
problem is that when they are carried out
carefully and then give aresult that is
politically unacceptable, as with Tony
Faulkner's report on LC OFC mic cable in
February, Walt Jung's 1980 tests on
capacitors for Audio, Stanley Lipshitz' work
on absolute phase, or my tests on digital
processors in 1983, conservative sceptics are
still not convinced that audible differences
exist. As with the next letter — Ed.

. . . about different-sounding
mic cable
From: Richard PGoldwater MD, Cambridge,
Mass USA
Dear Sir, Tony Faulkner's absurd column on
different- sounding microphone cables (' The
Compleat Recordist', February ' 85) is merely
the latest in along line of HFN/RR's logical
abuses, but it finds me in the mood, at last,
to respond.
Your magazine presents the most
subjective opinion as though it should be
taken as logical fact! How on earth did
Faulkner arrive at the conclusion that one
cable ' sounds' better than another? Ican
accept subjectivity in record reviews but not
in performance reviews of cable. Not that
measurements of resistance, etc, will tell all,
but show me apanel of listeners with NB
comparisons done by double-blind methods,
similar to how people in my profession
measure the effective results of psychoactive
data, and I'll start to take you seriously. Until
then, your pontificating shall fall on deaf ears
and your opinions shall be held equivalent to
those of Druids and astrologers.
Yours faithfully
You see. When the result of acareful test is
politically unacceptable, and as far as Iknow,
Tony's comparison of the mic cables in
question was neither biased nor rigged in
any way, the sceptic is not convinced but has
to resort to an attack on the methodology.
Tony himself was initially sceptical
but ended up being convinced enough to
buy several hundred metres of LC OFC cable.
But Isuspect that Dr Goldwater's
assessment of any ' objective' test which
9
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A System for Music . .
For those who require afirst class HiFi system with a
minimum of fuss, no worries about regular realignment
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can thoroughly recommend aPink Triangle Turntable,
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Complete system
price including all leads
£1275
Also on demonstration: the new Mission Cyrus 1amp,
superb value at £ 139 and a full range of Mission
loudspeakers.
Also selected equipment from:
AIWA, AKAI, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER,
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ROGERS, ROTEL, SANSUI, SONDEX, SPENDOR, SYSTEMDEK, TANNOY,
TDK, TECHNICS, THORENS, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA, ZETA.
*Single speaker demonstration room
*Full service facilities on the premises

*2year warranty on most equipment
*Phone for written details on interest free credit.
(Credit Broker)
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produces results in which he'd rather not
believe, is that it was merely ' subjective'. I
recommend Martin Colloms' article on
amplifier performance on p39 for arational
discussion of the subjective/objective
problems. And what would Dr Goldwater
think of the next letter? —
.about Hessler and van den
Hul cable
From: William Pilcher, Cranleigh, Surrey
Dear Sir, The criticisms that have been
levelled at your publication since John
Crabbe left the driving seat in 1982 have
perhaps been well founded. None more so
than the insidious rise up the staff list of a
certain Mr K.
Congratulations! You have done it again,
made me eat my words. Since last Spring I
have been reading MC's articles on cables,
and they have provided me with agreat deal
of amusement. Until last week, that is, when
Ibought ametre of van den Hul D-102 and
discovered the third dimension. Thanks for a
most cost-effective upgrade. Trouble is, as
MC said in his article on LC OFC, if one
interconnect can make such adifference,
what price the arm cable, speaker cable, etc?
Yours faithfully
.about Akai cassette decks
& boy racers
From: Douglas N Thomson, Edinburgh,
Scotland
Dear Sir, As aregular reader of HFN/RR and a
self-confessed boy racer, Ifeel Ihave to
challenge astatement made by Ken
Kessler in his review of the Akai GX-R99
cassette decks (
HFN/RR March). If KK thinks
that spoilers on road cars have little or no
effect below 120mph, perhaps he should ask
himself why ever- so-conservative VW fit a
front spoiler to even the lowliest Polos and
Golfs. He should also try holding asuitable
aerofoil section ( amodel aircraft held
upside-down would do) out of the side
window of acar travelling around 40mph.
No effect, huh?
The guy who spends alot of money on
modifications to his car is surely no different
from the hi-fi buff— boy listener? — who
spends afortune on special tables, handmade m-ccartridges, fancy interconnects
and speaker cables. He just has adifferent
set of priorities, that's all. Motoring, like
listening to music, can and should be fun.
The fat, lowprofile tyres fitted to my
(turbocharged) car do for it what the lsoplat
does for my valve power amps— it firms
things up nicely.
With regard to JA's review of the Audio
Research D-250 ( December ' 84), Iwas
astonished at the complete lack of luggage
space afforded by this design, and would
seriously question its ability to carry four
passengers in comfort over even the
shortest of distances.
Yours faithfully

. . about a satisfied customer
From: JTimlett, Luton, Beds
Dear Sir, Irecently decided to up- grade my
system and looked round for advice and
technical assistance. This Ifound at Acoustic
Arts in Watford where Mr Dovey and his
engineers went over my units with afinetooth comb. They then explained the best
and most inexpensive way of obtaining the
results I
wanted.
Consequently, Iam now the owner of a
system which is both enjoyable and matched
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to both my pocket and my needs. Iwould
recommend anyone looking for any type of
purchase, or change-over, to see this
company where there is time allowed for
deliberation with expert advice and no high
pressure salesmanship.
Here is one satisfied customer who will
certainly be returning to Watford and
Acoustic Arts in the near future.
Yours faithfully
.. . about the sound of DMM
discs
From. Adrian Orlowski, Brighton, East
Sussex
Dear Sir, Undoubtedly digital audio sceptics
found the news that the DMM process makes
possible LP side times in excess of 38m
(HFN/RR March) very edifying, particularly in
view of the probably imminent arrival of
more CD- players-on- a-chip like the Sony
Walkman reviewed in March. However, if
there are subjective doubts about the DMM
process, Idon't think that these can be
attributed to the use of a70kHz or so ' bias'
signal at the cutting stage mentioned by
Jimmy Hughes.
Assuming, as Jimmy does, the use of a
cartridge with atip resonance at 50kHz, I
understand the following obtains: 'the upper
frequency limit [ of reproduction] is
determined mainly by the stylus mass.
This is due to the effect of the resonances
between the stylus mass and the springiness
of the record material. Above this upper
resonant frequency, the record groove is
merely ploughed through ( or smoothed
out!) by the stylus mass at the first playing'.
—J Walton Pickups: the key to HiFi. Has
Walton been proved wrong by research
since he wrote that in 1968?
I'm inclined to agree with Jimmy that
some of the subjective problems relate to the
playback equipment used; but less so that
they are directly attributable to the playback
system. Isuspect that it's more acase of
Percy Wilson's ' open window'. The graphs of
background noise shown in the article reveal
an improvement for DMM of 6dB over most
of the audio band, and more like 12-14dB in
the region where most instruments have
their fundamentals. This implies reduced
masking of the audio signal ( and any
distortions) by the background noise.
Another significant difference is that the
DMM metal master has an acoustical
impedance much more like the cutting lathe
than the relatively soft material
conventionally used. Might this have a
bearing ( oops!) on OMM disc ' sound'?
If Iwere researching into the causes of
DMM '
sound' as reported by listeners, I
would certainly examine the cutting
equipment, and not just the recording side. I
don't think it's inconsequential, for example,
that DMM licensees use direct-drive lathes
for the most part ( perhaps universally),
whereas in 1985, most British hi-fi
enthusiasts wouldn't touch adirect- drive
turntable with abarge- pole, given the
choice. I
would like to hear of any
implementations of DMM on belt-driven
lathes.
Finally, Ishare Jimmy's optimism about
the LP's prospects in aworld populated by
sub-£ 100 CD players. Knowing their
commitment to the belt- drive principle, I
once asked Linn Products whether they
contemplated the possibility of
manufacturing acutting lathe, since they
were equipped to do so. Who, came the
reply, would buy acutting lathe for amere
£25,000? Long live opportunity!
Yours faithfully

.. . about the technique of
DMM
From: Stanley Kelly, Broadstairs, Kent
Dear Sir, With reference to the remarks of
Bruce Sams ('Views' March) Iconcur that the
dirty brown liquid produced by the freezedrying process bears as much relation to the
nectar of freshly roasted and ground coffee
beans as the Compact Disc does to listening
to the Concertgebouw Orchestra in their Hall
in Amsterdam!
The concept of ' Compact Disc' is brilliant,
but the current supporting technology is
inadequate. A parallel case is the Comet
aircraft of the ' 50s — beautifully conceived
and produced, but the metallurgy at that
time was inadequate, and even with all the
resources of the aircraft industry, it took 20
years before the wide-bodied modern jet
made safe, comfortable, long distance travel
aviable, cost-effective means of transport
for the public at large.
The advertising and public relations
people, aided and abetted by certain
sections of the popular technical (?) press
have promised standards of performance for
CD equipment which generally cannot be
consistently attained! Of course there are
some outstanding discs, and some excellent
CD players, but there are many more
mediocre and sometimes downright nasty
examples. Equally, although the average
analogue LP vinyl disc is amediocre
nonsense, there are many examples which
more than compete with the best of CD. I
think we shall have to apply the same time
scale for CD to optimise its potentialities, as
the Comet to the modern jet, or the first
electrical recording ( November 1919) to the
first LP in 1949, say 20-30 years.
Direct Metal Mastering is acase in point:
as described by JM Hughes in March, it
eliminates several stages in the production
of the stamper and, apart from the financial
incentive, does offer avery worthwhile
improvement in ultimate vinyl record
performance. Ienclose acopy of Patent No.
727424 applied for in 1952 by myself and
Cosmocord Ltd and issued in 1955, which
apparently anticipates the DMM application
of ultrasonics to disc recording. This in no
way diminishes the brilliant engineering of
this new system.
If DMM is applied commercially to directdisc recording, without the intermediary of
tape ( either digital or analogue) we can
expect aquantum leap, not only in technical
quality, but also in the musical performance,
because the odd wart cannot be
subsequently edited out and the artists will
be under the same emotional pressure as in
the Concert Hall, and hopefully will give the
same sparkling performance.
Yours faithfully

. . . about reinventing the
(Pink) wheel
From. YMiloslaysky, New York, USA
Dear Sir, With much attention we have read
about an ' interesting new design' in the
article Getting the Pip in the March 1984
issue of HFN/RR. The September 1984 issue
brought the results of the test for that
preamplifier.
First comes the question whether we can
call those central ideas new. They were
implemented already about 10 years ago,
and five years ago these ideas have surfaced
in the Western world, here, in London. At
first, an article appeared in Wireless World'
and then the letter to the editor' at that time
in reply to the non-civilized attack by Mr
Lipshitz of Canada.
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THE GARROTT BROTHERS work on the Decca
cartridge is known well enough — especially since
the advent of the Garrott Micro- Scanner stylus.

Home
Demonstrations

What is not sufficiently well known is that the sort
of improvement wrought upon the Decca by
Garrotts can also be enjoyed with most other MC
and MM cartridges.

Experience the pleasure of Quad
products in your own system.
Home demonstrations arranged
within 100 mile radius of London.
W.R.B.I. 01-228 7126

Some recent quotes from client's letters:
"I find that the Micro-Scanner has produced a
major improvement in asystem that was pretty
good before"
SUPEX 901

"I have amuch improved bass output, and avery
detailed sound. Ican actually hear sounds on old
records that Inever noticed before"
SUPEX 900

"What can Isay more than SUPERB! Beautiful
clarity, almost total silence from record surface,
and perfect tracking ability"
GOLDRING 910

"The Micro- Scanner is quite distinctive in the
beauty of clarity and spaciousness that it gives the
reproduction"
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Full details from:
THE PARABOLIC STYLUS CO,
P.O. Box 38,
TORQUAY Tia1 1BW.
Tel: 0803-26791

Our suppliers include:
Alphason
Apogee
Audiostatic
Breuer
Burmester
Celestion
Counterpoint
Hitachi cable
KEF
Kiadea
Koetsu
LAST
Michell
Musical Fidelity
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Philips CD
Pink Triangle
Quad
Revolver
Revox
Robertson
Rotel
Sondex
Spendor
Stand & Deliver
Talisman
Tannoy
Van den Hul
Walker
Zeta

,

34 Moorfield Walk,
Shopping Precinct,
u rm s ton.
Manchester.
Tel: 061-747 9722
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Just many years of practical experience and keen enthusiasm combined with a
polite and professional service — to get to know more about AstolAudio and
the wizard of Alderley Edge contact Derek Aston- Darker.
look forward to meeting you.
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Iwould like to take an opportunity to
express my deep gratitude to Mr Tom Ivan,
chief editor of Wireless World until 1983 for
his non-political attitude to the new technical
things and for this tactful assistance to my
family in the struggle with the well-known
red obscurantism for our exit to the West
(another example of the fabulous Soviet
efficiency: by the special decree of the Soviet
government 15 years ago production of all
tube amplifiers was outright banned). In the
articles" first time ever the following
principles have been formulated:
The principle of simplicity ( minimum
number of amplification stages for
transistor amplifiers and preamplifiers)
with athoroughly substantiated basis of
design and considerations made for the
principle of perfection of transistors
specifically for the audio purposes.
The idea of such preamplifier without a
common feedback for the m- m cartridges
and sometime moving- coil cartridges
without any increase of the number of the
stages on the basis of internal resources
and optimal topology.
RIAA equalisation with acurrent
generator in the passive network.
My letter' was important since it indicated
that acurrent generator should not be mixed
up with voltage generator and that it neither
makes sense to calculate the RIAA
equalisation networks with astronomical
precision due to certain reasons even in the
condition of the analogous or digital
euphoria ( frequency response of the
cartridges is depended strongly enough on
T° and time as well; the formulas, moreover,
in his case have been oversimplified, Gopen
lop = x; Z,, 0 = x, etc).
Printed circuit boards of such
preamplifiers have been distributed in
England by Mr Sagin some time ago' ( there
are several misprints in my articles in the
Wireless World). But at that time conditions
were not ripe enough.
The question of specific distortions in the
transistor amplifiers has been discussed at
that time among the professional musicians
and sound producers, which became one of
the reasons for the choice of such
preamplifier design'. A requirement of
compulsory DC condition for audio amplifier
(in the whole) is dilettantish and unhealthy
due to, for example, the existence of famous
preamps such as the Audio Research SP- 10
and the other technical factors.
It seems feasible to explain here to some
extent the formulated principle of simplicity
for the transistor amplifiers in addition to my
writings'''. Let us notice that the
nonabstracted and not as simplified transfer
characteristics for asingle stage on asingle
transistor is the transfer function of higher
than second order, if internal feedback in the
transistor by the current' or voltage is taken
into account and substitution is made in the
formulas for ( K, R,, p,13 0„t)the operator
values of B(S), Zk(S), Zioad(S) only in the
second, more accurate approximation.
We can assume though that information
processing inside of the human brain is
related to the semiconductor devices rather
than to the tubes with their extensive
structure. Some transistors used in the
military industry of the USSR ( SWtransmitters, etc) possess the features
peculiar to the valve pentode only'. But what
really do the tubes contribute to the
reproduction process of the transistor
recordings??
Quite anumber of questions could be
raised about the expediency of such
technical design, specifications of the Pink
Triangle preamplifier. Such preamplifieHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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requires other standards of measurement'
based on the max peak velocity ( V,„ aa peak =
V(f)) and information on distortions and
frequency characteristics of cartridges as
functions of 7, t, fand V.
The preamplifier' has an optimal ( from
any point of view) and extraordinary overload feature ( misprint) due to the specific
features of the first stage, especially for the
most vulnerable HMF and HF purposely
exaggerated during the recording process
on disc.
The result of the difference to me (' M?)
—48dB for m-cand m- m is more than
enough even regardless of the distortions of
the cartridges and other factors'.
Regarding the SNR, we can note that this
issue was asubject to arational discussion
too'. The question of the magnitude of the
allowable DC- arming on the cartridges and
its drift (!) in Land Rchannels should be
researched and standards implemented. It is
supposed that DC- arming of 200/ is not
allowable for the cartridges with an output of
300/ per cm/s.
Yours faithfully
1. Miloslaysky Y, ' Audio Preamplifier with no TIE)*
Wireless World, August 1979,
2. Miloslaysky Y, ' Letter to the Editor' Wireless
World, May 1980, p53.
3. Miloslaysky Y, ' Aspects of Audio Amplifier
Design' Wireless World, July 1983.

. . . about the conrad-johnson
review
From: Jacob Zelinger, Automation Sciences
Company, 5B Eton Avenue, London NW3
Dear Sir, May ljust take this opportunity to
point out several factual errors appearing in
Ken Kessler's review of the conrad-johnson
Premier 3and 4(
HFN/RR, March).
The balance control on the Premier 3
preamplifier is perfectly centered.
The balance control on all CJ preamplifiers is
electrically centered and not mechanically
centered. So when it is in the 12 o'clock
position it is indeed accurate.
The Premier 3and 4do not use
WonderCaps as Kessler suggested. In fact,
conrad-johnson have their own capacitors
made to their specification. These capacitors
are superior to the WonderCaps and they are
also five times as expensive.
Kessler says that the circuit design of the
Premier 3and 4is conventional. While this is

COMMENT

(from p17)

amplifier article in HFN/RR in September'84
for reasons why asteady-state test such as
this is looking for the wrong thing in the
wrong direction.
'6: Ido not believe that good digital
recording techniques have any inherent
tendency to sound ' glassy' or over- bright,
though many — but not the best — of CDs
issued do tend to sound abit over- bright,
mainly, Ithink, because of the microphones
being used...' At least / agree here, but he
went on '... there are so many subtle and
interesting, fascinating things in this field of
audio that remain to be investigated that I
personally feel that it is an awful pity that the
popular press has got itself into the state of
concentrating on what Ibelieve to be quite
bogus and misleading issues such as I've
been talking about. Idon't think it does the
image of our industry any good at all in the
eyes of the more intelligent section of the
public.'
The sad thing was that, with Peter
Baxandall having stated his beliefs with only
the barest minimum of factual evidence, and
having flatly contradicted the published
views of some of those present in the
audience, there was no question and answer
session at the end of the lecture. Perhaps

the case with the Premier 4, the Premier 3
preamplifier has avery unconventional
circuit. It is true today that CJ use simple and
elegant circuit configurations. This accounts
for their superior transparency as well as
their remarkable reliability record.
Naturally it is not possible for areviewer to
comment on the reliability of anewly
imported product. But the American market
is agood testing ground and CJ have had a
most impressive track record as regards
reliability. What is more, CJ have specially
adapted their transformers for UK voltages.
The result should have been very clear to
Kessler: CJ equipment is virtually silent with
nearly inaudible transformer hum.
Kessler's review of the Premiers seems to
involve agreat deal of quantitative
comparisons with other valve units. But he
does not mention the great qualitative leap
the Premiers make. Iam referring to their
eminent musicality and beautiful tonal
qualities.
Yours faithfully
Ken Kessler replies:
(1) Electrically centered it may be, but all I
know is that amono recording was
decidedly off-centre. Correcting the
image to place it exactly between the
speakers resulted in the indicator being
well to one side.
(2) The WonderCaps blunder was
inadvertent, and Icorrectly identified the
caps as unique to CJ later in the piece,
'... by designing aunique range of
polystyrenes dedicated to their products'.
(3) If Mr Zelinger recalls ameeting last year
where Martin Colloms and Iwere
introduced to Lew Johnson, he will note
that ' CJ have specially adapted their
transformers to UK voltages' and taken
care of the remaining mains- affected
aspects of the design only after MC
pointed out the unsuitability of the
products in their initial appearance.
(4) The use of qualitative comparisons is
necessary because components cannot
be reviewed in avacuum. If that were the
case, then every component would be
perfect. The Premiers are not perfect. I
recognised their superb midrange and
soundstage, but my overall verdict
would be that the pairing would be a
stunning achievement if it sold for £4000.
It is not supreme at the £ 6500 mark.
Peter was not aware of Joseph Joubert,
quoted in the Spring ' 85 issue of The
Absolute Sound as saying ' It is better to
debate an issue without settling than to
settle an issue without debating it'.
Peter Baxandall is perhaps one of the few
engineers with the intellectual ability to be
able to come up with some answers bridging
the gap between what is measured and what
is heard — the Vxl test that he later described
at the AES neatly pointed to the reason why
the ReVox B251 amplifier had fallen down in
independent subjective tests in different
countries (
HFN/RR Oct'83, July'84), but he
chose not to see it that way. Ileft the AES
meeting saddened that he apparently is not
interested in building bridges. Ican but
conclude this month's column with two
apposite quotes from Arthur C Clarke's 1962
book, Profiles of the Future:
'It is really quite amazing by what margins
competent but conservative scientists and
engineers can miss the mark, when they
start with the preconceived idea that what
they are investigating is impossible.'
'When adistinguished but elderly scientist
states that something is possible, he is
almost certainly right. When he states that
something is impossible, he is very probably
wrong.'
John Atkinson
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LONDON ek/x%
QUAD
CENTRES

QUAD are well known for producing models which seem
to be around for years and years which speaks volumes
for the thought and research that goes into their
products

QUAD 34 Pre- amp
£239.00

,1647
. ertne
SPOILT FOR CHOICE
A&R
AUDIOLAB
BURMESTER
BRIER
BREUER E CELESTION
CREEK E DUAL E ELITE
TOWNSHEND
GOLDRING
GRADO
GALE 1 HELIUS -7JPW T KOETSU
KISEKI 7_ KRELL
LINN PRODUCTS
MAGNEPLANAR
MERIDIAN
MISSION
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY , 1 MYST
NYTECH
NIGHTINGALE
ORACLE
ONYX
PERREAUX
PINK TRIANGLE
PS AUDIO
QUAD
REGA
jROTEL
SYSTEMDEK
ROGERS
SUPEX
ZETA
We carry an extensive range of the better qualify accessories
AUDIO TECHNICA. DISC WASHER MICHELL. OED. etc
KEITH MONKS RECORD CLEANING SERVICE AVAILABLE

Continues a process of evolution which began more
than thirty years ago with the original QUAD contro unit.
Features as you would expect, comprehensive input
matching and filters.

QUAD 405-2 Amplifier
£269.00

Received the Queens Award for Technological
Achievement in 1978. 100W per channel. Now in its MK2
form, has improved performance into low impedance
loads.

AudioT

elbaOiteflUriett

190 West End Lane
London
NW61S0
01 794 7848

We oiler unbiased advice Full demonstration facillties Both comparator and
single speaker demonstration room Delivery and rnstalration and three years parts
and labour guarantee on all malor items of hvh except cassette decks

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RG1.1DN. TELE ( 0734) 585463
Tues Sat .9.30am to 5.30pm. ( LUNCH: 2to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday

BAJA

DUE TO A POSTAL DELAY
We're afraid we can't
show you apicture of
apacket of Tunes
as we would have liked.
Instead like some peoples
heads, we're leaving this
space empty.

A TLabs

leliMONSteitneerf::

442-444 Cranbrook Rd.
Gants Hill Ilford
Essex IG2 6LL
01-518 0915

A TLabs

mosiseumott
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159 Chase Side
Enfield
Middlesex EN2 OPW
01-367 3132

Pink
Triangle
Products
Limited

Unit 3,
122 Maidstone Road
Footscray,
Sidcup,
Kent.
Telephone:
01 300-1918
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MAXI MONITORS
KEF Electronics and Linn Products, two of the UK's most successful hi-fi loudspeaker manufacturers, are moving firmly into
the Professional monitoring field,
beginning at the top with gigantic
actively- powered behemoths of
prodigious bandwidth and loudness, seeking to apply the latest
advanced hi-fi engineering in
packages capable of the sustained high levels demanded in
Rock monitoring.
KEF's £5,000/pair KM1s made
their public debut at the 1983
HFN/RR Penta Show, a year after
development was originally
started with the BBC Maida Vale
studio in mind. Further field trials
have finalised the design, and
production engineering is now
complete.
The basic layout and specification remains the same, but the
construction is now modular, so
the twin bass enclosures and
twin stands can be assembled
about the central frame on site.
The active filtering, equalisation,
protection circuitry, and eight
power amplifier channels occupy
the lower drawer in the central
module, while the upper drawer
is asizeable mid/treble enclosure,
massively damped with high
density mineral- loaded polymer.
One major change is the
replacement of Bextrene in the
midrange diaphragms by polypropylene. This followed the discovery that the high accelerations
needed to produce the specified
120-126dB spi peak ( continuous
running, 1m, one speaker) could
cause shear fracturing in the original material.
Whereas the KEF MK1 is now a

production reality, Linn are very
much at the ' Maida Vale' stage,
with a new and as yet unnamed
Leviathan of a monitor which has
been installed in Castle Sound
studio near Edinburgh. Interestingly, in the past Linn have used
KEF drive- units in their hi-fi loudspeakers, but have gone to JBL
for this Pro model.
Though far from finalised at
this stage, the vital statistics
make interesting reading. Bass is
supplied by two 380mm drivers,
the midrange uses a single
200mm unit, and a bi-radial horn
tweeter covers the treble. The
38mm thick cabinet encloses
328 litres in exterior dimensions
1.2m ( w) X 0.835m ( h) x 0.45m
(d). Weight is undisclosed, but a
fork-lift truck could prove handy!
No production schedule has
yet been set, yet the suggested
price seems not unreasonable at
£2000. However, the additional
cost of the electronics, comprising four Naim NAP250 power
amplifiers, custom active filtering
and power supply, can be
expected to add an extra £4-5000.
The system is claimed to provide
prodigious levels with remarkably good quality, combined with
a bass rolloff — 3dB at 20Hz.
Though primarily aimed at the
Pro market, both of these loudspeakers are likely to find domestic applications at the top end of
the market, where room sizes and
budgets are large and the headroom and loudness capabilities
are desired. They are a logical
extension of the technologies
used currently by each company,
and as such represent a fascinating contrast with exotic American
loudspeakers, both dynamic and
planar.

Arsenide ( GaAs) FETs speed the
operational functions, increase
Hitachi's FT- 5500 tuner has been sensitivity, and lower distortion
the one product from this The FCCS ( field condition compuJapanese giant to achieve lasting ter system) is now more effective
credibility in the specialist hi-fi and an SB MPX integrated circuit
package eliminates carrier/submarketplace in recent years.
The £ 180 Mk11 model features a carrier beating.
Sixteen AM or FM stations may
number of circuitry improvements over its predecessor, be stored on presets, and the
though the basic package digital display may also be used
remains fairly similar. Gallium to indicate aerial signal strength.

FT-5500 GOES MKII

LEVY LOBBY
FILLIP
The UK Government has
unashamedly reversed its previous ( 1981) decision and is
recommending the imposition of
levies on audio and video cassettes in a belated attempt to compensate for the presumed loss of
revenues on pirated copyright
material.
The proposals are currently in
the form of a Green, ' discussion'
Paper, so there is still some
opportunity to protest the stupidity of this tax, though one must
question the motives for imposing a nine week deadline on submissions. Legislation is expected
to be some two years away, ie, 10
years after the original report was
published.
The fine detail is bureaucratically complex, in an attempt to
avoid some of the more obvious
injustices of this ' blanket' measure, yet there is little information
on the distribution of funds to

3 HOUR SANSUI
Sansui's ultra- elaborate £ 300
DW10 cassette deck uses two
auto- reverse mechanisms to
allow a ( virtually) continuous
three hours of recording from
two C90's ( no details on turnround/switching gaps).
The recorder will also have an

NEW AKAIS
A number of new products are
being introduced by Akai. The
CD- M88 and CD- A7 are remotecontrol CD players both costing
£399, offering different styling
packages and elaborate features,
but identical specifications.

Statistics on Japanese manufacturer output confirm the rapid
acceleration of CD player output,
albeit still from a comparatively
modest base, assisted by steady
price reductions and an international software catalogue which
has now reached 4,000 titles.
A monthly output of 39,000 in
III-) INI \\ S.\ RI ( ( IRI) RI \ II \‘

January 1984 had grown 50% by
August, and is likely to have
douoled again when statistics are
compiled for end ' 84.
Sony's low cost lightweight
050 started production at 20,000/
month, and is expected to
increase to 50,000/m in Spring
1985. Other manufacturers are
envisaging growth rates as high
as 20-30% per month.

appeal for creative recordists, as
it offers awide variety of different
operating modes and track selections, for dubbing, editing and
mixing. The wow and flutter specification and provision of DolbyB and - C indicate that basic performance has not been significantly compromised to achieve
this unusual flexibility.

Review next month.
The AM- Al, — A2, and — A3 are
three new integrated amplifiers
which comprehensively cover the
budget price bracket, costing £70,
£90 and £ 120 for 35W, 40W and
50W ratings respectively, plus
appropriate increases in facilities.

AMP-01 BOOKLET

caters for one disc input and one
Ben Duncan's massive DIY state- line level input and is available in
of-the-art preamp project, AMP- a number of customised versions
01, which HFN/RR published in for specific cartridges. Details
May through November 1984 has and photocopies of the original
proved to be very popular and articles from Ben Duncan, B&J
Ben has published a booklet on Sound, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall,
the ' minimalist' version. This Lincoln LN4 4PD. Tel 0526 42869.

PIONEER
PROMOTE 8MM
IPCM AUDIO

CD GROWTH

beneficiaries.
The expected levy is to be a
maximum 10% on audio tape
and 5% on videotape, which is
realistically intended to compensate copyright holders for loss of
royalties rather than the record
industry for loss of notional sales.
The possibility of an additional
hardware levy has by no means
been rejected, but is not currently
under consideration.
One immediately obvious distortion is that users of high quality tapes will pay more for the
right to copy the same amount of
material as those using cheap
tape: a flat rate based on
recording time would clearly be
more equitable. It would be ironic, though hardly surprising, if,
by removing the conscience element, the levy became regarded
as a ' licence to pirate', to the
overall detriment of the music
business, and the sad possibility
of further decline in LP versus
musicassette might also result,
due to the ' universal' application
of the latter.

The 8mm format, currently struggling to achieve acceptance as
the new generation for primarily
portable video recording, has
potential for extended play PCM
audio. A Pioneer prototype full
size mains recorder can be
switched between audio/video
and audio only, the former using
5+1 tracks to give 90 minutes of
video/PCM audio only.
Pioneer hope that other manufacturers involved in 8mm will
support an extension of the specification to adopt this new option,
and do not expect to proceed any
further on their own.
Considering the 8mm cassette

is little larger than aconventional
compact cassette, the data packing density is an order of magnitude higher than existing systems, giving very competitive
rates of tape consumption
despite the comparatively high
initial cost of 8mm cassettes.
Such a format is unlikely to
hold much interest for the music
business, but would be uniquely
suited to time- stretch recording,
not to mention some of the longer items in the repertoire.
Whether this is sufficient to justify yet another format must be a
moot point. Rotating head systems have not been conspicuously successful for audio, due
in part to mechanical noise.
However, if the format itself succeeds, this specialist audio option
>27
may be worth exploiting.
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LOGIC
Turntable manufacturer Logic
have gone into voluntary liquidation. However, their associate
marketing operation Logic International,
distributor of
Dynavector, remains healthy.

NEW TAPE
With callous disregard for the
English language, THAT'S is now
the name of a brand of cassette
tape, being imported by Harman
UK. It is distinguished by consisting of three different types, all of
which are metal formulations.
The prestige MR and the competitively priced MG are designed
to work on metal bias, while EM
is claimed to be compatible with
the ' chrome' Type II setting.
The firm behind THAT S is
Japan's Taiyo Yuden, who claim
that their technique for manufacturing needle- shaped iron parti-

BRIEFING
MARANTZ have launched the
£200 ST64L digital tuner and £ 270
SD64 auto- reverse cassette deck,
which cosmetically match the
successful ' Concert' and ' Black'
systems.
PRICE RISES due to the depreciation of sterling against the Yen
are in the pipeline from JVC,
Technics and Rotel.
FOUNDATION stands are to be
distributed by Wharfedale.
AMSTRAD's home computer success led to a 51% increase in
profits for the half year to Dec'84.
Audio products will be an important part of future strategy, with
1986 tipped as the year Amstrad
will enter the CD market.
PIONEER ELECTRONIC in Japan
have slipped into the red, following poor performance in audio
experts. Audio sales in the last
quarter of ' 84 were 13% down
on the corresponding quarter in
1983.
MATSUSHITA's record profits
and sales were due mainly to
electronic components, office
equipment, and video products.
Audio sales for 1984 were static,
though Compact Disc is expected
to lead to some revival.
CELESTION's radical SL600
loudspeaker has won the prestigious overseas product category
in the 14th Compo Grand Prix ' 85
awards, sponsored by Japan's
Radio Technics magazine.
UNISON Loudspeakers Ltd., 49
Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon CRO 6PQ, Tel ( 01) 688
5600 is to begin production and
distribution of Jim Rogers
designed products, commencing
with the DW2 subswoofer.
ROSS INTRA-AURAL RE- 236
headphones, primarily for personal portables, weigh 14gm,
cost £9.25, and are available in
four colours.
OPTION ONE, Wharfedale's
radical prestigious £ 7000 loudspeaker system, is to be available
in the UK, and is on demonstration at Subjective Audio, Camden
High Street, London NW1.
MITSUBISHI are introducing a
new £ 300 DP- 105 Compact Disc
player, with comprehensive control facilities.
111.11 \I V00.. 121( ORD RI \ II W,

Spares and service, not to mention the well regarded Logic cartridges, will continue to be available from Logic International, but
the future of the turntable- arm
manufacturing remains uncertain, despite the recent apparent
success of the Tempo models.

BIG BASS FROM
BABY BOXES

From Japan comes news of an
Aiwa development of motional
feedback loudspeaker techniques, to improve low frequency
extension with small enclosures
destined for mini- component
partnership. Designated AFBS,
cles from ferrous chloride gives an acronym for acoustic feedback
system, it utilises small micconsiderable cost savings.
BASF, however, are streng- rophones which are placed very
thening their presence in the cas- close ( 1.5cm) to the flat
sette tape market by introducing diaphragms. The wideband char'premium grade' tapes for both acteristics of the special electret
Type Iand Type II ( chrome) posi- mike are claimed to be particutions, known as LH Maxima II and larly suited to adapting MFB to
Chromdioxid Maxima II respec- very small enclosures.
tively. Their Type IV metal tape is
Application of motional feedshortly to be relaunched, with back requires some extra electrospecial emphasis upon the C120 nics, and in the past has often led
length as being 'the first hi fi - to ' active' systems, with built-in
compatible 2- hour cassette'. power amplification. However,
Rather incautiously perhaps, they this seems to have met some
point out its suitability for re- customer resistance, so Aiwa are
recording CDs.
adopting alternative approaches,
either by inserting an AFBS-con-

trolled equaliser between preand power amplifier, or by incorporating the circuitry in the
amplification of a matching minisystem. The feedback element is
claimed to enhance linearity in
the LF resonance region, compared with the simpler application
of pre-equalisation.
Three AFBS speakers are
described, including a ' thin'
model only 100mm deep for wall
mounting. The sketchy specification indicates a total ( exterior)
volume of 18 litres, yet a remarkably low bass rolloff — 3dB point
at around 40-50Hz, assisted by
wall loading; the corresponding
point without AFBS is around
120Hz.
Whether AFBS comes to the
UK must remain to be seen. The
system is nevertheless indicative
of the increasing application of
electronics in the quest to reduce
loudspeaker size, or perhaps
reduce the compromises inherent in small speakers. ( Source
JO)

MONITOR AUDIO's new £ 95
R100 budget loudspeaker makes
little compromise apart from size.
Sensitivity is a high 89dB/VV, the
simple crossover is hard-wired
with high power components,
100- strand wiring connects the
high quality drive units, and the
wood veneer cabinets have additional bracing.
B&K's new Type 2231 Precision
Sound Level Meter uses modular
construction to increase versatility.
AKAI have two new semi- auto
turntables, the £80 direct- drive
AP-A2C and the £60 belt- drive
AP- X1, both with T4P type cartridge mounting.
MEMTEK are to market three British- made headphones, the £8
PRO320, £ 11 PRO420, and £ 14.50
PRO520.
ESP 3000 is the type number of a
new £ 115 budget amplifier
designed by Graham Nalty,
which launches the Electronic
Sound Power brand. Audiokits, 6
Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby.
SOLILOQUY is amost attractively
presented turntable from
Zarathustra Audio, 1 Broomyholme Farm Cottages, Edmondsley, Co. Durham. Belt- drive, suspended laminate subchassis,
11kg platter and Welsh slate base
indicate a high price, but may
vindicate claims for top performance. Unusually, the drive belt
operates directly on the bearing
spindle.
A&R CAMBRIDGE are searching
for the oldest of the 25,000 A60s
sold since 1976. Those owing one
with aserial numbers below 0100
might learn something to their
advantage on contacting John
Dawson, A&R Cambridge Ltd,
Denny Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB.
BRIGHTON's Home Recording
Show, organised by the Tape
Shop, will run April 19-21 at the
Norfolk Resort Hotel near the
West Pier. Further details on
(0273) 672781.
HARMONY Audio Systems Ltd,
are going into voluntary liquidation. The stock has been purchased by Peter Jay and Partners
Ltd, 1 Penfold Place, London
NW1 6RJ, Tel: ( 01) 262 3147.
LOW NOISE BI-FET op- amps with

potentially wide applications in
audio circuitry are being manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric.
PRESENCE Audio are to take on
UK marketing for Beard amplification and Decca Special Products, including the latest cartridges from the latter.
PHILIPS are sponsoring an ambitious world tour by top CD artists
Dire Straits.
BSR International are to stop production of record changers at
Stourbridge, a sad end to a business which once employed
18,000 and produced up to
250,000 players per week. The
company itself remains healthy
enough, having moved swiftly to
establish electronics manufacturing in the Far East in recent years,
basing central management in
Hong Kong.
AIWA have added two new cassette decks with flat keyboard
control panels, the £ 130 AD- F350
and the £ 160 AD- R450, the latter
having auto reverse with a delay
of only 0.2s.
After a two-year lapse, Peter
Hainsworth is planning aHARROGATE audio show ' The Harrogate
International Audio and Video
Festival' will open on 15-16
August for the trade, with two
public days on Saturday and Sunday 17-18 August. Site will be
Harrogate Exhibition Centre and
surrounding hotels, dependent
on the support forthcoming from
the industry ( see p171.
ROSS ELECTRONICS DESIGNER
range of British- made headphones will comfortably exceed
the first year sales target of
120,000, worth half a million dollars at retail.
BLACK 3: TEAK 1 is the current
customer cosmetic preference in
£200 downmarket tower systems,
according to Binatone International.
SPEAKER BUILDERS will find
Badger Sound's 48pp A5 Handbook an invaluable source. Produced to a high standard, 20
pages of comprehensive parts
listing are followed by 24 pages
of hints, designs and plans; available for 5 x 16p stamps from
Badger Sound Services Ltd, Unit
12, Rees House, Burn Hall Ind Est,
Fleetwood, Lancs FY7 8RS. Tel:

(02530) 864500.
SOUND RITE Distribution, of 24
Claremont Hill, Shrewsbury ( tel.
0743-57684), are to distribute a
range of loudspeakers specially
built for them by Akroyd, comprising the £ 104 SR25, £ 180 SR45
and £ 370 SR65, the latter having
the famous Decca ribbon tweeter.
AIWA USE DOLBY HX-PRO for
five of their latest cassette decks.
This B&O development of Dolby's system servo- adjusts bias to
increase high frequency modulation levels without saturation.
TWO NEW HITACHI separates for
the middle price market sector
are the 80W £ 160 HA- 3integrated
amplifier and the £ 130 AM/FM
FT- 3 tuner.
ALPINE claim that their 5339 CD
player is the first fully integrated
player for in- car DIN- E mounting
(though we have heard that Sony
integrated units are on sale in
Japan and Pioneer have a 2- box
unit). UK price is expected to be
£450, with availability from mid
'85.
FISHER have two new competitively priced CD players available
right away. The £ 300 AD840 is
silver finished to match systems
580 and 670, while the f130
AD940 is black to blend with the
273 system.
AKAI have two new budget cassette decks, the £90 HA- X1 and
the £ 110 HA- X3, the latter with
Dolby- B and- C noise reduction
and considerably more features
that the ' no- frills' X1.
WH BRADY, the Liverpool dealer,
is holding a musical evening at
The Cottons Hotel Manchester
Road ( A50), Knutsford, Cheshire,
on Thursday 23rd May at 7.30pm.
Admission will be by ticket only,
and the application coupon can
be found on p16. Cost £ 1 ( proceeds to Cancer Research).
Ricardo Franassovici of Absolute
Sounds will be in attendance, and
the equipment used will
include Audio Research, Krell,
Magneplanar, Goldmund, and
Koetsu.
1985 AUDIOPHILE COMPETITION. We had intended to
announce the winners in this
issue but the flood of entries
overwhelmed the judges. Full
details next month.
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A LETTER FROM

7ATAJj

Martin Colloms re • oils on his latest tri • to the Far East

Lux class-A, 8W,
single-ended valve
power amp using an
obsolete valve

B

ACK IN JANUARY Iwas invited to
Tokyo for aweek by Sansui. It proved
an interesting trip and our discussions appeared to resolve a number of
misconceptions which have grown up over
the past few years. In addition, Iwas fortunate to meet two members of the Japanese
audio press, aleading hi-fi agent and several
dealers. The following report is therefore
something of a newsletter, conveying my
impressions and findings.
Tokyo at this time of year is exceedingly
dry — the grass is literally browned and the
days are crisp and clear, with the day
temperatures in the 0-8°C range. Perhaps it
is this dryness which has given rise to an
extraordinary concern with humidifiers. The
Akihabara — the electronics mecca of Tokyo —
was packed full of them, all spouting clouds
of moisture. Passing a hand through the
emerging mist, Ifound to my surprise that it
was cold. 'We gave up heated designs long
ago, they are too sticky,' commented my
guide. Closer inspection revealed that these
humidifiers employed an ultrasonic vibrator
to atomise the water content, coupled with a
gentle fan to blow the droplet cloud out of
the machine. Icould not hear it working but I
wondered how the family cat or dog would
react with its extended hearing.
Sansui, who have long shown a serious
attitude to audio sound quality, have been
concerned about adverse UK press reaction
to some of their recent models, and in
particular the comments relating to
amplifiers. They do realise, however, that
they had not been singled out for criticism,
and that many other similar mainstream
amplifiers imported into the UK are not
doing well either. To them, the UK appears
to be going its own way in sound quality.
Frank discussions between Sansui planners and engineers and myself covered alot
of ground, in particular UK reviewing where
subjectivity has become especially important.
28

It is difficult enough to try to convey
aspects of sound quality in our own language, since we lack acommon, well defined
subjective vocabulary. Ifelt that the key issue
was to explore aspects of subjectivity common to the UK and in Japan, trying to bridge
the linguistic, and occasionally the cultural,
gaps between our countries. After much
discussion and some practical demonstrations, some common ground was eventually
achieved.
A middle- rank, straightforward, but not
especially spectacular UK system was established in areasonably dimensioned listening
room. ( The system: Spendor Preludes, Rega
Planar 2/RB250, Audiolab 8000A, AT31E,
Sansui V300 CD, spiked steel stands and LC
OFC cables.) Some adjustments were made
to the local reflecting surfaces until asound
quality reasonably representative of good
UK practice was achieved. Selected program
included material of accurate tonal and good
dimensional quality — Sheffield vinyl discs
and CDs, and some Decca CDs.
Points of subjective characterisation, such
as stereo depth and width, perspective,
clarity, transparency, distortion, transient
'life' and immediacy, rhythm and timing, as
well as dimensionality, tonal balance and
coloration revealed the quality of the test
system. It transpired that essentially we were
in agreement as to our characterisations and
judgments of what constituted good sound
quality. Furthermore, meetings with senior
men in the company who had previously
held design responsibility, showed that this
agreement held true, as indeed it did with
the agents, critics and dealers Imet later.
So, it appears that there is no basic
disagreement as to what constitutes good
sound, either for the UK, for Japan or, for
that matter, the USA. Room sizes will
obviously modify the balance of optimum
requirements, but where no compromise is
involved, experienced critics and listeners
are likely to agree.

Why, then, have budget- to- middle ranking
Japanese amplifiers, and many turntables,
suffered so badly on the UK market? The
answer appears to be simply to do with
expectation. In the UK we have become
highly critical of all equipment, at the budget
level as well as the superfi categories. The
fine standard achieved by many UK budget
speakers, for example, is acknowledged
worldwide, and we expect similar standards
from turntables and amplifiers.
Along with other large audio manufacturers, Sansui were led into the ' rack' sector in
recent years, in order to sustain a viable,
commercial turnover. Here, it is acknowledged that those products are ' feature'
rather than quality oriented and, unfortunately, similar standards were eventually
adopted for middle and budget separates,
and in the UK the product was unfavourably
assessed. The UK did not want something
'different', however; rather something better. In essence our reviewers feel that small
amplifiers should sound like quieter versions
of fine- sounding, more powerful designs
and not like the anaemic, two-dimensional
designs so often offered for sale in recent
years. Ifeel that Sansui, at least, do appreciate good sound, but they seriously underestimated just how critical we are in the UK
market. It remains to be seen how far they
can improve in this respect during the coming months.

A Japanese living room?
While in Japan Iwas keen to visit a typical
home in order to gain some idea of its
dimensions, acoustics and audio set-up. I
was lucky to receive an invitation from
Sansui's Mr Ito, but an old style Japanese
room his was not; this was a generously
sized room of excellent proportions and
better acoustics. It could be said to represent
a near perfect Western-style listening room,
well suited to the appraisal of audio equipment. Indeed, all previous generations of
Sansui equipment have had to pass a final
audition there.
His present set-up predictably employs
some top- line Sansui products, namely the
XL900 floor- standing three-way speaker system, a classic integrated amplifier available
only on the Japanese market and avariety of
front-end sources including black and silver
disc. The latter is now felt to offer a viable
alternative to analogue disc. The music I
heard varied from the sublime to the ridiculous — from EMI Puccini to Tomita's highly
individual interpretation of Vivaldi's Seasons.
Most Japanese living rooms are now of
Western-type build and construction, but
they are also pretty small — 10 x 12ft is
typical, which is just enough for asmall sofa,
acoffee table, the hi-fi and aTV. As aresult
the listener tends to sit fairly close to the
speakers, which cannot be placed widely or
III- IINI %% SA. RI ( ( MI) RI VII V.,
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given particularly good clearance from the
walls. This is one explanation of the ' shelf' or
'wall- mounting' tonal balance produced by a
number of Japanese speaker systems,
including even large ones such as the
Yamaha NS1000.
Many serious Japanese audiophiles use
very large horn systems, often corner
mounted. These can fill the entire end wall of
a room, and totally dominate it. A furnished
look is fashionable with good cabinet work
and an old fashioned ' craftsman' type
appearance. Large open- panel models are
hard to sell due to the difficulty of placement
in typical-sized rooms.
Low bass is hard to propagate in these
small rooms, and speaker performance is
often concentrated in the upper bass and
midrange; indeed, many successful systems
now use large, costly, super- rigid midrange
dome units.

Japanese audio taste

say, of Ken Kessler's 100W Beard and LS3/5a
speakers. This will give typically around
97dBA in-room, an output typical, too, of
JA's Celestion SL600/Krell KSA50 combination.
Imported vintage audio gear also has a
surprisingly strong following. Quad valve
amplifiers in good condition can often command higher prices than their modern transistor equivalents, and almost all good valve
gear is collected, including Radford, Western
Electric, Marantz and Macintosh. Garrard
301, 301s and 401s, the original SME 3009
and 3012 arms and even the Worden Articulated are all available. Goodmans have
revived production of the vintage, free-edge
Axiom 80 drive unit to meet demand,
although enthusiasts claim it is not quite a
match for the original samples. Iheard one
in a large bass reflex enclosure and was
transported back 20 years!
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Retailing

From what I saw, Japanese retailing is
strongest in the ' Pile ' em high, sell 'em
cheap' department. Most hi-fi stores were of
the Tottenham Court Road variety, though
with better sales assistants and a much
larger choice. The range is bewildering and
Market trends
the purchaser needs to be very well
informed. Equipment reviews are relied
Rack systems are still selling well, the tidy,
upon, since few dealers can provide an
compact designs appealing to the Japanese
with their limited room space. Walkmans are adequate demonstration. Iwas horrified to
still very popular with alarge variety on sale, see apotential customer attempting to audithis market extending to some exotic FM tion five sets of speakers, including Yamaha
NS1000s, in anoisy street level dem area. All
headphone radios. Casio have one the thickness of their credit card calculator called a the speakers were stacked in a solid wall
'film' radio. Sony have also introduced a from floor to above head height!
In Teranon, one of Tokyo's most repected
very attractive competitor, the ' Sheet' radio,
dealers, the top floor was set aside for
(model SRF-201). Just 3mm thick, this design
offers high quality stereo reception over a76 high- end equipment, including that
to 108MHz range with auto- mono blend on aforementioned Lux amplifier. In an admitweak stations plus an auto power off after an tedly large room, some 15 pairs of speakers
hour's use. It uses internal NiCad cells which were positioned, all wired to a stack of
last a couple of hours, and which may be ancillary equipment via a central compararecharged and used in a small accompany- tor. A pair of LS3/5as was resting on Tannoy
ing battery pack. The volume control is Westminsters ( David and Goliath!). Quad
electronic, actuated by pushbuttons, and the 63s were on the floor, and when the use of
unit powers- up at apreset volume. Both this stands was queried, the answer was 'yes
and acheaper AM version will be available in these are fine, but when installed the listenthe UK later this year at around £69 and £ 50 ers cannot then get a good view of the
respectively. On the FM version the sound is sideways- mounted Diatones placed on the

Aside from this question of speaker choice,
room types and absolute sound quality, the
Japanese audio consumer market appears to
divide into two distinct categories. One
group keenly values the vast array of features and techno-displays on much of the
equipment offered on the home market —
this is territory where price and value are
paramount. The other group disdains such
items, and is obsessed instead with
imported foreign style. A Western name is
all-important and English or French words
are commonly used, often incorrectly!, on
Japanese products to add style. A foreign
appearance is regarded as a worthwhile
attribute on an imported product and equipment with a strong house style is highly
regarded. Examples include B&O, Braun,
Krell, Audio Research, Tannoy ( particularly
the larger models) and Quad. Due to import
taxes and margins, such equipment is
expensive and cannot compete on value
grounds with Japanese- produced gear.
Instead, it is purchased either on grounds of
status or performance, or both. This explains
why two good UK products have fared so
differently in Japan. On the one hand, there
is the Celestion SL6 which has a distinctive
European style and excellent finish which
sets it apart from the home- market speakers;
and on the other, there is the the Audiolab
8000A, which has failed to achieve success
despite agood performance, simply because
it emulates the appearance of a previous
generation of Japanese equipment. There
the Audiolab looks Japanese, which simply
means that it is not 'foreign' enough looking
to justify its imported price. In essence, the
'Import' buyer wants his equipment to look
'British' although he also expects a high
quality finish.
The Japanese penchant for the exotic has
lead to some extraordinary creations. For me
the most surprising was the limited-edition
Luxman power amplifier built in mono chassis form with an exemplary finish commensurate with the £3200- odd asking price
for apair. The star feature here is the use of
an ancient and obsolete American triode certainly of hi-fi quality — a remarkable
achievement in view of its size.
valve, the WE-300B, made by Western ElecThe Karaoke sing-along PA market has
tric. Specially revived for use in this
recently been enhanced by the introduction
amplifier, the design is single ended Class-A,
of a laser disc model, whose stereo soundtransformer-coupled throughout, in a pretrack is augmented by a small VDU display
war configuration. The result is an output
on which the score and words are displayed
power of just 8 watts! Initially ludicrousas the track unfolds. This leaves virtually no
seeming, this low power does make sense
excuse for the Japanese executive to avoid
when its typical application is appreciated —
driving a large, horn- loaded system with a entertaining his colleagues at the popular
bars for businessmen.
typical sensitivity of 96dB/W. Peak levels of
Only afew months ago CD sales appeared
100dBA in aroom will be available, and this
slack, but now they are booming and most
compares well with a possibly equally
popular titles are in short supply. The Akihaextreme case in the UK, of a combination
III- IINI Vo,.%. RI (

bara looked very busy, with dealers noting a
strong upturn in sales of all audio gear and
especially CD players. The general view is
that CD is inspiring something of arevival in
the quality audio end of the market.
Iwas intrigued to find colour television for
the benefit of rear seat taxi passengers.
Fitted to a number of cabs Itook, a slot
accepts the customer's Y100 ( c.33p) and a
remote control allows selection of arange of
stations. A speaker mounted behind the
passenger provides reasonable sound and
the roof- mounted sets are specially produced for this purpose by Panasonic.

Jensen horn speakers that are behind the
Quads'! Single speaker demonstrations
could not be justified due to the cost of the
sales area — each square foot of floor space
must earn its keep.
In some discount photo and electronics
shops, notably Yodabashi Camera, expensive gear is sold almost as from a stall in a
London street market. Vast hordes of assistants, PA assisted, exhort the purchase of the
latest items, and at least six samples of every
model are out on display for demonstration.
One can hear these shops out in the street at
least 50 yards away!
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MUSCLE CONTROL.

It's all very well to talk about watts per
channel in power amps.
But where Studio Tlifts
itself right into the heavy-weight
class, is in its authority and
control over power.
The imaging, for example,
feels so realistic, it's uncanny.
Immense power reserves mean that
Studio Twon't bottom out.
But the extended bottom end will rock you.

As will the effortless purity of the top end
and the translucent midrange.
•
And good news for those
into muscle, Studio Tpumps
150 watts per channel into 8ohms.
No wonder tough judges
from the Federation of British
Audio awarded it honours as
'Amplifier of the Year,1984:
Studio T. Available only from the best audio
specialists, listed opposite.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 34, Sapcote Trading Estate, Dudden Hill Lane, NW10 2DJ.
Tel: 01-451 7555 Telex: 21792 Ref.1200

New products

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Authorised Retailers
ABERDEEN: Holborn Fin, 445 Holborn St,
0224 25713.
BATH: Paul Green HiFi, Harpers Furnishing,
Kensington Showrooms, London Road,
0225 316197.
BIRMINGHAM: Alternative Audio,
95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull, 021 742 0254.
BLACKPOOL: Practical HiFi. 198 Church St,
0253 27703.
CAMBRIDGE: Steve Boxshall Audio,
41 Victoria Rd, 0223 68305.
CHESHIRE: Aston Audio, 4West St,
Alderley Edge, 0625 582704.
EASTBOURNE: Jeffries HiFi, 4Albert Parade,
Green St, 0323 31336.
ESSEX: The Audio File, 6Vineyard St,
Colchester, 0206 577519.
Beechwood Audio, 6Market St, Braintree,
0376 29060.
Rayleigh HiFi, 44a High St, Rayleigh,
0268 779762.
EXETER: Gulliford House, 28 Cowick St,
St Thomas, 0392 218895.
GATESHEAD: Lintone Audio, 9-11 Park Lane,
0632 774167.
GLASTONBURY: Avolon HiFi Studio,
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, 0458 503702.
GUILDFORD: Unilet HiFi, 270 High St,
0483 65508.
HAMPSHIRE: Hampshire Audio, 8Hursley Rd,
Chandlers Ford, 04215 2827.
HEREFORD: Sounds Good, 15 Bridge St,
0432 275 050.
HERTFORDSHIRE:
Radlett Audio, 141 Watling St, Radlett,
09276 6497.
LANCASTER: Practical HiFi, 84 Penny St,
0524 39657.
LEEDS: Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane,
0532 789115.
LEICESTER: Audition HiFi,147 Hinkley Rd,
Leicester Forest East, 0533 393607.
LIVERPOOL: W.A. Brady & Son,
401 Smithdown Rd, 051 733 6859.
LONDON: Grahams HiFi, 88 PentonvilleRd,N1,
01 837 4412.
Harrow Audio, 27 Springfield Rd, Harrow,
01 863 0938.
KJ. Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore St, Wl,
01 486 8263.
Spaldings, 352-354 Lower Addiscombe Rd.
Croydon, 01 6541231.
Unilet Products, 14 Bute St, SW7, 01 589 2586
Unilet Products, 35 High St, New Malden,
01 942 9567.
MANCHESTER: The Music Room of
Manchester, 50 Bridge St, 061 8351366.
N. IRELAND: Zeus Audio, 35 Fairlough Rd,
Newmills, Dungannon, 08687 48576.
OXFORD: Westwood & Mason ( Oxford) Ltd.,
46 George St, 0865 247783.
READING: Reading HiFi, 6Harris Arcade,
Friar St, 0734 585 463.
ROTHERHAM: Moorgate Acoustics,
2Westgate, 0709 70666.
TONBRIDGE: Standens, 92a High St,
0732 353540.
WALES: Audio Excellence,124 Crwys Rd,
Cathays, Cardiff, 0222 28565.
Audio Excellence, 9High St, Swansea,
0792 474608.
Electro Trader HiFi,19 Colwyn Crescent,
Rhos-on-Sea, Colwyn Bay, 0492 48932.
WARRINGTON: Doug Brady HiFi, Kingsway
Studios, Kingsway North, 0925 828009.

On the product side, much was available
which has yet to be seen in the UK, if, of
course, it arrives at all. Component CD
players are emerging, with models from Trio
(the Lo- D; DAPOO1CD and HDA-001 combination) and Sony ( the CDP-552ESD player
plus DAS-702ES digital processor. These sell
for around £2000 and £ 1300 respectively.
The Sony has been commanding very good
reviews and is top- rated by the Japanese
Stereo Sound magazine. Other Sony players
yet to be seen in the UK include the 552ESD
(sans processor), the COP 302ES and the
COP 102 ( which retails at a modest £280).
Other Sonys included the 502ES and the
COR11. The portable Sony 050 is currently
the cheapest- selling, at £ 160 plus the cost of
the battery pack. Recent larger Sonys
employ 16- bit plus oversampling, coupled
with filters of better transient response.
Some very expensive models are also on
sale - for example, the semi-professional
Technics SL- P50 desk model at £2700. In
Japan the Revox 8225 is highly rated and
sells for almost £ 1300.
With the component CD players the idea
now is to separate the transport from the
digital conversion and analogue sections.
The latter are then equipped with the
decoder circuitry, with superior power supplies to help raise the audio quality.
Yamaha have anew version of the NS1000
speaker, called the NX1000X, which appears
to be doing very well, while Onkyo have
introduced an intriguing equivalent of the
SL6/SL600 called the Monitor 500. This compact two-way has a low diffraction driver
baffle, a 170mm carbon- fibre laminate bass/
mid cone, and ametal dome piston tweeter.
It sells for £ 600/pair while the SL6 retails for
over £500 in Tokyo.

Magazines
The audio magazine market is ahealthy one
and the quality of Japanese artwork is
exemplary. Very high definition pictures are
the norm and even ahint of fuzziness means
that a picture is rejected. [ Sounds like an
advertisement for HFN/RR to me! - Dep Ed]
Readers like to be able to see every detail,
with a magnifying glass if necessary. Most
advertisements are in lavish colour and
some of the journals are quite massive. The
prestigious quarterly Stereo Sound runs to
540 pages, and weighs over 1kg! A sister
journal, Stereo Style, is produced in large
format for the display of its special colour
photos, and is almost entirely devoted to
foreign exotica.
Stereo Sound recently published its
coveted ' Component of the Year' awards,
and the list of winners is most interesting.
The ' Golden Sound' awards went to the

Onkyo Grand Sceptre horn- loaded speaker
(at £6500) and to the Counterpoint SA-4
monoblock transformerless valve power
amplifier ( selling for £6000). Other winners
were Yamaha's NS1000X, the Tannoy
Greenwich, the Diatone DS3000 and the
Celestion SL600, together with the Apogee
Scinti!ta. AKG won acategory with the P100
Limited, a handmade moving- magnet costing £650. The top- rated turntables were
massive - the Micro Seiki SX 8500 11 and the
Thorens Prestige. The top FM tuner was the
Trio KT 3030, and several CD players were
listed - the Sony component series CDPSS2/
702ES, Pioneer CLD 9000 ( acombined video
laserdisc and CD player) the Revox B225 and
the Technics SL- P50.
Top preamps included the Dennesen JC80, the Sansui C-2301, the Accuphase C-200L
and the Denon PRA- 2000Z; Audio Research
is not currently available in Japan. In addition to the Counterpoint, the power amps
included the Accuphase P300L, the Denon
POA 3000 and the Onkyo M-510, the latter
selling for a high £2800.
Lux received the integrated amplifier
award for their L- 550X (£900), and also
achieved a high position in the overall
awards list.
Runners-up ( not in the final list) included
the Sansui AU- 0907X integrated amplifier,
the AR turntable, the Onkyo Monitor 500
speaker, the Krell PAM 3 preamp and the
Ultracraft AC- 3300 tonearm. The B&W 808
was also noted together with the Yamaha
CD- 2player, the SME 12in. tonearm and the
B&O systems 5000 ard 7000.
On the cable front LC is available but not
as widely as Ihad expected. Some loudspeakers do incorporate it internally, and I
also saw a home constructor crossover
inductor, 0.5mH, wound in either the Litz or
LC OFC, the latter costing an outrageous £ 10
apiece. Keen constructors will apparently
pay up to £30 for a single crossover capacitor.
To conclude, the Japanese audio scene
appears vibrant, multi- layered and highly
committed. The big audio companies have
acknowledged that real hi-fi is a serious
business and many have moved out of the
field. Those who remain, however, take
sound quality very seriously and good things
can be expected from them. UK companies
cannot afford to be complacent, and neither,
for that matter, can the UK journals KA-
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"I have the simplest of tastes . . .
1am always satisfied with the best".

Oscar Wilde
Apogée, Audio Research, Counterpoint,
Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, Oracle,
Randall Research, Robertson Audio, Sumiko,
Talisman.

Write or phone for
perceptive advice and
details of nearest
dealer.

The Munro amplifier
Munro are asmall amplifier manufacturer
based in Edinburgh. Their separate pre-/
power combination does not have aset
price, as this depends upon the input
modules which are ordered, but the round
figure for asimple configuration could be
£450.
Presentation has some neat touches, a
back- lit perspex panel indicating the
condition of the devices, such as the volume
control settings and input selected. But the
overall effect is somehow distinctly 'cottage
industry': perhaps because of the perspex;
perhaps the slightly old-fashioned wide/slim
shape; perhaps the 0-17 setting range of the
volume control.
The amplifier follows all the accepted
desiderata to promote sound quality,
eliminating ' balance' by means of separate
volume controls for each channel. The
modularity(?) should ensure future
compatibility.
A number of different systems were used
to come to terms with the sound quality,
which overall was decent enough, though
not particularly inspiring.
Substituted for agood budget design in a
good budget system, the Munro made a
significant improvement, adding 'weight',
'authority' and detail. But when in turn
replaced by the cheaper Mission Cyrus Two,
the contest was less clear cut.
Compared with big heavyweights like
Beards and Naims, about athird of the way
to the other end of the price scale, the Munro
was clearly well out of its depth, lacking
'weight', ' sparkle', 'focus' and ' life' in
comparison.
Strength lies in its neutrality and control. It
seemed well in the swim with more common
or garden turntables than the Linn Itend to
use for preference. For amid- priced system
with £300 front end, £200 speakers and
stands, it should prove an excellent match,
though Iam not convinced this represents
the most cost effective package. Munro
Electronics, 36A Broughton St, Edinburgh
EH1 35B. Tel: 031-556 1707.

Big Speakers/The Snell Type A
Precisely how many Snell A loudspeakers
have reached the UK Idon't know. The
number Iam sure is small, not least by
reason of a £3000 price tag. They are also
unfashionably big, though Ifeel that a
change in fashion is long overdue.
The capacity on an open stand is large by
UK standards, and half that volume up
against awall is closer to the norm. The big
horn designs from Tannoy, Lowther, and
Vortexion seem destined almost exclusively
for export — predominantly to the Far East,
where room sizes tend to be smaller than in
the UK.
Apart from the occasional arrival of some
large overseas panel designs ( Audiostatik,
Magnepan etc), the British market shows
little interest in 'full size' loudspeakers. The
few models that might be considered large,
from B&W, KEF, Linn, Spendor, Tannoy and
Rogers to name the most obvious, are very
much aminority interest; are often aimed
more at studio than domestic users; and are
small compared with the Snells. Yet the
Snell in turn is dwarfed by many rivals in the
US.
The current situation is surely perverse.
One recalls less than adecade ago the
healthy sales of big boxes like the MA3,
which had much to do with the initial
success of Monitor Audio. From the same
era there were the big IMF transmission
lines, B&W's DM70, and from earlier times
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the P2H and KEF's Carlton.
However, one can identify contributing
factors. The success of smaller midrangeaccurate models like the BC1 and LS3/5A
played apart, as did steadily increasing
amplifier power. A major recent influence
has been the trend which places maximum
emphasis on the turntable end.
Working within abudget, increasing the
box size above acertain point is usually
more trouble than it's worth. Big
loudspeakers are much more difficult to
design, much more difficult to build, and
much more expensive to transport. The core
difficulty is that they are rarely sufficiently
better to justify the extra expense. But is that
really the case?
It is true that abig loudspeaker brings its
own set of problems. Problems which can
more easily be solved in asmaller cabinet,
both in reducing cabinet coloration and
avoiding distribution discontinuities.
Problems which relate to the level of
coloration and the quality of stereo imaging.
Small and medium-sized designs can
produce excellent overall results, but. There
is always a ' but' which qualifies my personal
enthusiasm. It is hard to identify precisely
what. Effortlessness, asense of ' scale' and
'ease', lack of ' strain', reserves of ' headroom'
all come to mind, distinguishing the good
big ' un from the good littl'un.
One frequently uses the adjective
'remarkable' to describe the performance of
afine ' baby', simply because it can do so
many things so efficiently. Yet the same
adjective also implies that sights have been
lowered and expectations reduced.
Irecall a ( possibly apocryphal) tale of the
BBC evaluating the first successful miniature
speaker, the Goodmans Maxim. Placed on
top of one of their full size studio monitors,
the David and Goliath syndrome got
everybody rooting for the baby when they
could see it was the one which was playing.
As soon as an acoustically transparent
curtain was introduced, the big speaker's
sonic superiority reasserted itself.
To get back to the Snell, this is quite abit
larger than all but the horn designs, and by
this very token it fills something of agap in
the market. Exterior dimensions of 117(h)x
61(w)x 33(d) cm sound rather daunting, but
the reality is surprisingly acceptable.
However, the speaker will usually need to be
placed alittle out into the room.
It is not anew design, but this is no bad
thing either; most big speakers have been
around afew years, undergoing the steady

refinement that is essential for alarge
complex design.
Working without any instructions or
specifications, and with no intention of doing
any dismantling, information will be abit
sparse. Ido recall reading areview in the US
underground press several years ago, and
recollect that the time- alignment and
forward distribution of the Type A was
considered exceptional.
Ihave heard the Snells on anumber of
different occasions in the past five years. In
different rooms and systems, they have
always attracted my attention and
favourable reaction. Like any high quality
system they need alittle care in setting up, in
siting, and in choosing ancillaries. However,
they do seem less choosy and troublesome
than some other models, and Ican't say I
have ever heard them sounding bad.
Provided the room size is reasonable, say
35m 2 minimum, accommodation should not
be asevere problem. Certainly they won't
disappear visually, but they are very well
finished and not unattractive. Though
apparently single enclosures, the bass and
mid/treble sections are shipped separately
and then stacked on site.
As far as Icould determine from
inspection, the lower cabinet contains apair
of large woofers firing downwards. The
upper section has tweeter and alargish
midrange unit set in a ' sculpted' front to
optimise distribution. Rear terminals provide
for bi-amplification, though this was not
attempted.
Appearances apart, the sound is one of the
least idiosyncratic Ihave heard from abig
speaker. Iwouldn't trust its impedance far
without checking, but anyone contemplating
such amodel ought already to have
something pretty muscular to drive them. I
can certainly recall hearing EARs, Naim
NAP135s, Beard, Audio Research D115, and
Musical Fidelity amplification. None seemed
to have any difficulties; the sound remained
pleasant and easy to listen to; yet the
characters of the different amplifiers were
clearly revealed.
The greatness of the Snell is its
innocuousness. It probably does nothing
that some other speaker system doesn't do
better, yet in no area is it far short of the best.
Stereo is abit wide, but focus and depth
pretty good ( to these untutored ears). There
is perhaps sufficient midband coloration to
deter the hypercritical, but Ifound myself
listening past this to afine dynamic range.
Bass is almost wonderful: free and easy
without being leaden and heavy; deep and
powerful, if occasionally amite ' fat'. Snell's
method of mounting the bass drivers has
much to commend it, not only because
forces are directed up and down, against
gravity and mututally perpendicular to mid
and treble drivers, but also because the
precise physical relationship between the
bass drivers and their immediate boundary,
the floor, is unambiguously established.
Iimagine it's pretty clear that Iam fond of
the Snells; simply because they provide the
virtues of size without the vices of
peculiarity. And that is adesign achievement
few can claim. Iwas saddened to hear of the
recent untimely death of Peter Snell, and I
am sorry Inever met him.
The Type A stands uniquely in the
marketplace, an impressive dynamic
alternative to the big panels, with no
immediate competition in size or price. I
cannot fully justify the latter, with the current
pricing problems on US exports, but am
inclined merely to point out that the Type A
delivers, in away that precious few large
loudspeakers have managed to do. ,
it•
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Chrome tape - the facts
Ilike the current running joke that no-one
knows what the FTshare index really is or
means. Press, politicians and newsreaders
just use the word as jargon and dare not
admit their ignorance for fear of looking
foolish. Exactly the same thing applies to
microseconds for equalisation in the audio
industry. How many people who bandy the
term around actually know what it means?
If you browse through musicassettes in a
record shop, you will see that more and
more are now bearing the legend 'chromium
dioxide' or 'chrome'. Poster advertisements
announce the latest releases on 'chrome
cassette'. The chrome tape, of course, comes
from BASF who have done afine marketing
job in persuading the record companies that
they should use chromium dioxide for their
musicassettes. But BASF have done arotten
job in explaining what this means to the
public. The bottom line is that chrome
musicassettes are recorded with ferric
equalisation ( 120 microseconds), so
should be played back as if they were ferric
cassettes. But the musicassette labels, and
the advertising, do not explain this in clear
terms. If people play back chrome
musicassettes with their machine switched
manually to the chrome setting ( 70
microsecond equalisation), they will hear a
muffled sound that has none of the
advantages that BASF are claiming.
The record companies are, for the most
part, run by people who know nothing about
the technology on which their livelihoods
depend. They know that chrome is good,
because it costs more and chrome makes car
bumpers look beautiful. Also, amusicassette
carefully recorded on chrome tape sounds
better than the musicassettes on cheap
cooking tape which the industry has foisted
on the public over recent years. But so would
musicassettes carefully recorded on high
quality ferric tape. The confusion is in the
labelling. Although chrome musicassettes
are notched for ferric replay on auto- setting
decks, anyone with manual decks or car
player will need to know they should switch
to ferric instead of chrome. But if chrome
musicassettes have any indication of
switching, it is usually in microseconds.
Recently, BASF German engineers held
one of their occasional seminars in London.
Yet again they extolled the virtues of chrome
and yet again they whined about how the
naughty Japanese keep trying to change the
reference tape standards. Boring. Isn't it
about time the BASF engineers from
Ludwigshafen learned anew tune? More to
the point, isn't it about time they addressed
themselves to the problem of ensuring that
punters play back chrome musicassettes in
the correct, ferric, switch position?
Klaus Goetz appears quite seriously to
believe that people who buy musicassettes
know about microseconds, 120 for normal
ferric setting and 70 for chrome. Rubbish.
Goetz also believes it is the responsibility of
journalists to educate the public into
forgetting what we have spent the last ten
years telling them. The public must forget all
that we wrote about playing chrome in
chrome position, and now use it in the ferric
position. Unless, of course, they are
recording on chrome in which case play it in
the chrome position. What ridiculous
confusion. If BASF are persuading the record
companies to change the rules, then it is up
to BASF to help the record companies
explain how the rules have been changed.
After the seminar, Ichecked through some
respected textbooks for explanations about
the complex inter- relationship between
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record and replay equalisation for different
tape types. You would be surprised how
much confusion there is. One book ducks the
issue neatly by just saying that ferric and
chrome tape need ' different' equalisation.
Another talks about ' less recording preemphasis' and athird talks about ' gentler'
pre-emphasis. But if chrome tape is recorded
with less high frequency boost, then why
does the replay EQ switch cut treble more in
the chrome position?
Iasked BASF UK, the people who have
sold the idea of chrome with ferric EQ to the
British record industry, if they could explain
the situation in simple terms. Iwas passed
through asuccession of people, all of whom
said they were ' not technical' and passed me
to someone else. So Iasked for some written
notes. The sure way to find out if you

understand something is to try to write clear,
crisp notes on the subject. What Igot from
BASF UK was aconfection of words that said
nothing, just more references to
microseconds and publicity puff about how
'purchasers of the superior chrome
prerecorded cassettes could appreciate the
advantage over ferric still playing back at
normal equalisation'. Yee gods, if BASF, the
people selling and making the tape, can't
explain the situation in plain terms, what
hope have the record companies?
With thanks to helpful colleagues and
Dolby Labs, here is asimple explanation
which BASF, and anyone who buys or sells
musicassettes, might like to note.
All magnetic tape has difficulty recording
high frequencies, so there is boost of high
frequencies at the replay stage. But this
inevitably also boosts background tape hiss,
so high frequencies are also boosted before
recording. In this way the replay boost circuit
has areasonable amount of high frequency
signal and need not work too hard.
The amount of boost, pre-emphasis, or
equalisation, applied at the recording stage

varies from machine to machine and
depends on the head gap size and ability of
the tape to record high frequency energy.
Because chrome tape is better at holding
high frequencies than ferric cooking tape,
more treble boost at the record stage may be
used. But the actual amount depends on the
machine, the tape and head used. At the
same time, the chrome tape needs a
stronger bias signal, to shake up the
magnetic particles and help them make a
faithful recording. All this happens
automatically when you switch your tape
deck to record at the chrome setting.
When the duplicators record a
musicassette on chrome tape, they use the
high bias normally associated with chrome,
but now use the equalisation setting
normally associated with ferric. The
important point is that the recorded tape has
been doctored by the recorder ( whether it's a
domestic deck or mass duplicating plant) to
end up with astandard amount of treble on
the tape. There is one standard amount for
ferric, and another amount for chrome. So in
theory, at least, tapes labelled ' ferric' contain
arecording which conforms to one standard
and tapes labelled ' chrome' contain a
recording which conforms to another. Now
the scene switches to replay.
When the replay machine is switched to
ferric, it is expecting to find alimited amount
of high frequency energy on tape, so it gives
afair amount of boost on replay. This
inevitably gives hiss an equivalent boost.
When the machine is switched to chrome, it
expects to find aheavier dose of high
frequency energy on tape, so it gives the
high frequencies asmaller boost. In real
terms this means that when you flick-switch
between ferric and chrome settings on
replay, the chrome position sounds dull, as if
atreble cut filter has been brought in.
Musicassettes recorded on chrome, but
with ferric EQ, contain the lower dose of high
frequency energy. So they need the higher
dose of boost offered by the ferric setting.
The penalty is that background hiss
increases alittle. But this does not matter too
much because modern tapes are generally
quieter and noise reduction systems more
powerful. The advantage is that the tape has
more high frequency headroom. Because
ferric equalisation has been used on chrome
tape it is not fully saturated with treble
energy. Obviously if the user mistakenly
switches to the chrome setting there will be a
reduction in background noise, which
doesn't matter that much, but amarked
reduction in the high frequency musical
content, which does matter. With the chrome
replay setting the wonderful, high-cost
chrome musicassette sounds almost as bad
as alow cost cooking tape musicassette!
The record- buying public should not have
to worry about any of this technology. They
certainly should not have to worry about
microseconds. This is an odd jargon derived
by mathematics to describe the frequency of
the points of turnover on the different
equalisation curves. The simple answer to all
this is for BASF to stop screaming the word
'chrome' from the rooftops and stop bullying
or cajoling the record companies with
incentives into doing likewise. The use of the
words 'chromium dioxide' on musicassettes
recorded with ferric equalisation is
downright misleading, with or without any
small print about microseconds. As my
experience shows, there is hardly anyone
inside BASF UK who appears to understand,
or can explain in clear terms, what amicrosecond means. So how on earth can they
expect casual customers to do any better?+
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N THE FEBRUARY and March issues I
published charts of reception on Band 2
and MW, showing some of the problems
tuners can have when subjected to the sort
of typical signals shown on the diagrams.
The analyser used was another new
instrument from Marconi, the 2382, to be
launched shortly, which has acapability of
displaying over 90dB dynamic range over its
frequency coverage from audio up to
400MHz. What is truly remarkable is that
every function can be controlled by a
computer interconnecting with the
analyser's IEEE bus. This socket can also be
directly connected to aplotter, allowing one
to plot an A4 sheet directly from the
analyser, including all the displayed
information with scaling, and even chosen
lettering across the top, which can be
inserted into the analyser as required.
Idid hundreds of measurements over the
Christmas period, and again during February
—with apre- production sample — of filter
responses, various transmitter and receiver
plots, as well as the antenna output plots
already published. The analyser allows one
to select the displayed range from 100Hz on
picture (
ie, 10Hz per division horizontally) up
to the full 400MHz spectrum in a10/20/50
sequence. Resolution bandwidths from 3Hz
to 1MHz in a1, 3, 10 sequence are provided,
and vertical scalings of 10, 5, 2, 1and 0.5dB
per division, as well as linear scaling, are
available at abutton touch.
When confronted by this remarkable new
box one quickly realises that an entirely
revolutionary design gives the engineer
facilities which have been either unavailable
before or have been possible only on
analysers costing twice as much as the
Marconi's price tag of around £ 18,500. One
can instantly enter any frequency for the
beginning, end or centre of the display with a
resolution down to 1Hz. This relies on either
an internal crystal lock or the input from an
external accurate source which, of course,
can be locked to Rugby and thus can be very
accurate indeed. The analyser can examine
any required spectrum and immediately
place the highest peak in the centre of the
picture at the touch of abutton, whilst
second or other lower peaks can also be
centrally placed. The analyser can read out
accurately the frequency and level of any
point of the display to 1Hz and 0.01dB
resolution. The instrument can give
indications in dB ref lmW, dB ref anything
else, or in pV/mV. Even the input and IF
attenuators can be automatic, thus avoiding
intermodulation problems within the
analyser, internal distortion being specified
at below — 80dB. The noise floor can be
pushed down to around — 95dB referred to
the top of the screen if one carefully adjusts
input attenuation, etc, manually. There is
even an intermodulation test button which
changes the RF and IF gains reciprocally to
indicate whether the analyser mixer is being
overdriven or not. All the displayed data can
be memorised in one of two internal stores,
from which A, Bor A- Bplots can be
obtained. There are also nine internal stores
for holding display parameters that are
frequently used, which saves quite alot of
button- pushing! It also has atracking
generator output which can be varied in level
allowing accurate RF responses to be made
with adisplay that can be either with log or
linear frequency, thus making the analyser
useful for audio, as well as RF. There is even
afacility for demodulating any received
carrier with an AM detector, or slope
detecting FM, an internal speaker being
provided, as well as an audio output to an
external amplifier. It is very simple to use the
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analyser for measuring AM or FM
modulation depths even on signals received
from an antenna.
The analyser also provides red, green and
blue video outputs for driving an external
video colour monitor, the display then being
in various colours, as required.
As far as Iam concerned, the facilities
provided seem almost unbefievable even in
these days of very high tech, and Ihave
reached very deep indeed into my pocket
and virtually down to my shoes by ordering
one which Iwill be using for reviews from
the Spring. Frankly, Ijust cannot wait to own
one, whilst my colleagues are looking
forward to writing lots more computer
programs so that it can be used efficiently for
general laboratory work. Iwish Marconi the
best of success and Isuggest that engineers
should investigate this remarkable new
product.

Receivers old and new
Whilst in the process of writng amammoth
book on radio communications, including
dozens of reviews of old and brand new
communication equipment, Ihave had the
opportunity of comparing avery old lady,
the GEC BRT400, kindly loaned by Hirst
Research Centre, against modern ones.
My memory of the set from twenty years
ago is that it could produce some fabulous
quality audio from long, medium and shortwave stations on AM, and my memory has
proved to be right. It is absolutely fascinating
that both the bass and HF end are far
extended compared with even expensive
modern receivers, and many short-wave
broadcasts from overseas are of music
which can easily be of entertainment quality
on the BRT400. The original 'wireless' was
designed in the ' 50s, and my review sample
dates back to around 1960. The audio pass
band goes down to around 50Hz and up to at
least 5kHz virtually flat. There was far less
trouble from overloading on medium-wave,
for the ancient valves had afar wider
dynamic range than do modern transistor
devices. Some differences might be of
interest, for you can still buy many old
receivers,either from government surplus
shops or through adverts in amateur radio
magazines. Sensitivity seemed to be no

problem at all up to well above 15MHz, and
on long and medium-wave it was actually
better than that of many modern sets. There
are two tuned RF stages having very high C!,
and this helps the front-end blocking
problem. The BRT400 has six selectivity
positions, and even aspeech/music switch
which can cut bass quite steeply if required.
The problem is its size and weight, around
50cm wide, 36cm deep and 30cm high, and
transportable by two persons rather than
one! Another problem is that an old set will
probably need re-valving and alignment,
both of which are expensive. Iwish you
could have seen the faces of my students
when they saw my colleague staggering up
to the bench with it, and after awhile getting
some very good quality sound out of it!
A far better bet is abrand new long,
medium and short-wave receiver from
Yaesu, the FRG8800. It includes the same
facilities as the older FRG7700 ( Ihave
recommended the Surrey Electronics
modified version in the past, but most
certainly not the normal one), but
incorporates many new high tech ones as
well. Not only are 12 memories included, but
after accessing any of them, you can tune off
frequency as far as you like, thus allowing
you to put some of your favourite
broadcasting stations on various bands into
memory, and then tune across the band. The
set tunes continuously from 150kHz to
30MHz, and modes include morse, single
sideband, AM and FM. You can even feed a
teleprinter from it with an appropriate
terminal unit, an excellent combination
being the AMT2 combined with the BBC B
computer and VDU. You can enter frequency
with atouch pad, MHz and kHz being entered
separately. Two separate digital clocks and a
frequency readout are fitted, with an alarm
clock. Other facilities include output to tape
with auto switch on/off, aVHF adaptor which
allows you to tune additionally from 118 to
174MHz, and avery effective noise blanker.
Ihave looked for along time for agood,
but reasonably priced, modern short-wave
receiver, with good facilities, with an
acceptable audio performance, specifically
to recommend to HFN/RR readers, and I
think Ihave had as many queries on this
topic as on most others. Iput this new model
through some extremely comprehensive
tests, and have been surprised at how good
the front-end is at rejecting unwanted
signals, and picking up very weak ones. The
ergonomics are particularly fine, and easy to
understand, and the VHF optional adaptor
is great fun to use, enabling one to find all
sorts of strange frequencies, which can be
highly entertaining! Most commercial and
amateur transmissions now use SSB and
morse code, AM now being used only for
broadcasting purposes below 30MHz, and
SSB came over particularly well, although
perhaps the filter was just alittle too wide.
As seems usual, unfortunately, only avery
limited audio power is available, so you will
probably need amore powerful external
amplifier to bring the volume up if you want
to drive adecent external speaker, although
the internal one is fairly satisfactory, even if
it is abit small. The World Radio and TV
Handbook lists the frequencies of virtually all
AM stations around the world, and it is so
easy to press in the required frequency and
know that the set's accuracy is so good that
you will immediately hear the wanted station
if it is receivable. You will need adecent
external antenna for it, though, and the most
practical one so far is probably the Datong
active antenna, which need only be around
three metres long, together with a
connection lead, and 13V DC powering.+
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and what is listened to — the raison d'être of
recorded music, surely? — is strictly ver'Comment this month ( p17) is about the boten, the differences between amplifiers
schisms existing in hi-fi, not only between are indistinguishable because they are then
'real' hi-fi and ' audio', but between those irrelevant. Back in the security of one's own
who would agree only on one thing, that system and record collection, the differences
listening to music in the home is abetter way are both demonstrable and important.
to occupy one's time than by sitting in front
I ac:ually feel that they are important
of aTV set. One of the bitterest divides is that enough that the amplifier can have asignifibetween those who maintain that amplifier cantly greater effect on the long-term appredesign effectively reached a plateau around ciation of a system's sound quality than the
10 years ago, with audible differences loudspeaker. It's like choosing a wife: the
between models reduced to insignificance, loudspeaker ' sound' is analogous to the
and those who feel that such differences are superficial attributes that first made you
perhaps more important/audible than they notice your future partner across a crowded
room but which then become less imporever have been.
Ihave to admit that some years ago, Itook tant; the amplifier ' character' represents the
part in double-blind tests which indicated altogether more subtle aspects of her persothat the former group were indeed nality which lead to a lasting relationship.
correct; that, in Peter Walker's famous
Martin Colloms has the widest experience
phrase, all good amplifiers — or, rather, ' all of amplifiers of anyone Iknow, due to his
competently designed amplifiers of top qual- multiple testwork first for HiFi for Pleasure
Fi Choice and
ity' — did indeed sound the same. Since then, in the ' 70s and then for Hihowever, with a deeper and wider experi- HFN/RR in the ' 80s. Despite this long
ence of amplifiers, Ihave become convinced intimacy of ' blind' listening, or perhaps
that the null results that were produced both because of it, Martin, an engineer and a
by those tests, and by those organised by specia:is:, not a scientific generalist like
James Moir on behalf of Peter Walker (
HFN/ myself, finds himself reaching similar conRR January, June and November 1978), clusions on amplifiers. Iasked him, thererepresent only the limiting case: that under fore, to put his most recent thinking down on
the artificial double-blind A/B conditions, paper. This article is the result.
where any interaction between the listener
John Atkinson

Editorial introduction

O

NCE UPON A TIME, amplifiers were
regarded as one of the most stable
and well specified components in the
audio chain. They apeared to conform to
known laws and rules of electrical theory,
now highly refined and expressed via the art
of modern electronics. Designers were confident that they fully understood the basic
statements of amplifier performance such as
linearity ( which controls distortion); output
voltage and current ( which together with a
specified load determines the power output); gain ( the input-output ratio or amplification); and finally, gain/phase margin
(which determines stabi:ity and transient
response). Amplifiers are used in a wide
variety of non-musical applications, such as
servo control systems and in measuring
equipment with a highly accurate numeric
output, and in these situations they behave
exactly as described by the designed statements or specifications Here they serve us
very well

Is our conventional
understanding of audio
technology enough?
For a while, many designers and reviewers
including. Imust admit, myself, thought that
the same rules and specifications were also
entirely valid for audio amplifiers. Many
designers still do believe this to be true, but
few reviewers still hold this viewpoint,
though having said that, it is necessary to
add a qualification. For most non-critical
audio applications it has to be admitted that
the general run of amplifiers do a fine job.
Their duties range from studio monitoring,
stage sound and sound reinforcement, to
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be readily observed, then there must be
significant differences present in the first
place. Perhaps it would be worth repeating
such tests using some of the latest
audiophile models vs some old stalwarts?
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For my part, and despite many jibes by the
'establishment', all my listening since that
original series of amplifier panel tests has
only served to reinforce my conviction that
amplifiers do sound different in many important respects and my personal spencing on
equipment has clearly reflected that belief.
Even though only a proportion of my recent
listening has included limited blind or double-blind testing, where this has taken place
it has strongly confirmed the results
obtained from sighted testing.
Isuspect that listeners vary in their sensitivity to subjective amplifier characteristics;
while they may be of little consequence for
some, for others relatively small differences
can assume important dimensions. Depending on one's viewpoint, one could therefore
arrive at the stage where the amplifier
becomes the most important component in
the listening chain — certainly this can seem
so, for example when an enthusiast auditions a really fine pre or power amplifier for
the first time.
Since that rigorous test series conducted
music-centre, rack and ' normal' hi-fi systems
some eight years ago we have been blessed
by the availability of improved amplifiers
where models designed to the established
from many sources. Some of these have
rules are giving good service. In truth, few in
been rather better than the original stanthe industry would quibble with this particudards set and our whole view as to what is
lar stafts quo.
possible from an amplifier has undergone a
necessary revision. Furthermore, these
'Well organised testing
superior models have been astonishingly
suggested that sound quality
diverse on technical grounds, reflecting the
differences between then
various individual approaches of their desigaccepted ' good' power amplifiers
ners to achieving good sound quality via
applied audio electronic engineering.
were small enough to defy
It is precisely this diversity of design and
statistically verified
performance specification shown by these
identification'
amplifiers which provides the basis for a
discussion of those qualities which may or
may not determine what makes a good
The other side of the coin has to do with
amplifier. As we shall discover in this article,
setting standards. Should amplifier quality
rema n relatively static, or should it, as I many of the long considered accep:ed feabelieve, continue to improve as hi-fi itself tures favourable to design and performance,
has improved since its emergence as a are not invariably associated with the most
specialist interest? For an audio enthusiast,
successful examples of the designer's art.
or for that matter adedicated critic, the goal
This discussion will also be backed by
remains the pursuit of quality. Just good
many examples of proven quality, this estabenough is insufficient. The state of the art
lished by careful auditioning and lab testing.
can only be advanced by those willing to
For many of these, almost none of the
master the present and progress beyond it. A published literature, test standards, or lab
few years ago, well organised testing under
specifications appear to bear much relevance to sound quality ranking.
rigorous conditions suggested that sound
quality differences between then accepted
In the past, amplifiers have been regarded
'good' power amplifiers were small enough
as the safest area of audio design but now it
to defy statistically verified identification.
would appear that they must be considered
With hindsight, Imust accept that the stanas one of most difficult, their development
dards set then for the test in terms of fraught with danger. We now seem to be
reproduced quality were probably not high
flying blind, and successful amplifier desigenough. Since that time, the more listening
ners talk more of an intuitive feel for the
tests Ihave undertaken, the harder it appears
subject rather than a reliance on a cast iron
to be to set up acontrolled statistical test for set of rules. How can this be, when electronics has given us so much: computers, radio,
sound quality. If amplifier differences are to
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telephony, television and more? Surely in
view of this dazzling display of technical
virtuosity, we should be able to specify how
an amplifier will perform under real conditions, ie, reproducing music via loudspeakers. Of course, in a general sense we can,
and to a limited degree it can also be shown
that certain design rules must not be broken.
For example, if distortion is excessive, leg,
over 5%) it may become audible, or if the
available voltage or current is insufficient to
meet the load demand, again audible distor-

'As the state of the art is
approached, the established
rules start to break down'

tion may be the result. However, as the state
of the art is approached, the established
rules start to break down. At every price level
amplifiers can be found that happily go
against one or more criteria laid down by
another manufacturer or by a test standard
as essential to a good performance.

Passive component sound
Another aspect also has a bearing on amplifier sound, and may provide some clues to
the present apparently inexplicable differences. Renewed and increased attention is
being paid to the effect on sound quality of
passive components — transformer% resistors and capacitors — with published material
and work in hand indicating that these can
have a marked effect on quality — an effect
beyond that expected from their prescribed
duty in a given circuit. The recent results
concerning the sound quality of copper wire
with an improved crystalline structure indicates that the wire and circuit board copper
must also be taken into consideration. It
should be possible to set up acomparison of
two identical high quality amplifiers, fitted
into sealed black boxes. Based on the inclusion of just two components to one box,
namely a coupling capacitor and a length of
wire, and their omission from the other, it
should be possible to demonstrate significant sound quality differences. If judged by
classical theory, however, their inclusion
should have no appreciable effect. Taking
HFN/RR's current critical standards, suppose
the power amplifier without the components

'Circuit theory generally assumes
that a capacitor is just that'

scores 70%; recent data would indicate the
likely outcome for the other model with the
extra passive components is likely to be a
reduced rating, probably to around the 60%
level. Yet the amplifiers are basically identical in electrical terms.
The point Iam making is that we have
reached a situation where the passive parts
and the wiring can count for as much as the
theoretical electronic circuits themselves.
Since our understanding of the sound quality effects exerted by various components is
incomplete, how can we begin to design and
then quantify the performance of the next
generation of amplifiers?
There are, of course, many rather more
obscure parameters that can be investigated,
for example pertaining to capacitors. These
components are normally specified, as one
might expect, as a unit of capacitance, say
1uF ( 10 6 Farad) with a given maximum
voltage rating and associated tolerance of,
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Dimensionality
say, 100V and 10%. Circuit theory generally
assumes that a capacitor is just that, and
Perusing the basis for subjective judgement,
nothing else. Unfortunately, in the real world
a factor can be identified which assumes
increasing importance. This concerns the
there is no such thing as a pure electrical
properties of dimension as related to the
component. Inevitably, small proportions of
perceived stereo image. The term ' dimenother classes of components are mixed in as
sionality' ( first put to me by Jacob Zelinger)
well. A capacitor will possess some small
is an apt partner to ' musicality', the latter
value of inductance due to its connecting
less easy to define, however. Wrapped up in
leads and the internal construction, eg, afoil
an understanding of the word ' dimensionalwinding. The total wiring will also impart
ity' are the subjective properties of space
some series resistance, while a parallel
and depth, to which one might add image
resistance is also present, this being generwidth, positional focus and the ability to
ally expressed as a loss factor, due to the
separate stereo information into planes or
small proportion of energy in the capacitor
layers in depth, each coherent and undisbeing dissipated in the dielectric or
torted in terms of instrumental perspective.
insulating part. ( This parallel resistance
Somehow this general property of dimencould also be diodic.)
sionality seems to hold the key to good
Dielectrics come in a range of types and
sound quality. It forms the vital property of
qualities, and as is now believed, sounds. All
live sound as generated in real acoustics,
show piezoelectric effects to a varying
yet so many audio systems fail to resolve all
degree: imagine the capacitor as slightly
but the merest hint of it.
elastic; a varying electrical stress or voltage
If the dimensionality of a system is good,
due to an audio signal causes the dielectric
to change its physical size. As the audio
passes through via the electrical connectors,
'Somehow this general property
the body of the capacitor mechanically pulof dimensionality seems to hold
sates, the levels of this vibration more pronounced than you might expect. Indeed, one
the key to good sound quality'
researcher suggested using a commercial
capacitor as the driving element for acone in
and assuming that both source and output
an HF loudspeaker drive- unit
e piezoelectransducers are also capable of resolving
tric effect is generally reversi
the
this parameter, then other important subjeccapacitor reverts to its normal or rest state
tive factors- usually fall into place. For examafter being stressed, it produces an electrical
ple, tonal balance is often discussed, with
pulse with timing dependent, not so much
some amplifiers described as ' pinched' or
on its electrical capacitance, but on its
'hard' in the midrange. Such an effect is
physical pulsation resonance. Does this
obvious e singing voice, which may
sound like delayed resonance as commonly
become erg y, fatiguing, forced and unduly
discussed in connection with mechanical
forward in presentation. There is also a
systems such as tonearms and loudspeakconnection with ' dimensionality' here, for it
ers? As if all this were not enough, our
can he destroyed by a ' hard' and/or ' forward'
supposedly perfect capacitor may also suffer
midrange. Perspectives will be distorted
from afurther effect called dielectric absorpeven to the point where the stereo image is
tion, by which means it may attempt to hold
wholly two-dimensional, and has no appaon to a proportion of the energy pas4pg
rent depth whatsoever.
through it only to release it later — even
A similar link can be established for the
hours later! This sounds like, and indeed is, a
treble, where problems can manifest themhysteresis effect, in a sense related to the
selves in several ways. Higher frequencies
coloration and distortion deriving from the
piezo effect.
What is required here is some basic
'Only in very rare cases can an
research into the properties of electronic
amplifier provide an essentially
components as related to their use in audio
equipment, with an attempt to relate techneutral, tidy and well balanced
nical aspects to perceived audio quality.
sound, yet fail to offer a satisfying
Then and only then, could a sound basis for
degree of dimensionality'
amplifier design be determined.
Amplifier subjective judgznen
can sound ' different' with a ' grainy' or
'spitty' effect. High frequency transients also
In any case, just how are amplifiers quantimay appear strongly localised in the vicinity
fied subjectively? The use of the word ' quantified' suggests measurement, yet this of the speaker. This can be heard as atype of
clumping in one area of the frequency range.
evaluation must be done subjectively. First
Alternatively, the high frequencies may
one establishes so called ' absolutes', from
soed slurred, and this slurring may also be
prior experience of familiar and favoured
evident as a smearing of positional focus,
program as well as from an intimate knowwhich often extends right across the frontal
ledge of the ancillary equipment being used,
sound stage. These specific defects are
and one has some idea what to expect. An
easily heard in the context of ' dimensionalaverage amplifier contender rates at 50%,
ity'. Clumped treble prevents the treble comthis based on past experience perhaps of
ponent of wide- range sounds from joining
some 150-200 models. If the amplifier is
the fundamental tones in their correct place
rather better than average, a 70-75% rating
in the image plane. Furthermore, treble
can be achieved which is pretty good going.
Occasionally a model will appear to redefine 'smeared' in width terms destroys good
the standard — not only for other amplifiers focus, and makes the upper range sound flat
and two-dimensional. Distorted or ' grainy'
but also for both the program and the
ancillary equipment. When this happens a sounding treble also draws attention to
itself, this prominence again disturbing the
chosen musical passage may take on a new
look. Additional detail and finer nuances of qualities of depth perspective in the stereo
image.
instrumental playing may sometimes be
In terms of dimensionality, good bass
heard as if for the first time. Such excepappears well attached, in both space and
tional products will score as high as 85-95%,
depending upon just how well they turn the time, to the harmonic transients of a bass
instrument, and the combined sound localmusical trick.

Ithink it's one of the best
turntables there is, but that's
just myopinion.I firmly believe
that when it comes to buying
hi-fi there's only one opinion
that really matters: and that's
yours.
When you come into my
shop I'll expect you to make
all the decisions. But if that
sounds alittle daunting, don't
worry.
Just come in with your
ears open and your common sense in
gear. You may not even need your wallet,
no-one here is desperate for asale.
(And just to make sure- none of my
staff is on any kind of commission.)
If you do buy something, it will be
because you chose it yourself. We won't
tell you what to buy but we will try and
make it as easy as possible for you to make
the right decisions.
There are three demonstration rooms
where you can compare the very best
audio equipment there is.
For instance, you've read all about the
Sondek. Here's your chance to see if it's
all true. Test it out against any of the other
turntables we stock.
One of our party pieces is to put the
£10 Basik cartridge in the Ittok arm and
compare it with the £207 Asak cartridge in
the standard Basik LVV .
The result proves to us that the arm is

"I don't advise anyone to
buy the Linn Sondek"
Howard Popeck SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
more important than the cartridge- but
see what you think.
Having listened to everything you
might decide to buy nothing. Well that's
fine by us.
You'll have learned alot, and we'll have
enjoyed doing the demonstration.
If you buy a turntable other than the
Sondek you'll know why. And if you do
buy the Sondek you'll know you bought
it because, in your opinion it sounded
the best.
After you've made your decision, our
job isn't finished. Not only do we insist on
delivering and installing every Linn we
sell, but we won't leave you until it sounds
exactly right
And you won't get a more expert
installation from anyone else.
If you do have any problems, call us.
We'll be back as soon as we can.
If you change your mind about your

"the TORLYTE platform is
the clear first choice
offering the most relaxed
and encouraging listening".
HiFi NEWS, August 1984

choice of equipment, don't worry, it's
happened before. One satisfied customer
tried 8pairs of speakers in as many weeks
before he found the ones he wanted.
All this service comes completely free
of charge, for the simple reason that Idon't
give discounts.
If I've whetted your appetite, pop in for
achat. But be warned, you may think you've
come to the wrong place.
Since the equipment we sell is
designed to be listened to not watched,
there's adistinct lack of it in the reception.
(Some of our neighbours still think we're
afirm of architects.)
But please, if you want ademonstration,
write or ring for an appointment. We're at
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1,
telephone (01) 387 8281.
I'd value your opinion on the way we do
things. After all, that's why Icalled the
place ' Subjective' Audio.

MONITOR
SOUND

sound advice
Choosing a music system need not be fraught with

It is now an undisputed
fact that turntables land amplifiers) work best
when mounted on light rigid surfaces isolated from the adverse effects
of heavy tables or cabinets.
TORLYTE is QED's solution to the problem as it is both incredibly light
and extremely rigid. It also has avery low Q so it will not alter the
frequency response of the turntable.
TORLYTE isolating platforms are available in three sizes, all fitted with
four adjustable point supports which act as an effective low frequency
filter and easy levelling method.
Price £ 35.00
There are three sizes available:
TP1 400 x340 x20mm finished in graphite grey
TP2 445 x350 x20mm finished in black ( LINN / REGA size)
TP3 480 x370 x20mm finished in black ( P.T. size)
Made in England
QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
UNIT 12, ASHFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SHIELD ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDX TW15 1AU

QED
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difficulty. There is no substitute for agood demonstration
by acompetent retailer.
Monitor Sound has
two showrooms displaying
the best in British and
e
Japanese hi-fi equipment.

n.

• Single-speaker
demonstrations by
appointment
• Two-year guarantee
al Free home installations
QUAD products on
permanent display together
with the ELS-63 loudspeakers
for the discerning listener.
Remember that we share your
interest so do not hesitate to ask us for help or advice.

MONITOR SOUND-Audio Consultants
54 Chapel Street, Chorley, Lancashire. Tel: (02572) 71935
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¡ses at definite positions in the image. An
amplifier with poor bass may sound ' out of
time' with the main sound. The lowest
frequencies can loose their connection with
their transient edges - for example, the
'smack' immediately preceding the thunder'
of a large drum. Such bass may appear to
float around, and the overall ambience in the
stereo range can suffer so far as the qualities
of solidity and foundation are concerned.
Only in very rare cases can an amplifier
provide an essentially neutral, tidy and well
balanced sound, yet fail to offer a satisfying
degree of dimensionality.
My experience of audio components, from
microphone to disc, both vinyl and CD; from
turntable, tonearm and cartridge to connecting leads; and from preamplifier to loudspeaker shows that with general improvements in audio quality, there is acommensurate increase in life, interest, satisfaction and
most of all, dimensionality.
For a reviewer or electronics engineer, the
frustrating aspect of dimensionality is that
no direct laboratory measurement exists to
quantify it. Indeed, many of the other qualities discussed previously, such as midrange
tonal hardness, treble slurring or low frequency imprecision likewise defy normal
measurement.

The technology of
amplifier design
Iassert that there is no absolute truth at
present as regards amplifier design - this is
amply borne out by the huge variety of ideas
and techniques which have all been successfully brought to bear on the question. It is
self evident that a majority of well informed
persons will agree upon the truth. Amplifier
design is rife with disagreement and conflict.
In looking at some of these conflicting ideas,
Ishall first take the notion of bandwidth,
frequency response and its specification.

Response and bandwidth
We have often been told that the bandwidth
should be as wide as possible with the
amplitude-frequency response in the passband, or audible range, as uniform or as flat
as possible. But just how wide and how flat?
For convenience a 20Hz to 20kHz audible
frequency range is often quoted, which
sounds nice and tidy. In reality, few listeners
can hear or possess program with significant
energy outside a 40Hz to 15kHz range.
Indeed, very few speakers work well outside
a 50Hz-12kHz range, yet it has been suggested that we need a response from 0Hz
(DC) to 250kHz or more in the case of an
amplifier in order to render the amp's sonic
signature inaudible. Because very small
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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deviations in level or frequency response
occurring over broad areas may be audible
in critical NB tests, it has also been necessary that frequency responses should be
very flat and accurate to ± 0.1dB or even
better. Yet much greater limitations and
deviations are accepted from a pickup cartridge or a loudspeaker.
Iknow of at least two highly rated amplifiers where on the one hand, for well-argued
reasons, the designer has subscribed to a
'Valve amps built prior to the
onset of the transistor have
maintained a reasonable value
while most of the early transistor
models have justifiably sunk
without trace'
relatively narrow bandwidth, while on the
other, he has plumped for a very wide
bandwidth. The former could be represented
by a Naim such as the NAC32/NAP250
combination, and the latter by an Audio
Research SP-8 preamp and Robertson FortyTen power amplifier. In the case of the Naim,
the - 3dB points are typically 12Hz and
40kHz, but for the Robertson/Audio Research

combination, 2Hz and 200kHz limits are
nearer the mark. The bandwidth question is
thus neither proved nor disproved, as both
are well- regarded combinations.

Class-A or -A/B
The class of an output stage for a power
amplifier is often cited as avital factor, with
common ones including Class-NB, quasi
Class- A and its sliding bias variants, plus
pure Class- A. Class- D also occasionally
appears, while agreement as to what constitutes further classes is poor. For example,
Class- G has several possibilities. The word
'Class' actually defines the relationship
between the steady voltage and current in
the output stage and the audio signal pas
sing through.
In Class-A, for example, the standing current remains at a constant maximum value,
the variations due to the audio output fully
contained within that maximum. In Class-N
B, the standing or quiescent current in the
output stage is set at some nominally low
value, say 0.02A instead of the perhaps
5-10A that is likely to be required for Class-A
operation. This low standing power is, in
fact, the 'A' part of the NB description. Large
audio signals demand agreater current flow
according to their need; this is the ' B' part.
Pages of arguments could be produced
extolling one view as opposed to the other,

and touching on such questions as thermal
stability, gain variation with current, bandwidth changes as well as several other
matters. ( Class- D involves pulse- modulated
or switchi% techniques, and at present the
method is gerfelaily classed as inadequate
for top quality sound.) Class- G relates to an
amplifier which cruises at one voltage
supply level but which can switch to a
second larger supply on momentary peaks.
Here the argument is that the dynamic range
is improved and that large transients can be
reproduced without the amplifier clipping or
overheating.
Critics often diba -ass the -G technique as
valueless, yet the Carver Cube did pretty
well in its context, and exploited the method
to the full. Others have said that only high
proportions of Class-A or even full Class-A
operation cart produce top quality sound.
The Krell amplifiers are outstanding examples of Class-A design, but others - the PS
Audio, the Naim and the Robertson - have
managed to do very well with an absolute
minimum ut standing current, running virtually in Ciass-ti.

Output coupling
The type ut uutpui coupling has also long
been a topic of discussion. Valve amps are
generally transformer-coupled, while early
transistor models were connected to the
loudspeaker via a large capacitor. Modern
amplifiers are generally direct-coupled,
which is said to confer ahigh damping factor
lof which inoie later), as well as wider
bandwidth and lower distortion. In my view,
however, neither technique appears an outright winner. While the Krell, Robertson and
many others are direct-coupled, Ihave been
assured by Dennis Morecroft of DNM, that a
new capacitor-c.oupled power amplifier of
his is sounding well at the prototype stage.
The highly rated Futterman valve models are
also capacitor- coupled. Finally, some of the
finest sounding models available at present
- Audio Research and conrad-johnson - are
all transformer-coupled. These latter valve
products represent particularly deep thorns
in the sides of the designers of semiconductor amplifiers. Ihave also tested many poor
sounding power amps which variously feature all thiee coupling methods.

Type of active device
Another teuhtiul";,..il aspect well over- used
commercially to piornote one model over
another is the type of amplifying device
used, be it transistor, FET, MOSFET or valve,
or even combinations of all three. When
transistors we. efit st introduced, the valve or
tube device
as declured obsolete overnight ai Id many viruses were claimed for the
transi.,,ur designs. Of these, very few have
subsequently been of pf oven worth. Indeed,
valve amps built prior to the onset of the
transistor have maintained a reasonable
value while most of the early transistor
models have justifiably sunk without trace.
Many reviewers and designers fooled themselves or in some cases were insufficiently
experienced to know any better.
Ihe introduction of rETs in recent years
was hailud as a sblutior to transistor ills by
combinin, mt. iirtues of both the valve and
the transistor wilt, the defects of neither.
Integrated circuits using transistors and/or
FETs appeared and again were subject to an
inconsistent mixture of approval and abuse
when used in amplifier design.
Ican, however, point to a wide range of
both good and bad equipment which
incorporates every possible combination of
the aforementioned active devices. In the
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YOU CAN COUNT ON GETTING
THE RIGHT HI-FI AT BARTLETTS
C9rUS
by MISS"làyiretrzcz

Amplifiers

Timers

A&R Alpha

£ 129.00

A&R A60 T/W

£ 199.00

A&R A50 BK
A&R A60 AP. T/W
A&R A60 AP. BK

£205.00
£219.00
£225.00

AR Cam-Audio P35 £ 199.00
Denon PMA 717
£99.00
Denon PMA 737
£ 149.00
Denon PMA 757
£235.00
Hatter to order)
Marantz
Mission Cyrus 1
Mission Cyrus 2

Stocked
£ 139.00
£279.00

NAD 3120
NAD 3020B
NAD 350
Nytech CA202

£ 109.00
£ 129.00
£225.00
£ 148.00

Nytech CA252
Proton P520
QED A230
Quad 34
Quad 44

£ 193.00
£ 129.00
£99.00
Stocked
Stocked

Quad 303
Quad 405
Rotel RA820
Rotel RA 820BX

Stocked
Stocked
£99.00
£ 129.00

Rotel RA 840

£ 149.00

Rotel RA 840BX £ 159.00
Rotel RA 860
£ 199.00
Rotel RA 870
Yamaha A320

£270.00
£89.00

Yamaha A420
Yamaha 1500

£ 139.00
£ 189 00

A&R 121 T/W
£199.00
A&R T21 BK
£205.00
Denon TU 710B
£99.00
Denon TJ 747L
£125.00
Hitachi FT5500
£165.00
Marantz
Stocked
Mission Cyrus
T.B.A.
NAD 4155
£219.0Q
NAD 4020A
£ 125.00
Nytech C1206
£ 189.00
QED T230
£ 119.00
Quad FM4
Stocked
Rotel RT820
£84.00
Rotel RT840
£ 129.00
Yamaha 1320
£89.00
Yamaha 1520
£ 139.00
Yamaha 7720
T.B.A.
Yamaha 1700
£ 149.00

Cassette Decks
Aiwa ADF 230
Aiwa ADF 330
Aiwa ADF 550
Aiwa ADF 660
Aiwa ADF 770

Stocked
Stocked
Stocked
Stocked
Stocked

Aiwa ADF 990
Denon DR171

Stocked
£ 119.00

Denon DRM11
Denon DRM22

£ 169.00
£229.00

Denon DRM33
Denon DRM44
Dual C802

£269.00
£309.00
£79.00

Dual C808
Marantz
NAD 6125

£99.00
Stocked
£ 149.00

Some products are only available at our
North London Branch- but East Ham
can take orders for you."
(NAD not available at this branch).

SPEAKERS
70 mk H speakers w/bk
£99.00
700.2 speakers
£ 119.00
707 speakers
£ 149.00
737 speakers
£ 199.00
770F
£379.00
780A
£599.00
Speaker cable ( per metre)
£ 1.40
Speaker stands ( all models)
£25.00

NAD 6050C
Proton P720

£ 159.00
£ 169.00

Rotel RD820
Rotel RD830
Rotel RD850
Yamaha K220
Yamaha K320

£ 109.00
£ 109.00
£ 129.130
£ 119.00
£155.00

Yamaha K520
Yamaha K700

£ 199.00
£295.00

Turntables

Pick- Ups &
Cartridges
Cartridges
A/Tech AT110E
A/Tech AT115E
A&R C77
A&R E77
A&R P77
Nagaoka MP10
Nagaoka MPIl
Nagaoka MPI5
Nagaoka MP20
Nagaoka MP30
NAD 9200
Ortofon
Shure
Styli
ATN110E
ATN115E

AR - Mission Arm
£235.00
AR Lux Arm./Basik £259.00
Dual CS505/11
£99.00
Dual CS505/11 deluxe £ 129.00
Denon DP15A
£ 119.00
Denon DP21F
£ 125.00
Denon DP35F
£ 159.00 MR CN7
Denon DP 45F £189.00 A&R EN7
Denon DP51F
£ 199.00
A&R PN7
Logic Tempo man
£ 119.00
N1OP
Logic Tempo ele
£ 159.00
N11P
Logic Tempo Datum
man
£ 192.00 N15P
Logic Tempo Datum
N2OP
ele
£232.00 N3OP
Logic Tempo TA2 m
£ 159.00
92
Logic Tempo TA2 ele £198.00
Ortofon
NAD 5120
Mission 775 nct
£ 168.00 Shure
Mission 775c
£ 197.00
Rotel RP830
£ 114.00
Rotel RP850
£ 189.00
Revolver Mission arm £ 160.00
A&R ARCAM one w
Revolver LVX
AR RRCAM two w
arm/Basik
£ 189.00 AR 8LS w/bk

AR 18LS 3/bk
£99.00 Mordaunt Short M20 £ 106.00
AR 19 w/bk
£119.00 Mordaunt Short
AR 20w
£ 149.00
MS10
£89.00
AR 30w
£ 199.00
Quad
To order
£ 14.95 B&W DM110 w/bk
£ 119.00
£24.95 B&W DM220 w/bk
£ 169.00
£229.00 Rogers LS1 w
£ 18.50 Celestion 110
Rogers
L53/5A
w
£239.00
£99.00
£33.00 Celestion SL6 w
£316.00
£299.00 Rogers LS7 w
£43.50 Celestion SL6 bk
£437.00
£339.00 Rogers Studio 1w
£ 14.95
Tannoy
Titan
£99 00
Celestion SL600
£699.00
£ 19.95 Celestion DL4 w
£99.00 Tannoy Mercury w £ 135.00
£29.95
£250.00
Celestion DL6 w
£ 129.00 Tannoy Venus
£39.95 Celestion DL8 w
£ 179.00 Tannoy all other models to
£59.95 Dean Altos It w/bk £ 169.00 order
£25.00 JPW P1
£99.00 *Videotone
Stocked KEF Chorale w/bk
minimax w
£69.00
£89.00
Stocked KEF Coda w/bk
£99.00 *Wharfedale Diamond
bk
£69.00
KEF 101 w
£229.00
£8.50 KEF 103.2 w
£ 119.00
£299.00 Wharfedale 506 2
£13.50 KEF 104.2 w
£ 159.00
£599.00 Wharfedale 508 w
£9.20 KEF 105.2 w
£999.00
£749.00 Free 16 metres of 79 strand
£23.00 KEF 105.4
£79.00 speaker cable with all speakers
£33.50 Marantz LD20 w
Marantz
LD30
w
£99.00 listed except where indicated •
£6.90
Marantz L050 w
£ 126.00
£9.50
Mission 70/2 w/bk
£99.00 w = walnut
£22.50 Mission 700/2
£ 119.00 bk = black
£31.95 Mission 707
£ 149.00
£45.75 Mission 770 Freedom £379.00
£ 15.95 Mission 780A £599.00 Compact Discs
Marantz CD638
£299 00
Stocked Monitor Audio R152.
w/bk
£216.00 Marantz CD54
£299.00
Stocked
Monitor Audio R252
Marantz CD74
£349.00

Speakers

£299.00
£199.00
£79.00

w/bk
Monitor Audio R352

£ 128.00

w/bk
Monitor Audio R552
w/bk

aM!

EAST LONDON
Newly opened, our East Ham branch, is
run on exactly the same principles as our
main branch. So we can now provide our
services to those members of the public
who have so far found the journey to
North London too arduous.
The single speaker demonstration
room is bookable by appointment, and
certainly advisable for Saturday.
ENOD.

MISSION CYRUS
Cyrus 1amp
£139.00
Cyrus 2amp
£279.00
Cyrus tuner
T.B.A.
System C 1
£399.00
System C2
£549.00
775 turntable
(no arm)
£99.00
775 turntable (inc. 774
LC arm)
£ 168.00

£299.00

Yamaha CD XI
Yamaha CDX2

£329.00
£429.00

Established at our present location, we
have always endeavoured to provide the
products the public wants, coupled with
knowledgeable sales staff, and excellent
back-up service, which includes atwo
year warranty on all our electronics.
Aware of the changing face of ' Hifi' in
the second half of the eighty's, we now
have comprehensive range of British
and imported ' Hifi' to suit all budgets.
These can be auditioned in one of our
two single speaker demonstration
rooms. An appointment is not always
necessary, but it is advisable to ring first.

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 8JB

19 HIGH ST. NORTH, EAST HAM E6 1HS
01 552 2716 Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat
FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.
Large range of other products stocked - if you rill
don't see what you require please phone or
send s.a.e. for quotation.

EXPORT WORLDWIDE

£399.00
£399.00
£299.00

NORTH LONDON

Mail orders: 01 607 2148, General Enquires: 01 607 2296
Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat ( Closed Thurs)

7IZ

£ 188.00

Marantz CD84
Mission DAD 7000
Technics SLP7
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case of Audio Research, valves are good,
while for Krell and Naim, bipolar transistors
rule the day. In a more modest price category which includes products from Mission,
Perreaux and Hafler, MOSFETs are a success. Examples of poor technique are legion
and probably best omitted here.
At present Icannot see a clear winner in
the active device context; probably the
ancient valve holds the ultimate honours for
now. [Thank you, Martin — Asst EdI
Power supplies
Much technical justification is given for the
importance of good design when it comes to
amplifier power supplies. Since it can be
shown that all the signal power is derived

'At present . . . the ancient valve
holds the ultimate honours'

from, and also passes through, the power
supply, this section should be considered as
important as the amplifier itself. To this end
designers and copywriters have attempted
with some justification to promote the need
for bigger and better reservoir capacitors as
well as larger power transformers, double
mono construction involving a separate
supply for each channel, expensive regulated or stabilised power supplies, and,
finally, separate supplies for every identifiable amplifier stage. Once again, Icould take
considerable space to outline the technical
pros and cons of these various configurations. Instead, Ishall offer a few amplifier
examples, which in a general sense, neatly

have shown that their use can produce fine
results. These apparent contradictions are
partly due to circumstance. An idea which
works with some degree of success in one
model may prove ineffective in another.
These various ideas are rarely for general
application.

Separate integrated
amplifiers
Even the generalisation stating that pre/
power combinations are better than integrated amplifiers can be contradicted given
the appropriate evidence. Ultimately it is
probably true that ' separates' are better than
integrated amplifiers, but in the case of the
majority of models currently available, this
statement must be regarded as non- proven.
In recent years a cosy establishment of
middle-to-upper rank separate pre/power
combinations has emerged. To name but a
few, there is the Musical Fidelity pairing,
'The Preamp' and the Doctor Thomas power
amp. Naim have several offerings such as
the 42/160 while Meridian have the 101/105,
Hafler their 110/220, Sugden the C128/P128

and A&R Cambridge the C200/P200.
However, these products have recently come
under considerable pressure from anumber
of budget integrated amplifiers, offering a
price saving of around 25-50%. Naim themselves led the way with their NAIT, followed
by Rotel with their B and now the BX
versions of their RA820. Musical Fidelity
«An idea which works with some
have almost scored an own goal with the fine
Synthesis integrated model, and Audiolab
degree of success in one model
almost achieved the same result with their
may prove ineffective in another'
8000A integrated even before their separates
had been released. Mission have also put
Robertson and the Krell; the former has a their massive pre/power amplifier in
single, shared power transformer of modest jeopardy, first with their MOSFET 778 and
size, while the latter has two enormous later, and even more convincingly, with the
power transformers arranged in a double diminutive Cyrus One and Cyrus Two, both
mono configuration. The Naim NAP135 is a integrated designs.
Many of these new models, costing in the
fully- regulated, double- mono system,
region of £ 140 to £350, equal and occayet arguably it is no more effective in
subjective terms than the Audio Research sionally even better, the performance of
D-70 II with its normal shared power supply. accredited pre/power combinations costing
The Naim NAC32 preamp continues to up to four times as much. Where, then, is the
sound better and better with increasingly claimed clear advantage of the separate
gross power transformers, culminating in form of construction, never mind the justithe 250VA model at present featured in the fication for the far higher cost?
Hi Cap psu, while the Counterpoint SA-7
Negative feedback
survives comparison with the Naim well, but
The level of feedback is another debatable
only uses a puny 20VA transformer.
Many designers actively decry the use of point. At one time it was regarded as the
panacea for all ills, but now high levels of
integrated circuits, but both Ben Duncan, in
negative feedback appear to be going out of
his AMP-01 HFN/RR project, and Burmester
contradict most of the stances.
Consider the Naim 250 and Robertson
Forty-Ten, both fine semiconductor power
amplifiers of a similar power rating. The
Naim has regulated supplies while the
Robertson does not. Or take the case of the
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fashion. The use of 70dB of overall loop
feedback was not uncommon with many
transistor power amplifiers, and in accordance with basic operational amplifier theory,
offered many benefits, including very low
harmonic distortion, and a high input and
low output impedance. The latter represents
another claimed ' plus' parameter, namely a
high damping factor.
As a pure generalisation, it is possible to
establish a link between poor sound quality
and high negative feedback, while neglecting the question of transient intermodulation. Some of the best-sounding products in
their respective price categories use very low
levels of negative feedback ( 0-20dB)
whereas most of the worst have incredible
specifications primarily based on high feedback.
Experiments undertaken on highly linear
and very fast power amplifiers possessing a
low output impedance characteristic,
demonstrated that when feedback was
increased above a moderate level, the tonal
quality of the mid and treble ranges deteriorated. The mid began to sound hardened and
'forced' while the treble took on an added
'grain' and ' edge'. Both these effects were
associated with a reduction in depth and
dimensionality. In this particular model
some intrinsic ' softness' had been identified
and interestingly, a reduction in feedback
made this softness too obvious, resulting in
a decline in subjective quality.

Tone controls
Tone controls and related facilities such as
filters and the like have also come under
close scrutiny. These have long been
exploited by the mass market as well as the
audiophile groups. In the early days of audio,
many designers prided themselves on the
laboratory style complexity of their various
creations. Costly models came well equipped, in the style of a luxury car. Then the
mass production brigade followed suit and
we are today faced with rack systems featuring near useless graphic equaliser tone
controls, and the like. It is true, however, that
tone controls can play a role in helping to
correct variations in recording quality. Likewise with old program high frequency filters
can be helpful in reducing the annoying
amounts of noise and distortion that may be
present. A low frequency filter can attenuate
excessive rumble and unwanted subsonic
signals helping the system to work better.
Yet the present amplifier situation suggests that tone controls are a bad influence.
A wide range of good- sounding equipment
from the Rotel 820BX and NAD3120 at the
budget end of the market, to the likes of the
Audio Research and conrad-johnsons at the
opposite end of the price ladder, have all
eschewed tone controls. In fact, virtually no
(good?) UK or US preamplifier has them
today. The argument means that their inclusion degrades sound quality and as such
they are best omitted. In ageneral sense, this
will be true, since any additional stage will
degrade the signal to some degree.
However, skilful designers, such as those at
Audiolab, have shown that provided care is
taken, the inclusion of tone controls can be a
virtually inaudible addition, as exemplified
by both the 8000A and 8000C amplifiers.
Good filters can be expensive to execute
and consequently are often no more than
afterthoughts; in such cases, aloss of sound
quality is not unexpected.

Simple short signal paths
Considering the tone control section as a
potentially redundant stage brings one to the
view that simplicity and directness are
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important qualities in an audio chain. While
this may seem too obvious to be worth
stating, my experience suggests that the
shorter and simpler the path from cartridge to loudspeaker ( including all the electronics and interconnecting cables), then the
better the sound. The reproduction is both
more ' immediate' direct, and easier to listen
to, while at the same time it is also more
involving. In my discussions and tests on
cable I introduced the concept of cables
sounding ' short' on the basis that the bestsounding cable was also physically as short
as possible. Such ' shortness' is equally
applicable to any part of the audio chain; for
example, in some listening tests, Ihave felt
that a particular preamp sounds as if it
includes the equivalent of a long length of
ordinary cable in its signal path.
Some sections of amplifiers commonly
accepted as benign may also have asurprising effect on sound quality and would justify
an entire article. Space restrictions permitting Ishall attempt to outline the major ones.
Recently, the effect of the small output
inductor present in almost all transistor
power amplifiers was examined. This component is typically 20 to 400 in value and
rolls off the amplifier output above 100kHz or
so, thereby improving the stability margin
with reactive loads. In the case of the test
amplifier, the design was such that the
inductor was not essential. When in place as
normal, a given sound quality was established and noted by a team of skilled listen-

ment and sound quality seems to be on the
decline rather than the ascendency.
Distortion
Distortion is a good case in point. With the
appropriate equipment, it is possible to
measure the distortion at decent signal
levels to as low as - 140dB or 0.00001% one part in 10 million! The general view of
distortion is highly simplistic and is based on
the premise that high distortion levels are
bad. Certainly at 3% or more, distortion may
become audible on speech and music but at
one tenth that value, this point is doubtful,
since the asymmetry and attendant distortions produced in the ear itself are rather
higher than this, though highly dependent
on the sound level involved. We remain
reasonably happy with the subjective distortion of good analogue pickup cartridges and
loudspeakers, these measuring in the 0.2-1%
range. A figure for amplifier distortion of
0.1% also seems reasonable enough, but
despite this, their designers have often
promoted low distortion as a major quality
factor, to the degree that some modern
amplifiers can require all the resources' of a

«A particular preamp sounds as if
it includes the equivalent of a
long length of ordinary cable in
its signal path'
ers. The inductor was then deleted, and the
unit reauditioned.
Our expectation was that either the result
would be inaudible, as per theory, or that the
sound might appear a trifle brighter and
coarser due to the wider treble power bandwidth, and possibly worsened stability in
view of the complex speaker load used.
In fact, the outcome provided an extraordinary contradiction. Not only did the sound
differ significantly, it was also improved. The
treble appeared slightly sweeter with agreater purity, while the mid register showed
more stereo depth.
In another example, a very fine preamplifier carried a redundant passive section for
stereo- mono selection as well as channel
balance in its signal path. Furthermore, 20cm
of printed circuit signal track was used to link
the arrangement. A bypass was fitted to the
preamp using selected cable, and this
proved that the pcb track, balance potentiometer and switches noticeably degraded the
sound, although they had a negligible measured effect on response or distortion.
Many more such examples can be found
to both confirm and refute arguments concerning head amplifiers and preamplifier
front ends, as well as any other aspect of
audio technology one might care to bring up.
However, we must now proceed with haste
to the next section which concerns amplifier
specifications and tests.

Amplifier tests and
specifications
There is now a good body of evidence to
indicate that the majority of commonly used
tests and specifications are of limited value
in quantifying sound quality. Despite the
increasing power of laboratory test equipment, the association between measureHill NEWS & RECoRD REVIEW
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costly set of lab equipment to quantify them.
Does distortion lower than 0.1% result in
better sound? In general the answer would
appear to be no. While many good- sounding, low distortion amps have been built,
many other examples also exist which show
comparatively high measured distortion and
yet which produce a still better sound.
Indeed, given the association between high
negative feedback and low distortion, aiming
for the latter could well impair overall
quality.

Power output and Loudness
Even something as obvious as the specification for power output can be highly misleading. Power output is generally given as a
linear power, for example watts into a standard load - usually an 8ohm resistor. Printed
figures and literature for commercial amplifiers would seek to suggest that these figures
matter a great deal. A given international
manufacturer might offer a range of amplifiers of different powers graded much like
car engine sizes; 25, 35, 50, 80 and 100W, or
perhaps 1.3, 1.6, 2.0 and 2.3 litres for the car.
However, hearing is a nearly logarithmic
function, and linear amplifier powers have
little subjective value.
When an amplifier power is rated logarithmically, in dB relative to a standard level,
conveniently 1W 8ohms set as OdBW as in
my reviews, then a rather different picture

emerges. ( Remember also that 2-3dB is a
just noticeable change in loudness, corresponding to 1 or 11
2
/
notches of a volume
control, and that the ear quickly adjusts to a
given loudness. In so doing, it largely loses
its perception as to how loud or soft that
sound level actually is.) Those amplifier
power ratings may now be specified logarithmically as 14, 15.4, 17, 19 and 20dBW.
Notice that the difference between the smallest and the largest amplifier is just 6dB,
represented by only 2 or 3 notches on a
volume control, and quickly forgotten.
Further argument can show in other ways
exactly how little value should be placed on
the power output specification. For example,
there is the matter of dynamics and dynamic
range. Taking the first of these, the term
'dynamics' is another of these difficult subjectivisms which attempt to describe the
feeling of attack and impact in the sound, or
perhaps whether the amplifier is capable of
accurately conveying the contrasts between
loud or soft passages or between different
music sections, say percussive, where one
appears to be played with energy and one
with restraint. A low- powered amplifier with

good dynamics may sound satisfactorily
'loud' at appropriate points in the music due
to its ability to resolve these dynamic contrasts in the music. The state of stasis
generally represents boredom. The brain
essentially responds to changes or contrasts,
which is, of course, true of all our senses.
The better those transient changes are
resolved, the greater is the impact in terms
of the listening experience.
What we really wish to know about an
amplifier from a power specification view
point is how loud it can get. Of course
loudness itself is a highly subjective phenomenon. Pure constant level loudness of
the ' roaring' variety is vaguely associated
with the amplifier's maximum power rating.
Even in this case the amplifier's loudness
may be complicated by other subjective
effects. For example, a medium power
amplifier with a hard, aggressive tonal
balance may well sound louder than an
alternative, naturally balanced example of
perhaps two or three times the power rating.
Conversely, a small amplifier with good
dynamics may appear more powerful in a
'lifelike' way than a much larger design with
a flat, lifeless rendering.
The ear is surprisingly tolerant of shortterm limiting and clipping, provided that no
long-term spurious effects accompany the
limiting. With digital and direct- cut program,
the peak- to- mean power ratio may exceed
20dB and mild 3-6dB clipping at the edge of
the full program power may not be too
important, subjectively. Thus, a 50W rated
model of good clipping performance played
6dB into clip can sound louder on a mean
volume assessment than a 100W model
which has begun to sound unpleasant using
as little as 1.5dB above clipping. Valve
amplifiers often clip well and generally
sound several dB louder than transistor
equivalents of the same rated power. Low
feedback levels also improve the subjective
clipping performance.
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These variations mean that a specified
8ohm power, expressed in watts, is a very
weak indicator of subjective, life- associated
loudness. This conclusion can be reached
without recourse to further valuable arguments concerning adverse load power delivery, the latter relating to a recently popularised parameter, ie, peak output current.

Peak current
In company with several reviewers and
designers, Ihave found the concept of peak
current a useful one in the case of transistor
amplifiers. The peak current demands of
complex loudspeaker loads have been
investigated and found to be more serious
than anticipated. Commercial speaker systems in the 4 to 8ohms range of rated
impedance have been found to draw current
equivalent to a loading down to 1.5ohms,
thereby imposing considerably greater peak
current demands on the power amplifier.
The original Quad 405 is a case in point
where, at powers close to the limit, more
difficult loads were not handled well due to
an electronic limit on peak current. In its
Mk.II form, this area has been attended to
with aconsequent improvement in high level
'Despite its poor damping
factor . . . it offers some of the
finest subjective bass'
sound quality with realistic speaker loads.
Over the past few years the association
between generous peak current ratings and
good sound would seem to be well established. Examples such as the Rotel ' B' series,
the Au'diolabs, the Krells and the Robertsons
are clear enough. Yet the results of some of
my latest tests suggest this association is
nothing like as clear cut as all that. For
example, a new generation of Japanese
budget models has arrived, equipped with a
generous peak current capacity as a major
parameter. Judging by a recent batch of 15
such designs, no obvious improvement in
sound quality has been obtained when compared with their current- limited predecessors. In these cases, output current was
clearly not the major limitation.
Alternatively, take the case of a valve
power amplifier. Here output current is
strictly limited to apparently ridiculously low
levels — just afew amps in the case of certain
models, and yet the sound quality can be of
the very highest level. The Audio Research
D-70 is acase in point, with rather less peak
current available than the original Quad 405.
Driven hard, the D-70 must current clip
into many loudspeaker loads, yet it sounds
little the worse for this. Its high inherent
quality is clearly sufficient to outweigh such
a difficulty. Perhaps its current clipping is so
good that given the present state of the art,
the moderate current capacity does not
represent much of a limitation?
=1M.11.
Valve amplifiers also disprove the claimed
importance of other parameters such as
damping factor. With appropriate techniques
a high feedback amplifier may achieve a
damping factor in excess of 200, and in some
cases as high as 1000. As meaningless as
very low distortion, such figures may look
good on paper but could actually suggest an
inferior sound quality due to the excessive
negative feedback required to achieve them.
High damping factors are said to provide
tighter bass, by holding a speaker to its
designed Q factor. A damping factor of 800,
at 8ohms, implies a very low amplifier
Ill- Fl Ni W.S&121-CORDRI VILW
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output resistance of 0.01ohms, but how can
this matter if the total wiring loop to the
moving part of the bass transducer in a
loudspeaker incl . des an additional 6 to
10ohms of resistz. ace? ( 1-2ohms of speaker
cable, 0.5 to 1ohm of inductor wire and
4-6ohms of motor coil wire.)

'New tests are needed to better
define the subjective areas of
amplifier performance'
If it is considered really necessary, the
Audio Research D-115 valve amplifier provides neat proof. Despite its poor damping
factor of around 15 it offers so. ,te of the
finest subjective bass — much better than the
vast majority of bipolar amplifiers with much
higher damping factors. The key to good
bass is locked within the circuitry and does
not significantly relate to an externally measured damping factor.

Stereo channel separations
Take another specification, this time channel
separation. High separation is considered a
virtue but just how high? CD players can
provide 100dB yet few analogue cartridges
better 30dB, even in the midband. Several
outstanding recent amplifier introductions
display what an advertising copywriter
would describe as poor separation, namely
the Audio Research SP- 8 preamp and the
Naim NAIT and Mission Cyrus integrated
models. Very probably 45dB or better is a
good enough figure for channel separation.

strengths and weaknesses, and their success
or failure rests in the hands of the designers
who apply them. In this context it seems that
the designer's personality, taste and character matter more than his choice of technology. Good hi-fi is more the product of an
experienced craftsman than the intellectual
creation of a theoretician.
Established specifications do not cover the
sonic effects of passive components, cables,
switches, and internal wiring yet these can
all influence the sound as much as the
circuits themselves.

Fourier does not rule, OK?
Established technology and measurement is
based on the steady-state, generally on the
use of a steady tone stimulus. Electronics
theory tells us that the time and frequency
domains are simply alternative views of the
same phenome. a and for convenience sake
we use time set to ' infinity' with frequency to
afixed value, to carry out most tests. Fourier
theory tells us that any repetitive impulse or
transient may be broken down into a series
of superimposed discrete frequencies of
specific amplitude and phase relationship,
'Sound must come first and
specificatirn second'

and we can use a Fourier analyser to capture
an impulse, assume it is repetitive and
transform it into afrequency response, thus
illustrating its transfer function.
Both Malcolm Hawksford and John Atkinn have pointed out that speech and music
are discontinuous random signals, having
no clear relationship with any of the assumpHigh specification CD
tions on which amplifier measureme ss are
CD itself is a fascinating example of near
based. If the subjective qualities of
Tienperfect specifications allied to a continuing
sionality, life, attack, tonality, etc,
prispectrum of sound quality differences
marily rated to non- repetitive tr, sient
shown between various models. Measuring
phenomena, then our established steadyCD players is an interesting activity, but so
state analysis may be of little value.
far the correlation between measurement
More researct- ito the psychoacoustics of
and sound quality is weak in 1* e extreme.
hearing is urger. / required, with relevance
We are presented with the technic
rabsurd
to the technical aspects of audio equipment
result that a top class analogue
antable
design and specification, particularly for
playing a top quality disc can s.
sound
music transients. The audio industry as a
marginally better than the CD equivalent. By
whole must learn to rely more on the
all the amplifier- related specifications, the
evidence of experienced ears and less on
CD reproducing chain is infinis -tly superior to
expensive lab equipment.
the vinyl alternative yet our e, rs may tell us
A slavish compliance with the apparent
otherwise.
co.amercial needs for better and better specifications must be resisted. New tests are
The need for new
needed to better define the subjective areas
research
of amplifier performance, these including
passive components. New technology for its
It is clear that audio technology has outown sake must also be resisted until its
grown itself. The rules and specifications are
merits are proven, and at this stage in our
not appearing to work any more. Most audio
understanding, this means proven by critical
designers are groping in the dark and just
listening tests.
guessing at the likely requirements for good
During some 40 years of very expensive
specifications as well as good sound. Take
development, the transistor has not yet
the case of something as apparently
beaten the valve in reproducing music when
innocuous as a piece of wire — how can a
judged at the highest quality level. To twist
metre or two of ordinary audio cable affect
sound quality more than the insertion of a the knife even further, the active valves in
such noted examples are themselves 30
complete preamplifier line stage in a given
years old in design terms.
audio chain?
All this does not imply that all established
The published specification of an amplifier
specifications are valueless — this is not the
is of little value in determining its sound, and
case. The basics of power, level, impedance,
even fails to tell us how loud it is going to be.
linearity and amplitude frequency response
Indeed, many aspects of established speciare certainly necessary, but need only be
fication may actually be harmful to the
taken to realistic limits and thresholds. Such
production of good sound. This is because
tests also help to control model consistency
those at present unknown parameters which
once in production, as any fault which alters
we should be emphasising may well be
a basic parameter is also likely to affect the
unwittingly sacrificed to obtain a good
sound, provided that passive components
accepted specification. Much recent eviremain unaltered.
dence suggests that this is what happens.
However, in our present state of ignorNone of the wide variety of contradicting
ance, Ican only reiterate that sound must
audio technologies seems to solve the probcome first and specification second-1lem, either. All have their own costs,
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INHUMING MICH
L
Martin Colloms looks at the Mark Il versions of

Audio Research SP-8 ll
This test is something of afollow-up to my review of the Mark I
version of the SP-8in the February ' 83 issue of HFN/RR. Then I
described it as an extraordinary product, offering highly advanced
sound quality and possessing some interesting contradictions
between listening and measured results. To take an example, the line
stage was one of the finest sounding in production, yet it provided
indifferent figures for crosstalk ( stereo separation).
Now costing close on £ 2000, the SP- 8has recently undergone aMk
Il transformation which, it has been rumoured, has placed it rather
nearer to Audio Research's legendary SP- 10 ( reviewed by JA ayear
ago). No obvious change, either in appearance or specification has
accompanied this revision, although subtle alterations in circuitry,
grounding, choice of passive components and power supply
regulation have all been incorporated.

Briefly recapping, the SP- 8is astereo preamplifier using valves,
which is equipped with agood range of line inputs, and ahigh
sensitivity, ostensibly moving- magnet, disc input. The gain and
noise levels are such that the highest output m- ccartridges, such as
the Koetsus and EMTs, are just usable without aheadamp, this mode
of operation dependent on one's tolerance of amodicum of both
noise and hum in the background. Audio Research's own valve
headamp would seem to be the obvious companion, but the
combined cost of this and an SP- 8exceeds that of the SP- 10 and the
latter, with its nominally m- ccompatible inputs, is at first sight the
better option. With very low output cartridges the SP- 10 will also
benefit from the ARC pre- preamplifier.
Ideally one must seek acompatible step-up to do the job, either
transformer or preamp and the search for this is now joined. A price
from £ 100 to £250 would be appropriate.
Internally, the unit's power supply is as complex as the
preamplifier circuit proper. The input valve heaters are fed from a
stabilised power line to minimise breakthrough. Much research has
been done on wide- band power supply decoupling and the circuit is
littered with capacitors of very high quality.
The main HT supply is set at ahigh 640V. A string of zeners
provides areference for the cathode follower output regulator, which
employs both parts of a 12BH7A valve in parallel. Following this
regulator, whose performance is enhanced by asecond valve looped
to ahigh- gain, servo control amplifier, the output is further regulated
by an operational amplifier and transistor emitter- follower circuit.
This super- regulated power line feeds the RIAA amplifiers while the
main stabilised line feeds the line amplifiers.
Both the RIAA and line amplifiers are of very similar design.
Surprisingly, they use double triodes throughout, each half being
used for each channel. Each main amplifier uses athree triode
circuit. The first is common cathode, capacitor- coupled to asecond
common cathode gain stage. This is direct- coupled to the cathode
follower output. The output is DC- coupled to the input via anegative
feedback loop which also incorporates the usual series RIAA
equalisation. The first two valves are ECC88s, while the cathode
111-11 NEWS
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followers employ the higher current 6DJ8.
All components, including the valves, are chosen for the best
sound quality, the latter in particular for low microphony. Overall,
construction is to an excellent standard.
The specifications include awide auxiliary input bandwidth, — 3dB
for better than a1Hz to 100kHz range. Line gain is 26dB ( or 20dB)
while moving- magnet gain totals 74dB ( 68dB). The rather high line
amplification may be reduced by 6dB by clipping out afeedback
resistor on the chassis underside. Output impedances are relatively
low both via main and tape outputs, while input overload margins
are exemplary. A high accuracy RIAA equalisation is claimed.

Lab results
While substantial improvements in sound quality have been
achieved, the new measured performance is actually very similar to
the old. At rated output the total harmonic distortion was very low,
down to —92dB at 1kHz, ( 0.002%), while the intermodulation results
were also excellent, particularly via the disc input.
The noise was very good at moving- magnet levels, measuring
75dB down, CCIR ARM, while the line/aux noise gave afine — 78dB.
Used as an m-cinput with an 0.5mV IHF input reference, the disc
noise was ajust satisfactory — 53dB CCIR ARM.
Disc overload was excellent at more than 40dB throughout the
frequency range. Channel separation was satisfactory as awhole —
quite good in the midrange but deteriorating in the treble to 35dB
(at 20kHz) via auxiliary.
Channel balance was excellently maintained via all inputs and
volume settings. Disc sensitivity was high at 0.2mV for the IHF 0.5V
output; too high, in fact, for comfortable control settings with high
output m- m cartridges.
Output impedance was low at 971ohms, suitable for quite long
cable runs. RIAA equalisation was extremely accurate and, as can be
seen from Fig. 1, is barely worth charting, deviating less than ± 0.1dB
over the critical 30Hz to 15kHz range.
The disc input impedance was standard 47k ohms in parallel with
40pF, but space is provided for any custom modifications, for
resistive or capacitative loading.
No subsonic rolloff is present and due care should be taken to
choose an arm/cartridge combination of sensible mutual resonance
in the 9-11 Ht range and of reasonable low frequency damping. In
this way optimum performance will be obtained from avalve power
amplifier if used.
AUDIO
RESEARCH SP- 8 II
RI AA ACCURACY
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Sound quality
The Mk.I was one of the finest preamps in its time, and set an
enviable standard, but the later introduction of the SP- 10
demonstrated that astill higher performance standard was possible.
With the radical internal changes of the Mk.II, the SP-8has
blossomed to such adegree that comparison with the SP- 10 is now
possible, although parity is not quite achieved.
The original SP- 8was highly neutral in tonal balance and it
preserved the natural harmonic character of sounds. Bass, mid and
treble registers were all to avery fine standard, and no bandwidth
constriction was apparent. The frequency response was wide and
open and demanded clean program. Mid focus and depth were
exemplary, though amere hint of ' edge' was evident in the treble,
which appeared to narrow the image alittle as well as reduce depth.
Musical detail and clarity were considered very good.
In the Mk.II the first impression was of atightening and tidying of
the sonic presentation. Transients were sharper and clearer,
resolution of fine complex detail was improved, especially in the
lower frequency register, and the treble sounds clearer with amore
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dimensional quality. Focus and depth were improved, while the mid
remains superb in tonal accuracy and musical character.
Overall, the standard is very high — indeed, so much so that the
choice of astep-up is amatter of great concern. Most of those tried
so far, at arealistic price, have compromised the sound of the SP- 8.
Via the auxiliary sockets, line level sources were handled very well.
Tuner and CD were also passed without any perceptible adulteration.
The original SP- 8was marred by some mechanical hum which lam
sorry to say has not been entirely resolved with the Mk II. At present
the review SP- 8operates in acupboard, but ARC plan to solve the
hum problem in the near future.

Conclusion
Once heard, particularly for any length of time with agood power
amplifier, it is hard to go back to lesser equipment. Just as JA
became hooked on the SP- 10, and had to buy it, in turn Ihave been
captivated by the SP- 81I— Iexpect alarge invoice shortly!
The sound quality is demonstrably so high that awide range of
good power amplifiers benefit strongly from its use, these including
the Robertson and the Krells. However, with the ARC power amps
the full measure of the clarity, dimension and space, not forgetting
the pure tonal qualities of the SP- 811 may be appreciated still more.
The SP-811would make astartlingly good addition to any fine
music system but will catalyse further adjustments and
improvements ultimately resulting in aradical overall advance in
system quality.
The D-115 II/SP-8 is aremarkable audiophile combination
which has succeeded in setting new standards at £ 5000 and as such
comes strongly recommended.
Avidàs Itesearch 11041 Upreaspliier
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reviews, which were honest reports of the D-70 experience at the
time of the model's introduction, but Iam sure these authors would
readily admit that the emergence of the D-250 has resulted in anew
perspective on available amplifier performance, as well as a
re-evaluation of old standards.
In this context the D-70 underwent its Mk.II transformation, and as
in the case of the SP811 review, Ido not use the word ' transformation'
lightly. Inspiring as the ' 70 was, the Mk.II version sounds as if two
years' progress have been made since its introduction. Remarkably,
there have been no external changes and, in fact, very few to the
interior either.
Briefly, the D-7011 is astereo power amplifier costing alittle under
£2000 and offering arated 65W per channel, or 70W under midband
cruising conditions. The appearance, circuitry and construction are
very similar to that of the D-115— just alittle smaller and lighter on
the chassis. Single pairs of 6550 output valves are used per channel
and, like the ' 115, the transformer output is balanced with 4,8 and 16
ohm ratio match terminals. No input controls are present.

Lab results
Set to 8ohms for the power table results, the power bandwidth at
8ohms loading was very good, the amplifier comfortably meeting
specification. On light loading, the output approached the 80W level.
Some loss was evident with 4ohms, the mean power here below
40W even at that impedance. Into 2ohms, the transient power was
just 8dBW, aweak result indicating apoor load tolerance. Peak
current was ± 5A, acomparably modest result.
Set to the 4ohm tap, an improvement in 2ohm delivery was noted
to 10.5dBW, but on other loadings the levels obtained were not as
good. While it drove the simple 4ohm load Magneplanar speakers
quite well, alternative true 8ohm models were handled with much
greater power and confidence.
At rated power, the total harmonic distortion was acceptable but
nothing an advertiser would dare quote! At a1W, OdBW level,
distortion was generally less than 0.1%, and can be considered
negligible. Full power, high frequency intermodulation was
satisfactory at — 60dB improving to agood — 75dB at 1watt.
The low frequency power spectrum at 11dBW, 4ohms ( fig. 2),
showed the intrusion of some supply related harmonics while
distortion was around — 52dB. Set to akinder 8ohms loading ( fig. 3),
SIMAS
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Audio Research D-70 11
The D-70 was the first of the current ARC models to achieve Mk.II
improvement, and my first thought was, how can William Johnson
have improved upon perfection? Judging by the Mk.I review
comments of Ken Kessler (
HFN/RR Feb.'84) and David Prakel (
HiFi
Answers) here in the UK, as well as those of Moncrieff in the USA,
one might have felt that the existing ' 70 was so perfect that nothing
more could be done with it. Iwould not seek to devalue any of these
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the D-70 offered ahigher output level with much reduced distortion
and line harmonics.
CCIR ARM weighted noise was-74dB ref 1watt or —93dB relative
to full output. Slight hum placed the unweighted figure at — 94dB but
this would not be audible except with very sensitive speakers.
Mechanical hum was extremely low.
Midband separation reached 80dB, deteriorating to astill fine 60dB
at 20kHz. The output resistance was high, approaching 1ohm, and
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Who would ever have thought you
could build your own hi- fidelity amplifiel s
and save yourself pounds into the bargain —
especially acombination as critically
acclaimed as the Haller DH110 pre and
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their performance ... could not be improved

... David Hafler and his colleagues have
proved me wrong.'
(GRAMOPHONE. MARCH 1983)
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this will have amarginal affect on the perceived frequency response
of some speakers with large impedance variations.
Channel balance held to 0.3dB while the input sensitivity was
900mV into ahigh 115- ohm input impedance. The frequency
response was very wide for avalve amplifier with the — 3dB points
noted at 1.5Hz and 40kHz. In particular, the phase shift at low
frequencies was smaller than usually encountered.

Sound quality
Reviews of the original D-70 were highly favourable, in some
instances tending to rapture. The Mk.I impressed by virtue of its
above-average stereo focus, aremarkable sense of space and
dimension, plus areality of tonal accuracy, especially in the
midrange. The treble was also exceptional and the bass very
informative. It was easy to listen to, and listener involvement and
satisfaction were both high. These qualities set it apart from the
crowd and placed it firmly in avery select group of amplifier
components. It was better than the Krell in an absolute sense, but in
real life, the Krell could do things the D-70 couldn't, such as deliver
muscular bass and exhibit avice- like control of awkward loads at
high sound levels. The D-70 Mk.I was afine choice to use with aQuad
63, for example, offering an elegant presentation. By comparison,
the sophistication and brawn of aKrell proved ideal for slamming
around speakers such as the Isobarik, Sara, or Magneplanar. A D-70
will drive a ' Maggie', but more with subtlety than with authority.
In this respect the new D-7011was little different from the original,
but all the good aspects were even better in the Mk II. The bass was
still more informative, though it remained alittle ' plump' and lacked
real power in the low bass. However, one quickly became used to the
bass sound and it proved hard to go back to apoorer standard. Here
the ' slam' might be improved by asubstitute amp, but possibly at the
expense of not knowing where the bass instrument was located in
the sound stage, or even what kind of instrument it was.
With the Mk II, the mid was notably more articulate and alive, with
gains evident in depth, detail and subjective transparency. In the
treble, localisation and focus were improved, this band now
sounding more contiguous with the mid register.
The result is that the listener is made aware of the recording
location and the musical qualities of the performance. The ' 70
remains very easy to get on with, and clipped inoffensively, proving
capable of decent sound levels with 8ohm speakers of good loading
characteristic. Moving-coil systems sounded notably ' sweet' using
the ' 70 when compared with many transistor amplifiers.
The true worth of the '70 was not fully identified until the SP-8II
had been pressed into service, for these two complemented each
other very well.

then current ARC dreadnoughts, the long established D-79 and D-150
reference models. Soon after the D-70 came the awe-inspiring D-250,
its masçive frame providing 250W per channel. (The D-250 was
reviewed by JA in the December ' 84 issue.)
Since the introduction of the ' 250, all three models have benefited
noticeably from aseries of improvements, designated by the Mk.II
legend. ( The Mk.II modifications are well worthwhile and an early
model may be converted for around £ 100.)
It has to be said that all Audio Research products are expensive,
even though competitive marketing has resulted in aUK Sterling
price that is not agreat deal higher than the US price in dollars.
Audio Research has ahigh reputation built on sheer sound quality,
but the acid test must be, does the owner get what he has paid for?
The D-70 is rated at 65W per channel and presently costs £ 1950.
The D-115 is 50% more expensive at £2950, while the D-250 costs
£5660. ( The reference D79C was always expensive at £6000 for 75W
per channel.) For arealktic power output, the D-115 appears to be
the best option since for atop qi
ity cystem apower rating of less
than 100W may prove limiting, eçpecially with lower sensitivity
speakers such as the Magneplanar MG Ill or Quad panels, and box
systems such as the Celestion SL600.
In the D-70 you get apair of 6650 output valves per channel, with
two pairs used for the D-115 allowing an important increase in peak
current; sufficient to drive the Magneplanar MG Ill on the optimum
8ohm transformer tapping. The D-115 also incorporates amuch
larger power supply and this bigger foundation quickly makes itself
felt when comparing the two models.
The reader is perhaps entitled to query the basis for this review,
since Quad, for example, offer apower amplifier of similar rating as
well as better specification, and which costs less than one tenth of
the price of the Audio Research. If you subscribe to the ' all well
designed amplifiers sound virtually the same' viewpoint, then there
is no need to read any further, but if you are undecided, and can
afford it, read on!

Conclusion
While this amplifier possessed two moderate weaknesses, namely
the bass softness and the limited output with adverse speaker loads,
the individual purchaser will have to consider these in the context of
his own system, but I, in truth, could not hold them against it.
Quite simply, it delivered the best sound Ihave hear,d for under
£2000.1value transparency, dimensionality, tonal accuracy, ease of
listening and musical detail very highly, and this amplifier has them
all in spades. It is certainly not cheap, but the very high level of sound
quality it achieves represents good value.
Medal
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Audio Research D-11511
This relatively tidy, one- unit, stereo power amplifier does not yet
enjoy the reputation it deserves. Launched ayear ago, it appeared to
be one of those middle- rank products falling rather awkwardly
between the popular and relatively realistically priced D-70 and the
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Technical details
Audio Research gear is surprisingly free of the usual acoutrements of
top grade audio. For example, there are no gold-plated binding posts
or phono sockets, with speaker connection achieved via two sets of
four screw terminals providing optimum matching for 4,8 and
16ohm loads. A transistor amplifier is primarily aconstant voltage
device with arelatively unlimited current capacity, while avalve amp
has apower output that is only achieved over anarrow range of
matched load impedance. Conveniently, the output transformers of
most valve amps are equipped with matching taps, allowing the
optimum transfer of power for awide variety of loads. ARC'S advice
is to try each tap in turn with an unknown loudspeaker, and choose
the setting which gives the most favoured combination of maximum
volume and sound quality.
For acompany committed to a ' straightline' approach, Iwas
surprised to find level controls on each input, these provided to
reduce system gain where this seems excessive. Ifully auditioned
the amplifier as delivered, and then chose to bypass these controls
for continued listening.
The output stage design is unusual; forsaking the usual
'ultralinear' connection where the screen grid of the output pentode
is taken to atap on the output transformer primary winding, the full
output potential of the valve is realised instead by taking the screens
to aregulated supply at the optimum voltage and by running the
anodes flat out into the untapped primary winding. Bias is set at
65mA per valve, this giving adecent standing dissipation of 28W,
well within the 48W continuous rating. This places them in strong
Class-NB mode; in fact, the bias is so high that the amplifier runs in
pure Class- A up to nearly half power. This is similar to the Krell
KSA-50, the latter Class- A up to 50W, 8ohms, and then operating in
Class- B mode from 50 to 95W.
55
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The output valve cathodes are subject to local feedback, this
derived from the output transformer secondary which is arranged as
abalanced output. Centre tapped to ground, the bi-phase signal is
cross- coupled to the output valve cathodes ( see fig. 4). This
connection provides excellent balance, linearity and an unusually

down on the maximum and the optimum 4ohm load was then
offered 17dBW, which was also lower than the ' 8ohm' optimum.
Only at 2ohms loading did the 4ohms matching offer an
improvement, with 14dBW offered, this a3dB lift, with apeak current
at 10A. Set to 4ohms, some loss of balance occurred, with mildly
increased distortion. However, such speakers as the Linn Saras, the
Yamaha NS1000s and the Acoustats would suit the 4ohm tap well.
At the 8ohm setting, the output impedance was quite satisfactory
at less than 0.7ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz. Likewise, stereo separation was
85dB midband and still ample at 20kHz. Input sensitivity was high at
600mV with asatisfactory signal/noise ratio of 90dB, both weighted
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Fig.4

wide bandwidth. The paralleled output valves also improve the
bandwidth due to the reduced anode impedance which results.
As the amplifier operates in balanced differential mode
throughout, the balanced signal from the output transformer can
also be applied as 20dB of negative feedback to the input stage, and
this feedback is not frequency selective. Thus the entire output
transformer, including the speaker load connection and copper
losses, is subject to feedback control.
Ideally, optimum balance and matching will only occur with a
16ohm load, but the self- balancing nature of the circuit allows it to
give afine performance on the 8ohm tap. By 4ohms some loss in
matching and balance has occurred, which could perhaps have been
offset by balancing the impedance taps too.
Key areas in the design of the D-115 included the critical selection
of all passive components on the basis of high sound quality, as well
as the layout and track, particularly the power and signal grounding.
The discrete wiring is specially selected, this of special ARC power
Litz, with ahigh temperature rating polypropylene jacket.
It is said that the power supply areas contain the main strengths of
Audio Research's new range. Rare for valve power amplifiers,
extensive high performance regulator, are employed: — 40V for the
output stage biasing, 414V for the driver valves, 312V for the output
screen grids, 304V for the input stages and, finally, 12.6V for the input
valve heaters, the latter also protected against inrush current. For the
two critical supplies, valve pre- regulators are used, due to their high
input/output isolation. The main power reservoir is amassive 3200pF
at 430V, using selected Mallory capacitors extensively bypassed with
polypropylenes. As an energy store, the rating is proportional to the
capacitance times the voltage, thus the D-115 reservoir is double
the size of that of atypical transistor amplifier, say, with 5000pF at
120V ( or 2 x 10,000pF at 60V).
Earlier valve amplifiers typically used reservoir capacitors in the
50pF region, which is totally inadequate for good bass. In the ARC
designs the power supply is itself finely tuned to allow the main
circuit to sound at its best.
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Lab performance
The power output table is complicated by the matching options.
Unless arare 16ohm speaker is to be used, the 8ohm tap will be the
most popular and accordingly we used it for most measurements.
Rated at 110W, 20Hz to 20kHz ( 16ohms load, 16ohm tap), at 8ohms
this amplifier met specification and peaked at 21dbW ( 120W) in the
midband. The power bandwidth was surprisingly wide. Loaded with
4ohms, the output was around 3dB less, agreater dip than usually
noted with atransistor amplifier. A further loss of 7dB occurred into
2ohms. While the ± 7.2A peak was reasonably healthy, this is clearly
not an amplifier where severe loads can be applied to the 8ohm
output with impunity. Into higher load impedances, the power rose
to 22dBW ( 160W) for the 8ohm tap, auseful rise, particularly where
an 8ohm speaker has ahigher general impedance in the midband.
Set to ' 16ohms', with an 8ohm load, the output was 20.3dBW,
which was marginally lower than when correctly matched, and
higher distortion also resulted. Here, the 4ohm delivery was poor.
Set to ' 4ohms' the output level into 8ohms was 18.5dBW, 2.5dB
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and unweighted, and referenced to full output (- 70dB ref. 1W IHF).
Slight hiss might be audible with loudspeakers of 90dBW or higher
sensitivity.
An extraordinarily wide frequency response was measured ( figs.
5a & 5b) at 1watt output: for a - 1dB point, it extends from 1.0Hz to
65kHz, with - 3dB at 0.5Hz and 115kHz. Even at 10 watts output, 1.5Hz
to 65kHz was still possible. This is the widest bandwidth 1have ever
measured from avalve power amplifier and denotes aquite
exceptional power transformer.
At full power the distortion inevitably rose at the measured
frequency extremes, though agood result of -63dB was obtained at
1kHz. At 1watt, OdB, exceptional results were achieved of - 73dB,
20Hz; - 86dB, 1kHz and - 65dB at 20kHz, again remarkable for avalve
unit. High frequency distortion was mainly innocuous 2nd harmonic.
At full power the high frequency intermodulation was quite good at
-65dB, improving to an excellent - 92dB at 1watt.
The 4ohm power spectrum test is acruel one for avalve amplifier.
Nevertheless, at 16dBW ( around 80W) into 4ohms, the output signal
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spectrum ( fig. 6) was most respectable. In particular, the ripple
harmonic at 100Hz was excellently suppressed; remaining supply
related signals were 75dB down or better.
At 1watt, the distortion spectrum for 1kHz ( fig. 7) showed ahint of
second harmonic at - 86dB with the rest lost in noise.

Sound quality
The D-70 Il had provided an exceptional listening experience prior to
the introduction of the D-115 II, and our expectation was that the
latter would essentially prove to be amore powerful model, with a
trifle more of the ' guts' which we felt were needed to drive the MGM
speakers properly. In subjective power terms our expectations were
fulfilled, and the match was extremely good on the 8ohm setting
despite the 4ohm rating of the Magneplanar. ( The reason was the
smooth, near 4ohm, resistive characteristic of the MGIlls.)
Other areas of the D-1 15's performance were what can only be
described as shockingly gooa. A true ' ear opener', it appeared to
build on the tremendous strengths of the D-70 - aspects such as
stereo focus, transparency, image width and depth, tonal accuracy
and astrong coherence over the frequency range. These were all
present in generous degree. Where most other amplifiers struggle to
achieve afair proportion of these qualities, the D-115 made it seem
all too easy.
Resting on this powerful sonic platform, it went on to demonstrate
astill higher development of several other vital aspects of top quality
sound. Possibly the most surprising was the bass. D-70 bass is
undoubtedly good, perhaps atouch soft but nonetheless
exceptionally ' vital' and informative. he D-115 made the ' 70 appear
positively ' slow' and weak due to its Oxtraordinary slam and taut
control. With this added definition the bass end of the MGIlls really
came to life. Much to British tastes,Isuspect that such exceptional
bass control may appear too dry for some US critics. The mid tonal
balance was atouch ' leaner' and more clinical than with the ' 70, and
ruthlessly exposed weaknesses in program. With good material the
mid was highly convincing, with resolution, tonality and fine detail.
In the treble afurther step forward had also been made; localisation
was more precise, harmonic shading was better resolved and
transparency was also improved.
Stereo imaging carried an impressive ambience, with afeeling of
great solidity and stability. Width and depth were both very good, the
latter comparable with the D-70, the former rather better. It also
offered sharper stereo image focusing throughout the frequency
range when compared with the ' 70, here rivalling the excellent
Robertson standard. The sound was highly dimensional, full of
perspective and space, and helped to create the impression of an
acoustic volume in which the musical performance was being
recreated.
Driven hard it could eventually be persuaded to overload, and here
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some resemblance to atransistor amplifier emerged. The overload
sound becomes progressively rough and aggressive, but the
maximum loudness nonetheless sounded more like that from a
200W transistor amplifier.
Ishall desist from extended eulogies over its reproduction of
various records butl must mention certain particularly memorable
aspects. Many vocal records came up as new, with acontrolled
strength - crisp yet free from sibilance and almost spotlit, yet
beautifully placed in the stereo image- more human and yet still
more expressive. The reproduction of agrand piano was striking in
its power and presence, showing some of the rarely heard authority
of the live instrument.
On complex material, previously reproduced with surprising
degrees of muddle, the ' 115 seemed to excel in unravelling the
various instrumental strands. Bass was reproduced with apower,
depth and speed Ihad not heard before. Increased detail, without any
suspicion of an artificial or aforced quality, was evident over the
entire audible range. This specific continuity of quality was most
impressive.
As if all this were not enough, direct- coupling of the amplifier to
the input sockets provided asignificant improvement in sound,
gained at the expense of alonger delay required between unmuting
the matching preamp and switching on - say three minutes. With the
rear controls bypassed, the D-115 sounded still firmer in the bass,
while the mid sounded alittle sweeter with more transient definition
and anoticeable improvement in depth as well as transparency. The
treble also appeared still better integrated and had even less ' edge',
the latter, in any case, avery minor weakness.
Imust confess to liking this model so much that) have foregone a
planned extension of the lab test gear inventory in order to acquire a
D-115. Its performance is so revealing thatl have come round to the
view that it is as vital an analytical tool as it is ahighly satisfying
listening instrument. However, Ishall continue to run it with the input
controls bypassed.
Mechanical hum levels were low and in very critical circumstances
they can be reduced still further by lowering the tension in the rubber
mountings of the power transformer ( let the agent do this!) and
placing apad of soft rubber or plastic on the power transformer tin
lid, which rings slightly with the transformer's mild vibration.

Conclusion
The D-11511 is aremarkable power amplifier. Despite its cost Ibelieve
it to be a ' natural' - one of those rare devices offering anear perfect
combination of power, performance, size and sound. It is big enough
in power terms for almost any system yet it avoids the huge cost,
size and other complexities of models such as the D-250. Its sound
quality is stunning, sufficiently better than the already excellent D-70
II, to more than justify the additional money. Coming into its own in a
costly system, it can nonetheless make aremarkable contribution to
lower cost arrangements, for example, an SL600, DNM preamp
combination. It can also be carried ( just!) and fits on my shelf ( just!),
but while the exterior has rather an austere lab appearance, the finisf
is very good. The interior is built to the usual excellent ARC standard
using top quality selected components and although the tubes have
alimited warranty ( an official 90 days in the USA), athree-year
guarantee is offered for the rest of the unit. Any load can also be
handled, given the output ratio matching.
This amplifier must be heard. Offering as it does an exceptional
combination of accuracy, musicality and dimensionality, it can be
said to constitute good value so far as the rarified audiophile
amplifier market is concerned. If you can afford it, you will not regret
its purchase. 1
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Intermodulation, 19/20kHz. at Od8W
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D-115 U
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20Hz
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IHF, CCIR weighted for Od8W
Residual. unweighted
OC output offset IL/RI
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The new advanced 3rd generation 16 bit
resolution full function Mission CD
player now with cordless remote control.
Audition it today — after which you
might find others rather disappointing —
Mission have agood deal to offer!
Features include: display in minutes/
seconds with random access to any
entered time position on disc; automatic
search to the start of atrack; fast
forward or reverse search through adisc
and auto repeat of programmes.

1985 AD? 1985 CD!

Now that CD players are available at reasonable prices and the Compact Disc
repertoire is growing at a remarkable rate, this surely is the time to take the
plunge and join those who are already enjoying the most significant leap forward
in gramophone history. At " Music in the Home", our commitment to CD is
unshakeable, and our unequalled experience in the field of recorded music
enables us to regard some of the nonsense which has been written on the subject
with the contempt it deserves, lust as we did when LP discs and stereo were first
introduced. What does sadden us, however, is the readiness of some to believe
such claptrap, and among the misconceptions we frequently encounter one finds
the notion that CD calls for a completely new audio system as well as the
abandonment of one's existing library of mono or stereo LPs.
This is, of course, patently untrue, for any reasonable domestic system can be
adapted for CD by the simple addition of a CD player at acost of between f300
and £400, while I, for one, have every intention of listening to my 'black discs' as
long as Ilive. The building-up of aCD collection will inevitably be gradual, but at
"Music in the Home" we make it a little easier for you by offering all those who
buy a CD player from us a generous 20% discount on all future purchases of
Compact Discs. Above all, we provide the kind of service from which all who
really love music stand to gain because we truly understand musical values,
while forty years' experience as audio specialists enables us to offer the sort of
advice which will genuinely benefit your future listening.
For us, Hi Fi is not a 'hobby' to be pursued for its own sake, but simply ameans to
a heightened awareness and enjoyment of beautiful music. Once you share this
approach, you will soon discover that fine equipment need not be all that costly,
though it must be chosen with care under expert guidance. At our studio you can
listen to CD via the magnificent QUAD ESL 63s but, if you cannot afford or
accommodate so ambitious a pair of speakers, you will find that the small
BBC-designed LS3/5A, with or without the addition of a sub-woofer, offers the
perfect solution to all your problems. Indeed, most of those who visit Moscow
Road for the first time only regret that they did not ' discover' us years ago, and
we can claim without false modesty that, once you have 'taken the plunge', you
will always return to us in the future.
Thomas Heinitz

DAD700OR

(Remote Control)

L

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
MUSIC IN THE HOME

111551

r7

35 Moscow Road

plus...
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Getting the best from your CD player demands the use
of high quality interconnects matched to the rest of
your system. Buy your CD player from KJ and we will
recommend and supply suitable interconnects FREE up
to the retail value of £ 0.
(The offer applies to UN purchasers only and this advertisement must be
produced to claim your free leads.)

MARANTZ MERIDIAN MISSION NAKAMICHI
RE VOX YAMAHA
Mail-Order — carriage and insurance FREE. Credit
card orders accepted by telephone.

C
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$carnd Apptooen

48 WIGMORE STREET

AIL

Open: YenderSetundley 10arn - 11.00p, TPors. until 7porn.

TASCAM.

J.B.L.

J.P.W.

17, Shelton Square,
Telephone
he
Precinct,
25983
(0203)
Coventry
T

THE CONNECTION WITH RICHARD WAGNER ...
AND QUAD
Some years ago a very good customer of ours ( a
business man with musical connections) decided to give
his wife avery special treat to celebrate her birthday and
the recent birth of a son: he hired — at great expense —
sixteen top musicians who assembled in his home to
perform Wagner's Siegfried Idyll. When we asked him
why he had gone to all this trouble and expense he said
simply, ' Ilove Wagner's music, and Imust have the best'.
Now although our customer wasn't short of a bob or
two, he did not repeat this extravagance after the birth of
his second son. Not that the child was obliged to accept
second-best . . . just that, on this occasion, the rich and
mellow strains of the Siegfried Idyll emanated, not from
agroup of live musicians, but from a new Quad system
replete with ESL 63s. No difference at all, really.
We approve of these customers — those who must
have the best.
We provide, at no extra cost,
AN EXTENDED FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY ON
ALL PURCHASES OF NEW QUAD EQUIPMENT
Phone for full details and free QUAD colour brochure

LONDON WI
Telephone 01-486 8262/8263
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

London W2

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

LECTROFIID

at

Queensway

Telephone: 01-229 2077

VISA

Open 9.15am to 5.30pm.
Closed Thursdays

TEAC. TRIO. YAMAHA. SHURE.SONY.ROTEL.
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TIFFS APPEAR IN MANY FORMS, and the epithet can usually
be justified. A product that simply sounds awful or bears
styling hideous enough to render the customer nauseous
deserves to be called ' stiff', and there isn't asoul in the
industry who can't name ahandful of genuine audio dogs. But if
there is awhole type of product which most dealers would label
'stiff', it's got to be tuners. ( Tuner-amps — or receivers — are so utterly
canine vis-à-visthe UK market that some major Oriental
manufacturers don't even both to import them anymore.)
If the thought shocks some of you, it's only because HFN/RR
readers have adisproportionately healthy appreciation of the merits
of free music. ( Actually, the cost is hidden in your TV licence, so
radio's only free if you don't have atelly.) The man on the street is
more likely to satisfy his craving for radio-sourced material via a
portable, limiting his collection of hi-fi components to amp, speakers,
turntable and possibly cassette deck. Iportray the tuner as the black
sheep of the hi-fi family because Irecall from my dealer days that
cassette decks outsold tuners by three or four to one, and turntables
outsold cassette decks by the same ratio. Selling atuner was ared
letter day and most of those that did leave the shop were forced upon
the customer because manufacturers stick them in rack systems and
retailers don't want to separate the constituent parts.
In away, it's easy to see why tuners bore the pants off most hi-fi
consumers. Whether you care to believe it or not, classical music is a
minority interest ( 15 out of every 100 LPs sold) and most people
auditioning hi-fi would ask the salesman for Steely Dan or Joan
Armatrading or Pink Floyd before they'd opt for the Berlioz. When the
time comes to auoition an FM stereo tuner, the customer soon finds
that classical fans have the benefit of Radio 3, while the majority have
to share Radio 1with Radio 2. And as for local radio . . .
This, alas, is ashame, for — in spite of the lack of choice of material
—FM broadcasts in the UK sound consistently good. Not merely
passable or adequate or acceptable, but good. Imust admit that my
own use of the radio is limited to the occasional special occurrence
('The Beatles At The Beeb' springs to mind) because Idon't like the
pot- luck approach to music. When Iwarm up the valves, Iwant to
hear something of my choice rather than some disc jockey's. But
even this isn't enough to make me ignore the sonic virtues of alive
broadcast, some of the better- produced plays, or the occasional
simulcast.
Prior to the arrival of the Sansui
TU-D33XL tuner,1 hadn't listened
to the radio for more than an
hour or two aweek for months;
the Beeb had run out of Yoko Ono
interviews and the new local
radio stations down Canterbury
way suffer as do most local radio
stations by having to be all things
to all people. Like 12 or 15 million
others, I'd just love to hear a24hour FM stereo rock- only station.
Still, ' Pops' told me it was
about time Ireviewed adecent
budget tuner to run alongside
MC's ' Starting Point' as an aid to
our budget-conscious readers.
Considering how little concern is
shown for tuners, I'd have to say
that the £ 109 spent on aTUD33XL is amedian figure rather
than abudget figure, especially
since someone decided that all
your money should go into the
turntable and the rest of the
system would therefore be
irrelevant.
If tuners are purchased as an
afterthought, then some of you
might be thinking, 'Wait a
minute! That £ 109 will pay for a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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moving-coil!' and you'll put back the purchase of atuner for another
year. It will go on and on, and then one day you'll realise that
between the ' orrible Tony Blackburn and the Archers are some
mighty fine programmes that don't cost you £5.49 down at Our Price.
I'm glad the Sansui came along for two reasons: for starters, it
joins my incredibly short list of True Hi Fi Bargains. Secondly, it
reintroduced me to the ( few) joys of radio, even if by coercion. ( I
come from acountry where the sound quality of FM broadcasts
stinks in comparison with the UK, but the choice is such that Ican
tickle any fancy Ilike. That's why Idon't get off on UK broadcasts —
I'm used to whole stations dedicated to individual genres, so Ican
dial in non-stop jazz, blues, Polish folk songs, disco, funk, opera or
whatever else Ifancy at any time of the day or night.)
The Sansui is typical of the current generation of £ 100 offerings.
It's slim and compact, designed to the Japanese hi-fi ' standard' of
430mm width and standing amere 46mm high. The jet-black finish
makes it look like something that would have cost £250 ayear ago,
and its controls are sensibly laid out and easy to read. From
left-to- right, the front panel bears an on-off switch, an illuminated
panel housing signal-strength meters, signal- lock indicator, stereo
indicator, station read-out and agroup of controls for running up and
down the dial, selecting between manual and auto-tuning, mono and
automatic stereo and an FM noise canceller. The right-hand segment
consists of eight large pressbuttons with illumination for choosing
between the three wavebands, entering stations into memory and
selecting from one of six presets per waveband.
Thankfully, none of the controls is gimmicky and — for the life of me
—Ican think of nothing that's missing. Some people like to have
tuners with switchable multiplex filters, but then most reasonable
cassette decks usually incorporate this feature. About the only
change I'd like to see made to the controls would be to substitute the
mono/stereo selecto- for one that doesn't work in collaboration with
the muting circuits; the Sansui's has atendency to mono or
eliminate entirely some channels that are still coming through at a
listenable level. Other than that, the TU-D33XL is ergonomically a
delight.
The bac is straightforward, with the requisite number of
connectors needed for installing it into asystem with whatever aerial
each waveband requires. A minor annoyance is the use of bare wire
terminals for the 75ohm cable * nstead of acoax socket, which meant
dismantling one nicely made lead ...

rtr

Sansui TU-D33XL (toe with
matching AU-G33X amplifier

As the Sansui is adigital tuner
with presets, the last thing you're
going to do is use it manually, so
the first thing you're inspired to
do after the initial switch-on is to
program the presets. No degree
is needed here; all you do is
locate the station you want
stored in the memory, hit a
button and move on to the next.
The memory will retain the
stations for up to aweek or so if
the mains is switched off. The
tuner automatically plays the last
station you were listening to
during the previous session.
The automatic scanning
worked beautifully, nailing each
station on the head and showing
no improvement if moved
manually to either side of the
chosen frequency. If Ihave any
real complaints about the actual
operation, it has to be the
feverishly optimistic signal
strength meter, which glowed
like Chanukah candles even when
the signal sounded like awornout shellac 78.
To give atuner the benefit of
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NAD 3120 Amplifier
NAD 4020B Tuner
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To: NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 45B. Tel: 0923 27737.
Name

WM.

ta

Please send me literature on the full NAD range.

Address
HFN 5185

the doubt, one should always test it with the finest aerials. On the
other hand, it's unrealistic to assume that the average consumer has
arig operating to RAF standards. Ilike to think that my aerial
installation is considered ' normal' enough to mean something to
those of you slightly less dedicated to the airwaves than, say, Angus
McKenzie. Iuse afive- element Antiference aerial, installed by alocal
wizard for under £40 including the aerial. My only concession to
tweakiness is the use of a12dB booster if the situation demands it.
(You try getting adecent signal for Capital in East Kent.)
What agas. For the first time ever there are enough stations
retrievable in Canterbury to fill six FM presets, with afew left over
just in case the half- dozen I've chosen prove to be boring. ( Igave the
AM bands 10 minutes of my life — and no more.) With the various
BBC national stations now joined by local efforts, Iactually have
more than two or three producing signals worth assessing.
Ilistened to amix of classical live broadcasts, garden-variety pop
broadcasts off disc, the occasional CD- sourced material, and afair bit
of spoken word. Forgive me for this near- heresy, but this £ 109 tuner
made much better noises than any £109 turntable/arm/cartridge
combination Ican name.
You and Iboth know that the Beeb ( or any other station) use
disc- playback systems none of us would even admit to owning, so
don't think that my previous remark refers to so-and-so playing the

you'd expect from atuner costing two or more times as much. In
comparison with ahigh- end tuner of mid-' 70s vintage, it lacked the
absolute silence you'd prefer during breaks in the programme. But it
wasn't embarrassed at all, and it gave up less to dearer tuners than a
£100 turntable would to a £ 200 turntable, or apair of budget speakers
would to amid- priced pair.
It gave me, for the weeks Iused it, no reason to complain, because
it's not Sansui's fault that acertain DJ has apenchant for the Smiths.
'Pleasant' is the adjective I'd ascribe to the bulk of the material, only
sounding edgy or rough when the radio station used their turntables
or if Itried the AM bands. A couple of plays revealed the TU-D33XL's
ability to present adecent soundstage, with ample depth to convey
3-D presence, and the bass from musical instruments or sound
effects was, at times, near- awesome.
Whether it's the Sansui TU-D33XL or FM tuners in general ( sorry,
but AM ain't hi fil that's the real bargain is amoot point. Iknow that
there are loads of sensibly designed tuners in this price category that
could yield similar results. Either way, the Sansui is adevilishly
successful solution for those of you who can no longer bear to part
with afiver whenever you crave something new. Deep six your TV
and obviate the need for alicence, and you've got free music for life.
And it's pretty to boot. +
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
FM Section
Tuning range:
Sensitivity:
S/N ratio:

88 to 108MHz
10.8dBf ( Mono IHF)
78dB ( Mono)
72dB ( Stereo)
Frequency response: 30-15kHz (+ 0.3dB, - 0.8dB, Stereo)
THD
less than 0.12% (
4) lkHz ( Stereo)
Capture ratio:
1dB
Selectivity:
60dB (
a,400kHz
Stereo separation: 40dB
lkHz
Output/impedance: 0.775V/2.2k ohms
Dimensions:
430 x46x 227mm (WHO)
Sansui Electronics (UK), 10A Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middx
U88 OAA.
(Note: The bulk of the listening sessions occurred with my Beard amplification and

Top 20, or Tommy Vance giving us Whitesnake. But when Vance's
programme switched over to concert tapes, or when Icould quell the
nausea long enough to suffer some Radio 3, the sounds were
delightful.
The TU-D33XL is not aRevox or abig Yamaha or aQuad tuner
masquerading in cheap's clothing. It sounded ' chesty' on alot of
spoken word broadcasts, and the top end rolled- off abit more than

Goodmans LS3/5A or Apogee Scintilla loudspeakers. Idid, however, try the TU-D33XL with
one of the matching amplifiers from the Sansui range, the f169 AU-G33X, as it's likely that a
number of potential customers will be those who like the amp and — out of consumer habit —
decide to ' go for the matching tuner'. Besides the obvious aesthetic affinity, the two worked
together well, and would form the heart of anice sub-£ 600 system. It was also ashort and
sharp lesson on how much the Japanese have improved their mass- market amplifiers, for
Sansui — like Marantz and Rotel — are one of the manufacturers who haven't forgotten what
'hi-fi' should mean. Approach with confidence.)
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WHAT DO THESE INDEPENDENT
SELECTED DEALERS HAVE IN COMMON?
In aword commitment! Every B.A.D.A dealer is committed to maintaining alevel of
service to you the customer that will leave no doubt that aB.A.D.A. dealer is something
rather special. So to introduce you to what B.A.D.A. has to offer, take this ad into any
authorised B.A.D.A. dealer and you will be refunded £ 5.00 on any purchase over £ 100.00.
While you are there look up acopy of the B.A.D.A. Code of Practice, there are over 50 shops
nationwide who have joined together to offer you abetter deal — it's your symbol of security.
*1 AUDIO EXCELLENCE
134 CRWYS ROAD
CARDIFF
CF2 4NR
Tel: 0222-28565
Also at Swansea
2AUDIO T.
190 WEST END LANE
WEST HAMPSTEAD
LONDON
NW6 1SQ
Tel: 01-794 7848
also Branches of A.T. Labs at
Enfield and Gants Hill
3 ASTON AUDIO
4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
Tel: 0625-582704
4 BARTLETTS HIFI
& VIDEO CENTRE
175 HOLLOWAY ROAD
LONDON
N7 8JB
Tel: 01-607 2296
also at East Ham
5 BILLY VEE SOUND
SYSTEMS
248 LEE HIGH ROAD
LEWISHAM
LONDON
SE13 5PT
Tel: 01-318 5755
6 W.A. BRADY & SON
401 SMITHDOWN ROAD
LIVERPOOL
L15 3JJ
Tel: 051-733 6859
also at Warrington

* 8 CHICHESTER HIGH
FIDELITY
40 LITTLE LONDON
CHICHESTER
W SUSSEX
Tel: 0243-776402
9 CLEARTONE HIFI
235 BLACKBURN ROAD
BOLTON
BL1 8DR
Tel: 0204-31423
Branches at Manchester and
Rochdale
10 EASTERN AUDIO
41 BRAMFORD ROAD
IPSWICH
IPl 2LU
Tel: 0473-217217
11 HI-FI CORNER
ROSE ST., PEDESTRIAN
PRECINCT
EDINBURGH
Tel 031-225 9535
Branches at:- Glasgow.
Falkirk and Stirling

12 GRAHAMS HI-FI LIMITED
86-88 PENTONVILLE ROAD
LONDON
N1 9HS
Tel: 01-837 4412
13 HAMPSHIRE AUDIO
LIMITED
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD
CHANDLERS FORD
HANTS
SO5 2FU
Tel: 042 15 2827 65232
14 HOLBORN HIFI LTD.
441-445 HOLBURN STREET
ABERDEEN
SCOTLAND
Tel: 0224-25713
15 JCV HI-FI CENTRE
JCV SUPERSTORE
UNIT 7-8 WHARF STREET
WARWICK
CV34 5F0
Tel: 0926 493796
also at Bletchley
16 JEFFERIES HI-FI
4ALBERT PARADE
GREEN STREET
EASTBOURNE
EAST SUSSEX BN21 1SD
Tel: 0323-31336
also at Brighton
17 THE MUSIC ROOM
221 ST VINCENT STREET
GLASGOW
G2 5QY
Tel: 041-221 2527
Also at Manchester.

7 ABSOLUTE SOUND &
VIDEO
19 OLD HIGH STREET
HEADINGTON, OXFORD
Tel: 0865-65961
Branches at:- Bristol,
Swindon & Cheltenham

18 NEW DAWN HI-FI
1 & 3CASTLE STREET
LOWER BRIDGE STREET
CHESTER
CH4 BBL
Tel: 0244-24179
19 RADFORD HI-FI
4 SUMMERSVILLE ROAD
BRISTOL
BS7 9AA
Tel: 0272-40878
Also at Windsor and Exeter.
20 READING HI-FI
CENTRE LTD
6HARRIS ARCADE
FRIAR STREET
READING, BERKS
RG1 1DN
Tel: 0734-585463
21 RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI
34 NORTHUMBERLAND
STREET
EDINBURGH
EH3 6LS
Tel: 031-557 1672
Also Maeto Musik,
Glasgow
22 SPALDINGS
352-4 LOWER
ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON
SURREY
CRO 7AF
Tel: 01-654 1231
23 STEREO SHOWCASE
98 BATH STREET
GLASGOW
G2 2EN
Tel: 041-332-5012
24 STUDIO 99 LTD
78-81 FAIRFAX ROAD
SWISS COTTAGE
LONDON
NW6 4DY
Tel: 01-624 8855 6
also at Harpenden
25 SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD
2-4 CAMDEN HIGH STREET
LONDON
NW1 OJH
Tel:01-387 8281
*26 THE SOUND
ORGANISATION
1CATHEDRAL STREET
LONDON BRIDGE
LONDON
SE1
Tel: 01-403 2255 or 403-3088
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ISTENING TO MUSIC VIA HEADPHONES or ' cans' is a
peculiarly solitary way to enjoy music, which is perhaps one
reason why sales, apart from as an integral part of a
Walkman package, have never been explosive. There is also
the fact that some people find the ' in-the- head' character of the
stereo image disturbing, while others are upset by the way the
soundstage moves with their head movements, avery unnatural
phenomenom. The advantages offered by canned listening,
however, and the removal of room acoustic problems in particular,
mean that even an inexpensive pair of headphones can offer abasic

sound quality to rival that of quite expensive speakers.
HFN/RR's last major headphone review was in February 1982, with
17 models from Stax, Sennheiser, Audio Technica, Technics,
Howland-West, Sony, AKG, JVC, Sansui and Pioneer coming under
the spotlight. For this review, Ihave been listening to new models
from JVC and Sennheiser, and two of the long-established Jecklin
'Float' range from Switzerland.
Auditioning over a3- month period was from CD ( Marantz CD63)
and cassette ( Sony TC-D5) fed straight into aLinsley Hood Class-A
dedicated headphone amplifier (
HFN/RR January'79), and
measurements were carried out with ahome- brewed digitallycontrolled signal generator driving aBBC- Bmicro, and an
approximation to the artifical ear jig. As well as conventional
material, Imade much use of binaural recordings, including
commercially available tapes supplied by Mike Skeet, some BBC
dummy- head drama, and some of my own music recordings.
(As aslight editorial detour, Ishould point out that the smoothest
midrange of all the models Imeasured was that of the in-the-ear cans
supplied free with the Sony Walkman Sports. Though lacking real
bass and suffering from apremature HF rolloff by comparison with
the domestic models, they were relatively free from coloration and
gave exceedingly high sound levels.)

SENNHEISER HD410SL (£ 17)
The latest version of the budget Sennheiser design which was an
HFN/RR '
Best Buy' back in 1977, this lightweight ( 82gm) model
features anew stereo jack plug which doubles as astacking DIN
socket. The stereo 6.3mm jack can be detached from the DIN section,
allowing more than one pair of Sennheiser cans to be used with just
one socket. As usual with Sennheisers, the drive- units, protected by
yellow foam pads, rest on the ears and the plastic headband is
simple but effective in providing ahigh degree of comfort with low
contact pressure.
With anominal 600ohm impedance, measured at 1100ohms, IkHz,
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the HD410SLs need afair bit of drive and are therefore not really
suitable for Walkman use. ( Sennheiser make alow impedance
'Ministar' model for that use.) Measured frequency response is a
little bass light, with aslight presence- band plateau before aslightly
premature HF rolloff. This is, in fact, how the '410SL sounded; alittle
mid treble emphasis, EHF subdued, bass quite smooth with some
upper bass emphasis, but limited low bass. There was alimited
degree of HF raggedness on speech, despite the dullish tonal
balance, and the presence band lift emphasised tape hiss alittle.
Out-of- head image localisation on binaural program was quite

outstanding, with some images projected in front of the head.
Overall, despite the lack of HF which leads to alack of ' air', and the
limited LF response, the HD410SLs offer excellent sound quality at
their budget price.

SENNHEISER HD414SL (£25)
When the original HD414 was introduced in 1968, its ' open' design
and low mass showed the door to the closed box models that were
then supreme. Since then, about 3million units have been sold, not
only because of ahigh basic sound quality, but also owing to their
virtual indestructability and modular design. ( All parts for all
Sennheiser models are still available and atwo-year warranty is
offered.) The new SL ( for Slim Line) version has anew, lighter,
drive- unit, and the same ingenious stacking jack featured by the
'410SL. The appearance is very similar to that of the '410s, with the
distinctive yellow foam pads. Mass is just 90gm and the single piece
plastic headband gives secure positioning without excessive
pressure on the ear.
Iused the original 414s extensively adecade or so ago when Iwas
doing alot of recording work. While they were very informative, I
found them alittle too forward for domestic listening, so Iwas
intrigued to hear how the ' SLs fared. There was more deep bass than
the 410s and less upper bass. Although there was more treble
energy, there was also less presence band emphasis of tape hiss,
and spoken voice was natural. The balance was still dullish at EHF
compared with atypical Japanese pair of cans, but aslight ' ee'
coloration, similar to that of the older 420s, gave CD playback a
slightly ' hard' quality.
Sensitivity and impedance were more-or- less identical to that of
the '410s, and image localisation was equally superb. While still
maintaining their predecessor's reputation for an analytically
excellent sound quality, the HD414SLs fall commercially between the
two stools of the budget '410s and the more refined and not that
more expensive '420s. Listen to them before you make your mind up.
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4 SENNHEISER HD420SL (£31)
Ihave to confess here that, despite the lure of the competitivelypriced Beyer DT550s and an earth- shaking experience with the Stax
Lambda Pros reviewed by Ken Kessler last August, the original ' 420
has stood the test of time as my everyday headphone, used both for
monitoring and for relaxed listening. While appearing very similar,
with its velour ear pads, the SL version has improved drive- units and
the stacking jack.
With an identical sensitivity and impedance to the original, the
'420SL doesn't suffer from the isolated HF peak that gave aslightly
'metallic' coloration to the older model's tonal balance. Pink noise
was better integrated across the audio band than with the other SL
models, the measured response being acceptably flat from 200Hz to
2kHz, and bass was better extended, though still not to the depths
plumbed by the best electrostatics. There is still aslight upper mid
emphasis, but less so than older 420s, and these were the most
natural of the three Sennheiser SLs on spoken voice, with the most
refined balance.
Imagery was excellent, the binaural recordings being reproduced
with astable, out- of- the- head, soundstage with considerable frontal
image projection, where appropriate. To sum up, the HD420SLs
improve on the very high standard offered by their predecessors, at a
very affordable price.

JVC H-710 (£45)
JVC have produced some interesting headphone designs in the past,
spoilt alittle bit by bass- heavy balances and some resonant HF
colorations. The H-710 is the less expensive of two new models,
based on apolymer film diaphragm and an edge-wound copper- clad

aluminium voice- coil, housed in ablack compact circumaural
enclosure with asimilar appearance to the classic Yamaha HP1.
Oxygen- Free Copper is used for the signal cords. A strap inside the
headband can be easily and positively adjusted, and although the
'710s are relatively heavy at 220gm without cable, they are
reasonably comfortable.
The impedance at 1kHz was dead on specification at 32ohms, and
effective sensitivity was around 10-12dB higher than the 600ohm
Sennheisers, 96dB/mW being specified. Low bass extension was
good, conveying the power of organ pedal notes, but the quality was
somewhat under- controlled, emphasising male voice chest tone a
little, especially with BBC announcers. Pink noise was not particularly
smooth across the band, there being amid suckout and HF
emphasis, resulting in atwo- hump tonal balance much like the Koss
PRO4X.
The HF plateau emphasised tape hiss and speech sibilance, and
added aslight clang to piano sound which made the piano on my
own recordings sound too close. Dynamically, the JVCs were
excellent, Mike Skeet's binaural fireworks recording proving
exceptionally thrilling, but overall, Idon't think that the ' 710s'
balance is particularly suited to the UK ear, even on non- classical
program, where the HF coloration problems are less noticeable.

jvc H-810 (£50)
Attractively finished in brown and silver, the ' 810s are otherwise very
similarly styled to the ' 710s. Internally, the main difference is the use
of very powerful samarium/cobalt magnets, which gives ameasured
6dB sensitivity increase over the already- sensitive ' 710s for asimilar
impedance ( 40ohms at 1kHz).
Bass is well-extended and better controlled than that of the 710s,
and although male voices are again alittle ' chesty', drum kits and
bass instruments reproduce with excellent dynamics and realism.
There is still some mid recess and HF emphasis, but not to the degree
of the less- expensive JVCs, and there is less mid metallic coloration.
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A strong contender on rock music, but less kind to orchestral
program, the JVC H-810 might well be ideal for someone who finds
the typically ' European' balance of the Sennheisers lacking in ' air'
and bass weight.

'ECHLIN FLOAT MODELS ONE & TWO
(£59 & £79)
One of the theoretical problems with headphone listening is that in
real life, sound doesn't enter the ear directly but has to negotiate the
head and the pinnae. One of the psychoacoustic effects associated
with headphone listening is that things tend to sound too bright
when fired straight into the ear canal. It is an easy effect to
demonstrate: play pink noise through one loudspeaker; first face the
speaker, then rotate your head until the speaker is facing your ear;
you will hear the pink noise take on an HF lift as you turn.
A few manufacturers have tried to do something about this, other
than tailoring the frequency response of the headphones
themselves. Stax with their Sigma and Lambda models try to ensure
that the wavefronts leaving the drivers approximate more closely to
real- life sound, while the Swiss engineer Jurg Jecklin designed his
'Float' models so that the drive- units don't touch the ear but are
suspended in space alittle distance away. Paul Messenger described
his experiences with the electrostatic Float headphones in April's
'Subjective Sounds'; Ihave been living with the similarly styled
Floats Model One and Two, which each use two conventional
drive- units per channel.
The first shock is the appearance. Looking like across between
something out of early Doctor Who and the accessories pages of
Superbike, both Floats caused fits of giggles from my normally calm

wife. Deciding that headphone listening is asolitary pursuit and that
looks are therefore irrelevant, and enjoying the comfort — weight is
only 385gm despite the large size and the foam padding spreads the
load on the top of the head — Ifelt free to experience the second
shock, the nature of the sound. Very open and transparent by
comparison with both supra- aural designs ( like the Sennheisers) and
circumaurals ( like the JVCs), the soundstage doesn't ' hem you in',
but allows you to listen in arather more relaxed fashion. Binaural
imagery was excellent, with impressive out- of- head stability and
good localisation.
This is not to say that the reproduction is perfect. The balance of
the One, though relatively smooth through the midrange, is
suggestive of an HF plateau, with restricted bass when compared
with the HD420SLs or the JVCs, giving aslight ' woodiness' to male
voice. Paradoxically, there wasn't the same degree of tape hiss
emphasis that I've found with conventional bright- balance
headphones, which might be afunction of the Float principle. The
balance was abit ' thin' after the HD420SLs, giving violins amuted
sound.
The Two differs from the One only in that the bass driver has a
rather more complex loading, called by Jecklin ' aperiodic', though I
couldn't get inside to see what he has done. The Two's bass is
better- defined than that of the One, and perhaps as aresult, the
midrange seems alittle better- integrated with that HF plateau. Bass
extension also seems alittle better. Impedance of both models was
120ohms at 1kHz, while sensitivities were around 3dB greater than
the Sennheiser HD420SL.
Iwas impressed with the Jecklins, though their appearance takes
some getting used to. Offering arather different quality of
soundstage to conventional headphones, they should be auditioned
by anyone who has to do the majority of listening on headphones and
can't afford the top electrostatics. Ipreferred the Model Twos, but the
Ones offer better value. Because of the smooth character, both respond
well to the use of tone controls to alter the relative balance of bass
and HF. 465
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Ken Kessler goes Class- A in asmall way with Marantz' PM- 4

P

HONE CALLS FROM COMPANY

spokespersons like Marantz'
Steve Harris, are generally one
of two types:
(1) ' Would you like to review our new
Model XYZ Whatever?'
OR
(2) ' Where the hell is our Model XYZ
Whatever which you've had for nine
months?'
Such phone calls are NEVER about
reviewing out- of- production components.
But Ihadn't reckoned on Steve being a
latent anachrophile. It seems that my review of the legendary, longout- of- production Marantz Model 7Preamplifier ( November 1984)
affected Steve the way Roots affected half of the population of the
USA, and it must have awakened in him an interest in his employer's
past. But — knowing Steve— there had to be an ulterior motive. It's not
that he's sneaky or anything ( well, he is, really), but the cynic in me
refused to accept the notion that he'd found aModel 10B tuner or
some equally desirable antique.
Iwas right.
Rather than undermine my genuine love for the Marantz PM-4by
giving you the impression that I'm reassessing it for the wrong
reasons, I'll save that bit until the end. Nobody has to twist my arm to
get me to write about products this good. What baffled me was
'Pops' Atkinson's willingness to place an item into the Anachrophile
column when it only ceased production ayear ago.
The PM-4justifies itself by having been years ahead of its time.
Ask yourself, ' What's the biggest success story of the past 18
months?'. Unless you're one of its competitors, you'll immediately
say Krell. And what's one of the main reasons for its good sound?
The Krell is apure, genuine, bona fide Class-A design. And, as we all
know, Class-A operation means no crossover distortion from the
active devices because they operate all the time instead of switching
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on and off as with the more economical Class- B.
The trade-off, alas, is in the area of efficiency, for Class-A
amplifiers waste alot of energy through heat. Affordable ones tend
to be low- powered; truly usable ones with in excess of 50 watts
generally cost abundle. Class- A amplifiers came back into fashion in
the mid-' 70s, by way of approved high- end makes like
ElectroCompaniet and Mark Levinson; the Japanese companies
jumped on the bandwagon and cooked up all sorts of bogus,
pseudo- Class-A formulae in the hopes that the legend ' Class-A' —
regardless of prefix — would fool the consumer into thinking that they
could get Sugden or ElectroCompaniet or Levinson sonics for £ 119.
Marantz, too, entered the Class- A sweepstakes, but not with some
marketing expert's concept of what that label means. It would appear
that someone in Marantz realised that their name once stood for the
highest of the high- end, and that aMarantz badge should signify
more than your basic Japanese marketing chicanery. And bearing in
mind that Marantz has in its employ true wizards like the inimitable
Ken Ishiwata, such aproject wasn't amere pipe dream.
The return to former glory manifested itself as the Esotec series,
and readers with decent memories will recall that even some British
reviewers ( including JA) gave the Esotec Class- A amplifiers their
nods of approval. The company earned kudos by offering the Real
McCoy, and it paid off; they suffered none of the sniggers that
greeted ' Super- Duper Long- Life UHT Class-A' or ' Semi Transparent
Simulated Class-A'. The Ma- 5and Sm 6amplifiers were worthy of
the name Marantz in away that nobody could have expected.
While the Esotecs were bargains by Levinson or Krell standards,
they still cost more than the average consumer could afford, and it
meant that Class-A remained out of reach of the majority of
shoppers. But Marantz had agift up its sleeve for the less- wellheeled. In January 1980 they unveiled an integrated amplifier with
real Class-A operation, and it only cost £299.
'Only' is arelative term, and Iknow that there are people who
consider even £2.99 avast sum. But the relativity also applies to its
cost in comparison with other amps of its type, not just with the size
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of people's bank accounts. And £299 was— and still is— dirt cheap for
atrue Class-A amplifier, let alone one with acomprehensive preamp
included in the price.
Unfortunately, too many people are still suckered by
specifications. Of we were all as smart as we think we are,
consumer magazines would cease to exist.) When asalesman tells a
customer that his £ 299 is payiig for 15 watts per channel — even after
explaining that 15 watts of Class-A isn't quite the same as 15 watts of
anything else — the typical reaction is to look at other products. If only
they'd listen, both to the salesman andthe amplifier ...
For starters, aswitch turns the Marantz PM-4into acreditable
60 watter of Class- AB persuasion. In that mode, it was no better or
worse than anything else that the Japanese were selling for £299. But
run the little devil in Class- A, with speakers of anot-too- hungry
nature, and there was ataste of high-end magic at adistinctly
low-to- mid price.
In terms of perceived value, which seems to be the initial
motivation in spite of exhortations from the press to listen to gear
rather than look at it, the PM- 4was awinner, though many showed
the bad form of disliking its fresh— indeed, gorgeous— looks.
Perhaps it had been too many years since the valve heyday, when a
shiny fascia might be topped by amesh cover. I've always liked the
champagne finish of Marantz equipment, and Ilike the graphics
which so many find objectionable; the black- over- gold is icing on the
cake.

Styling, though, is too subjective an area for me to get dogmatic
about, so let me carry on the perceived value angle with adifferent
approach. On amost basic level the size and weight tell the
consumer that he's getting his money's worth in terms of cubic
volume and sheer mass. The black upper- half creates adeception,
and the amp doesn't look quite as big as it really is from the front; a
three-quarter view reveals aunit measuring 416 x 117 x 334mm
(WHD). It weights in at 9kg and the construction is nothing short of
superb. Ihad ahard time not letting this luxurious presentation cloud
my judgment, much in the way that I'm predisposed toward Beatles
solo LPs. [ Even George Harrison's? — Ed]
Ergonomically, the PM-4was designed in such away as to not give
offense to minimalists, for the tone controls can be defeated. The
fascia sports— in aperfectly symmetrical way — buttons for power
and selection of up to two pairs of speakers, bass and treble controls,
agroup of toggles for tone defeat, tape dubbing ( for two decks), and
stereo/mono/reverse, two knobs for source selection and volume
(with abalance control behind it), and three more buttons for
Class-NAB selection, loudness ( the one major lapse), and asubsonic
filter. The front of the mesh cage houses aheadphone socket.
The back contains all of the necessary phono sockets, and the
speaker terminals are stout binding posts that will only accept bare
wire. Also of note are the two phono inputs, Phono 1taking m- m or
m- ccartridges and Phono 2taking m- m only. Overall, the design is a
classic example of thoroughness, and Ifound no grounds for
complaint other than that it's easy to tear one's flesh on the
(necessary) massive heatsinks which run the length of the sides.
Unlike other reviewers, Iprefer to judge components in context
whenever possible, which means that Iwouldn't expect the average
consumer to use a £299 integrated amplifier with £ 2000-worth of
front-end ( Oracle/ZetafTesman Alchemist). Neither would Isubject
any amplifier of below 100Wpc to the current- hungry Apogee
Scintillas, even on their less vicious 4ohm tap. Using my
imagination, limited only by the equipment Ihappened to have at
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home at the time, Iassembled what Ifelt would be the kind of
installation that would include £300 worth of amp as amatter of
course.
The system Iput together consisted of the AR turntable with the
excellent Mission 774 LC arm, Ortofon's jolly good MC10 Super
moving-coil cartridge ( now with high-enough output to work with
'normal' m- cstages), and Goodmans LS3/5As, for atotal cost of
around £800, including the PM-4. Though Idid feed the Oracle- based
front-end into the PM-4just for agiggle, Idon't ever want to be
responsible for suggesting such an unbalanced system; I'm not of
the school that says a £400 deck through atransistor radio sounds
better than aproper system with alesser deck.
Iwas more than pleasantly surprised. Indeed, Iwas thrilled with
the overall results.
But only when using the PM-4in Class-A mode.
To be fair, the PM-4in Class-AB sounded OK, but rougher around
the edges than in Class-A. There was anoticeable shrinking of the
soundstage, especially fore-and-aft, and the treble took on agritty
quality that aggravated the LS3/5As much in the way that most
budget transistor units would. When used with Marantz' £90
wonders, the LD-20 speakers, their less- revealing nature made the
minor misbehaviour less noticeable.
But the PM-4never existed to steal sales away from Class-AB
designs, so Ipushed the button and spent the rest of the time with it
in the mode for which it does exist. And Iwas pleased to find that it
was hardly the gutless baby that one or two critics had described.
Okay, so LS3/5As aren't exactly Stax ESL-F8ls in their power
demands, but they do need some juice if you want to make any
reasonable noises. A 15ohm load, they like to see amplifiers rated at
about 50 watts— but no more — into their terminals. The 15 watts of
the PM-4not only drove them to the levels Iprefer ( around the low
80dB mark at two metres) without any difficulty, it could and did
drive them to the edge of discomfort. What's more, the bottom end
was the best I'd ever gotten out of the LS3/5As ( un-subwoofered) in
terms of extension and control. And Inever got it to clip.
Maybe this is apeculiar synergy, and Ican only point to the fact
that Icould overdrive the unit in Class- A mode with speakers like the
Radford T90s, which feel no pain when fed 100 watts. My advice is
the advice any intelligent dealer would have given: if you fall for the
sonic charms of the PM-4, pair it with ahigh-sensitivity speaker of
real worth. The list starts with the Tannoy Mercury and moves on to
the current crop from B&W, Mordaunt-Short, Wharfedale, Celestion,
and others ... none of which were available when this amp was in
the shops. Which goes back to what Isaid about it being ahead of its
time, and not just because it jumped the gun on the popularising of
Class- A.
Those sonic merits are one hell of atemptation, too, enough to
seduce you away from whatever 84dB-per-watt design you might
have been coveting. The sound is silky and lucid, but Idon't want to
get into imagery involving mountain streams and limpid pools. And
if Istart talking about how it reminds me abit of valve amplification
I'll either be accused of rampant monomania, or I'll have to answer to
JA who keeps on asking me why Idon't get aKrell? Anyway, the
valve-ishness of the PM-4is limited to warmth, and Idon't mean
operating temperatures. Imean its lack of clinical, over- hard edges.
The PM-4belies its size and price by being exceptionally fast,
smooth, and controlled, all of which are refinements or virtues that
one expects to pay over £300 to acquire. It's the presence of these
virtues that inspire remarks like ' ataste of the high-end at low- end
prices'. But notice that Isaid a ' taste', not athree-course dinner.
What keeps the PM-4from being that mythical £3000- amplifier-fora-tenth-of-the- price is not just,its lack of suitability with esoteric ( that
means power hungry) speakers. No, the low output isn't what keeps
the PM-4from being alow-cost ticket to the state-of-the-art. It does
have other sonic limitations which are minor enough to be academic,
but important enough to distinguish it from amplifiers cost ng four
figures or more.
Take, for example, the soundstage. While it easily matches the best
sub-£500 integrated amplifiers I've tried, it lacks that final amount of
'air', that sense of space which distinguishes the brilliant from the
merely superb. But bear in mind that I'm playing dirty with the PM-4
— Italking about it in cost- no-object terms as did reviewers of the
Naim NAIT when that amp first appeared. Think about the
implications: a £300 solid-state integrated amplifier from Japan (!)
showing more in common with the very best than with the merely
average. It calls for an analogy... or three.
If the Krell is aFerrari 512BB ' Boxer', then the PM-4is aFerrari
308GTB. If the Krell is Concorde, then the PM-4is aLear Jet.
If the Krell is afull-grown cheetah, then the PM-4is at least its cub.
The Marantz PM-4is simply small-scale high-end, the way that the
Ferrari 308 is asmall scale Boxer. It loses out to the big ' un in terms
of absolutes, but it will shine if not asked to do more than is
reasonable. And it leads me towards an imaginary system for those
of us who crave the kind of set-ups which are way beyond reach,
satisfying the less- well-heeled the way that aGolf GTi satisfies the
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With five Encores
you'd expect us
to bring the
house down.
Not our*
Shure have always been at the & forefront of cartridge
technology. Now we've developed
advanced new production
techniques that let us cut the cost of producing our best-selling
Encore range. And naturally, we're
passing those reductions
on to you. So today, you can not only
take your pick from an
unbeatable range of high performance
Shure cartridges. You
can also be certain of an unbeatable
price. But do hurry to
your local stockist. With prices like these,
you won't be the
only one demanding an Encore!

Above prices may be subject to currency surcharges

SHUgE
'ENCORE'

Please send me full details of Shure ' Encore' cartridges and other models in the Shure rang e.
To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Telephone: 01-607 2717
Name
Address

just before sitting down to type this, that the number's down to 80.
Move quickly; if not to buy then at least to listen.
I'm buying one. +

guy who wants, but can't afford, aPorsche.
Take agood £300-£400 front-end, like the AR or the new Thorens
TD320, an arm like the Rega, and asuper but affordable cartridge
such as the Denon 103. Feed this into the PM-4. Add one pair of
fVlagneplanar SMGa loudspeakers. The result is apint-sized version
of true high- end. The cost? Under £ 1300, or even less than what Iput
together at the end of my review of the PS Audio preamp in the April
issue. You will near-as-damm it duplicate in miniature a £ 5000
system for the cost of that killer system's front-end — provided you
use this system in aroom smaller than the near- auditoria required by
big speakers of the MGM/Apogee/Quad 63 persuasion. Even if funds
aren't alimiting factor, if room- size is, this could be your answer.
If I've gone over the top in describing the ultimate virtues of the
PM-4, it's only because Ididn't ask it to do anything that is prima
facie beyond its design parameters. Idid not ask it to provide 110dB
signals from inefficient speakers in aroom the size of the Virgin
Megastore. Idid not ask it to take alow- output m- ccartridge via its
m- m inputs. Ionly asked for it to turn highly regarded, affordable
components into asystem above reproach for it's total cost.
Which brings me back to the ulterior motive, which in retrospect
isn't ulterior at all.
At first, when Iheard that Marantz had uncovered 100 unused
PM-4s in one of the European warehouses, Ifigured Oho! Old Harris
wants us to do the selling for him. Then, after I'd lived with the piece
for afew weeks and learned that Marantz was knocking £ 50 off the
price, Icould only look at the whole operation as some kind of
godsend for those who crave the esoteric but lack the necessary
means. These beauties turning up ayear after they ceased
production, in pristine, virgin form, is akin to your local record shop
finding abox of sealed copies of Mercury ' Living Presence' LPs and
selling them off at £4each.
So . . . the PM-4, at £ 249, is one of 1985's genuine hi-fi bargains— if
not atotal steal — for the 100 lucky shoppers who find the limited
number of Marantz dealers to whom they've been offered. Ilearned,

Manufacturer's Specifications:
Rated output (
20Hz-20kHz, both channels driven):

60W x 2 ( 8ohms), class-Ale
15W x 2(
8ohms), Class- A

Output bandwidth (
8ohms, THD 0.05%):
Total harmonic distortion (
20Hz-20kHz, 8ohms):
Cross modulation distortion:
Frequency response (
20Hz-20kHz):
(5Hz-100kHz):
Damping factor (
8ohms):
Input sensitivity and impedance:
Phono 1 ( m- ml:
Phono 1 ( m-c):

10Hz - 60kHz
0.015%
0.015%
+ 0, -0.1dB
+ 0, - 1dB
70

I

2.5mV/47k
0.2mV/100

Phono 2 ( m- m):
2mV/47k
High level:
150mV/25k
RIAA deviation 120Hz-20kHz):
-± 0.25dB
Input equalisation noise ( phono IHF-A):
0.24µ1/
S/N ( IHF-A network) phono m- m:
84dB
phono m-c:
64dB
Tape, tuner, AUX:
104dB
Maximum phono input: Phono m- in:
330mV
Phono m- c:
25mV
Tone control characteristic ( low range: 100Hz)
± 10dB
(high range: 10kHz) -±-. 10dB

Test figures of review sample, by N Rowe of Marantz UK:
Power output, 8ohms:

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz

Power output, 4ohms:

18Wrms ( Class-A)
19.8Wrms ( Class-A)
19Wrms ( Class-A)
30Wrms ( Class-A)
33Wrms ( Class-A)
27Wrms ( Class-A)
0.01% (
o 1kHz, 8ohms
Aux 90dB
Phono 80dB

THD inc. noise at rated power output:
S/N Ratio:
CCIR/ARM weighted

Note: this unit has to be ' burned in', just like aKrell or avalve amp. My sample didn't really
start to sing untl it had 50 hours on it. Warm-up time for arun-in unit should be at least one
hour. Even so, straight out of the box the PM- 4will give you goosebumps.)

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB
Ken Kessler describes the HFN/RR Flux Dumper, at f19.95 plus p&p, and the Goldring Hi Fi Light at £ 12.45 plus p&p

HFN/RR Accessories Club Information: 0234 741152

A

SIDE FROM THE potentially offensive
name, the HFN/RR Flux Dumper is
urning out to be one of the most
misunderstood ' tweaks' since cable sexing.
This seemingly harmless wooden- clad brick
of laminated steel just sits there, and we tell
you about the magic it works upon all
manner of mains- powered devices. Having
lived with the Dumper for afew months now,
I can still say that life without it is not
something Iwant to contemplate.
In Pops' carefully-worded feature ( March
1985), he hedged and ummed and hmm'd
because of a tonguelashing regarding the
snake-oil-ness of a lump of metal selling for
twenty or so nicker. One of our more conservative contributors lit into him so heavily
that he bottled out in a manner most unbecoming to the Milk Board. Well, I've stuck my
head in the lion's jaw before and Idon't mind
doing it again: the Flux Dumper is worth its
weight in steel. Laminated, of course.
Pops, in a bout of perspicacity previously
unseen, described the hash- and- hum- andgraininess removal capabilities of the brick
right down to creating a pecking order of
effectiveness, starting with valve preamps.
I've now tried the brick on valve and solidstate preamps, valve and solid-state power
amplifiers, and two different CD players, and
Iremain unshakeable in my conviction that
the thing works. If you want the mundane,
black- and-white excuse for its existence, just
look to its sheer mass as cancelling out
sympathetic physical resonances, as with a
220V mains transformer I've been using that
buzzed enough to want silencing. If the cage
on your TVA or Radford or whatever buzzes,
brick it.
But that only goes part of the way. Pops
gamely attempted to attribute its properties
to the way it sucks up stray fields. Idon't care
if it works because the manufacturer sandwiched chopped liver in between the layers.
RE(.ORI) REV! ii1K
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mains transformer, especially tubed gear
However it does it, this little block cleans up
or CD players. Like me, you'll probably
the sound with at least the same effectivebe back for more to Flux Dump the rest of
ness as spikes on the stands or torqueing of
your set-up.
the headshell screws.
And they make slick paperweights.
Don't believe me — that's your business.
But it's also your loss.
How can Ibe so all- fired cocky about the
Flux Dumper?, you might ask in pure reacThe Goldring Hi-Fi Light
tionary horror. Well, I'm no more vehement
As a sop to all of you Accessories Club fans
about this than certain parties are about
who draw the line at Flux Dumping, we've
equally imponderable bits of legerdemain
arranged a deal on something so blatantly
like turntable tables ( which few now seem to
useful — dual-purpose even — that maybe
question) or bypass capacitors ( ditto) or
you'll forgive us our alleged lapses. The
cable directionality ( double ditto) or speaker
Lenco Lamp clips on to your turntable dustspikes ( ditto ditto ditto). I'm convinced
cover and, by virtue of a mercury switch,
because I've used the Flux Dumper in every
lights up when you lift the lid. It illuminates
possible combination my system will allow,
the most used area in which you fiddle,
tortured by the implications and fearful of
aiding accurate cueing, cartridge installation
the backlash it might inspire in some pure
and VTA setting.
science type, like ERT's Frank Ogden, or any
The Lenco Lamp's other use is a Godsend
of the others who refuse to believe that two
for those who adhere to the belief that
different valves can have different sounds.
moving- coil cartridges should always be
But then there are wiser, greyer heads than
warmed up for playing, the optimum
mine who swear by the use bricks, and such
temperature guaranteeing the best tracking
4
brickies include Harry Pearson of The Absoability. Put aLenco Lamp near your cartridge , e°
lute Sound, Brian Smith of Presence Audio,
Arnie Nude)) of Infinity, and the editor of this
and
for central
you can
heating
forever
for the
stophi-fi.
shopping
here organ.
It looks good, it's reasonably
If tweaks can be quantified in pounds- andpriced, and it works. Try .e,t4t,paP
pence, and you can justify the fifty notes you
calling us shamans
dropped on a turntable table or the £30 or
and charlatans
e. /
e \Jp•."
£50 or even £80 you spend on stands that
now . . . ,I'
I
91+ aye 3( ‘ à
could take over from Atlas, then the Flux
..•••••
Dumper must be a steal of the same calibre
as the sublime Tweek contact potion or the
*
£9 or so you'd pay for spikes.
All it really takes is a leap of faith — or,e0 4% 0
p , s1- ,i,o ..••••
te°
better, an open mind. Forget that the
I_ielr' 4P 0 • & \ `- ••••• • •
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ANALOGUE DESIG
Today's top-end analogue sources
are engineered to within such high
tolerance levels, that to improve sonic
performance by simply doing what others
do better is somewhat impractical, if not
commercially impossible.
Yet the Industry cries out that
Analogue is still in its infancy — somewhat
of acontradiction.
Thorens engineers have recognised
for some time that the answer lies in
re-examining the fundamental
principles of turntable design.
Or in plain English, that's
'back to the drawing
board:
Today,
Thorens
is proud (if
not alittle
excited) to
present its
320 range
of turntables.
TheThorens
TD/321, factory fitted
with an LVX tonearm as an
optional extra, is the showcase
model.
Its most intriguing feature, asplit
chassis means that the body comes in
two parts.
The first is fixed. It houses a
synchronous low voltage motor, divorced
directly from the mains, and is fitted with
asplit phase generator whose output
feeds the motor direct
The second part is coupled to the
first by three leaf springs,which are easily
interchangeable, dependant upon the mass
of the tonearm you wish to use.
The non-metallic nature of the two
near-independant structures greatly
inhibits the annoying resonances with
which traditional designs have had to
struggle.
The leaf spring suspension also
provides ultimate isolation from acoustic
feedback and external shock impulses.

RED BY THO

NS

Interference
caused by the
familiar beltchange assembly has also
been eliminated.
The new range
has dispensed
with it in order to
cater for this twospeed belt driven
machine.
The large
detached armboard
is capable of having
an enormously wide
range of tonearm
assemblies, fitted, irrespective of their mass.
Suspension beingvery
simply aligned from the top.
The Thorens TD 320
is no different, except that it
comes complete with Thorens
arm and asensor operated
stop and lift facility
The proof we know is not in
its technical specification, although
the reviews will give you an inkling.
The proof is in the listening.
Thorens dealers all over the UK
should be able to demonstrate the
decks against most top-end turntables.
It's important that you make an AB
comparison for yourself, before you decide
to buy.
And once you have listened, irrespective of the price of acomparative
source, we think you'll agree with us at
Thorens.
It's areal masterstroke.
And at around £300 complete, we
think there's no doubt
It's an even greater master stroke.

THOW15
For further details contact: The Thorens Sales
Office, Britannia Road,Walthatn Cross,
Hertfordshire ENS 7EE Tel: (0992) 716666.

MARANTZ DEALERS
WITH DISTINCTION

Bartletts HiFi and Audio Centre
175-177 Holloway Road
London N7 8JB
Tel: 01 607 2148

Photosound Van:age
13 Devoils Lane
Bishop Stanford, Hens
Tel: 0279 55780

Bartletts HiFi and Audio Centre
19 High Street North
East Ham E6
Tel: 01 552 2716

R and V HiFi and Video
40A The Broadway
St. Ives
Cambridgeshire
Tel: 0480 61618

Hi-Way HiFi
315 Edgware Road
London W2 IBN
Tel: 01 402 2441

Spatial Audio
29 Tottenham Court Road
London
Tel: 01 637 8702

Uxbridge Audio
2713 High Street
Uxbridge
Middlesex UB8 ILL
Tel: 0895 33474

Kimberley HiFi
698 Romford Road
Manor Park
London
Tel: 01 478 5137

Galaxy Audio Visual
230 Tottenham Court Road
London WI 9AE
Tel: 01 637 2624

Kimberley HiFi
193 The Broadway
Bexley Heath
Kent
Tel 01 304 3272

Scanview Electronics Limited
131 Kings Street
Hammersmith
London
Tel: 01 7,18 2059

Kimberley HiFi
376 Edgware Road
London wz
Tel: 01 724 0454

Martins HiFi
85-91 Ber Street
Norwich
Tel: 0603 627010

Rush Hi- El
HiFi Centre Chel:nsfbrd
6Cornhil:
Chelmsford, Essex
Tel: 0245 57593

Martins HiFi
2Broad Row
Great Yarmouth
Norfolk
Tel: 0493 855044

University Audio
1, Peas Hill
Cambridge
Tel: 0223 354237

Framptons
90-92 Cornwall Street
Plymouth
Devon
Ten 0752 660264

Canterbury HiFi
21 The Burgate
Canterbury
Kent
Tel: 0227 65315

Unique
16 Queensmere
High Street
Slough, Berks
Tel: 0753 21104

Martins HiFi
5High Street
Kings Lynn
Norfolk
Tel: 0553 61683

Blackmorc \ ale
17 Butcher Row
Salisbury
Wiltshire
Tel: 0722 22746

Unilet
35 High Street
New Malden, Surrey
Tel: 01 942 9567
'Jae'
14 Bute Street
South Kensington
Tel: 01 589 2586
Blackmore Vale
The Square
Gillingham
Dorset Tel: 07476 2474

Met Mee. Kai
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Aerco
11 The Broadway
Woking
Surrey
Tel: 64862 4667
D.G. Aerials
Unit 3
Weyht11, Has;emere
Surrey
Tel: 0428 54543

Swift of Wilmslow
4-8 St. Aunes Parade
Wilmslow, Cheshire
Tel: 0625 526213
Practical HiFi
10 Preston New Road
Blackburn
Lancashire
Tel. 0254 698185
Other Branches:
Practical HiFi
84 Penny Street, Lancs.
Practical HiFi
198 Church Street, Blackpool
HiFi Opportunities
33 Handyside Arcade
Off Percy Street
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Tel: 0632 327791

Teleskill
3High Street
Guernsey
Channel Islands
Tel: 0481 22323

Quadraphenia Limited
10 Nursery Street
Sheffield "
Yorks
Ten 0742 77824

Paul Roberts HiFi and Video
203 Milton Road
Weston-Super-Mare
Avon
Tel: 0934 414423

Holburn HiFi
441-445 Holhurn Street
Aberdeen
Scotland
Tel 0224 585713

Sound Engineering
69 King Street
St. Helier
Jersey, Channel Islands
Tel: 0534 21735

Active Audio Limited
12 Osmaston Road
The Spot
Derby
Tel: 0332 380385

Midland Hi-Ft Studios
Royal London Buildings
Walfruna Street
Wolverhampton, West Midlands
Tel: 0902 771774

Peter Tyson HiFi
Abbey Street
Carlisle
Cumbria
Tel: 0228 25891

Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road
Cardiff CF2 4NR
Tel: 0222 28565

The Music Room
St. Vincents Street
Glasgow
Tel:041 221 2527

Forum HiFi and Video Centre
b00-602 Mansfield Road
Sherwood, Nottingham
Tel: 0602 622150

T.V. Parlour
15 West Street
Fareham, Hants
Tel: 0329 283421/2

15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW
Tel: 01 897 6633
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patents which are supposed
to protect it.) The debate
centres on how, and even if,
the so-called ' current
dumping' configuration
which is at the heart of the
amplifier, actually works.
The concept itself was
developed from the wellknown feedforward
technique advocated by
Harold Black in 1928.
Conventional Class- AB
amplifiers attempt to
combine the efficiency of
Class- B operation with the
unquestioned fidelity of
Class- A, biasing the former
towards the latter. Pure
Class- Boperation is entirely
alien to the concept of high
fidelity because of the
discontinuity in transfer
characteristic of the output
transistors as the drive
current switches from
positive- to negative- going;
Class- A on the other hand,
though intrinsically true, is
woefully inefficient because
the output transistors
conduct all the time,
independently of the signal.
Class- AB represents the
usual engineering
compromise, therefore, but
the optimum bias point is
difficult to maintain for the
operational life of the
amplifier and, despite
various clever
wrangles to do with
thermal
compensation, varies
somewhat with the
immediate past
history of the signal.
In the 405 asmall,
low powered Class- A
amplifier controls the output
waveform at all times,
supplying all of the drive for
signal levels up to around
no, just asolitary 405-2.
5watts into 8ohms which,
To be honest, my
for an amplifier of this power,
enthusiasm for the original
represents some 54dB of the
405 had waned some four
accepted 80dB dynamic
years ago — when Iwas
Ivor Hurn hre s
range required. The
using B&W 801s, before I
reviews the new Quad set- u'
remaining current is
had ' 63s — when Ibegan to
supplied by heavy duty ' current dumper' output transistors which,
experiment with the Hafler range of
because they need only get within reach of the required current at
amplifiers. For whatever reasons, the latter appeared to offer asense
any given instant, needn't in themselves be ultra- faithful to the input
of effortlessness, of ease, which the Quad seemed sometimes just to
signal. Any residual errors in the waveform that they leave
miss out on. With sustained listening the Haflers gave the impression
Lnresolved are cancelled out completely by the small Class- A
of being just that bit more transparent. It was adifficult time for me
amplifier, under the control of an error signal provided by a
because I've always been aQuad man at heart with an open
four- component bridge circuit. Within the audio bandwidth ( 20Hz to
prejudice towards their products.
20kHz) the total harmonic distortion contribution of the circuit is
But here Iwas at the Philips sessions experiencing quite the most
below — 80dB ( 0.01%) at any level up to the full rated power.
accurate monitoring sound Ican remember hearing, with the
Various detail alterations have been made to the amplifier as a
additional privilege, for what it's worth, of being able to check the
matter of course over the years, but the introduction of afullyreproduced sound against the original at amoment's notice. True, I'd
fledged MkIlversion two years ago clearly heralded amore
not tried the old 405 with ' 63s myself, so Icouldn't be sure that it was
significant development. This, it transpired, is anew thick- film
the Mkllimprovementslwas admiring. Clearly, though, the new
circuit, specially developed by Quad, which allows the amplifier to
amplifier would have to be auditioned at home, and accordingly I
drive awkward, eg reactive and/or low impedance, loads more
asked to borrow one.
effectively. The new configuration is described as aload- sensitive,
Martin Colloms reviewed the 405-2 and the new 34 control unit in
time- dependent current limiter, and it allows the amplifier to deliver
these pages in Feb 1983, and Iwould refer readers to that for the lab
an instantaneous maximum current of 8.5A into any load. Longer
assessment and for Martin's own comments on the subjective
duration demands into loads too reactive or substantially below
performance. Some reminder of the 405's basic topology and the
4ohms will invoke the current limit ' smoothly and progressively', in
MkIl's modifications to it may, however, be of interest.
order to protect the output drivers, but even under short-circuit
Since its launch some nine years ago, the 405 circuit has enjoyed
conditions some 3.1A is available. This current limiting is gradually
the almost unique distinction of being argued about regularly in the
removed as the signal level falls or the short-circuit is removed.
most erudite of technical journals, most notably in Wireless World. (
It
What this means in practice is that the 405-2 can deliver high peak
has also, naturally, been paid the compliment of much imitation by
currents into virtually any load on normal music program, whilst
rival manufacturers, particularly by our friends in Japan, despite the

HIS NEW LOOK at
the Quad 34/405-2
amplifier combination is concerned
primarily with the power
amplifier, but some
comments on the latest
version of the partnering
control unit are included for
completeness. The piece
was occasioned indirectly by
some homework Idid last
spring in connection with
my interview with the
Japanese pianist, Mitsuko
Uchida (
I-IFN/RR August
1984). Miss Uchida's cycle of
Mozart piano sonatas for
Philips ( the first three discs of
which are now available) is
being recorded at Henry
Wood Hall in London, and
prior to the interview proper
Itook the opportunity to go
along to one of the sessions.
Philips have for many
years used Quad speakers
for their classical
monitoring, first the original
electrostatic and now, of
course, the ESL-63.I have
been using ' 63s myself for
the past two years or so and
for most of that time have
employed either the Hafler
DH- 220 or Luxkit ' Avance'
Z501 power amplifiers ( with
Hafler DH- 110 or - 100
preamps or apre- production
Quad 34 control unit).
Knowing the speakers so
well, Iwas anticipating agood, detailed
sound in the control
room, but from the
start was astonished
at the authority and
presence of the piano
sound Iheard there. I
half expected to see some
'killer' amplifier lurking
behind the mixing desk, but
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retaining the remarkable self-preservation capability of its
predecessor; it is remarkably tolerant of abuse. MC found that the
3ohm power delivery of the 405-2 has improved to 100W from its
predecessor's relatively meagre 25W, a6dB increase.
Quad would doubtless maintain that unless the amplifier is being
asked to drive awkward or unreasonable loads such as outlined
above, the original 405 is no less good an amplifier ( in the sense of
Peter Walker's famous maxim about all good amplifiers sounding
the same) than the 405-2. Quad have, however, incorporated various
detail modifications here and there, an obvious instance being the
changeover to TL071-type FET input op-amps at the input, replacing
the original somewhat slower LM301. They have also fitted more
rugged and possibly better performing output transistors, and one
would certainly not expect these changes to compromise the
performance.
The discussion so far has centred on the 405-2, but afew words on
the 34 control unit ought, perhaps, to be added because that, too, has
undergone some subtle refinements since its introduction.
Outwardly, the most apparent of these is the specially labelled CD
input, which replaces the original, general purpose, AUX. As
supplied, the new input incorporates apassive network which
attenuates the incoming signal by some 10dB, with an additional
buffer/follower to maintain isolation between the four ( electronically
switched) preamp inputs. The attenuation is primarily tailored for
convenience, to establish comparable levels from radio, disc, CD and
tape replay (the latter itself being independently adjustable). It also

provides aconcomitant increase in headroom, not that that was
previously inadequate. Removal of two resistor 'flags', one per
channel, restores the input sensitivity to line level ( 100mV for full
output) if that is required.
The 34 employs aneat, what Ilike to term 'active earth', power
supply arrangement whereby the earth point relative to the ± supply
rails, is determined by atwo- resistor voltage divider plus op-amp
voltage follower configuration. In current production 34s the low
impedance of the earth point has been reinforced by the addition of
two 22µF capacitors which couple out to the supply rails.
Martin Colloms' review commended the ' almost euphoric',
'pleasantly neutral' mid- band performance of the 34 and found the
overall presentation ' relaxed with good central stereo focus,
worthwhile ambience and depth', comments Iwould endorse. He
did, however, have marginal reservations about the bass, which he
felt could have been firmer and more extended, and the treble, which
he found slightly blurred. Having used the 34 intermittently since its
introduction, and having recently purchased one of the latest
production models, Iwould say that Quad have attended to both
these small points, and probably through this one revision to the
psu. The treble, in particular, seems to me particularly effortless and
clear now. Iwould stress, however, that these improvements are
very subtle and probably detectable only in high resolution systems.
Early 34 owners certainly needn't be concerned.
But back to the 405-2. Trying the amplifier in my own system
brought an immediate sense of authority to the sound, an
impression which has proved consistent over some five months of
more or less continual use. As it stands at present my set-up
comprises: Grace F-9E/Rega RB300/ Linn LP12 ( modified bearing
support to suit the Rega, see Colloms HFN/RR Aug '84 p51); Marantz
CD-63B; Quad 34; Quad ESL-63s. A necessarily brief, unsighted
run-through, NB-ing the 405-2 against JA's Krell KSA-50, left me in
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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some disbelief at the quality of the Quad in this system, and in the
time available caused me to question my ability even to detect the
additional (£ 1500's worth of) sonic attributes widely regarded as
obvious and unquestionable by many top-end enthusiasts. If I
thought it prudent, I
would be tempted to pursue the comparison
more exhaustively, but Iexpect that it would achieve no more than to
jeopardise afew friendships, and alienation is no way to promote a
cause. More leisurely and extended comparisons with the excellent
little Luxkit Avance Z501 ( 25Wpc Class-A, or 100Wpc Class-AB)
showed aby now expected more or less random spread of
impressions for and against each amp, providing the 25W constraint
of the Lux ( as Iuse it) was borne in mind.
It should, perhaps, be noted here that it is Quad's policy to
bandwidth- limit the audio signal at both ends of the frequency
spectrum in their amplifiers, so that at LF, for example, the 405-2's
—3dB point lies at 14Hz. Using anon- band- limited preamp it is
perhaps feasible that such design approach differences could reveal
themselves in listening tests, using suitable program and wide- range
speakers. Thus the Krell's undoubtedly superior LF drive and
'ultimate' separation ( it comprises two completely separate mono
amplifiers in the one case) could lend aweight and definition to the
bottom end to which the 405-2 would be unable to respond. Using
the 34 control unit, however, the signal is already band- limited
before the power amplifier, so such differences are in consequence
unlikely to be relevant. Additionally, one would scarcely anticipate
anything other than first-rate compatibility in using the ESL-63s with
the amplifier intended to drive them. Brief use has also been made,
however, of the excellent Mordaunt-Short MS30 and MS100
speakers, the results again leaving me with the impression that the
405-2 was essentially 'transparent' and firmly in control.
Given asource signal of surpassing quality — eg, the Archiv CDs of
Telemann's Water Music (
Musica Antique Cologne) or Handel's Op.3
(English Concert) via the CD63B — this Quad combination can provide
adegree of involvement with the musical proceedings which Ihave
not heard bettered, overall, in any other set-up. But that is not to say
that individual aspects of the sound are beyond reproach. Extreme
bass extension is necessarily curtailed, for example — one of the
dictates of the ESL-63 in any event, which, together with its ultimate
loudness limitation, disappoints some rock lovers— but as awindow
through which to eavesdrop on afinely recorded musical event it is
way ahead of most of its rivals.
The 405-2 itself provides good stereo stability, excellent dynamic
differentiation, fine detail and now that sort-of Class-A sweetness
that I
think was what Imissed, ultimately, in its predecessor. Ithink it
is aparticularly good amplifier, and if Ididn't know better ( and I'm
not at all sure now that Ido) I'd almost be inclined to suggest that one
can make amore significant change to the sound of asystem now by
attending to such ' ancillary' considerations as the quality of
interconnects, speaker cables et al, than by substituting adifferent
'good' power amplifier. And from me that's an almost heretical line
of thought! This Quad system can certainly go along way towards
aping Concert- hall realism, and that Ican listen enthralled to it for
hours on end without any sense of strain or tiredness is, in asense,
the highest compliment Ican pay it. eManufacturer's specifications
405-2
Intended speaker load
Power & distortion
(sinewave into 8ohms)
(0.01% = — 80dB)
Output internal impedance
Output DC offset
Signal input level
Signal input slew rate for 0.01% THO
Signal input overload recovery
Crosstalk (i/p loaded by 1k-ohms)

Input impedance
Frequency response
Hum & noise
Stability
Price, typical, inc VAT
34
Distortion
Residual noise
Frequency response line
disc
Interchannel balance
Inputs disc m-m
disc m-c
radio
CO
tape
Outputs power amp
tape rec
Price, typical, inc VAT

4-16ohms
<0.01%
100Hz <=- 100W
<0.01%
IkHz
<0.05%
10kHz
3.3pH + 0.03ohms
<7mV
0.5V rms for 100W/8ohms
0.1V/ps
instantaneous up to + 20dB
100Hz — 80d8
1kHz — 70d6
10kHz — 60dB
20k//220pF
—1 da @ 20Hz, —0.5dB e20kHz
(-3dB e50kHz)
'A' wtd — 96dB ref full pow
unwtd — 93da - unconditional regardless of load
£269

worst case, any i/p
0.05%
'A' wtd, v/c min — 105dB
± 0.03dEi
± 0.05dB
± 0.05dB ( max to — 60dB)
3mV ( others available)
200pV (others available)
100mV
300mV ( others available)
300mV (others available)
0.5V/830ohms
100mV ( others available)
£239
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SUGGESTED SYSTEMS
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Pioneer SA301 ( 32W + 32W) + Kef Coda
Yamaha A320 + AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
OED A230 + AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
Rotel RA820 + AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
Nad 3120 + AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
Nad 3020B + AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
Rotel RA820BX + AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
Proton 520 + AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
A 8 R Alpha + AR18LS or Coda III or MS20 or R100
Cyrus One
+ AR18LS or Coda Ill or MS20 or R100
Yamaha A420 + AR18LS or Coda III or MS20 or R100
Rotel RA840 + AR18LS or Coda III or MS20 or R100
Rotel RA840BX + AR18LS or Coda III or MS20 or R100

or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or
or Mission 7011 or

( R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
(R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or
(R252v or DM110 or
( R252v or DM110 or

Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra
Mercury extra

£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£20)
£20)
£20)
£20)
£20)
£20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)

£229.95
£264.95
£274.95
£274.95
£299.95
£319.95
£299.95
£299.95
£309.95
£319.95
£309.95
£329.95
£339.95

The following turntables are available as EXTRA COST OPTIONS to the Dual CS505/2 in the above systems

Dual CS505/2 deluxe
Rotel RP830
Thorens TD166

£20.00
£ 25.00
£25.00

Amplifiers
AR THE AMP
Cyrus One
Cyrus Two
Ned 1020 prelim
Nad 3120
Nad 30208
Ned 2150 power amp
Had 3150
Pioneer SA301
Proton P520
Clued 34144/405.21520
OED
Rotel RA820
Rotel RA82013%
Rotel RA840
Rotel RA840BX
Rotel RA870
Sensut AUG55X
Sansui AUG11 X
Sansui AUG33%
Technics
Yamaha A320
Yamaha A420

FREE

Tuners
£129.95
£191.95
£199.95
£ 139.95
£ 259.95
£ 99.95
£ 129.95
£ 149.95
£ 159.95
£ 219.95
£ 69.95
£ 129.95
P.OA.
£ 99.95
£ 99.95
£ 129.95
£ 159.95
£ 169.95
£ 285.95
£ 249.95
£ 109.95
£ 169.95
P.O.A.
£ 89.95
£ 139.95

A & R 721
Cyrus Tuner
Hitachi FT5500 II
Ned 4155
Had 4020B
Pioneer F90
Pioneer TX301L
Proton P420
Proton P440
Quad FM4
Rotel RT820
Rotel 111840
Sans,. TUD33XL
Sansui TUD99XL
Yamaha 1320
Yamaha 1520

£ 199.95
£ 179.95
£ 159.95
£ 229.95
£ 149.95
£ 199.95
£ 89.95
£ 119.95
£ 189.95
P.O.A.
£ 89.95
£ 139.95
£ 109.95
£ 229.95
£ 89.95
£ 139 95

Tuner Amps
Ned 7125
Ned 7140
Ned 7155

£ 239.95
£ 339.95
£ 389.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research/AR . £ 219.95
Acoustic Reseerch/LVX £ 234.95
Ariston RD20
£ 99.95
Ariston RD40
£ 139.95
Anston RD80
£ 189.95
Dual CS505/2
£ 94.95
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
£ 109.95
Dual CS5I4
£ 59.95
Mission 775LCT
£ 179.95
Nad 5120
£ 99.95
Oak
£ 89.95
Pink Triangle
£ 442.95
OED 1231
£ 129.95
Rotel RP830
£ 124.95
Rotel RP850
£ 179.95
Sionsui SR22211
£ 109.95
Systerndek 11
£ 115.95
Systemdek 0%
£ 115.95
Systemdek IIS
£ 219.95
The Ellie Rock
£ 270.94
Thorens 10168
Super P.O.A.
Thorens 10160 Super
£ 139.95
ThorensT0321
£ 234.95
Thorens T0321/1_55 . £ 314.95

Cassette Decks
Alva ADF250
£ 99.95
Aiwa ADF350
£ 129.95
Amen ADR450
£ 159.95
Aiwa ADR550
£ 199.95
Aiwa ADF660
£ 249.95
Alma ADR650
£ 269.95
Aiwa ADF770
£ 299.95
Aiwa ADF990
£ 349.95
Alta, GXR55
£ 199.95
Ake, HXR44
£ 149.95
Aka, HXA3
£ 99.95
Denon 011171
P.OA.
Denon ORMI1
P.OA.
Hitachi DE3
£ 119.95
JVC KDV200
£ 99.95
Ned 6125
£ 149.95
Had 6050C
£ 159.95
Nakernichi RX202 (
4On1)9 . £299.95
Nekamicht
Super Deals" this month . P.O.A.
Proton P720
£ 169.95
Rotel RD820
£ 109.95
Rotel RD830
£ 114.95
Rotel R0840
£ 119.95
Yamaha 6220
£ 119.95
Yamaha 6320
£ 149.95

Video HiFi
5 erguson

3V43

£629.95

BM MI IM
MMI
1,111 order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London R71 1,1
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

I

Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.

I

JVC HR725
Panasonic NV830
Panasonic NV850
Panasonic NV870
Sony SLHF100

£ 749.95
£ 499.95
£ 599.95
£ 649.95
£ 539.95

Arms
Aucho Tech AT1120
Linn LVX
Mission 774LC
SME Ills
Syrinx LEI
Syrinx LE2
Syrinx PU3

£ 99.95
£ 84.95
£ 69.95
P.O.A.
£ 107.95
£ 148.95
£ 295.95

Speakers
Present this add to
claim free stands
and 6metres 0E0
Coble with all
Loudspeakers
listed below except.
("Suggested
Systems excluded)
ARKS
AR18LS
AR28LS•
AR38LS•
AR48LS•
AR58LS
AR19B
AR2OB
AR3OB
Boston A40
B & W DA190
B 8 WDM110
13 8 W DM220
Celestion 10011
Celestion OLA
Celestion DL6
Celestion1318
Celestion SL6
Heybrook
JPW PI
JPW AP2
Kef Chorale Ill
Kef Coda III
Kef Cantor III
Kef Carina
Kef Caprice
Kef Canton Ill.
Kid R101
Kill R103.2

£ 79.95
£ 94.95
£ 89.95
£ 149.95
£ 179.95
£ 299.95
£ 119.95
£ 149.95
£ 199.95
£ 99.95
£ 99.95
£ 119.95
£ 219.95
£ 79.95
£ 99.95
£ 129.95
£ 179.95
£ 279.95
P.O.A.
£ 99.95
£ 119.95
£ 89.95
£ 99.95
£ 124.95
£ 139.95
£ 149.95
£ 179.95
£ 229.95
£ 299.95

Kef R104.2
5.4 R105.2
Mission 7011
Mission 700-2
Mission 707
Mission 737 R
Mission 770 F
Mission 780 A
Monitor Audio R100
Monitor Audio R252v
Monitor Audio R352
Monitor Audio R152
Monitor Audio R552
Mordaunt Short MS20
Mordaunt Short PAS30
Mordaunt Short 51540
Mordaunt Short MS100
Clued ELS63
Rogers LOI
Rogers LS3/5A
Rogers LOS
Rogers LS7
Rogers Studio 1
Rotel RL850
Spend« Prelude
Spendor SPI
Tannoy Titan
Tannoy Mercury
Tannoy Venus
Wharfedale Diamond •
Wharfedale 506
Wharfedale 508
Wharfedale 708

11 Address

Mil IMI 1111111

All qoods folly msurecl against loss o, damage m 'rarer, Please
allow up to l0 days la delivery although d should normally be
midi) less Carriage and insurance ffi 00 per ' tern Uit mainland
N - Mai Order Seidenoaks branch only

£ 599.95
£ 999.95
£ 99.95
£ 119.95
£ 149.95
£ 199.95
£ 379.95
£ 599.95
£ 109.95
£ 129.95
£ 199.95
£ 299.95
£ 344.95
£ 99.95
£ 129.95
£ 169.95
£ 149.95
P.13A.
£ 169.95
£ 239.95
£ 229.95
£ 314.95
£ 439.95
£ 99.95
£ 245.95
£ 540.95
£ 99.95
£ 134.95
£ 249.95
£69.95
£ 119.95
£ 159.95
£ 299.95

Compact Discs
Altai CDA7L
Aka, CDM88
Ferguson C001
Maranta CD6313
Maranta CD54
Maranta CD74
Maranta C084
Mission DAD7OCIOR
Ned 5255
Nakamichi
Philips C0104
Philips CD204
Philips CI3304
Pioneer PDX500
Sansui PCV300
Technics SLP3K
Technics SLP2K
Technics SLP1K
Yamaha COXI
Yamaha COX2
Yamaha CD2
Yamaha CD3

To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are nffering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

Name

I. Ma

• Cartridge supplied with above systems. • Carriage for mail order customers on
• Leads provided with above systems,
above systems.

£ 399.95
£ 399.95
£ 249.95
£ 259.95
£ 279.95
£ 329.95
£ 369.95
£ 449.95
£ 459.95
P.OA.
£ 279.95
£ 309.95
£ 349.95
£ 299.95
£ 349.95
£ 449.9.
£ 399.95
£ 349.95
£ 289.95
£ 329.95
£ 389.95
£ 429.95

Systems
Sony
P.O.A.
Rotel
P.O.A.
Pioneer
P.O.A.
Technics
P.O.A
Speakers Incouried unlese atoned

Midi Systems
Aiwa V250 es spits
£ 449.95
Aiwa V200 ex spits
£ 379.95
Am» V890 ex spits
£ 579.95
Aiwa V900LW ex spits
£ 579.95
Aiwa V350 ex spits
£ 479.95
Aiwa V9OCIL ex spits
£ 499.95
Aiwa V900 ex spits
£ 629.95
Aiwa V1100 ex spits .. £ 749.95
JVC E22
£ 419.95
JVC E50
£ 749.95
Pioneer 5110
£ 249.95
Pioneer S330
£ 349.95
Pioneer S550
£ 499.95
Pioneer 5770
£ 759.95
Sony Compact 35
£ 339.95
Sony Compact 44
£ 439.95
Sony Compact 55
£ 599.95
Sony Compact 77
£ 799.95
Technics 315/15
P.O.A.
Technics 315/25A
P.O.&
Technics 315/25W
P.O.*.
Technics 315/35A
P.OA.
Technics 315/45A
P.O.A.
Technics 315/55A
P.C1A.
Speakers Included union mated

Specials
Altai Compact 44 inc spks £ 339.95
Altai Compact 66 inc spks £ 449.95
Akai System one inc spits £ 219.95
JVC GRIO0 inc spits
£ 249.95
JVC GX120 inc spks
£ 349.95
Pioneer XA3 inc spits
£ 249.95
Pioneer XA4 inc spits
£ 269.95
Pioneer 047 Inc spits
£ 399.95
Sinclair Spectrum 485
£ 94.95
Sinclair Spectrum +
£ 119.95
BBC Micro B
£ 329.95
Thorens 10160 Super
£ 139.95
Prices Include VAT and were corred iat
time of preparation ( approximately 5
weeks before publication) but ere
subject to change without notice
E150 .E

•
UK correspondent of The Absolute Sound

UN'S COMING UP LIKE A BIG BALD
head'.
Huh. Huh. Huh. Huh. Huh.
Life can get a little tedious when all is a
sequence of unbroken praise and accolades.
Oh? Oh? Oh? Oh? Oh? Oh?
So Ithought, for achange of pace, to deal
with one that got away .... with an example
of what could have been and what should
have been rather than what was actually
achieved. Iwant, in short, to present a major
master but one who has yet to receive the
treatment — in terms of recording quality —
that her art deserves.
Urn.. Urn.. Urn.. Urn.. Urn..
The missed opportunity, fine though it is,
is her most recent album, Mister Heartbreak
(Warner Bros 925 077-1) which is the latest in
a long but, to the British record collector,
devious list of recordings by an artist who is
one of the most original and stimulating
musicians of our day; a composer not only
of startling music but a writer of the mindcatching phrase:
'It's a sky-blue sky.
Satellites are out tonight ...'
Laurie Anderson was born in Chicago on
June 5th, 1947. Her initial schooling was in
art and art history, and after gaining a
post- graduate degree in sculpture from Columbia University in New York her career
evolved into that of a performing artist who
moved from ' art' to ' music', though one
suspects that whatever the outward form,
she was commenting on the human condition through the manipulation of time, space
and image.
'... Cause Ican see the future and it's a
place — about 70 miles east of here'
She writes all of the lyrics for her songs or
rather, sound sculptures. In addition to singing her songs she also, through the medium
of prerecorded tape and electronic instruments, performs most of the music as well.
Of late, though, she has increasingly been
surrounded by what reads like a Who's Who
of the best and the brightest of contemporary American composers and performers
who take part in those sound sculptures.
Miss Anderson also illustrats her albums,
from the colourful inner sleeve of Mister
Heartbreak to the total make- it-yourself packSong List
Given the sometimes transitory nature of the
avant-garde New York scene and the difficulties of obtaining the resources for
experimental work, it is not surprising that
Laurie Anderson's music has appeared in the
more esoteric (to us at least) nooks and
crannies of the record world. Ihave attempted to list those recordings known to me but I
am sure that the compilation is not a complete one and Iwould be pleased to hear
from anyone who can help add to it.
'Big Science'
album: Big Science
Warner Bros BSK 3674
issued: 1982
'Blue Lagoon'
album: Mister Heartbreak
Warner Bros 925 077-1
issued: 1983
'Born, Never Asked'
album: You're The Guy
GPS 020-021
issued: 1981
'Born, Never Asked'
album: Big Science
Warner Bros BSK 3674
issued: 1982
'Closed Circuits (for microphone turned
through harmoniser 8( wood block)
album: You're The Guy
GPS 020-021
issued: 1981
'Dr Miller'
album: You're The Guy
GPS 020-021
issued: 1981
'Drums' ( reprise)
album: You're The Guy
GPS 020-021
issued: 1981
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Han Pa ne* listens
to Laurie Anderson's
Sound Scul stures
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age of Let X = X which was included as a
feature/insert in Art Forum.
In one way the formal recording of Laurie
Anderson's music does her a disservice,
since listening to her work in chronological
order allows one to hear how her music is
very much one of continuing creative
development. There appears not to be a
point at which a work is 'finished' and the
records merely serve to pin a moment in her
creative fervour to avinyl disc. If one follows
the Fortunes of ' From' The Air' it's clear that
the version recorded on Big Science is just
the latest in a continuing reworking.
Laurie Anderson's music depends on the
careful and creative manipulation of complex, multi- layered sound and as such it
demands the sort of three dimensional and
spacious soundstage that it has never
received adequately on record. The sound
on Mister Heartbreak is better than on any of
her previous releases, but it's not the sonic
blockbuster it should have been ... perhaps
she should have gone to Pink Floyd and
asked James Guthrie to record her because

that's the kind of soundstage, imaging and
sonic presence that is needed. Nevertheless,
Mister Heartbreak is far from being a poor
record in terms of sound quality... rather,
it's a matter of ' if only ...'
The soundstage does have a reasonable
width and depth but it is layered depth rather
than a single homogeneous three-dimensional space. The imaging is good, with each
sound fairly precisely located, but with average dimensionality. Only on the track ' Excellent Birds' did Isense a real dimensionality
to the sound of individual instruments. Here,
at last, the sounds explode in front of the
loudspeakers like bubbles floating in the air
and popping suddenly in front of your face.
The ' presence' of the recorded sound is
good, especially on ' Blue Lagoon'. The frequency range is not the strong point of the
record, with a true bass not evident until
'Gravity's Rainbow'.
It isn't that this is apoor recording; indeed,
it is of a higher quality in terms of imaging,
soundstage and transient response than the
average mass-produced album. It's just that
it could and should have been a great deal
better. But the music is as fascinating as
ever. ' Sharkey's Day', for example, is a
wonderful montage of vocals, synthesisers,
whistles, guitars, drums shakers and bell's
'n' things, which ends with some strange
dog's lonely moaning.
That dog's howl, by the way, turns up
again and again throughout Anderson's
work. That is why the tapes of live concerts
are so important in that they allow us to hear
not only the sheer professionalism of the
performer but also to experience the way in
which fragments and themes build and
evolve into new themes and new meanings
with each subsequent performance.
In Mister Heartbreak Laurie Anderson has
continued her development of a personal,
original and idiosyncratic sound world. In
many ways this is a brilliant record...
however, her music is tailor-made for the
recorded medium and this latest album of
her work could and should have been asonic
extravaganza. But Ilive in hope.
'They say the stars are closer now. Thank
you, lucky stars. You come very briefly to
this place.'

'Ethics Is The Esthetics Of The Few-ture
(Lenin)'
album: Airwaves
One Ten Records OT 007-2
issued: 1977

'It's Not The Bullet That Kills You - It's The
Hole' (for Chris Burden)
album: Airwaves
One Ten Records OT 001-2
issued: 1977

'Example # 22'
album: Big Science
Warner Bros BSK 3674

'KoKoKu'
album: Mister Heartbreak
Warner Bros 925 077-1
issued: 1983
'Langue d'Amour'
album: Mister Heartbreak
Warner Bros 925 077-1
issued: 1983
'Let X = X'
Art Forum Magazine, Feb 1982 issued: 1982
'Let X = X'
album: Big Science
Warner Bros BSK 3674
issued: 1982

'Excellent Biros'
album: Mister Heartbreak
Warner Bros 925 077-1
'For Electronic Dogs'
album: You're The Guy
GPS 020-021

issued: 1982

issued: 1983

issued: 1981

'From The Air'
album: Big Science
Warner Bros BSK 3674

issued: 1982

'Gravity's Angel'
album: Mister Heartbreak
Warner Bros 925 07; - 1

issued: 1983

'Is Anybody Home?' 1976 for boat horn,
camera, stairs, piano, and voice
album: Airwaves
One Ten Records OT 001-2
issued: 1977
'It Tango'
album: Big Science.
Warner Bros BSK 3674
'It Tango ( extract)'
album: Nova Connection
GPS 017

issued: 1982

issued: 19? ,

'It Was Up In The Mountains Read By Paul
From LA'
album: You're The Guy
GPS 020-021
issued: 1981
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'New York Social Life 119771'
album: New Music For Electronic Med
1750 Arch Records S.1765
issued: 1977
'0 Superman'
album: Big Science
Warner Bros BSK 3674
issued: 1982
'Sharkey's Day'
album: Mister Heartbreak
Warner Bros 925 077-1
issued: 1983
'Sharkey's Night'
album: Mister Heartbreak
Warner Bros 925 077-1
issued: 1983
'Song For Juanita, 1977'
album: Airwaves
One Ten Records OT 001.2
issued: 1977
'Song From America On The Move'
album: The Nova Connection
GPS 017
issued: 1979
'Structuralist Film Making'

album: You're The Guy
GPS 020-021
issued: 1981
'Sweaters'
album: Big science
Warner Bros BSK 3674
issued: 1982
'Three Expediences'
album: Big Ego
GPS 012-013
issued: 1978
'Time To Go' (for Diego, 1977)
album: New Music For Electronic Med
1750 Arch Records S-1765
issued: 1977
'Walk The Dog'
One Ten Records OT 005
issued: 1982
The following radio programme material
also exists:
Details At Eleven - A Composition For Radio
Radio Visions No.4 produced by Roma Baran
NPR radio, USA. This programme contains
an extended tape vente by Laurie Anderson
of herself in New York cab, streets and
shops.
The New Consonance Radio Visions No.8:
NPR radio, USA: 'Time To Go ( For [beg«.
Interview with composer Charles
Amerkhanian about LA's compositional
techniques.
New Music America Concert - ?San
Francisco Live concert containing concert
versions of songs: Untitled instrumental
introduction. Spoken introduction by LA,
'0 Superman' ( contains lengthy instrumental
introduction), ' Do You Want To Go Home?',
'Difficult Music', ' Let X - X' ( contains coda
not on recorded versions), 'This Is The
Breadbasket'.

WSÚS LÓPEZ-COBOS
It is almost three years now since Ifirst met
Jesús López-Cobos. Iremember it well. One
of those tiny, highly respectable Edinburgh
hotels where voices never rise above a
murmur, where afternoon tea is almost
obligatory — even at Festival time. He hasn't
really changed much in the interim. He is still
the quiet, mild-mannered, reserved young
man that iremembered. Affectation and
flamboyance have clearly not developed
with his busy international career, and he
still harbours aburning desire to be able to
call ahalt for three, maybe four, months of
each year, to return to his books. Philosophy
was his chosen subject long before music
captured his soul, and there's still agreat

It,
ballet, he took this material, developed it,
and then incorporated it into the larger
score. It's fascinating to hear exactly what he at he
began with and what he eventually decided
ded
to use. The orchestration is fantastic. As de
de
Falla wrote to Turina, he wanted to show
how asmall group of players could sound
like abig orchestra. And that's exactly what
hat

he achieved.'
Cobos, then, is always renewed and
energised by adiscovery, be it an entirely
new score or simply afresh inroad into more lore
familiar territory. He has his own collection
Dn
of facsimiles and first editions, Die
Meistersinger and the Dvorak ' New World'
d'
being particularly prized items. The latter
throws up anumber of interesting textural
Il
details, like the printed score's subito meno
70
mosso marking at the end which doesn't
deal of catching up to do.
appear in the original and is, in his view, ' not
In short, Cobos might be described as a
logical. When you do it in tempo, you can,
shining example of sobriety in awhirlwind
for one thing, recognise the first subject of
profession. When he took up his
the first movement more clearly. It's just one ,ne
appointment as Music Director of the Berlin
of several errors which have inexplicably
State Opera, he vowed to eliminate,
Edward Seckerson
crept in to the printed score and been
wherever possible, the jet-set comings and
work is 40 years old yet never before had it
accepted with tradition'.
goings that were ruining too many careers
been heard there.'
His Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra
and young singers' voices. He sought a
A welcome endeavour, then. Only the first
players were, it seems, fascinated by this
young and largely permanent ensemble
and fourth have yet made it to disc. Other
tiny revelation and approached the old warwhere talent could be nurtured and
current projects display equal enterprise and horse with renewed interest and verve. That It
developed. In the three years since our last
imagination. As Ireported in these pages last pleased him greatly. London concert-goers
meeting he has, it seems, proved as good as
month, Cobos has just collaborated with
might also remember how he chose to air
his word, with Berlin fielding now afairly
Romero (the younger) on acoupling for EMI
Mahler's edition of the Schubert ' Great C —
solid core of up-and-coming new voices
of Guitar Concertos by Villa-Lobos and
Major' when he last performed the work with t
h
from all round the world. Tenors, he says,
Schifrin, best known in Spain for his prolific
the LPO acouple of seasons back. We are
are still aproblem. (Weren't they always?)
work for the movies. Yes, there is life after
talking there, of course, about differences
When you do find good ones they tend not to Rodrigo. Schifrin's Concerto is hot off the
related only to doublings and dynamics —
stay.
composer's pen. 'We were all very
balance details— as opposed to the more
As to his other ambition — namely that
pleasantly surprised at how skilfully he had
radical re-workings in the Schumann
elusive three-month sabbatical — he is, alas,
managed to manipulate avery big orchestra symphonies. But that interests Cobos, even
no nearer seeing it come to fruition,
where he doesn't altogether approve. 'To
although he might have been had the
see how one composer/conductor saw the
Spanish government not intervened with a
scores of other composers: how he
request for him to salvage their ailing
attempted to adapt these scores to the
National Orchestra from the doldrums; that
orchestral sound of his time.' In Berlin Cobos
was achallenge no Spaniard could refuse.
once instigated aseries about Mahler as
Already he can see the first fruits of his
conductor, juxtaposing, with illustrations,
endeavours; the orchestra is growing both in
original versions of works like Schumann's
size and standard, and anew concert hall
Manfred Overture and Beethoven's Coriolan
complex is in the pipeline. He enjoys
with Mahler's own performing versions. A
building something from scratch, because
novel idea which, it seems, went down
the rewards are that much greater.
rather well.
On the international circuit, meanwhile, he
Cobos' own concert repertoire continues
favours sanity, if not exactly alow profile.
to diversify. Specialisation is something he
Once ayear he sojourns in America —
deliberately avoids. One is pleased to see
engagements with one, maybe two,
him taking on works like Belshazzar's Feast
orchestras; this year it is Chicago and
for the first time, pleased that he should
Minnesota. Then, since he is aSwiss
choose, for achange, to programme
resident, he pays his dues (willingly, of
Tchaikovsky's glorious Third Suite instead of
course) to the Suisse Romande. Last, but not
one of the symphonies ( both last month with
least, there's his guest association with the
the LPO). But by far his biggest on-going
LPO. And that's it, though time must also be
project right now — and this will occupy him
found, of course, for making gramophone
fully over the next two yeas— is Wagner's
records. In that area one or two interesting
so as always to keep the guitar audible. This
Ring. He and producer Gótz Friedrich have
projects are either currently on the boil or
is avery unusual and imaginative piece,
embarked upon acompletely new staging
already in the can. As Iwrite, for instance, he combining Spanish melodies of the 16th and
for Berlin and no-one, he says, can really
is trying to raise sponsorship in Spain to
17th centuries with rhythms picked up on
know just what is involved in the preparation
record the four Roberto Gerhard
visits to South America. Very effective. He
of such an undertaking. Where do you go
symphonies. This is aslightly sticky
has such agood hand for scoring.'
from there, Iask? ' Some Strauss, Ithink. But
procedure, ( a) because he would bring in the
And speaking of scoring, we turned now to otherwise Iwill have exhausted my interest
LPO for the project ( not even his newlythe original chamber orchestra version of de in the operatic repertoire. Ishould like to do
refurbished Spanish orchestra is ready yet
Falla's Three Cornered Hat— or at least the
some Russian works— works like Boris— but
for these complex and demanding scores)
beginnings of that work — which Cobos
not in Berlin. Icould not bear to do them in
and ( b) because although Gerhard was
recently set down for the Swiss Claves label
German. Maybe later.'
Spanish through and through, as a
with the Chamber Orchestra of Laussanne.
Later, means post 1990. That's as much
Republican with agovernment position to
'Very interesting. This was essentially a
time as Cobos thinks he will give himself in
his credit, he was forced to leave for England ballet/pantomime entitled El Corregidor yla
Berlin. By then he will surely be reaping the
after the spanish Civil War, and never
Molinera for only 17 or so players. Turina
benefits of his diligent groundwork and
conducted the première in Madrid in 1917
returned.
hopefully feel content to leave the company
'Yes, there are political complications. The and it has rarely been heard since. My
in ahealthier state than when he found it.
Spanish people are not well informed. They
performance in Scotland with the Scottish
Who knows, maybe then he'll at last be able
do not automatically think of him as truly
Chamber Orchestra was its British première.
to seize that three months ayear seclusion.
Spanish. So we are having to start even now You see, when Diaghilev asked de Falla to
He'll have earned it.
Edward Seckerson
from scratch. This year Igave his First
compose the full-scale Three Cornered Hat
_
ccuusrun
Symphony in Spain for the first time. This
,e uurnered Hat
IHe'll have earned it.
Edward Seckerson
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JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER: A
TOUCH or ECSTASY

you like, to any permanent matrimonial ties.
'Listen to this for cello playing!' Julian Lloyd
At last, though, on the eve of their anniversary
Webber had slipped acassette into the deck
season ( and what abusy time that promises
and out through the hiss and crackle soared
to be), the English Chamber Orchestra have
Beatrice Harrison, an unmistakable
succumbed, and Jeffrey Tate is to become
'presence' in the room. What is it about such
their very first principal conductor. It's a
playing? What is it that informs her intense
natural, almost inevitable, match and I'll be
vibrato and singing portamento? What
attempting to analyse why after sitting in on
inward quality makes it so special?
their rehearsals and having achat —
Julian has the answer in just one word:
hopefully at some length — with the man
'Ecstasy'. And there, Ithink, lies the key to his
himself. Watch this space.
Ec own work, his own philosophy. You sense it
Meanwhile, of course, their unique
• as he talks, you hear it when he plays.
chemistry ( and that's what it's all about, isn't
Whatever Julian may or may not achieve in
it?) is producing some memorable Mozart on
performance, you know instinctively that he
disc. EMI are committed now to acomplete
means it, that he genuinely believes in what
cycle of the symphonies on their full- price
Julian Lloyd Webb er. Seen here with David Haller and
rn he has set out to say. Glibness and
John Atkinson at the 1984 HiFi News Awards
red label ( the second issue is pending
detachment are anathemas to him;
release and athird is in the can) and there is
of Elgar miniatu res suc has Nigel Kennedy
technical finesse no substitute for adeeper
the prospect, too, of all the Piano Concertos
and Peter Pettin ger ( Ju lian '
s accompanist at
expression. He cares about the music he
for Philips with Mitsuko Uchida. Iwrite the
the Wigmore) asse m bl e df
or their Elgar
plays and the way he plays it, and that much
morning after memorable performances of
Sonata record. Hence th e suggest i
on from
cannot for amoment be doubted.
K467 & K488, elegantly directed from the
Northrop Moore. In the event ,however, a
Right now, Julian speaks and acts as one
keyboard on this occasion by Miss Uchida
weightier, more substa nti alcoupl i
ng would,
who is wiping the slate clean and setting off
herself. You know instinctively when the
it was felt, effe cta more satisfying (and
on asecond voyage of discovery, armed, of
ECO make music with someone they can
commercial)) coupling. Julia n agree d,as did
• course, with his much- publicised
trust to share their joy. Something special
Menuhin, and Enigm a Vari
ati
ons once more
Stradivarius and awelcome new contract
happens, something intimate, effortless. So
won the toss.
with Philips records. First on the agenda with
it is with Uchida and Tate.
But to return bri
efly to th
e concerto. Like
them is the Elgar concerto conducted by
In June, by the way, they give the first
most cellists Iha ve qu i
zze dregarding its
—and this is an imaginative touch — Yehudi
London performance, with Tate, of
fatal fascination, Juli an feels very much as
Menuhin. Now there's aman whose
Schubert's Death and the Maiden Quartet in
though he someho w hadthe measure of the
personal link with the composer might be
Mahler's 1892 transcription for string
piece, the instinct f
or it, f
rom first
regarded as rather more than tenuous, and
orchestra. That, too, will be recorded. y
4
acquaintance. Despite its mell owe d
that in itself excites Julian. The fact that
autumnal air (' nature music,' julian dubs it),
they've never before performed the work
here is music whi chsomehow, it seems, falls
together only adds, he says, to the allure, to
naturally into ayoun g mus i
ci
an '
s
the spontaneity of what could emerge from
understanding. Which is not t
o say th
at he
the partnership. And having waited this long
has ever been so f
oo lh ar d
y as to
before committing what he has to say about
underestimate its very specific demands.
the piece to posterity, he is determined to get
'You know, th e more Iplay it, the more Iam
it right, as it were.
convinced that it is the fi rstmovement which
There have been several previous offers
presents most of the pro bl ems. It '
s a difficult
for Julian to record the Elgar. ' But within me
movement to bring off, bear i
ng i
n mind that
there were many reasons for resisting, not
you must keep in si
g ht th
e return of that
least the fact that only now do Ireally feel
marvellous opening flou ri
shat th
e close, and
that Ihave the right instrument for the piece.
must achieve an arc h- lik e sense of line and
Imean, what is the point — and this is
unity over the wh o l
e pi ece. At least, that '
s
something I've always felt — of turning out
the way Ilike to app roac hi
t. On paper, you
yet another version of what must be
see, there is no change o ftempo marked in
regarded now as astandard work, until you
the first move ment once the 9/8 begins, and
feel that the time is right, that the conditions
because there are pl aces ,now, where Ilike to
are right, and that your version has achance
move it on just alittle bit, one ha s t
o be very
of saying something special? If you have any
careful about overall shape. Bas i
cally, then,
doubts at all, Idon't think you should
gAMADEUS 1— THE FILM
fthe first mo vement comes off, then yes, I
proceed. And that's really why Ihave
A pulse ... asingle oboe ... then clarinet.
hink the rest of th e pi ece w i
ll fall naturally
avoided, to date, most of the standard works
i
Peter Shaffer's description of the opening of
nto place.'
in the cello repertoire. On disc, anyway.'
the Adagio from the Wind Serenade K361,
PostElgar ( which is sch edu l
ednow for
Julian goes further, in fact, maintaining
and spoken over the actual music, resounds
essions in July), Juli an wou ld ,of course,
that he has never really thought in terms of
li
from the film Amadeus, an expanded
ke to think that Phili ps may seize their
'a recording career' as such. His eagerness to
o
version of the National Theatre production of
pportunity and channel hi s spec i
al i
nterests
bring something new, something fresh to
1979. In Milos Forman's brilliantly cast,
nto
fleshing-out
their
British
musi
c
the music- loving public, is well-known and
powerfully impressive transference, the
atalogue. But he's als o rea li st i
c enough to
much respected. Where it is within his gifts
contemporary architecture of Prague and
now that much as he would love to record
to do so, he'll go out of his way to turn over
Vienna, the great palace interiors and
he Moeran Concerto, for instan ce ,Phili ps
neglected repertoire and attempt to rea
candle- lit theatres of Mozart's time, replace
re unlikely to rush i
nto such an undertaking
vitalise tired old pro gramm i
ng habits. Just
stage sets; asumptuous use of colour and
ithout
so
much
as
a
byyour
leave.
look at his Wigm ore Ha ll rec i
tal on April 16. A
C
lighting conveys the privileges and
e,
more '
s
typical Lloyd Webbe rspec i
al
,with Britten's
thommercial considerations still ru l
deprivations of eighteenth century life,
epity. Mind yo u ,th e mar ket is nothing if
C- major Sonata and Su i
te No.3 framing the
under Emperor Joseph II.
John Ireland G- mino r Sonata (' a great work')
wot unpredictable and Julian was heartened,
Using the device of aconfession told to a
hile travelling in Denmar krecently, to have
and the first London performance of Elgar's
l
e
priest, Amadeus postulates that the court
arned from an RCA re presentative that his
Romance Op.62 for bass oon an dp i
ano in the
D
composer Salieri ( amouse- like man,
little-known cello version. Jerrold Northrop
soelius/HolstNaughan Williams reco rdhad
according to the anonymous portrait owned
Moore put Julian on t
o thi s one — a morsel of
La Id 20 times as many copies as the Rodrigo/
by the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde),
peak Elgar, coming, as it does, between the
st lo coupling. Now there's an encouraging
driven by jealousy, plots the death of Mozart,
atistic.
Violin Concerto and the Second Sy mp hony.
thereby punishing God for denying him such
Novello, it seems, ha ve no arc hi ve record
Edward Seckerson
sublimity of musical expression: allowing
whatsoever pertaining to aperformance of
the scatological- humoured, profligate youth
the work in this ve rs i
on ,
so Ju li an could
from Salzburg to act as vessel instead.
THE ECO: A PRINCIPAL
conceivably be giving the pro f
ess i
onal world
Seeing in the Commendatore scene from
CONDUCTOR AFTER 25 YEARS
première. At one poi nt, i
nc id entally, it was
Don Giovanni acrucial vulnerability in
The ECO have resisted for 25 years,
mooted that side two o fhis concerto
Mozart's makeup, Salieri makes concrete his
preferring
the
variety
and
flexibility
of
recording might be given over to a selection
plan by commissioning the Requiem, posing
visiting ' guests', of casual on- going affairs, if
>85
recordin might he given over tu
as asinister and undisclosed patron. But the
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The first important feature for me is the
clear superiority of the reprocessed recordings over their black LP predecessors;
although it is obvious that little can be done
to improve upon the fidelity of well- managed original tapes, it soon became clear
that things have been lost in the record manufacturing process and ( more important) the playback techniques of vinyl LPs
than I had ever realised. In the St John
Passion, it is wonderful and moving to hear
Ernst Haefliger's sensitive reading of the
Evangelist role in such immediate, but warm
and unobtrusive, perspective. On LP Ihad
found the sound unattractive in that recording, but here it springs into new life; if new
editing of the 1964 signal has been incorporated into the remastering process ( as seems
likely), this has been very effectively done.
Exactly the same applies to the 1965 recording of the Christmas Oratorio. Here, the
reprocessing from analogue tapes to CD has
at least as good a technical result as that
involved in the rival Dresden set, of which
the ( analogue) recording dates from ten
years later. The two performances are,
however, exemplary in different ways, which
is, perhaps, more significant. In the Cantatas
set, where the Munich performers are shown
in action over aspan of 17 years, Cantata 147
is very artistically revived from a LP 1962. of
1962.

Ste • hen Daw auditions the
Corn • act Disc version of Archiv's New Bach Edition

N

INETEEN eighty five celebrates the
300th anniversary of the birth of
Johann Sebastian Bach. Whereas 150
years ago Bach's music was only just beginning to gain wicespread popularity after its
'dark age' in the late eighteenth century,
today he is very much an accepted ( many
would say the) master; and even though his
language(s) of musical expression may not
appeal equally to all of the listening public,
those for whom he is something special
include people from all walks of life, as well
as all kinds of musicians. Bach's music
bridges the gaps between jazz, folk music ( all
varieties), pop and classical, and there are
Bach specialists who also love the music of
Wagner, Webern, Weill and Willaert.
Archiv have contributed to the celebrations with their ' Neue Bach Edition', a 130- LP
collection which adds no fewer than 31
records to the original ' Bach Edition' which
first appeared in 1974. Among the new
recordings are performances of the orchestral works, including the harpsichord concertos by Trevor Pinnock and the English ConHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cert, the Well Tempered Clavier by Kenneth
Gilbert, the harpsichord toccatas, Italian
Concerto and the Goldberg Variations by
Pinnock, the chamber music by Musica Antigua of Cologne and more of the secular
cantatas, directed by Peter Schreier. The
collection also includes the last recording
that Karl Richter was able to complete before
his death — the St Matthew Passion.
Many of these recordings have been
assembled into a Compact Disc version of
the set, this comprising 24 CDs in eight sets,
as laid out in the selected discography. Of
these, the Musica Antigua Kriln ( MAK)
Canons and Art of Fugue, the English Concert ( EC) Orchestral Works and most of the
Concertos sets, and parts of the Koopman/
Pinnock Organ and Harpsichord set were
originally recorded digitally; Other parts of
the same sets are reprocessed from analogue tapes. Four sets containing the choral
selections of the Edition, are from performances conducted by the late Karl Richter with
his Munich Bach Choir and Orchestra ( MBC/
MBO).

The newly recorded items are all very well
managed indeed. Richter's traditionally
responsive and earnest approach to Bach
was something which developed from the
conductor's own personality — largely a
slightly self-indulgent and conservative one.
There is, therefore, avery considerable contrast between his performances and those of
EC and MAK, who use period instruments in
their own expressive way, and an even
greater contrast with the approach to the
organ works displayed by Ton Koopman,
which is wide-awake and up-to-date to such
an extent that many English organists have
been surprised and even irritated by it. Ifeel
strongly drawn towards the Koopman
approach, not because of its sometimes
rather violent extremes, but rather because
each recording seems to be of a separate,
non- monumental performance. Ifeel that the
organ music was a living, changing medium
for Bach, and that, unconscious as he was
that we should see him as a genius, he
would not have considered monumentality
and definitive performances to be either
natural or appropriate. In any event, the
whole Edition gives us a variety of performance- styles, reminding us of a number of
postwar approaches and personalities. Janet
Baker features in the 1980 Richter Matthew
Passion, whilst Peter Schreier, today a lively
conductor as well as a soloist, sings as the
Evangelist. In Gottes Zeit (
BWV 106), we hear
the unmistakable richness of Hertha nipper,
whilst we may equally wonder at the nimble
energy of Trevor Pinnock in the Italian
Concerto and the cadenza of Brandenburg
Concerto 5. Real connoisseurs of period instrument playing will feast their ears on
the contrasting excellencies of Stephen Preston's flute- playing in the Ouvertüre BWV
1067, Lisa Beznosiuk's in the Triple Concerto
and Brandenburg Concerto 5 and that of
Wilbert Hazelzet in the Musical Offering.
There are certain problems and omissions
in the series as it has been presented. I'm not
especially thrilled with the acoustical and
balance aspects of the recent recording of
the Triple Concerto, well though all of the
performers are playing. There is no Latin
music; rumour has it that Archiv have at
least one CD B- Minor Mass on the way, but >85
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relationship finally changes to one of
interdependence— in the film FMurray
Abraham, as Salieri, shows unchecked
solicitude as he sees Mozart collapse at a
performance of Magic Flute.
Words with music make apotent
PC
combination, and wedded to memorable
cc' visual images prove even more heady. Most
vi people with whom Ihave discussed the film
were quite jolted by the funeral: of that Iwill
merely say ( not wishing to undermine the
impact) that the shot with cows wandering
ir outside the city walls seemed to me to take
o one fleetingly right into the past time — just
o as earlier on, Forman brings to life, as it
a were, the many engravings we know from
rel
int
At
so

record- sleeves. Apart from the fictionality of
the story, H Robbins Landon has noted ( in an
Observer
ua and compositional
anachronisms. Neville Marriner, wh o
arranged/directed the music, m ust

ta k
e

criticism for one ja rr i
ng l
y tasteless edit, and
the cutting of mus i
c excerpts works less
happily than the often magical editing of
film. Cliched in principle, the nearsilhouetted coach journey, as Constanze
returns to her dying husband, intercut with
Mozart dictating the Requiem to Salieri,
works like oil.
As in One flevv over the Cuckoo' Nest, the
characters are nearer caricature: the actors
'represent'. Perhaps because of this, Tom
Hulce's Portrayal of Mozart as ahick, coarse
in accent and manners (the class
backgrounds are differentiated by having
those at court speaking as impeccable New
Englanders), andina punk wig, does not
intrude on our private conception of the
composer. Like Cuckoo's Nest the film
contains provocative underlying truths. I
think of Elizabeth Berridge's captivating
child- like wife; of the appalling caged, or
fettered, mental patients in the asylum
where Salieri relives the past. Of the vigour
of Schikaneder's people's theatre, where
Magic Flute is given as avaudeville,
contrasted with the court opera, when
contrasted with the court opeici,
they might have included a reading of the
Magnificat to challenge Harnoncourt's rather
idiosyncratic reading on CD. Also, it would
have been good to include one of Peter
Schreier's comparatively recent readings of
a secular cantata, say of BWV 207, with his
splendid treatment of the chorus based on
the third movement of Brandenburg Concerto 1. On the other hand, some of the
special delights of the Edition are to be found
in its carefully- included extras and idiosyncracies. The Canons are beautifully played
by MAK, their Musical Offering includes
some lovely solo playing by the largely
unsung Henk Bouman, the Pastorale —
recently the subject of a highly commendatory article in The Organ Yearbook — dwells
happily alongside the large Preludes and
Fugues, and the multiple- harpsichord Concertos have a pleasantly communicative
nature which appropriately suits their student- workshop orgins.
Until now, the quantity of Bach's music
available on CD has been, sadly, small. Here,
in one fell swoop, DG have ' put Bach back on
the map', and I doubt if I am the only
Bach- enthusiast who is buying a CD player
largely to celebrate the composer's
anniversary. The sets are all well- packaged
and contain translated texts ( of both documentation — which is rather good — and
libretti). The whole enterprise will not delight
everybody equally, but there is much to
enjoy, to stimulate and to refresh the
devotee and the interested party here. It
should certainly be investigated. IA111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

/,,-,thin o is faded out

Mozart's presence is no longer anovelty.
From Amadeus you come away wondering
at the scale of the music, of its expressive
range achieved within tight formal reins, of
the subtle hints one piece has of another
(elusive as in the Posthorn Serenade finale's
suggestion of the ' Haffner' Symphony).
Accordingly Iwould urge anyone to see it in
acinema equipped to do justice to the Dolby
stereo soundtrack.

concerto movements ( nothing is faded out
or cut here, whole movements are included
in the album) soloists are very forward. The
finer quality comes in the PolyGram CDs,
which are spacious and clean: a 'cut' above
the LPs. Not all the performances are
outstanding: Ifind lmogen Cooper
excessively plain in K466 ( ii), and the
Sinfonia Concertante K364 ( i) rather scrappy
—Chilingirian/Erdelyi. On the other hand,
some of the music — the Requiem excerpts
with the Academy Chorus under Heltay;
K482 ( iii) played by Moravec— offers
qualities not matched elsewhere. I'd
certainly like to see acomplete Westminster/
Preston version of the Pergolesi on disc.
'Amadeus' original soundtrack recording —
London LONDp6 digital ( 2LPs) LONDC6 ( 2
cassettes) Metronome 825 126-2 ( 2CDs)
(105m 17s). Alternative numbers 825 126-1
(LPs), 825 126-4 ( tape).

There is, of course, the ' soundtrack
album', atwo- disc memento. The LP sleeve
has 32 full colour stills, and credits the
artists; regrettably the CD set has just abald
list of contents. Apart from some gypsy
music played on period instruments, and
movements from Pergolesi's Stabat Mater
(Westminstpr
oristers in abea ut if u l
acoustic), everythi ng i
s by the St Martin's
IAcademy with Marriner, recorded at Abbey
Road, and
produced
Erik Smith.
The
Idigital
masters
were by
remixed,
and in

Christopher Breunig

FLUTTER

years has served on the Board of Directors.
He will continue as General Manager.

Alexis Weissenberg has signed an exclusive
long-term contract with DG. The
controversial Bulgarian- born pianist will
embark upon acomplete cycle of the
Rachmaninov and Chopin Concertos with
Seiji Ozawa, and with Karajan he'll be setting
down the Brahms BL. The Rachmaninov
Sonatas are also under consideration. Two
solo albums are scheduled for release in the
autumn: aDebussy album featuring Suite
Bergamasque and Children's Corner and a
disc of Scarlatti Sonatas in celebration of the
composer's 300th anniversary.
Clive Gillinson, acting General Manager of
the LSO since Peter Hemmings' departure
last August, has been formally appointed to
the position with immediate effect. Indianborn Gillinson has been acellist in the
orchestra since 1970, and for the last four

111110eilleldinealliellailelliliffligal.
Flushed, perhaps, by the success of their
Maazel Turandot, CBS have three more ' live'
projects in the pipeline: aconcert
performance of Act 1of Die Walküre with
Eva Marton, Peter Hofmann, Matti Talvela,
Zubin Mehta and the New York Philharmonic
(venue: Avery Fisher Hall, New York); Lucia
Valentini Terrani and Katia Ricciarelli With

Jose Collado and the Bavarian Symphony in
aprogramme of Rossini and Bellini duets
(venue: the Residenz, Munich); and finally,
Michael Tilson Thomas and the Bavarian
Radio Symphony putt i
ng i
n their challenge
to
Simon Rattle and the CBS with an account
/ of the audacious orchestral version by
Schoenberg of Brahms' Piano Quartet in
G- minor ( venue: Hercules Hall, Munich).
Thomas' record will also include two
'Schoenbergianised' Bach Chorale Preludes.

i

Selected discography
ORCHESTRAL WORKS (
4CDs) 413 629-2
6 ' Brandenburg' Concertos, BVVV 1046-51
[DOD]
4Ouvertüren ( Suites), BWV 1066-69 [
ADD]
'Triple' Concerto in a, BWV 1044 [
ODD]
English Concert/Trevor Pinnock
CONCERTOS (
3CDs) 413 634-2
for Violin in a & e, and Two Violins in d, BWV
1041-43 [
DOD]
for Harpsichord, BWV 1052 & 1056 [
ADD]
for Two Harpsichords, BWV 1060 & 1061 [
ODD]
for Three Harpsichords, BWV 1063 & 1064
[DDD]
for Four Harpsichords, BMA/ 1065 [
DOD]
English Concert/Trevor Pinnock
ST MATTHEW PASSION (
3CDs) 413 613-2
Matthaus-Passion, BWV 244 [
ADD]
Mathis/Baker/Schreier/Fischer-Dieskau/Salminen/Munich Bach Choir & Regensburg Cathedral Choristers/Munich Bach Orchestra/Karl
Richter
ST JOHN PASSION (
2CDs) 413 622-2
Johannes-Passion, BWV 245 [
ADD]
Lear/Tilipper/Haefliger/Prey/Engen/Munich Bach
Choir & Orchestra/Karl Richter
CANTATAS (
3CDs) 413 646-2
Nun komm.
BVVV 61, Christ lag
BVVV 4,
lch will den Kreuzstab gerne tragen, BWV 56,
Jauchet Gott, BWV 51, Gottes Zeit, BWV 106,
Ach wie flüchtig, BWV 26, Herz und Mund. .
BWV 147,
Ein feste Burg, BWV 80 ( with trumpets)
[all ODD]
Soloists/Munich Bach Choir & Orchestra/Karl
Richter

ARCHIV JS BACH COMPACT DISC EDITION
Code: ADD denotes original analogue recording
edited and remastered digitally. ODD denotes
digital recording, editing and mastering

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO (
3CDs) 413625-2
Weihnachts-Oratorium, BWV 248 (
ADD]
Janovvitz/Ludvvig/Wunderlich/Crass/Munich Bach
Choir & Orchestra/Karl Richter

WORKS FOR ORGAN AND HARPSICHORD
(3CDs) 413 638-2
Toccatas & Fugues for Organ in d,C& F, BWV
565, 564 & 540,
Passacaglia in c, BWV 582
Pastorale in F, BWV 590, Canzona in d, BWV
588,6 ' Schübler Chorale Settings, BWV 645650 [
all DDO]
Harpsichord Chromatic Fantasy & fugue, BWV
903, Toccata in d, BWV 913 [
ADD]
Italian Concerto, BWV 971, French Ouverture in
DOD]
b, BM 831 [
Ton Koopman (organs of Maasluis/Amsterdam)
Trevor Pinnock (hpd)

MUSICAL OFFERING and THE ART OF FUGUE
(3CDs) 413 642-2
Musikalisches Opfer, BVVV 1079 [
ADD]
Die Kunst der Fuge (for strings), BWV 1080
[DOD]
Canons, BWV 1072-78, 1086 & 1087 [
ODD]
Musica Antigua Köln/Reinhard Goebel
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Recording
A

INFORMATION
RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports— and taken
as aguide only.
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D
H

Very Good

Performance
1

Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

2
3
4
H ( or 1,2,3,4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate
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cg. B:1*. A*,2 or lexceptionally1 A* 1k
Hi Fi News & Record Review.
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is accompanied by: e ( monophonic)
orCilstereo transcriptionl.C)against an item
in the index above indicates aUK reissue,
dmm
direct metal mastering.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
recorded quality, but do not take account of

JS BACH
92 [ hrurhe5 roar 7
ourfiscl
92 Mass m 8 monor lEurldoscl
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BARTON
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PROKOFIEV
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SIBEUUS
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individual pressing faults encountered with
our test samples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faults will
occur among commercial pressings.
CASSETTE NUMBERS
For cassette users, we incorporate equivalent cassette numbers, where we can locate
them, in the heading blurbs of our LP
revievvs. These numbers are shown in brackets in ordinary ( non bold) type after the LP
number. ( NC) indicates that no cassette is
available.
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Exchange Service
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Kent ME14
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All Order despatched by first class recorded delivery.
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Philips CD101 ex- review stock. Full 1yr guarantee.
£249 with £30 of CD free
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ACCENT
Telemann: Pieces for Oboe and Continuo,
Paul Dombrecht/Wieland Kuijken/Robert
Kohnen ( ACC 48013D) (
53m 23s) An excellent recording, showing demonstration quality throughout avery good recital; Ilike Paul
Dombrecht's playing more now than Idid
when Ireviewed the LP about 18 months
ago. The secrets of good recording of baroque music are: 1, it mustn't try to sound like
modern instruments; 2, it mustn't sound too
close or too lacking in definition — direction
and focus are essential in all chambermusic; 3, it must have some sympathetic
reverberation in the acoustic ( but never too
much — it all depends on the original contexts of the music); 4, the tonal flexibilities of
the baroque instruments must be captured
accurately and without distortion or exaggeration in detail: contrasts of tone- production and of attack can be extremely subtle,
say on bowed instruments, the lute or harpsichord, and it's all part of the language. All
these have been judged exactly by the
brothers Glatt of Accent; but that's hardly
surprising — they're both early instrument
makers and players as well as engineers of
sound. A
Stephen Daw

ARCHIV
JS Bach: 3 Concerti, English Concert/Pinflock (413 731-21) (
49m 50s) We don't appear
to have reviewed the LP version of this rather
fine collection of ' reconstructed' concerti.
Stand- out performance for me is the interplay between Simon Standage's violin and
David Reichenberg's oboe in their version of
the C- minor concerto for two harpsichords,
but it's all good stuff. The recorded sound
quality is better than some of the other
Archiv/Pinnock/Henry Wood Hall recordings,
not having the fatiguing HF edge of their
Four Seasons, for example, and the natural
tonal quality is supported by a good presentation of depth. A
John Atkinson

BIS
Schubert:
Winterreise, Talvela/Gothoni
(CD-25314) (
71m 21s) Confusion arises here
because BIS have chosen to prefix their
double LP numbers with the CD suffix,
although this is just a single CD. Recorded
using a Sony PCM-F1 digital processor and
just four Neumann U86 mics, the typically
clear BIS sound is evident. The use of Studio
BIS for the recording is in my opinion
inappropriate, as the acoustic seems a little
oppressive for the size and power of Talvela's voice and on account of the boxy boom
introduced into the piano sound. The
unusual acoustic is explained to some extent
by the sleeve photo, showing a half- height
back wall and attic ceiling. The balance
favours the voice; as usual from this source
the dynamic range is exceptional — see
review of the dmm LPs elsewhere in this
issue. B
David Prâkel
Sibelius: The Maiden in the Tower, Karelia
Suite, soloists/Gothenburg SO/Járvi ( CD250) (
52m 46s) Open up your costly CD
packaging and inside the booklet you'll read
that a faulty earth was responsible for the
low-level hum which you might or might not
detect during this ' world première', recording of the one- act opera. Well, it is audible at
highish volume during the love duet but
nowhere else as far as Ican make out. On
black disc ( witness my review, page 103) it's
imperceptible. What more can Isay? B
Edward Seckerson

CIIANDOS
Mary's Music: Songs and Dances from the
time of Mary Queen of Scots, Scottish Early
Music Consort/Warwick Edwards ( CHAN
8332) (
55m 10s) This delightful concert is
HI-FI NEWS âz RECORD REVIEW
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piing is unique, as is the combination of
artists! See black disc review p103 C/B
Edward Seckerson
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broken into five sections, covering the
periods of Mary's childhood, her education
in France, her reign in Scotland, music from
the period of captivity, and two poems on
the e<ecution set to the mi,sic of William
Byrd. The recording from the airy acoustic of
the SNO Centre in Glasgow needed to be
more sanguine to bring a little variation into
the programme. The miking mixes plenty of
reverberant energy into the final balance
which produces an atmospheric sound; the
harpsichord in Kinloch's Gailliard is especially fine. The Basse Danse and Bransles
from the period 1548-61 put necessary ' muscle' into the programme and provide good
contrast with the songs, which in the main
have an accompaniment of rebec and viols.
Period and regional pronunciation is elegant; the sleevenotes strong on explanation.
AL 1]
David Prâkel
Renaissance Music from the Courts of Mantua and Ferrara, Circa 1500 ( CHAN 8333)
(55m 10s) Immediate clarif cation is necessary — Circa 1500 is the name of the performing artists, a mixed consort specialising in
music of the Renaissance period. Covering
much the same field as the well known
Hesperion XX group, Circa 1500 field a real
star in their strikingly clear soprano Emily
Van Evera; the CD translates the crisp clarity
of her singing superbly. The group uses
mixed instrumentation of flute, viola da
gamba, lirone, two lutes and guitar; percussion is notably lacking, as is bowed string
instrument power in the bottom octaves,
botn could have provided variety. The
recording, from the Church of St Barnabas in
North Finchley, London, offers clarity of
instrumental line, a good balance between
the power of the individual instruments and
a good overall reverberance, but the sound
picture remains a little dense and somewhat
airless. The solo guitar recording quality is
especially pleasing, however. A*/A/B
David Prâkel

Stravinsky: 3 Symphonies, Ode, SNO/Gibson ( CHAN 8345/6) (
2CDs) ( 93m 32s) Is it
Tchaikovsky? Or an unfamiliar piece of
Brahms? Stravinsky's early Symphony in
E- flat will come as a surprise to those only
familiar with the big three ballets or the
austere later works. Alexander Gibson's
Scottish players are generally on fine form
here — although IH was less enthusiastic
about the slow tempi adopted for the Symphony in C — and their playing is matched by
a typically clear, unforced Chandos recording. It isn't as bright as Ihave come to expect
from this company's efforts and my enthusiastic rating echoes IH's original A */A [: 1/2]
for the black discs.
John Atkinson

DECCA
Berlioz: Les Nuits d'Été/Ravel: Sheherazade, Behrens/VPO/Travis ( 411 895-2)
(51m 15s) Although the silent background
comes as a great relief after a particularly
noisy LP version of this coupling ( reviewed
1/'85, B:3/3), Istill don't warm to the Berlioz
as aperformance, and would refer readers to
my March review of the same pieces sung by
Jessye Norman on a Philips CD, or to Kin iTe
Kanawa's DG version of Nuits d'Eté also
mentioned there. Soundwise, it remains
uncertain whether Hildegard Behrens'
curiously stifled enunciation is purely vocal
or partly microphonic, but her voice also has
a rather assertive quality in the middle
registers, which might have been less troubling had the Sofiensaal's spacious acoustic
been allowed a little more say in the proceedings. But the recording is nevertheless
perfectly satisfactory overall. Yet I'm puzzled
and irritated that Decca bothered to record
these works again when the great Crespin/
Ansermet version ( which was thought
worthy of LP reissue) would have made a
supremely worthwhile CD — despite some
gentle tape hiss. B
John Crabbe
Mahler: Symphony 5, Chicago SO/Solti (414
321-2) (
66m 08s) The brilliance here is really
thrown at one. The tonal range — 1970
vintage — is huge ( penetrating bass, aggressive top), the playing streamlined and sensational. In terms of vehemence and impact,
Solti's second movement must take the
palm. But then it all sounds so frantic and
over- projected and one soon tires of the
relentless underlining, the squared- off
phrase contours, the lacerating accents.
What little charm and repose we are afforded
sounds dutiful and self-conscious. Exhausting, never elevating. B
Edward Seckerson

Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade/Borodin:
Polovtsian Dances from Prince Igor, Radio
Lausanne Choir/Suisse Romande/Ansermet
(414 124-2) (
56m 52s). This Victoria Hall
production was a 1960 ' spectacular', though
it is hard to grade the sound now. The bass is
very powerful; there is some tape hiss, and
upper strings become messy at climaxes. It
is, as it were, A*/C, at one and the same
1/85, B:3/3), Istill don't warm to the Berlioz
Fenyves) have little allure; Ansermet's
orchestra is hardly in the super-glossy class,
Shostakovich: Piano Concerto 1, Chamber
and his own fastidious approach to noteSymphony, Dmitri Shostakovich (junior), I values tends to make the listening experiMusici de Montreal/Maxim Shostakovich/
ence more cerebral than visceral. A, reissue
Turovsky ( CHAN 8357)143m 51s) Once again
of semi- historic interest? I have a feeling
it's a matter of opinion as to how vividly
£6.99 would be a more apt price- level. The
projected you can tolerate your sound. In my
transfer does, however, supersede the pallid
view Chandos always move in too close for
'Contour' LP counterpart, which has no filltheir chamber and instrumental issues and
ups.
with the top laid completely bare here on
Christopher Breunig
silver disc, Ipersonally find more to tire than
excite the ear. The scherzo of the Chamber Tchaikovsky: Symphony 4 in f, Chicago/
Symphony is as good a test as any. If you
Solti (414 192-2) (
42m 15s) ES is wont to
find that exciting as opposed to overbearing,
write of Solti overlaying emotion on the
then proceed with confidence, for the cou - music, and this seems to me to apply here. I
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could not live with a version that was so
'world weary' after the big fff at Letter E in
the finale ( bar 149). Ieven wonder if the cello
intonation at ( ii) 22 is a deliberate bit of
Chicago espressivo — eh Ed? At least the
woodwind arabesques are better balanced
with strings than in the televised RFH performance. But the scorching brass impression there is reinforced in this Chicago Hall
recording — bold, even grainy in character. I
think Solti sees this as aBruckner symphony,
that happened to be written by Tchaikovsky.
Not a happy choice. A
Christopher Breunig
Wagner: Die Walkiire, King/Crespin/Frick/
Hotter/Nilsson/VPO/Solti ( 414 105-2) (
4CDs)
(228m 56s) Ithink that DGP said it all in his
review of the digitally-remastered LPs last
month, in that Solti's cast has not been
bettered in the 20 years since this set's first
appearance. Decca have gone back to the
original tapes of John Culshaw's classic
Vienna production and re-edited in the
digital domain, so this is effectively a new
realisation. Don't be put off by the analogue
origin; in common with some other analogue- sourced CDs that I have heard
recently, it seems that an already excellent
analogue tape makes a superior CD than an
indifferent ultra- modern all- digital. The
sound quality here is ' fresher' than that of
the original LPs, the grooves of which have
got progressively noisier over the years
since Ibought them. An essential purchase.
A[:1*/1]
John Atkinson

DENON
Bruckner: Symphony 7, Staatskapelle Dresden/Blomstedt ( 38C37-7286) (
67m 55s) This
consistently pleasing and well observed reading of Bruckner's grandly architectural elegy
to Wagner was recorded just over a year
before Denon's splendidly successful taping
of the ' Romantic' with the same conductor
and orchestra. Again the venue was the
superb Lukaskirche in Dresden; the sound
from CD is nicely distanced with a good
acoustic bloom but no lack of clarity —
namely, what we have come to expect from
VEB Deutsche Schallplatten co- productions.
The recording of the Seventh is a little
warmer, fuller and a shade more relaxed
than the later Fourth. The great appeal here,
both in recorded sound and conducting, is in
the blend of tone and the careful balance
between the string and brass forces. The
attractive acoustic bloom may turn to muddle, however, on a hi-fi system with secondrate resolution. Though grasping well the
architectural and dynamic aspects of the
score, Blomstedt does seem to overlook
something of the atmosphere and mystery
captured by Haitink and Karajan — except
perhaps in the great sighing opening to the
adagio, which is taken at a very measured,
stately pace. The Haas edition was used. A
[1/2]
David Priikel
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons, Taverner Players/Andrew Parrott ( 38C37-7283) (
40m 09s)
As the number of CD recordings of The Four
Seasons races towards double figures and
beyond you may well ask if we need yet
another recording — let alone the second
from Denon in a year. The answer here is
that this is a special recording, deserving a
place high on the list of performances of this
over- exposed work. The Taverner Players
play on original instruments or copies,
though it is a pity that the sleevenotes give
no details beyond the mention of the Sodi
harpsichord ( 1782). The playing is very stylish and crisp but not at the expense of
Vivaldi! Ornamentation and timbre are particularly exciting, so clearly audible in Tony
Faulkner's tidy recording from Rosslyn Hill
Chapel. John Holloway's solo violin playing
is particularly noteworthy, especially his
embellishments in ' Spring', though Ifound
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his elaboration of the solo line in the Adagio
from ' Summer' less appealing. Faulkner's
recording offers agood balance of detail and
acoustic, and where additional microphone
support has been used — for the small
baroque organ Ipresume — the results are
tastefully integrated. The dynamic range and
'attack' from this small band of 14 players
will surprise not afew listeners. The English
sleevenotes miss the programmatic sonnets
which are included in the original Japanese
text. Good honest playing and production.
A/A*[:1]
David Prákel

DG
Dvorak: Cello Concerto/Tchaikovsky:
Rococo Variations, Rostropovich/BPO/Karajan (413 819-2) (
60m 03s) Rostropovich's
classic 1969 Dvorak performance last
appeared three years ago in a DG 2- LP
collection devoted to the maestro, when SD,
while enthusing over the playing, commented on a rather hollow, metallic sound
quality. The Dvorak is generally thought
superior to his more recent version with the
LPO/Giulini, but the soloist is presented in a
typical wide-angle perspective, the orchestra, which is itself internally well-balanced,
tending to peek over his shoulders. Buy it
anyway, however, as the technical shortfall
does not get in the way of the music- making.
B[:1*]
John Atkinson
Mozart: Concertos for Clarinet K622 and
Flute & Harp K299, Alfred Prinz/Wolfgang
Schulz/Nicanor Zabaleta/Vienna Philharmonic/Bühm ( 413 552-2) (
60m 11s) Heyday stuff
from 1974, and welcome as a reissue in
silver format. A sumptuous, nay cavernous,
acoustic with a truly symphonic ( romantic)
breadth to the performances. But what playing! One can only marvel at Bitihm's mastery
of line and the integrity of his overall conceptions. Combined with ravishing playing from
the VP0 and asuperbly understated reading
from Prinz, this is a performance of the
Clarinet Concerto to treasure. No less refined
in toto is the rendition of the slighter Flute &
Harp Concerto ( despite a ' sore thumb' error
in the oboes in the second subject of ( i)). The
recordings differ though: in the Clarinet
Concerto the soloist is nicely integrated, with
no artificial spotlighting — a good sound: in
the other work, however, flute and harp are
brought into close focus at the expense of a
'proper' overall balance. A/C[:1*/1]
Ivor Humphreys
Mozart: Haffner Symphony, Symphony 29,
Masonic Funeral Music, VPO/BOhm ( 413
743-2) (
50m 10s) No. 29 was my favourite in
BOhm's choice of six Mozart symphonies,
recorded with the Vienna Philharmonic
towards the end of his life. The opening
allegro is gloriously firm, and I find the
marked ( unmarked!) slowing at the end of
the exposition not mannered so much as
utterly charming. The tempo for the finale is
not far from Harnoncourt's con spirito, and
the Masonic Funeral Music (
quite difficult to
track on LP) is starkly impressive. The CD is
hard to distinguish from the LP. Perhaps the
strings are less sweet on Compact Disc, the
pure analogue sound more sensuous and
airy... Strongly recommended for the
music- making. A [: 1*1
Christopher Breunig

suspect Tuckwell's newest Decca recordings
on CD will make a better choice. However,
these ADD transfers do clean up the sound,
even if textures suggest a much earlier DG
vintage. A/B
Christopher Breunig
Mozart: Piano Concertos in A K488 and in F
K459, Pollini/VPO/Bühm ( 413 793-2) (
54m
50s) We are becoming so conditioned by the
shift to chamber- scaled Mozart, the knowing
Brendel/Marriner collaboration, Perahia's
intimacies of expression, the Archiv/Bilson
series, that listening to such boldly
declaimed interpretations as these, with
modern timbres and no pretence at decoration, almost induces a feeling of guilt. Ihad
rather forgotten the masterful way Pollini
and Báhm performed Mozart together —
there was to have been a series of such
recordings. K459 ( i) is especially strong. The
CD transfer has come up fresh as paint, and I
could happily discard my LP copy now. A*
[:1*)
Christopher Breunig
Mozart: Sinfonía Concertante, K.364, Violin
Concerto 1, Kremer ( vIn)/Kashkashian ( via)/
VPO/Harnoncourt ( 413 461-2) (
54m 48s)
Suffice it to leave musical discussion of this
fascinating ( and I daresay controversial)
K.364, with its double-dotted opening, to KD.
Ihope that the tuttis sound less rowdy on LP
than they do on silver. Ifound them very
hard to take, with their over- present string
sound and general feeling of over-crowdedness. Indeed, the coarseness — distortion? —
verges at times on the misleading: for a
moment, at bars 32-33 of the first movement,
it sounds as if horns have been replaced by
trombones ( and are they really doubling the
busy semiquavers of the cellos/basses at this
point?). Fade- ups are not always smoothly
managed, either: the Andante begins in the
middle of a loud sniff. That there is space
around the image — both solo and tutti — is
proved by the pages of sparser texture. But
I'd never have guessed the violins, so warm
and supple at last year's Proms, to be those
of the VPO. C
Andrew Keener
Puccini: Tosca, Ricciarelli/Carreras/
Raimondi/BPO/Karajan ( 413 815-2) (
2CDs)
(119m 31s) From the languid but powerful
tone of Scarpia's theme in the opening bars,
you know that this 1980 analogue Tosca is
going to be given the full melodramatic
treatment. And, in fact, Raimondi's characterisation of the police chief is the cornerstone of the piece. Ricciarelli as Floria Tosca
is excellent in one of her first recorded roles,
JF noting in his original review that she has a
lovely floated legato in the quieter passages.
JF plumped for a generous A*/A technical
rating, but the Quality Monitor Team in
January ' 81 felt that there was too much
conflict between recorded perspectives by
contrast with the excellence of the staging of
the 1977 Colin Davis Philips set. At the end of
Act One, for example, Scarpia's sotta voce
drowns out the choir in the Te Deum, while
at the conclusion of the opera, Tosca, about
to take her lover's leap, far from being out of
reach of the scurrying soldiers, sounds as
though she is actually amongst them.
Apart from rather ' small' bells and cannon,
the actual recorded sounds are magnificent,
however, and Ifeel that a straight A [: 1*]
rating would be appropriate, the CD release
not suffering from the pre- echo that plagued
the LP original. Istill prefer the Colin Davis
LP set, though, despite Montserrat Caballe's
matronly heroine, but it would seem unlikely
that that will appear on CD, and until EMI get
round to issuing the classic Callas and Gobbi
recording under Victor de Sabata on CD, this
is the one to buy.
John Atkinson

Mozart: Horn Concertos, Günter Hügner,
VPO/Bühm ( 413 792-2) (
56m 02s) In Bem's
1980 4- disc Mozart set with VP0 wind principals, the coupling of the four completed
horn concertos was a disappointment:
rather coarsely transferred, with airless,
claustrophobic tuttis, and the Viennese horn
in F rather opaque in timbre for English
tastes. Also, Biiihm's soloist took ' no risks' —
EMI
allegros are solid, dependable, but frankly
Come to the Fair: Folk Songs & Ballads, Kini
there is nothing to catch the breath. Go to
te Kanawa/NPO/Medici SO/Gamley ( CDC 7
Brain/Karajan to set the pulse racing, in the
43m 37s) Dame Kin i enjoys a
Rondo from No. 4. With this in mind, I 47080 2) (

u

relaxed, well-balanced recording for this
easy- listening issue of popular British ballads and folksongs. Both small orchestra and
soloist are set at a good distance, and
although the former is very much given the
rôle of accompanist by the recording, this is
entirely appropriate for these smooth, lightmusic arrangements by Douglas Gamley.
The upper frequencies are not exceptional,
but the added warmth is pleasing, and with
excellent diction from the soloist there is no
strain to hear the words. A/B
Doug Hammond
Kodály: Háry János (
suite)/Prokofiev:
Lieutenant Kijé (
suite), LPO/Tennstedt
(DCD 747109 2) (
45m 41s) A considerable
advance on the black disc, Iwould say. EMI
appear to have taken some of the chill off the
sound. The top ( unusually) is appreciably
warmer, the glare of Kodály's trumpet- laden
top lines very much kinder on the ears. Istill
feel no differently about Tennstedt's rather
portentous, unsmiling account of Háry János
but if, on the other hand, you should happen
to like your Kijé, as Ido, tough and brassy,
cut of coarse peasant-stock cloth, then you'll
not do better than investigate this performance. Good, beefy sound and such untold
advantages from CD as the still expectancy
in the wake of Kodály's opening 'sneeze' —
mysterious piano and string basses wonderfully ' present'. A
Edward Seckerson
Mahler: Symphony 5/Symphony 10: Adagio, LPO/Tennstedt ( CDS 747104 8) (
2CDs)
(103m 25s) What astonishing depth of field
EMI have achieved in this Tennstedt series.
The opening is mightily impressive,
tremendous surge to the saturated low
sonorities — bass drum ( remarkable), string
basses, tuba, rasping trumpets and horns
stopped down to the bottom of their registers. Tennstedt, too, is at his best here, with
the darker side of Mahler's nature. Ionly
wish he could have effected more markedly
the gradual transition from darkness to light.
Scherzo and finale still strike me as overwrought and ungainly. Iwait in vain for the
lighter contrasts, the dreamy departures. A
Edward Seckerson
Mussorgsky (
arr Ravel): Pictures from an
Exhibition/Stravinsky: Firebird (
1919 Suite),
Philadelphia/Muti ( CDC 747099 2) (
50m 28s)
This is generally regarded as one of the most
successful Muti/Philadelphia analogue
recordings, and there was an MFSL transfer
available ( which Iused as reference). The ear
quickly adjusts to the damped 'thick' acoustic of the Met: the Japanese remastering
corresponds well to the LP, the sound is
more dry, not quite matching the imagedepth and sweetness of the half-speed
Mobile Fidelity mastering. The basses are
even weightier there, in ' Goldenburg and
Schmuyle', ' Gate of Kiev', or ' Kastchei's
Dance'. Iam, of course, setting a £299 CD
player against a £ 1135 LP set-up.
As one who has always wanted safe
instant access to ' Ballet of the unhatched
chicks', or ' Limoges', in Pictures Iwas disappointed to find the CD cover suggests only
two access points: in fact there are 17. The
present booklet information — about to be
reprinted! — is even more thumbs for digits.
The index references are out of step by one
in Pictures, and when we get to the
'Princesses' Round Dance, out of step by
two. A
Christopher Breunig
Orff: Carmina Burana, Augér/Summers/van
Kesteren/Philharmonia Orch & Chorus/Muti
(CDC 747100 2) (
59m 11s) By a short hair,
my favourite Carmina. Muti gives the piece
an intoxicating shot in the arm, striking the
perfect balance between its sensual, heady,
poetry and all that is brazen and foulmouthed. EMI's fruity, well-balanced recording is every inch a match for the performance, kicking out brilliantly in the overworked brass and percussion areas. A
Edward Seckerson
92
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CHISMS ( see ' Comment', p17) are not
only apparent between different
groups of audiophiles. Take Compact
Disc, for example. Iknow and respect music
lovers who possess violently opposed attitudes to the digital disc with, ironically, each
side finding that increased exposure to and
experience of, CD reinforces their mutually
incompatible stances. In attempting to give a
fair chance to the new medium, HFN/RR has,
Ifeel, accurately reflected both the strengths
and the weaknesses — as a result, we have
been castigated by both sides, as if two
boxers had decided to reconcile their differences by beating up the referee.
Take Steve Harris of Marantz UK, for
example, an audiophile for as long as I've
known him and now dedicated to CD, both in
private and professionally. 'The trouble with
HFN/RR,' said Steve after some Christmas
celebrations in January ( we believe in prolonging the good things in life on this
magazine), ' is that you are always negative
towards Compact Disc.' Ipointed out that I
have published so many favourable reviews
of players and discs that Iwas in danger of
losing my flat earth badge. ' No, you're
always publishing reviews that are less than
favourable.'
'But,' Ireplied 'to paraphrase Vonnegut ( or
was it Theodore Sturgeon?), the majority of
the results of any field of human endeavour
are less good than they ought to be. You pick
10 CDs and review them for me, and I'll
wager that you find yourself being as negative over some as you are positive over
others.'
So, without further ado, we present an
additional section to this month's CD Monitor section, where Steven N Harris of
Marantz ( not to be confused with Steve
Harris of HiFi Choice) reviews his selection
of Compact Discs.
John Atkinson

T

HIS is all my fault! One day during the
Christmas festivities, Iwas arguing,
(yet again), that reviewers don't present a balanced viewpoint about Compact
Disc.
'OK,' said JA ' You write 10 reviews that are
balanced!' Well, here they are, five reviews
on discs that Ithink are absolutely magnificent and five on discs that should never have
been released.
Steven N Harris

EURODISC
JS Bach: Christmas Oratorio BWV 248,
Arleen Auger/Annelies Burmeister/Peter
Schreier/Theo Adam/Dresdner Kreuzchor/
Bach Orchester der Dresden Philharmonie/
Martin Flámig ( 610134-233) (
3 CDs) ( 117m
56s) The signal is clear, although to my ears
it sounds like an analogue recording of fairly
good quality re-edited digitally for the Western CD package from an original East German tape. There are many fine things about
the performance, not least the excellent
singing of the Dresden boys, whose voices
sound natural and expressively direct;
Schreier makes a very effective Evangelist
here, too. Some listeners may share my
dislike of recordings which so clearly focus
in for solo work and back for the tuttis, but
it's all acceptable, and this very respectable
performance deserves wide currency as the
first ( Ithink) on CD. We have not, Ibelieve,
had the black records for review. B(:11
Stephen Daw
JS Bach: Mass in B- minor BVVV 232, Lucia
Popp/Carolyn Watkinson/Eberhard Büchner/Siefried Lorenz/Theo Adam/Rundfunkchar Leipzig/Neues Bachisches Collegium

Rachmaninov: Symphonic Dances, Isle Of
The Dead, Concertgebouw Ashkenazy
(Decca 410 124-2) Recorded in the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam, in January 1983, this
disc shows just how good digital recording
can be, if used with skill, care and attention.
The acoustic of the hall is captured without
upsetting the full and powerful orchestral
balance, and the Symphonic Dances have an
incredible dynamic range. A superb
recording with exceptional three-dimensional imaging. Musically very captivating
with an inspired performance, guaranteed to
please. [ A*, ES ' CD Monitor', Feb ' 85]
Stravinsky: Petrushka, NYPO/Mehta ( CBS
Sony 38DC11) This was one of my first
classical CDs, certainly one of the first Iliked
musically. Petrushka, (
1947 version) opens
very promisingly, with a relaxed sound and
good image, but this is as good as it gets.
The sound gets harder as it gets louder. Iam
also sure that the digital recorder ' clips' on
the tympani crashes. That, of course, would
not be all bad if the recording was not of the
'highlight the featured artist' type. Faders
must have been going up and down like mad
things to keep this all going. One minute we
have an enormous piano on stage, and the
next a six-foot flute.
An agreeable performance, spoilt by overzealous engineering. ( C+, AMcK ' CD Monitor', Mar ' 83]
Orff: Carmine Burana, Atlantic Symphony
Orchestra & Chorus/Shaw ( Telarc CD80056)
Though Ihave never been a great lover of
Telarc vinyl discs, considering them somewhat overpriced, this CD was worth every
penny. Digitally recorded on the Soundstream recorder ( some say it's the best
sounding) and then converted to Compact
Disc format with the Studer standards converter, this all- digital CD has the ability to
produce one of the closest illusions of an
orchestra ( and chorus) at the end of my
lounge that Iknow. Having once heard hi-fi
reproduce so lifelike an illusion, it is very
difficult to return to lesser efforts. The performance is the best I've heard and Old Spice
has a lot to answer for to my bank balance.
[A/B, DP ' CD Monitor', Jan ' 84]
Hoist: The Planets, BPO/Karajan, ( DG 400
028-2) Ihave to say at the outset that this is
probably the most objectionable of all my
objectionable CDs. The sound is like apatchwork, with instruments seemingly panpotted
into position. There is virtually no stereo
depth and the string tone is hard and brittle. I
am also sure Ihave heard awrong note, but
Musicum Leipzig/Peter Schreier ( 610089232) (
2CDs) ( 117m 45s) There is something
compelling about Peter Schreier's conducting of Bach's choral music, and his B- Minor
Mass is no exception; although we have not
received it for review on vinyl records, Ihave
it in both versions, and the sound seems to
me on both to be that of a digitally edited
analogue tape of high quality. The recording,
made in aLeipzig church which Ihave visited
(not a famous one), is clear and pleasantly
warm, so that the mixed chorus sounds vivid
and its good discipline is well in evidence. I
have strong doubts concerning the tone of
the locally made corno da caddia employed
for the ' Quoniam' ( surely it is played with a
trumpet mouthpiece?) but it is probably
recorded correctly. The soloists are all in
good form, and it is especially from the vocal
point of view that the recording is well managed; for much of the time the orchestra
sounds a little backward. B[:1/21
Stephen Daw

FORLANE
Debussy/Ravel: String Quartets, Enesco
Quartet ( UCD 16521) (
59m 1s) These Rumanian players formed their quartet in
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maybe I'm just ultra-sensitive because it's so
bad overall. It seems apity that, thanks to the
reputations of both DG and HyK, so many of
these discs have been sold. It would be
enough to put you off CD for life, especially if
you had just bought the player and had yet
to hear better. (
C, JA ' CD Monitor', Sep ' 831
Heaven 17: The Luxury Gap (
Virgin CDV
2253) Admittedly one of Virgin's first CD
releases, but there cannot be any excuse for
aCD with atreble sound that probably could
do more damage to your ears than ared hot
poker. Strangely, the bottom end is OK; the
treble problem is one of ashelf lift ( Dolby?).
If you listen carefully it is possible to hear
some good production beneath the tonal
balance, which of course distorts all the
stereo perspectives, making avery flat twodimensional impression.
It's a pity really. Heaven 17 has produced
some good music in the form of ' Crushed By
The Wheels Of Industry' and ' Come Live
With Me', which are ruined on this release.
Joe Jackson: Body& Soul (
A&M CDA 65000)
Why don't all rock recordings sound as good
as this ( or even nearly as good)? Body &
Soul was digitally recorded in an ancient
Masonic lodge normally used by Vanguard
Studios for classical recording. The hall is
very live, a characteristic which has been
used to good advantage. The recording is
also more live than usual, with the reduced
number of overdubs contributing to the
power and rhythm of this disc.
Of course discs, or records for that matter,
do not just require good quality sound. Joe
Jackson has always been an excellent songwriter and this time he has excelled himself.
Just listen to the beautiful ' Loisada'; it'll
prove once and for all that Joe Jackson is a
master music- maker.
Joe Jackson: Night& Day(A&M CDA 64906)
This disc is really confusing. Ibought it and
thought it was flat and boring, far worse than
the vinyl, in fact. Then afriend bought it and
said how good it was. We couldn't explain
the differences of opinion until we realised
that Ihad bought a Matsushita- manufactured disc and he had bought a CBS Sony.
The CBS Sony is much more alive. Whereas
the bass line on the Matsushita disc plods
along and drags everything else down with
it, the CBS Sony is tight. The dynamics are
also startlingly different.
Musically, Night & Day, (
a studio recording) is not as strong as Body & Soul, but
it is still very good indeed.
Bob Dylan: Highway 61 Revisited (
Columbia
Bucharest before moving to Paris in 1979,
since when they have achieved widespread
international acclaim. And no wonder, if
these performances are typical: beautifully
conceived readings, tender, sparkling and
driving by turns; lovely integrated tonal
shadings (the Debussy slow movement is
ravishing), effortless unanimity of ensemble
and intonation. Very fine, already, the Enescos will soon have very few peers if they
maintain this progression. The recordings
(Paris 1984) are easy on the ear if rather
anonymous: generally good, spatially, with
a warm-sounding background acoustic, but
somehow marginally veiled and lacking in
terms of pin- point detail. Warmly recommended nonetheless. A/B [: 1*/1]
Ivor Humphreys

HARMONIA MIINDI
French and English Dances of the 16th
century, The Broadside Band, Jeremy Barlow ( 901152) ( 57m 38s) Yet another wide
open Harmonia Mundi issue, this time a
co- production with acompany called Glory.
If you know Peter Warlock's Capriol Suite
(and shame on you if you don't!) and have
wondered what the dances he based it on
were like ' in the raw' then you should hear
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CK 9189) This recording, some 20 years old,
didn't deserve transferring to CD, judging by
its sound quality, anyway. The first thing you
notice when Track 1, ' Like A Rolling Stone',
starts is the level — it is very loud; in fact, for
a Japanese disc it is extremely loud! The
reasons for the apparent loudness are the
very limited dynamic range and the brash,
up-front, distorted mix. Track 1 also has a
tape dropout for about two seconds on the
right hand channel. The only other aspects of
quality that are noticeable, but acceptable for
the period, are that the top and bottom
octave are missing and the stereo is very left
and right with little depth of instrumental
separation.
Having said all that about the quality, in
places the music is absolutely brilliant.
Tracks like ' It Takes A Lot To Laugh, It Takes
A Train To Cry', ' Like A Rolling Stone' and
'Ballad Of A Thin Man', make it well worth
buying — on vinyl!
Jefferson Airplane: Surrealistic Pillow
(RCA PD83766) Just to prove that oldies can
be goodies, one of my favourite pop CDs
was originally issued on vinyl in 1967. Jefferson Airplane were one of the West Coast
Rock Bands, they peaked in the early days
with Surrealistic Pillow, avery live-sounding
studio recording, including the famous
definitive drug song 'White Rabbit'. The
songs are partly rock oriented and partly
atmospheric ballads. The sound is as you
would expect of a good recording of nearly
20 years ago. The extremes of the frequency
spectrum are missing, the ' stereo' is very left
and right. Unusually though, the acoustic
and imaging are exceptional.
Even if you don't own many rock CDs, this
must take its place in your collection.
Roger Waters: The Pros & Cons of Hitch
Hiking (
Harvest CDP7 46029-2) Definitely my
favourite CD of 1984. Pros & Cons combines
the motivator and song writer Pink Floyd
with the guitar playing talents of Eric Clapton. In keeping with past Pink Floyd albums/
CDs, the sound quality is beyond reproach.
At times the dynamics are startling, and the
imaging is almost holographic, from way
back into the distance and extending either
side of my speakers.
More important than the sound, though, is
the music. Just listen to the ttle track, and
only single, and hear Clapton's guitar playing and backing singers and you'll be hooked
as Iwas. Beware: the rest of the disc isn't as
swing-along; whereas the single was an
instant love, the CD took afew plays, but it's
a real grower.
these pieces by one Jehan Tabouret ( 15191595), acanon from Langres also known as
de Preys and more widely by his nom de
plume Thoinot Arbeau. Lovely as they are,
Warlock's arrangements refine and distill out
a lot of the raw sparkle and energy from the
originals, as played here. This is musicmaking of great vigour, buoyancy and enthusiasm. Arbeau's collection is complemented
by six items from John Playford's English
Dancing Master. The recording, as ever, is a
delight. Highly transparent and engaging, it
provides excellent lateral and depth perspectives. A big acoustic, this, but how it
breathes. A*[:1*/1]
Ivor Humphreys
Mendelssohn: Motets & Psaumes, La
Chapelle Royale/Herrevvehe (
90.1142) ( 51m
33s) Iwas very enthusiastic about the recording of this issue when Ireviewed it in LP
format. Only some distortion in the loudest
sections precluded the award of star rating;
the whole impression of the setting of the
choir in a church rang true then. On CD
things have been marginally changed but
not, Ithink, for the better. The 'just the right
distance' between performers and listeners
of the LP is now atouch too close, and the
general sound a mite warmer, with an

associated spot of congestion creeping in. I
was especially surprised to find that
although the distortion in loud passages is
much reduced on CD, these sections are still
not handled with total ease and smoothness
A/B
Doug Hammond
A Scarlatti: 7Arias for soprano and trumpet/
Melani: Cantata All'armi, pensieri, Sinfonia a
5/Anon: Cantata Per combater, Judith Nelson Isopi/Dennis Ferry (tpt)/Gordon Murray
(hpd/org)/Káthi Gohl (vIc)/*String Ensemble ( HMC 905137) (
43m 40s) The performances here are superb, and arating is given
to that effect since Idon't recall an earlier
review of an LP; the programme is also
enterprising and the documentation good.
The CD is extremely well recorded, with clear
tone and ensemble throughout, without
cloying closeness and with enough of a
sense of presence for the baroque stringplaying to sound alive. The trumpet plays
and sounds here in its true colours, not just
as a noisy military signaller, but also ( notably in Scarlatti's ' Mio Tesoro') as a chamber- instrument of refined expressive subtlety. Full marks to all concerned; this is
excellent. Al:11
Stephen Daw
'Vienne Danses 1850', Bella Musica de
Vienne/Dittrich ( HMC 901013) (
57m 33s)
Solidity is the watchword here: the effective,
though slight, works are performed with
prosaic precision; the recording is characterised for the most part by rock- steady imaging, a firm, well-focused bass, splendid
detail, and a finely balanced response over
the whole frequency range. The result is a
sound devoid of even the slightest touch of
unseemly edge. The ambience is perhaps
not very ' authentic' in feel ( besides cutting
out between items) and the close recording
reduces the effect of the dynamic range, but
overall the sound is very impressive. Only
the guitar in the Diabelli Wiener Tanz is too
closely recorded, but in ensemble items it
acquires a zither- like quality that is most
attractive. A
Doug Hammond

HUNGAROTON
Haydn: Harmoniemesse, Soloists/Slovak
Phil, Chorus and Orch/Ferencsik (
HC['
12360-2) ( 48m 42s) Despite stories of a
Hungarian CD pressing plant, no Hungaroton product has yet been home produced,
all the discs so far seen having been PolyGram pressings from Hannover. This 1982
recording of Haydn's late Harmoniemesse
which, despite having been written for an
orchestra with doubled winds, is here produced on rather too grand a scale ( surpassing many a performance of the Missa
Solemnis in impact). The recording, though
not close, is dry and a little ragged in the
heavily scored passages in the ' Kyrie'. There
are few quibbles with the well ' layered'
balance, and natural dynamics are well
observed, but the hardness of the recording
is not always easily forgiven. B
David Priikel

PIC
Shostakovich: Symphony 15, USSR SSO/
Rozhdestvensky ( VDC-528) (
42m 53s)
(Target Records) Premièred by his son in
1972, Shostakovich's last symphony — if not
Beethoven 5 played backwards ( see ' Notes'
interview, p82 March ' 85) — is the one with
enigmatic quotes from William Tell, and
Wagner's ' Ring', with hints of Tristan and the
Siegfried funeral march, as well as references to Shostakovich's DSCH cypher and
Symphony 4 — the 'tic choc' of percussion
instruments like so many clocks together. In
the opening movement here, the Soviet
player really thwacks the bass-drum, and
after Haitink's gentlemanly, reserved Decca
version, Rozhdestvensky's red-blooded and
vitally intense performance comes as something of an ear-opener — especially when
Severin Pazukhin's Melodiya production
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(Moscow 1983) makes audacious use of
close-ups and fades. Dynamic range is
extremely generous, and the work itself, with
critical pauses, and solo voices or delicate
webs of scoring, makes awonderful case for
CD. Few vinyl pressings would be adequately quiet to compete.
For purists, a split rating reflects the
balancing, but the star denotes sonic impact,
which is mightily impressive. One odd, if not
distressing detail: from time to time, notably
at the beginning of ( iv), a breathing' sound
can be heard, like a wind- machine blowing
softly behind the notes. But what a way to
get to know this marvellous, if puzzling
work! Put this one on your priority list.
A*/C[:11
Christopher Breunig

LE CHANT DU MONDE
Rachmaninov: Vespers Op. 37, USSR
National Choir/Svechnikov ( 278.552) (
57m
49s) Last issued on LP as an EMI ' Melodiya'
import in 1974, this 1965 analogue recording
summons up that rich feeling of melancholy
in the Russian character that Rachmaninov
captured so well in his sacred choral music.
The deep- lying vocal textures are wellcaught in an appropriately reverberant
acoustic. Some tape hiss does not detract
from arecommended recording to go next to
the EMI recording of Rachmaninov 's Liturgy
of St John Chrysostom on the shelves of a
catholic collection. B
John Atkinson
Villa-Lobos: Bachianas Brasileiras Nos. 1, 2
(cpte) & 5, Choros No. 4, Ciranda,
Vichnevskaya/Rostropovitch/USSRNO/LC0/Bakharev/Gozman ( 278.644) (
54m 45s)
Extremely variable recording quality
throughout this collection does not allow for
a general, overall rating. The Aria from BB5
has hiss and pre- echo, Vichnevskaya
strongly coloured and distorted at fortissimo, ambience snatched away at the end of
the track and mono imaging. The Prelude
from BB1 has similar imaging but is generally much more acceptable — and the playing
is wonderful. Hiss stalks Choros 4 and
becomes granular in the brightly recorded
BB2. Only the Ciranda des sept notes has
good sound, with the bassoon captured with
a fine sense of presence. B/C/H
Doug Hammond

PHILIPS
Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra, Two Pictures Op. 10, Concertgebouw/Dorati
(411 132-2) (
53m 46s) In his review of the LP
(Oct ' 84) KD mentions the well- publicised
metronome error in the full score for ' Giuoco
delle copie' discovered by Solti: it is amusing to find that in their ' 50s recordings
Fricsay, Reiner, and Dorati were all faster
than crotchet 74. In this his fourth recording,
Dorati, with the superbly responsive Amsterdam orchestra, brings out the kaleidoscopic
character of the finale, tempering his old
tendency to drive the music. Even so, the
reading has remained pretty constant — only
the engineering has changed! Here the clarity and detail are exceptional; there is plenty
of hall ambience, no ' sting' in string fortes,
and you can play this CD well up. A/A*
Christopher Breunig
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto, Octet, Zukerman/St. Paul Ch Orch/Zukerman (412 212-2)
(61m 65s) Zukerman's approach here is not
that of a romantic tour- de- force, but light,
delicate and elegant. He has chosen achamber orchestra to accompany him instead of
the usual full symphonic band. This makes
for a thinner sound in itself, and as the
orchestra is recorded distantly, with no real
depth in the bass, or brilliance, the general
sound is rather dull and blurred. The ambience is claustrophobic, adding to the congested feel. But the violin is superb, with not
a hint of edge and the softest high notes
captured perfectly. It is a little more forward
in the balance than is natural, but this is quite
acceptable. The tone is warm and sweet,
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without the emphasised bowing noises that
can result when the soloist is too closely
miked. A/C
Sue Hudson
Mozart: Divertimento in D K334, March in D
K445, Academy of St. Martin- in-the- Fields'
Chamber Ensemble (411 102-2) (
54m 52s)
Very much an up-to-date approach with
clean-cut, direct contours, but nonetheless
engaging for that. This is playing of a very
accomplished order, but combined, as here,
with arecording of especially close focus the
result, for me, is alittle too relentless— if only
some distance could have been incorporated. The top fiddle line is so near as to be
uncomfortable at anything above alow-level
replay. Some improvement can be had by
shifting the balance control to give a marked
right bias, but that introduces its own problems of course. Put on a 10-15ft longer rein
this could have earned atop rating. As it is, B
[A].
Ivor Humphreys
Mussorgsky: Pictures from an Exhibition,
Night on Bare Mountain, Concertgebouw/
Davis ( 411 473-2) (
45m 09s) It's hard not to
be swept away by the sheer joy of the superb
Concertgebouw ambience, so well captured
on this CD. When ES reviewed the LP in April
'81 [
2/1], he described it as 'the ideal marriage of natural concert- hall perspectives
and superb inner definition' and awarded an
A*. Iagree entirely. Why can't all orchestral
recordings sound this real? Add to this a
powerful bass and you might anticipate a
simple confirmation. But on further listenings Iam forced to agree with GM's reservations about a lack of dynamic impact and
brilliance. These doubts and virtues combined result in a CD that is both vivid and
restrained — ideal for hung-over music lovers. Played at the right ( high) level it's still an
involving and natural sound, worthy of an
A*/A.
Sue Hudson
Ravel/Chausson: Piano Trios, Beaux Arts
Trip ( 411 141-2) (
59m 39s) My favourite
recorded performance of the Ravel is the
Kantorow/Muller/Rouvier on Erato
(STU 70881) from 1974. The Beaux Arts run it
aclose second in many respects, being just a
mite too deliberate, too weighty to match in
terms of momentum ( by which Idon't necessarily mean speed, although I find the
scherzo ' Pantoum' too ponderous for the
'Assez vif' indication) for my taste. It is a
marvellously committed performance,
though, and I feel almost impertinent in
being less than wholly won- over. The Chausson seems to go particularly well, perhaps
suiting these marvellous players rather better. The recordings, made at La Chaux-deFonds, Switzerland in May 1983, are good if
not spectacular. They sound, although
they're probably not, slightly rolled off at the
top end, and the image is a little boxed- in
and congested at fortissimo. B [ A]
Ivor Humphreys
Rossini: Barber of Seville — highlights, Allen/
Baltsa/Araiza/Academy of St. Martin-in-theFields/Marriner ( 412 266-2) (
56m 48s) A hint
of shrillness on the voices is undoubtedly the
legacy of achilly ( and reverberant) acoustic.
CD seems to aggravate the problem. I'm
happy, though, with the tight, immediate
focus on Marriner's chortling wind choir, and
the performance — well received on black
disc — is stylish and immensely spirited. AJ
reviewed the highlights on black disc and I'm
happy to say that his complaint concerning
the non- inclusion of text has been heeded.
This single CD comes packaged like a complete opera — with booklet. B
Edward Seckerson
Rossini: Petite Messe Solennele, Preghiera,
Carreras / Ricciarelli / Ramey / Zimmermann /
Sheppard, etc ( 412 548-2) (
84m 32s) Deep
feeling and humour go hand- in- hand in this
attractive account of Rossini's Petite Messe.
The sound is intimate yet has a good sense

of space, though the resonance of the acoustic could be the cause of the rather plummy
sound from the two pianos and the congealed textures at forte and above. The
precise placing is commendable, as is the
width of the stereo image, but Iam not so
sure about the way the sibilants and vocal
edge are handled in some of the louder
passages. This last feature is more noticeable in the earlier of these recordings, that of
the ' Preghiera' from Act 3 of Mosè in Egitto,
though the orchestral sound is well managed. B
Doug Hammond
Schubert: Piano Sonata in A, 12 German
Dances D959, Brendel ( 411 777-2) (
49m 29s)
From the new mastering code appearing on
the disc and insert, it is to be assumed that
this 1971 analogue taping has been digitally
remastered for CD issue. Recorded in the
Salzburg Mozarteum, the stereo imagery is
firm and compact with the acoustic adding
just the right bloom. Detail of pedalling and
touch is remarkable and convinces me that
this is one of the finest piano CDs around.
The honesty and clarity of the tapes as
reproduced here give a complete suspension of time in Brendel's thoroughly idiosyncratic reading of the bleakly mysterious
Andantino. The slightest tape hiss may alert
a few to the disc's analogue origins and, on
reflection, prevents a full star rating. A/A*
David Prákel

TELDEC
Handel: The Messiah (
cpte), Gale/Lipovsek/
Hollweg/Kennedy/Stockholmer Kammerchor/Concentus Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt
(8.35617 ZB) (
3CDs) 1146m 3s) A controversial set, this, as SD rated the black discs very
highly for HFN/RR last September, making it
his recommended version, while Nicholas
Anderson in Gramophone was less
impressed. Listening to the CDs, Iam torn
between the two. Overall, there is afine feel
to this Swedish Radio production, the only
real miscalculation, Ifeel, being the slow
tempo for ' For unto us...', which comes
over as too ' precious'. The sound is beautifully ' live', with much tension captured. Just
listen to the strings when they come rushing
in in the middle of the air ' But who shall
abide?'
By contrast, the Christopher Hogwood on
L'Oiseau Lyre, though ' cleaner', sounds both
tamer regarding the interpretation and less
relaxed regarding the recorded sound.
However, Hogwood scores when it comes to
choice of soloists as Iwas less taken by those
used by Harnoncourt. The bass, in particular,
has an obtrusive vibrato which widens to a
wobble too often for my taste, and is over declamatory, while the contralto — beautiful
delivery in her lower register — rushes her
words at times. The L'Oiseau Lyre ultimately gets my vote ( Ihave yet to hear the
highly-thought- of Philips Eliot Gardiner —
411 041-2), but try to hear extracts from all
three before committing yourself. A• / A[: 1*]
John Atkinson
Vivaldi: Concerti Op.8 Nos.1-6 ( inc. The Four
Seasons), Concentus Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt ( 8.42985 ZK) (
52m 04s) Iwas bowled
over by this Four Seasons when it appeared
in 1977, its fresh, lively and, it has to be
admitted, idiosyncratic approach to tempi
and interpretation adding new life to music
which Ihad heard rather too much of. These
days, it does sound somewhat self-consciously mannered beside the more conventional ' original instruments' approach of
Trevor Pinnock's English Concert, the fast
pace of the Winter Largo coming over as
breathless. Not now my first choice on CD
for the Seasons— that is either ISolisti Veneti
on Erato or perhaps the new Denon ( ancient)
or the Boston Chamber Players on Telarc
(modern) — but Harnoncourt does give you
concertos V and VI of the Op.8 set as abonus.
The analogue recording is thinnish in balance,
though not unnaturally so, and tonally cold,
but not unenjoyable. Pressed by Sanyo, rated
B [ 1].
John Atkinson
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We've assembled two systems that won't land you in jail
moneywise and still leave change to blow in the Saloon!

THE ALPHA SYSTEM
Based on the brand new amp. from the A & R stable packing
30 watts per channel and C.D. ready for the future.
All components have been chosen with care to provide an
ideal system for someone just starting out on the hi-fi trail.
Amplifier: A & R Arcam Alpha
Turntable: DUAL CS50511 ( incl. cart)
Speakers: MISSION M7011
Including all plugs, interconnections and 10m of 42 strand
speaker cable.

System: £ 299 complete

Bass Loading

Modified Transmission Line

Recommended Amplifier Power

10 ro 60 watts

Peak Power Handling

60 watts

Impedance ( Nominal)

8 ohms

Royd Loudspeaker Co. Ltd
Unit A6 Stafford Pork 15 Telford Shropshire TF3 313B
Telephone Telford ( 0952) 617511

"Up grade" to SYSTEMDEK II Turntable with LINN BASIK
arm and A&R P77 cartridge; add £ 131.

THE MAGNUM SYSTEM
Built around the new exciting integrated amp. from Magnum
and as the name suggests, it packs amighty punch!
Destined to become ' Wanted' in every county during 1985
the Magnum system is designed for the enthusiast and
up-grader who is moving up-market.
Amplifier: MAGNUM 1A125 integrated
Turntable: MICHELL FOCUS with
LINN BASIK arm
Cartridge: AUDIO TECHNICA AT31E
Speakers: WHARFEDALE 708
Including all plugs, interconnections and 10m of 79 strand
speaker cable.

System: £975 complete
19"Up grade" to LINN LP12 Turntable with BASIK PLUS arm;
add £275.

All11111•1111.
The TAPE COUNTER has become a legend, being fully stocked
with tape from leading manufacturers at what is probably the
cheapest in the Country.

We
have a
number of
shop soiled
and secondhand
items on Special Offer.
Please ring for details

Open: Tuesday- Saturday 9.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m.

27 Springfield Road,
Harrow

Appointments:
01-863 0938
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CLASSICAL
BACH FAMILY — LIVING BAROQUE
CPE BACH: Complete Flute Concertos
Aurèle Nicolet Intl/Netherlands CO/Zinman
Phillips 412 043-1 (
2 recs) ( 412 043-4)
Reissue from 1978
JC BACH: 6 Symphonies, Op. 18
Netherlands CO/Zinman
Philips 412 046-1 (
412 046-4)
Reissue from 1976
JS BACH: 4 Missae breves
Soloists/Pro Arte Lausanne & Munich/Redel/
Soloists/Westphalian Singers, Herford/German
Bach Soloists/Winschermann
Philips 6725 038 (
2 recs) ( NC)
Reissues from 1965, ' 70
JS BACH: Toccata & Fugue in d, BWV 565
Passacaglia in c, BWV 582 .71Prelude & Fugue in D,
BWV 532 I Prelude & Fugue in a, BWV 543
Daniel Chorzempa (org)
Philips 9502 080 (
7313 080)
Reissue from 1971
JS BACH: Cantatas BWV 147 & 74
Soloists/Netherlands Vocal Ens/German Bach
Soloists/Winschermann
Philips 9502 110 (
7313 110)
Reissue from 1972
Aurèle Nicolet gives technically assured and
stylish, if pehaps slightly overcool, performances of Emanual Bach's four flute concertos
(some of his other concertos also exist in
flute transcriptions). With keen, finely
recorded accompaniments from David Zinman and the Netherlands CO providing
strong, well-balanced support, this is an
attractive reissue. Anyone who has heard
Stephen Preston's account of the first two of
these concertos played on a period instrument with Pinnock and the English Concert
in support will be aware of the advantages
(and perhaps the occasional slight disadvantage) of the more authentic approach; yet
completeness is an attraction, and Nicolet
offers both sparkle and poise. [
A:1/2]
Zinman's set of the splendid, stirring
Op.18 Symphonies of the ' London' Bach
now makes its third - still very welcome appearance. Initially it appeared on two discs
with a Concertante and one of the Op.9
symphonies; it was then incorporated in the
five- disc set of JC's symphonies ( still in the
catalogue). The remarkable feature of this
latest manifestation is that all six works are
accommodated on one disc with no trace of
pinched tone or loss of quality: 67 minutes of
exciting music, stirringly played and freshly
recorded. Zinman does sometimes push the
allegros over- hard, and some of the slow
movements can reveal greater dignity and
charm in more relaxed readings. Nevertheless, compelling. [
A:1/2]
Naturally enough, JS Bach's four Lutheran
masses ( comprising only the Kyrie and
Gloria) are overshadowed by the mighty
Mass in B- minor, but they are fine works,
dating probably from the late 1730s, and
skilfully put together mainly from cantata
movements ( as indeed is the case with much
of the B- major Mass). These short masses
have not exactly been neglected by the
gramophone companies - there have been
versions by Rilling and Corboz, and more
recently by Hickox, as well as these which
Philips have now re-released. Both Redel
(who directs the works in F and A) and
Winschermann ( G- major and G- minor) have
distinguished soloists and choral and
orchestral forces; but neither team, it seems
to me, penetrates to the heart of this grand
music. Helmut Winschermann, who is his
own eloquent oboist in BWV 235 and 236, is
more successful with detail than with the
overall shape and impact of the works, and
the recording is not ideally balanced or clear
in the richest textures. Redel too achieves an
111-11 NEWS 6:: RECORD REVIEW
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imperfect balance, though the big choral
numbers go with a swing. (
13:2]
Daniel Chorzempa's recital on the organ of
the Church of Our Lady, at Breda, is an
exciting experience - richly, indeed colourfully played and sonorously recorded. His
own sleevenote points out that he has
enlivened the Passacaglia ( which is properly
followed by its Fugue, though the sleeve and
label omit it) with ' frequent ornamentation';
the result is anything but austere, yet the
readings have weight and dignity as well as
brilliance. [
A:1/2]
Winchermann achieves felicitous performances of the two cantatas. No. 74 ('Wer mich
liebet'), the smaller and less familiar of the
two, is a splendidly compact work; No. 147
('Herz und Mund') is bigger, less even - and
familiar above all because it includes the
lovely melody we know as ' Jesu, joy of
man's desiring'. The solo quartet of Cotrubas, Hamari, Equiluz and William Reimer
gives great pleasure, the various obbligati
are finely taken, and the imaginative
keyboard continuo line is provided on organ
and harpischord by one Gottfried Bach. The
choral and orchestral contributions are also
first-rate, and the recording is fresh, spacious and ( like the rest of this batch) silentsurfaced. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

The performance is very fine, with total
commitment from all involved. The solo
voices, nicely varied and unfailingly musical
as well as dramatically apt, are led by Dieter
Ellenback's lyrical, ringing Evangelist. The
boys' choir is keen, very good, though with
the odd lapse in intonation, the orchestra
warm-toned and well balanced. The continuo ( organ) is slightly too much in the
background; but with soloists as consistently excellent as these, few will complain
about the balance. The last word must go to
Karl Münchinger, who directs a sober yet
alert performance, avoiding idiosyncracy
and bringing out the drama as well as the
poignancy of Bach's score. [
A/B:1]
Peter Branscombe

JS BACH: St John Passion
Giebel/Heiffgen/Haefliger/Young/Berry/Crass/Netherlands Rad Ch/Concertgebouvv/Jochum
Philips 412 415-1 (
3 recs) ( 412 415-4)
Reissue from 1968

Hardly have Decca brought out the above
reissue of their 1975 St John Passion than
Philips present a refurbishment of their 1968
set. For the prospective purchaser the most
decisive factor is likely to be Decca's skill in
accommodating the Münchinger performance on four excellently engineered sides. Gillesberger requires five sides, and Willcocks
JS BACH: 24 Preludes & Fugues for clavier — Book I Corboz and Schneidt, along with Jochum in
(BWV 846-869)
this ' Living Baroque' reissue, take six.
Michael Thomas (cvd)
Jochum, magnificent in much of the clasPsyche PSY 4/5 (
2 records, Saga) ( NC)
sical and romantic repertory, presents a
warm, rather stolid account of the work; only
It is an excellent thing to have Book Iof ' the
in the closing chorus, and especially in the
48' available here in a clavichord performfinal chorale, built up from aquiet opening to
ance, especially since the instrument has
a sonorous climax, does this performance
been very well recorded. The uninitiated
take wing. The rather dull harpsichord conshould be warned that if they can hear the
tinuo, noticeable in the first chorus, is
melodic lines clearly through a closed door,
perhaps typical of the whole. The soloists are
the volume setting is too high; also, they will
more distinguished on paper than in actual
fail to catch the instrument's full beauty
sound on this occasion - with the exception
unless they completely avoid all treble cut
of Alexander Young, keen and perceptive in
and filtering. Fortunately, the surfaces on my
the tenor arias, and Walter Berry, a rich and
(German) pressing are very good.
dignified Christ. There is fine choral singing
Eighteenth-century tutors stress the many
and nice playing from the Concertgebouw,
difficulties of playing the clavichord, and
and the recorded quality is high, with good
rightly so; after about five years on the
stereo separation and little getting lost even
harpsichord, the player was expected to
when the textures are dense. [
B:2/3]
devote afurther five to the clavichord before
Peter Branscombe
he could reckon himself aworthy performer!
Michael Thomas, having for many years
made, bought, sold and played the instrument - and loved it all along - is quite a BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7El Fidelio Overture
respectable player, but no great performer.
(arr winds)
His touch is far less subtle than, say, that of
Octophorus
Colin Tilney, and his fingers sometimes lack
Accent ACC8434 digital dmm ( Harmonia Mundi)
the responsiveness that we record- buyers
(NC)
have come to expect of professional
keyboard players. However, the music is
In 1802 Beethoven fulminated against pubplayed affectionately, and there are some
lished arrangements. But ( if you can't beat
lovely moments of poetry at points where
them ...) 14 years later he sanctioned Steinthe technical demands are not too great. At
er's various editions of Symphonies 7 & 8,
times, lines of equal quavers and semiquavincluding that for ' Harmonie': wind- band,
ers seem to me to lack life and shaping, and
contrabassoon underpinning pairs of oboes,
at its worst the playing is uneventful. Better
clarinets, bassoons, and horns. ( The crucial
that, though, than an account which strives
word is missing from the English sleevetoo hard to be new, and as a result becomes
note, and there is one other obvious error in
idiosyncratic. Well documented. [
A:2]
the translation.)
Stephen Daw
In this 1984 St Giles, Bruges recording the
instruments are period, or copies; the contrabassoon has a serpent- like snarl, but the
blend is far smoother than in the London
JS BACH: St John Passion
Wind Soloists' pert Decca recording of the
Ellenback/Berry/Hamari/Ameling/Hollweg/Ahrans/ overture. That transcription, by Sedlak, has a
Prey/Hymnus Boys' Ch, Stuttgart/Stuttgart CO/ wrenching 25- bar cut before the coda; in the
Münchinger
symphony the scherzo is reduced to A- B- A
Decca 414 068-1 (
2 recs) ( 414 068-4)
form, and the whole of the development in
Reissue from 1975
(iv) is excised. Both works involve key transpositions.
Here is a very compelling reissue, both for
Don't expect ' scale' in this imaginatively
reasons of high musical and sonic quality
conceived Seventh, it is too mellow- soundand for the exceptional value it represents:
ing to have one pacing the floor. The scherzo
no other version of the St John Passion is
has rusticity, but the trio loses its brooding
accommodated on two records, as this one
atmosphere, and the coda is dapper. The
now is. There is some loss of presence
outer movements become ' sweetened' in
towards the end of the very long sides, with
wind voices, and the overture - rather stiffer
athinness in the choral tone uncharacteristic
here than in the Brymer-led alternative of the recording as awhole, but there is little
takes on a gracious, almost jolly character.
sign of congestion, and the surfaces are of
The church setting gives a long reverberahigh standard.
tion time, but internal balance is never
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obscured. An excellent, if quirky, release.
[A:1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Lieder
Partridge (ten)/Burnett (fpno)
Amon Ra SAR 15 digital ( CSAR 15)
Ian Partridge is a singer whom Ihave long
admired. He has unusual versatility, having
made some notable recordings of early
music while being equally at home with the
great period of Lieder and into contemporary
music. His voice is notable, to my mind, by
being unhampered by that unceasing 'wobble' which so many singers either affect or
cannot avoid: ' vibrato', as somebody said
deliciously, ' should be an occasional use of
tone- colour, not a permanent disability'.
For this recital, Richard Burnett uses a
fortepiano by Rosenberg, made in Vienna
about 1800 and therefore right on period for
the Beethoven songs. The tone is quite
lovely, and one can listen to this recital,
made in a room in acountry house, and feel
that the master himself might have been
present at many such performances. The
two artists blend together with great success
and dedication, making this a notable issue
for all lovers of song.
The recording continues the splendid
tradition which by now leads one to expect
excellence from the Amon Ra label, which is
due in no small measure to unhurried care at
every stage of the enterprise. Here the
balance between pianist and singer is just
about perfect, so that each makes his contribution in away which is far from common,
but makes the difference between routine
and greatness. This is one for the collection.
[A:1*1
Peter Turner
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
Montreal SO/Dutoit
Decca 414 203-1 digital ( 414 203-4)
Used by Decca for other highly acclaimed
Montreal recordings, the church of St Eustache here provides a superb setting for
Berlioz. Indeed, in sonic terms this issue
could hardly be bettered. It offers acomfortable spaciousness and depth, brilliance without over-closeness, plenty of body in the
bass, and appropriately wide dynamics. The
CD version should be superb.
Musically, I'm not quite so enthusiastic. It's
a good performance, with such highly disciplined playing from the Canadian orchestra
that one might be inclined to say very good;
but it all seems a little too suave, somehow
tacking that essential mix of fastidiousness
and fire on which Berlioz thrives. Apart from
a rather ponderous opening Dutoit's interpretation suffers no undue eccentricities, yet
he is less adventurous with pianissimos, for
instance, than Abbado in last year's DG
recording, and exhibits less rhythmic drive
than Mehta, his Decca predecessor. Also,
there are no extra refinements in the way of
cornets in ( ii) or properly pitched bells in ( v),
while the tubas' bold initial statement of the
Dies irae theme has apolished smootheness
at odds with the fun- poking coarseness
intended by the composer.
But this is the pedantic response of a
specialist with over 50 versions of the work
to choose from, and heard without preconceptions I'm sure that Dutoit's performance
will please anyone who simply wants agood
Fantastique on his shelves — especially if
recorded sound quality is amajor consideration. (A*:2/11
John Crabbe

CHARPENTIER: Motets for One and Two Voices
Concerto Vocale '
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1149 (
HMC 401149)
Despite the presence of William Christie as
organist in the continuo group, the inter98

pretations of these liturgical motets by solo
vocalists Judith Nelson and René Jacobs are
different from those of the other champions
of Charpentier, Les Arts Florissants — which
Christie directs. The Concerto Vocale's manner is more ' northern' and directly forceful
than the melting sensuousness of the other
group. Iintend no disparagement to either
approach, and have long admired the musicality and vocal ease of Jacobs and Nelson,
who duet supremely well. They are complemented by the sensitive playing of the
small instrumental group who have some
important material — not only in the motet
'cum symphonia' Magdalena lugens, but
also in those of ' violons et basse continue'.
Full text and avery contorted essay are given
on the insert.
There is a realistically pleasing balance
between the singers ( either solo or duet) and
the chamber ensemble. The natural spread
across the speakers is enhanced by the not
uncomfortably close image, and an
appropriate bloom to the recording rounds
off the attractive sound: [
A*:1*1
Roger Bowen

Another sonic treat starring the famous
Harrison organ of King's College Cambridge.
Michael Woodward takes particular care to
capture the instrument within the acoustic of
the building for which it was designed. The
effect is splendidly sonorous yet musically
'clean', with excellent dynamic range, very
good pedal extension, and every indication
of realism — even down to the wind noise
which appears in silences at realistic volume
settings.
About the music it can only be said that
two of the transcriptions were certainly
encouraged by Elgar, and the Op.87a
arrangement of the Seven Suite is itself very
much aproduct of its era, in which the organ
was commonly used as an upmarket oneman- band. The documentation is extensive
and exemplary — a typical MW product, in
fact. [
A*:1]
Trevor Attewell
FALLA: El Corregidor y la Molinera
Teresa Berganza (mezz)/Lausanne CO/Lopez-Cobos
Claves D 8405 digital dmm ( NC)

The Three Cornered Hat is probably Falla's
most popular work. It is certainly the richest
in colour. Before he produced the familiar
version for Diaghilev, however, the work had
gone through a previous incarnation: the
Claude Helffer's Debussy, like his Ravel chamber orchestral version which is
(Harmonia Mundi's box of the solo piano recorded here. Like similar masterpieces
music is still listed), is distinguished by (Copland's Appalachian Spring, for instance)
simplicity, absence of bombast, and unos- which have blossomed into full dress, El
tentatious keyboard refinement. He chooses
Corregidor is both familiar and tantalisingly
a flowing tempo for Reflets dans l'eau, and
new, for the process of revising the orchesthis works well, especially since his phrasing tration brought with it a revision of some of
is seamless and his tone beautiful. Mouve- the music too, and the ear is constantly
ment is characteristically gentle ( the ' bells' caught up by a new slant on an old tune or
toll out in rather subdued fashion), though
checked by the absence of a well-known
Rogé ( Decca) seems to me more able to
passage.
combine the requisite quicksilver with marThe experience is astimulating one, espeginally greater technical poise. Also, once or cially when the performance is as good as
twice, others capture a stronger sense of this. The Lausanne Chamber Orchestra may
mystery and stillness: sample Arrau ( Philips)
not be the greatest in the world, but it is very
or Michelangeli ( DG) in Et la lune descent sur good, and in the hands of its Spanish
le temple qui fut. On the other hand, Helfer conductor it catches the bright colours and
offers ateasing humour in Children's Corner subtle shadows of this perennially fascinatwhere one or two others prefer slapstick; the
ing score. Teresa Berganza's short solo
result is rather affecting.
catches the throaty quality of the Iberian
A pity then, that the sound quality is only country singer admirably, and the recordmoderate. The main missing ingredients are
ing's bright, clean edge is ideal. This must
afull bass and aclean, clear top. It is, in fact,
find a place on the shelf alongside Dutoit's
all rather ' middle y'. My pressing ( not, I outstanding Decca version of the full orchessuspect, the master tape, since the trouble is tral score. [
A:1*]
consistent from run-in to run- out grooves)
Kenneth Dommett
hissed just a little too obtrusively for comfort. [C:1/21
FRESCOBALDI: Works for Harpsichord
Andrew Keener
Emer Buckley (hpd)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1143 (
NC)
DEBUSSY: Images I & II L] Children's Corner
Claude Helfer (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HMA 954 (
HMA 40954)

DVORAK: Serenade in E, Op.22 U Serenade in d,
Op.44
CO of Europe/Schneider
ASV COE 801 digital ( ZC COE 801)
Alexander Schneider has presided over
some very rough- sounding performances in
the past, but these have a palatable smoothness which does not obscure the music's
instinctive folk- inspired trenchancy. The
Chamber Orchestra of Europe is a young
group formed from musicians from twelve
countries and has enjoyed considerable
international success under Schneider's
direction and that of other distinguished
conductors. With these two much- recorded
Serenades they obviously invite the most
serious comparison, but they emerge with
honour and, in the case of the D- minor work,
with a distinguished performance rich in
detail. The recording, made in advance of an
American tour which was due to take place
in February, is nicely focused and full- toned,
particularly in the wind serenade. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: Sonata in G ill Imperial March I _1'
Nimrod'
E Sonata No.2 ( Op.87a)
Stephen Cleobury
Michael Woodward MW 939 digital ( NC)

Emer Buckley's selection from the vast
keyboard output of Frescobaldi places as
much emphasis on works other than the
famous Toccatas as on the Toccatas themselves. The issue begins with the impressively big Cento parti sopra Passacagli, and
the stamp of an authoritative performer is
evident at once in the confident, crystal-clear
articulation and in the handling of the interlocking passacaglia and ciaccona sections.
The rhythms are taut and bounding, the
ornaments rock- sure. This all goes equally
for the dance- based gagliarde with their
robust stance, and for the well-known Partite
sopra l'Aria di Ruggiero, based on that
gentleman's much- used bass progression.
We do have some Toccatas too, and Emer
Buckley pushes them very gently ( and
humorously) to the acceptable edge of
extravert exuberance.
A modern William Dowd instrument was
used for the sessions at the Château de
Sauvan. The acoustic is a responsive one
and the air vibrates from the solid, forward/
centre image, clear and sharply defined in
both upper and lower registers. [
A•:1*1
Roger Bowen
GASPARD LE ROUX: Suites Pour Deux Clavecins
William Christie/Arthur Haas (hods)
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Harmonia Mundi France HMB 399 (
HMB 40399)
Reissue from 1978
What aglorious sound the two harpsichords
make in these instantly appealing 17th century Suites - and so well reproduced by HM.
The two instruments ( modern copies after
Taskin) are placed right and left in a sharp,
close image, with the centre discretely and
naturally filled by the warmly reverberant
sonority. The immaculate taste and precision
of William Christie and Arthur Haas complete the trio of virtues of this issue. (
A*:1*]
Roger Bowen
GRANADOS: Seis piezas sobres cantos populares
espagnoles 17 Allegro de concierto 0 Escenas
romanticas
Alicia de Larrocha (pno)
Decca 410 288-1 digital ( 410 288-4)
This recital presents the two sides of Granados, the inheritor of Spain and pupil of
Pedrell in the Seis piezas, and the romantic
virtuoso whose models were Schumann,
Liszt and above all Chopin. Alicia de Larrocha is thorou9hly at home in all this music,
bringing a ringing, stamping energy to the
more extravert of the Spanish popular- song
models and a lyrical, almost swooning quality to the quieter movements, Anoranza and
part of Ecos de la parrenda. The Allegro de
concierto is an unashamed display- piece
sired by Liszt but moulded by Chopin. There
is little here that is very Spanish, nor is there
in the Escenas romanticas in which Schumann takes over the role of Liszt in providing
the stimulus.
Thomas Rajna's pioneering work in
recording the whole of Granados' piano
music for CAD has shown how diverse the
composer's gifts were, yet how closely his
idiom lies to the mainstream of European
music of his time. De Larrocha's performances, particularly of the Seis piezas, tend to
emphasise the Spanish elements, though
even she is unable to find many in the rest.
For the most part the recording is bright,
lively and well focused, but there is a
decided wow towards the end of the Side 2
of my test pressing. (
A/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
HANDEL: Israel in Egypt
Elizabeth Gale, Lillian Watson (sops)/James Bowman (alt)/lan Partridge (ten)/Tom McDonnell, Alan
Watt (basses)/Ch of Christ Church Cathedral,
Oxford/ECO/Preston
Argo 411 977-1 (
2 recs) ( 411 977-4)
Reissue from 1976
None of the other English oratorios gives
such a prominent role to the chorus as this
Handel masterpiece, and Christ Church
eagerly rises to the challenge despite fewer
numbers than would normally be employed.
Only in the weighty ' plague' choruses is
dramatic impact lacking and, elsewhere, the
spirited incisiveness of the voices more than
compensates.
As ever, Handel adapted agood deal of his
own ( and others') music, and the use of the
Cuckoo and the Nightingale organ concerto
as a suitable overture was a procedure he
sanctioned. Simon Preston follows this practice and, as well as asmall choir, opts for an
authentically- sized orchestra. The playing of
the ECO typifies the vitality of the whole
performance, and the team of soloists is
well-chosen and admirable in its limited
contribution.
Remastering has enhanced the clarity of
the sound to a degree while retaining the
warm acoustic and pleasingly natural
balance and perspectives of the original
issue. A most welcome birthday offering.
[A:1]
Peter Herring
HANDEL: Jephtha
Rolfe Johnson/Marshall/Hodgson/Essvvood/Keyte/
Kirkby/Southend Boys' Ch/ASM & Ch/Marriner
Decca 414 163-1 (
3 recs) ( 414 183-4)
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Reissue from 1979
Irepeat my praise for this excellent performance and recording of one of Handel's
greatest works. The reissue makes a major
and welcome change in presentation: the
complete work now takes up only six instead
of eight sides. No lover of Handel, no
admirer of Marriner or of his singers
(Anthony Rolfe Johnson magnificent in the
title- role) should be without this set. [
A:1]
Arthur Jacobs
HANDEL: Chandos Anthems Nos. 9 & 11
Elizabeth Vaughan (sop)/Alexander Young (ten)/
Forbes Robinson (bass) Ch of King's College Cambridge /ASM/VVillcocks
Decca 411 980-1 (
411 980-4)
Reissue from 1966
This always was a treasurable record, and I
am delighted to be able to replace my
well-worn old mono ( Z) AG with a splendid
stereo refurbishment. The Ninth anthem, ' 0
praise the Lord with one consent', is the
larger of the two, with splendid variety and
some brilliant touches of scoring. All three
soloists take full advantage of their opportunities here, and the chorus and orchestra
make a firm contribution to an exhilarating
performance. ' Let God arise' is a highly
dramatic piece, from the lively instrumental
Sonata on through a vivid chorus, and
contrasting tenor and soprano arias, to the
extended choral conclusion. Sir David Willcocks directs his forces with poise and
vigour, and the recording is sonorous without any loss of clarity or atmosphere. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartets 75-80, Op.76
Eder Qt
Teldec 6-35643 digital dmm ( 2 recs, Conifer) INC)
Here is a splendid bargain: the six quartets
of Op.76 excellently performed and
recorded, and accommodated on two
records ( Side 1 plays for over 36 minutes)
with no loss of sound quality - though
inevitably with some of the works divided
between sides, and even discs. Iam certainly
not going to put out my Aeolian or Amadeus
boxes ( which on four discs also contain
Op.77, plus in the former set Op.103 as well),
and there is a special quality about the old
Tátrai performances. But this new Hungarian
team is fully worthy to be mentioned in the
same breath; the readings have an appealing freshness as well as marked technical
accomplishment. All four parts are clearly
audible, yet blend well; the high spirits of
76/4, the firm attack and rhythmic lift in 77/1,
the poise of 78/1 and the spaciousness of
79/1 show their skills in outer movements,
and the menuets of 75 and 80, and slow
movements of almost all these magnificent
works, reveal a discriminating touch with
what lies between.
The music breathes, it sounds right, natural. The players are placed precisely in a
chamber acoustic, set forward to the extent
that at the start of Side 3 Iwas uncomfortably conscious of their sniffs and slight
movements. But the music emerges from,
and dies away into, utter silence: exemplary
pressings enhance the impact of the dmm
sound, which is characterised by spaciousness and spontaneity. In both respects this
issue is close to star quality. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Harpsichord Sonatas — in 131, ( Hob. XVI:2),
D ( XVI:4), C ( XVI:10), E ( XVI;13), G ( XVI:27)
Gerald Gifford (hpd)
Meridian E77078 (
NC)
This is avery pleasing recital of sonatas from
Haydn's early years (four were written prior
to 1766), along with the G- major work of
c.1776. They are played on a splendid harpsichord by Shudi and Broadwood of about
1775, contemporary with ( and made to the

same specification as) the instrument this
firm sent to Haydn. The sonatas are mainly
light, but tuneful and very spirited; and there
are the occasional marks of his emerging
genius. Gerald Gifford plays with exuberance and discretion - he ornaments skilfully
and with modesty, and wins a lovely range
of crisp and mellow sonorities from the
harpsichord.
The recording - made in the hall of
Wolfson College, Cambridge - is bright,
forward, entirely appropriate. There is a
noticeable background hiss in the silences
before and after movements, but the surfaces themselves are quite trouble- free.
Clear, informative sleevenotes complete the
very positive impression made by sensitive
and perceptive performances of delightful
works on a notable instrument. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
JONGEN: Symphonie Concertante/FRANCK: Fantaisie in A D Pastorale
Michael Murray (org)/San Francisco SO/De Waart
Telarc DG- 10096 digital ( Conifer) ( NC)
The new Ruffatti organ in Davies Hall is ' said
to be the largest concert hall organ in the
world'. The sleevenote quotes media trivia
and lists recording minutiae, but does not
include an organ specification.
Jongen's Symphonie is seldom heard and
is not in the current catalogue, so this disc
serves a useful purpose. It has an excellent
dynamic range, good bass extension, and
quiet surfaces. The imaging is somewhat
wide and the sound detail is slightly
smudged, mainly in the tutti, where the
organ tone is rather thick, especially in
legato playing. I also found it somewhat
over-sweet for my taste. The solo Franck
pieces are over-theatrical, with exaggerated
changes in dynamics and tempo. This may
appeal more as a demo disc than as pure
music - it is certainly impressive to hear, and
will wake up the subwoofers! [
A:1/2]
Trevor Attewell
MAHLER: Symphony No.7
CSO/Abbado
DG 413 773-1 digital ( 2 recs) (413 773-4)
Abbado and his stunning orchestra perform
all kinds of textural miracles here. On a
purely technical, sensual level you'll be hard
pushed to better this. The sound - warm,
bright, smooth, even in the most searing
assaults of Chicago brass - is remarkably
good, the airy concert- hall image enormously beneficial in conveying the strange
nocturnal ' outdoor' qualities, the weird comings- and-goings of Mahler's most fantastic
sound world. One's ear is drawn naturally to
startling details from a decent seat in the
stalls- and I'm thinking now of the sweeping
harps which carry us up to idyllic heights at
the heart of ( i), of the nightmarish spirals
from the top to the bottom of the orchestra in
(ii), or of those plaintive woodwind glissandi
in ( iii), which I've never heard so graphically
defined.
But then Abbado is a master of textural
lucidity. One is constantly brought up
sharply by telling observations in the inner
parts, by hitherto obscured nuances in
accenting and dynamics. He also, incidentally, plays out the finale's box- of-tricks for
all it's worth, lavishing far more care and
subtlety on it than I'm sure it merits ( though I
could certainly have done with less restraint
from the timpanist in the opening fanfare).
Istill think that Tennstedt ( and for that
matter Kubelik) better communicates the
elemental spirit of this music, in atmospheres alive with the stark, uncontrollable
forces of nature. On the other hand, he is shy
to ravish one, as does Abbado, with some of
the most beautiful sonorities that Mahler
ever conceived, and he's marginally less well
served by orchestra and engineers. [
A*:1]
Edward Seckerson
MAHLER: Das Klagende Lied — complete version
Dose/Hodgson/Tear/Rae/CBSO & Ch/Rattle
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EMI EL 2701361 digital dmm (
EL 2701364)

other small-scale performances we have
heard — in letting a bit of light into the
texture. The fortepiano, a modern copy of
Mozart's own, does help materially to restore the balance and refine the music, as the
pioneer work in this direction by Ralph
Kirkpatrick and Paul Badura-Skoda demonstrated. An earlier solo record by Bilson did
not impress greatly, but here he seems much
more at home. Not revelatory perhaps, yet
these are nicely scaled, refined performances, well recorded. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

The ' child of sorrow' from Mahler's 20th year
is fondly attended. Its naive folklore charms,
its spatial splendours, its dramatic premonitions of grander visions to come, can never
be lightly discarded as unformed juvenilia,
and clearly it occupies a special place in
Simon Rattle's affections. He makes no apologies whatsoever for its weaknesses, persuasively carrying us through even its purplest pages with absolute conviction and a
master-craftsman's sleight-of-hand. I still
think the composer was right eventually to
have discarded the introductory Wildmárchen. The sounds are his, the accent unmistakable, but young Mahler was still very
evidently feeling his way, and only in Parts 2
& 3 are we blinded — albeit sporadically — by
the confidence and audacity which signal his
coming- of- age.
Rattle's performers serve him well: good
soloists ( Robert Tear most affecting in the
desolate closing pages), the CBSO continuing their drive from strength to strength,
and excellent choral work, the sopranos
admirably secure in those cruelly exposed
high lines. John Willan's production is writ
just large enough — the field of vision wide
and of ample resonance, resplendent in the
brilliant ' wedding feast' section, with its
sinister pre- Resurrection off-stage windband judged to perfection. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson

It is difficult to think of Mozart's sumptuous
Gran Partita sounding dull, but, regrettably,
this heavy-handed and four-square performance almost makes it seem so. The players
have missed the ebullience of the piece in
their concern to demonstrate its greatness. It
might be argued that their use of the contrabassoon instead of the double- bass as
Mozart intended has added an element of
the lugubrious to the performance, but
though it does remove some flexibility from
the bass lines the fault really lies elsewhere.
The recording is slightly edgy but otherwise
acceptable. [
8:2/3]
Kenneth Dommett

MARENZIO: Madrigals
Hilliard Ens/Paul Hillier
UEA 82126 (
Harmonia Mundil ( NC)

MOZART: The Flute Quartets
Judith Hall (flt)/Paul Barrit( ( vIn)/Gustav Clarkson
(vla)/iosephine Horder (y/c)
Orpheus OSPS 84001 digital INC)

Luca Marenzio ( c.1553-1599) was one of the
most popular and famous madrigalists during his lifetime; but his reputation was based
largely upon his early period, whereas his
later work has a greater profundity and
musical depth. The later music was never so
well-known as the earlier, and as aresult has
not been reprinted or included in collections
to anything like the same extent.
This recital is devoted largely to these later
works, and illustrates beautifully what a
mistake neglect has been: there is ravishing
stuff here. The word ' madrigal' has a very
wide meaning, and there is little here to
suggest the fa- la- la my- bonny- lass type of
song. Rather one is concerned with deep
passion, eroticism barely concealed beneath
surface- meanings, and a general sophistication far removed from pastoral convention
and ' idle sport'.
Paul Hillier is a recognised authority on
this kind of music and this period, and the
performances here are extremely accomplished, technically masterly, and musically
deeply satisfying: it must be wonderful to be
able to make music at this level. The recording — apparently analogue — is worthy of the
standard set by the singers. It is free from
distortion, tonally sweet but very clear,
detailed and anonymous: just what is
needed to complete a most enjoyable addition to the recorded literature. [
A:1*)
Peter Turner
MOZART: Piano Concerto in C, K415 J Piano
Concerto in e, K450
Malcolm Bilson (f-pno)/English Bar Soloists/Gardiner
Archly 413 464-1 digital ( 413 464-4)
This is the first of this series to have been
submitted for review, but having heard an
earlier example broadcast ( K413) Ihad some
reservations that here again the listener was
being used as a guinea-pig for somebody's
scholarly theorising. However, this impression has been considerably diluted by the
present issue. Admittedly the orchestral
placment and configuration conform to Neal
Zaslaw's pronouncements on the matter
(expounded at length in the Florilegium
series of the symphonies and elsewhere),
but the outcome, orchestrally speaking, is
not so markedly different from that of some
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MOZART: Serenade in fe, K361
LPO Wind Ens
EMI EMX 4120591 digital ( EMX 4120594)

It is some time since we had a recording of
all four of Mozart's flute quartets. They have
enjoyed the double advantage of fitting
comfortably on to a single LP and of being
graced with a succession of distinguished
performances and good recordings, and this
latest addition to the flock is no exception.
The four players, who do not appear to have
a corporate identity, perform as if they do,
and there is a happy unanimity in their
approach to the music which, while not
eschewing an occasional hint of seriousness,
is by nature essentially entertaining. It also
happens to be gracious in the French style of
the period, and this combination of grace
and lightness is well caught. The recording
favours the flute slightly, but since for much
of the time it acts as a concertante instrument this is perhaps forgivable. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin Sonatas K296, 305, 306
ltzak Perlman (vIn)/Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DG 415 102-1 digital (415 102-4)
Lovely, sturdy, vigorous performances
these, full of life and enthusiasm for the
music. It is, of course, possible to argue that
this kind of ebullience is more suited to
Beethoven than Mozart, and that Barenboim's unashamedly masculine keyboard
style runs counter to the Mozartian ideal. No
doubt it does, but it is of little significance
compared with the impact the playing makes
on the listener. Mozart's early violin sonatas
don't get much of a press and are generally
unlikely to entice a listener who does not
know them already, but compared with
some of the worthy and eminently stylish
performances heard recently, these may well
win converts. Certainly anyone who has yet
to make the acquaintance of these youthful
essays should consider this issue very
seriously. [
A:1/1•1
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Church Sonatas
Ens London Baroque
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1137 (
HMC 41137)
The so-called Church or Epistle Sonatas
occupied Mozart on and off during his
Salzburg years. Intended for interpolation

into the Mass, they are all single- movement
pieces, and the majority are for strings with
organ as continuo. There are 17 in all, plus
one fragmentary one, and this record contains 14. The remaining three, being more
ambitious in terms of instrumentation, were
beyond the scope of the Ensemble London
Baroque, a mixed British- German quintet all
of whom, with the exceptions of the organist
John Toll and William Hunt, play genuinely
old instruments.
Somewhat anachronistically, Hunt has
substituted a violone for the usual doublebass, but it must be admitted that the
instrument, a 1983 copy of a 17th century
original, adds a welcome vibrancy to these
unpretentious pieces. With only solo strings
to contend with, the organ can establish
itself in a way none of the previous recordings have made possible. The instrument
has virtually no solo part to play, except in
the two sonatas K244 and 245 where it
becomes a true soloist, yet its fluting tone
fills out the harmony more satisfactorily than
many more celebrated organists have found
it possible to do. The recording, made in St
Margaret's Church, East Woodhay, Berks,
has a nice resonance, though more
immediacy than one would experience during a service, and it is a shame that the
remaining three sonatas could not have
A:1]
been included. [
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Opera & Concert Arias
Barbara Hendricks (sop)/ECO/Tate
EMI EL 2701271 digital dmm ( EL 2701274)
Barbara Hendricks has apure clear voice, but
not, on this evidence anyway, a powerfully
dramatic one. There are relatively few opportunities in this programme for such a display, and perhaps she chose to introduce
herself in Mozart with a recital that dwells
more on the plaintive and rejected than on
the outraged side of the heroine's temperament. Hence we have ' Fra ipensier' (
Lucio
Silla), '
Padre germani' Uldomeneol, '
Ach, ( ch
fuhls' (
Zauberfliite) and ' Dove sono' (
Figaro)
from the operas, and Misera dove son, the
first setting of Ch'io mi scordi di te (
K490)
and Ah, lo previdi from the concert arias. The
last is the only one in which the sparks really
fly, and it suggests that the singer has not yet
got sufficiently inside this character to be
able to reveal all the aspects of her nature
that Mozart drew attention to.
Tate provides sensitive support and, in
accordance with his views on Mozart tempi,
holds asteady pace giving the singer time to
breathe and, so to speak, move about within
the music. The singer is admirably balanced
with the orchestra and the record has a
pleasant lifelike ambience. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Concert Arias for Tenor
Peter Schreier (ten)/Wolfgang Hellmich (bar)/Dresden State/Blomstedt
EMI IC 039 1465321 (
Conifer) INC)
Mozart's first concert aria Va, dal furor
portata (
K21) was written for a tenor, but it
was avoice he responded to only rarely, and,
apart from the operas, never in his last years.
A pity, since some of these arias, Per pieta
(K420) and Si mostra la sorte (
K209), for
instance, are almost on a level of the best
soprano ones. Schreier encompasses the
varied style of these eight arias with all his
accustomed skill and sense of character.
Two are comic, one of them, Clarice cara mia
sposa (
K256), is actually a duet, hence the
presence of Hellmich. Blomstedt is rather a
studious accompanist and the Dresden
Staatskapelle not the lightest support for this
kind of music, and one could wish for
something more flexible. The recording is
Jisappointingly cloudy and recessed. [
13/C: 1/
2]
Kenneth Dommett
PROKOFIEV: Symphony No.5
St. Louis SO/Slatkin
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RCA RL 85035 digital
The Saint Louis Symphony and their versatile music director Leonard Slatkin blaze their
way into acurrently depleted RCA catalogue
with a substantial, superbly assured Prokofiev 5. Their massive opening Andante
(I'm convinced now that this is the tempo)
immediately. recalls Bernstein and Weller
(both deleted), and no less skilful than them is
Slatkin in evolving those discreet changes of
pulse. The unique orchestral colour, too, has
been truthfully reproduced: all those dark
low registers - woodwinds in their bottom
regions, tuba, throbbing bass- drum enveloped in amesh of string sound through
which only the high trumpet seems to penetrate. The weight of this saturated mass is
superbly, naturalistically, contained here, the
crushing tuttis very imposing, the climax of
WO especially thrilling as fortissimo tam-tam
punctuates high tremolando screams from
the violins against low rasping trombones.
It is a peculiarly streamlined 20th century
kind of decadence or sensuality - call it what
you will - that this work projects, and Slatkin
with his stylish, superbly disciplined orchestra has caught it. High- lying strings ( superbly
tuned) like shot- silk, create an atmosphere of
almost stifling luxuriance in the slow movement; cool, super- slick woodwinds in ( li) &
(iv) glibly suggest a world of Beverley Hills
(Prokofiev's time in America subconsciously recalled?). The percussive coda
of the finale is superbly manic: automation
gone crazy, the mechanical heart of the
symphony finally exposed. [
A:1 *]
Edward Seckerson

PROKOFIEV: Lieutenant Kijé - suite I Love for
Three Oranges - suite/STRAVINSKY: Suites 1 & 2
for Small Orchestra
Dallas SO/Mata
RCA RL 85168 digital
Like the above Prokofiev 5 record ( both the
St. Louis and Dallas orchestras are in town
during May), the sound here is open and
unaffected, deep and grateful - marginally
crisper and better focused than Slatkin's
Prokofiev, Ifancy, with trumpets bristling
brilliantly in the introduction to Kijé, keenly
delineated percussion and a good resin- onstring sound in the bass solo of the
Romance. The playing, too, is immaculate:
every note has its place and every dynamic
the requisite weight.
But that's asfar as it goes. Nowhere does
one sense much of a personality, a force,
behind the baton. Mata's Kijé is surely too
clean-cut, too dapper by half. Prokofiev's
characterisation is cut of coarser cloth, and
in Love for Three Oranges one also takes
away only a favourable impression of precision where the mind should be teeming with
fantastic images. It's all so literal. Even the
audaciously whooping horns of the scherzo
manage to sound respectful. Stravinsky's
delightful little suites, sharply performed,
make for a well- filled disc, but one doesn't
have to look far at all to do better by either of
the two major works. [
A:3/2]
Edward Seckerson

Charles Il naturally acquired French tastes
during his exile at the court of the Sun King;
and one of his importations at his restoration
was a string orchestra of 24 violins, in
imitation of the French royal one. Moreover,
he insisted upon his fiddles being used to
accompany church music: a shattering
revolution at the time. Purcell, as ever, rose
to the occasion with a series of verse
anthems, which form the subject- matter of
this attractive issue.
Here, the seven soloists/choir are accompanied by eight string players, not two dozen
violins, as research has shown that all 24
were rarely used even in the Chapel Royal;
MAY 1955

may cause tracking problems. EA/B:21
David Prakel
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Concerto No.1 I
Chamber
Symphony
Dmitri Shostakovich/1 Musici de Montreal/Maxim
Shostakovich/Yuli Turovsky
Chandos ABRD 1120 digital ( ABTD 1120)

Second and third generation Shostakovich.
An historic collaboration, certainly, though
whether or not Dmitri junior really holds his
own against the likes of Alexeev is another
matter. I enjoyed his simply inflected,
eminently agile account of the concerto a
good deal, but once you start making comparisons you realise that that last degree of
personality and audacity is somewhat lackREGER: Fantasy and Fugue on B.A.C.H. D Fantasy
ing and that in the outer movements it is
undoubtedly father who generates most of
and Fugue in d
Lionel Roqq (orq)
the sparks - abetted in this case by the
BIS LP-242 digital dmm ( Conifer) INC)
vigorous ripe- sounding trumpet of James
Thompson. Mr Thompson emphatically
Lionel Rogg's polished performances are
refuses to be upstaged by anyone, least of all
always a pleasure to hear, and this is certhe piano soloist, and that makes for real
tainly among the finest accounts of these
scintillation in what proves to be abreathless
works. It is played on a Marcussen instru(though exciting) race for the finishing line.
ment ( 1976) which contains a number of
The piano, incidently, is a well- integrated
earlier ranks, and is a splendid vehicle for
part of the fun- and- games, with Chandos'
Reger both in tonality and size. The recordin-the- lap immediacy ensuring bags of
ing has awide dynamic range and very low
guttural impact from the string band in those
noise, with good balance, aclean sound and
heavily rhythmic pages. As is usual" with
plenty of weight where needed. BIS recordmost of their chamber records, however,
ings maintain aconsistently high standard in
they go too far. Turn to the scherzo of the
Chamber Symphony ( Quartet No.8 in Rudolf
artistry and engineering - this is recomBarshai's masterful transcription) - a
mended listening. [
A*:1 • 1
Trevor Attewell
thoughtful, intense reading from Yuli
Turovsky's Montreal group - and the hypermagnification of the image, with fierce,
SCHUBERT: Sonata in C
D840
I relentless top, will pin you to your seat in a
highly unnatural way. But then, I've said all
Sonata in El', D568
this before, too many times. [
B:3/1]
James Gibb (pno)
Edward Seckerson
Meridian E77078 (
NC)
The Reliquie of April 1825 is a fascinating
torso, whether one experiences it as here
with just its two completed movements, or
with the not- quite- complete menutetto and
trio and the fragmentary rondo finale, both
published in several completions ( one by
Krenek). James Gibb offers the Moderato
and Andante in sober, musicianly performances of great integrity; there is some lack of
sparkle in the more brilliant passages, but
the sense of structure and the perception of
Schubert's harmonic daring are alike striking. The earlier work ( 1817) is not in the
same class, though when played with the
spirit and overall control that Mr Gibb brings
to it, it manages to charm and touch the
listener. The very brief pauses between
movements help convey a sense of fresh
spontaneity yet of overall cohesion ( as the
sleevenote points out, Schubert revised the
work carefully).
The recording is for the most part nicely
managed, though the piano tone becomes
edgy from time to time, and my finished
pressing does reveal some surface noise,
persistent but not loud. An interesting issue
of two under- recorded works. [
6:1/21
Peter Bra nscombe
SCHUBERT: Winterreise
Martti Talvela (bass)/Ralf Gothoni (pno)
BIS LP 253/254P digital dmm ( 2 recs) INC)

PURCELL: Verse Anthems
Deller Consort/Alfred Deller
Harmonia Mundi HMA 233 (
NC)

Ill- FINE WS & RECORD REVIE W

nor were violins used solely. The result is
entirely satisfying here: great music does
not, after all, need always to be performed
just as it was for its first performances. The
singers are nicely balanced though well
separated - as indeed are the strings.
The music is worthy of the best standard
of a composer of genius. Purcell wrote an
astonishing amount of music during his
tragically short life, and nearly all of it can
stand as exemplar of his greatness - even
the bawdy trivia are better made than most
such. This selection will add to the collection
of all who care for the music of the church and the development of music in the wider
world. [
A:11
Peter Turner

Despite his international success as a Lieder
singer Idon't find Marti Talvela's resonantly
powerful voice and dark tone especially
suitable for the youthful yet bleak emotional
landscape of Winterreise. Here the voice
tends to dominate the words, resonantly
blurring vowel sounds; the pace set in the
opening song is slow, almost lumbering. The
softer LP sound tends to be kinder to the
peculiarities of balance noted in the CD
review of this recording - no longer does the
voice sound quite so isolated and close,
while the piano top- end is sweeter from
vinyl, if less detailed. The four short DMM
sides are cut at fairly generous levels and
one or two songs I'Erstarrung' for example)

SIBELIUS: The Maiden in the Tower - Opera in one
act III Karelia Suite
Haggander/Hagagard/Hynninen/Kruse/Gothenburg
SO/Járvi
BIS LP-250 digital dmm ( Conifer) ( NC)
I'll begin with the ' World Première' and
ponder a little upon what might have been had Sibelius felt drawn more compulsively
to the troublesome world of opera. The
Maiden in the Tower was a seed, but only a
seed. Why? How is it possible that the
composer of Luonnotar, the composer of
songs whose dramatic and emotional range
and vocal resourcefulness puts them among
the very finest in the idiom, should have no
more than dipped his toe in the water and
thought better of it? Maiden clings tenaciously to traditionalist gestures. We glimpse
the rebellious daring of Kullervo in the spare
concentration of the pivotal love duet, in the
wide, intimidating vocal leaps of the soprano
part, but otherwise it's nationalistic naivity
which dictates the full-blooded melodic tone,
and one is constantly calling to mind Sibelius' admiration for Mascagni's '
Cav' and its
ilk. Maybe that's the kind of opera he sought
to write, and couldn't. Maybe that's why
Maiden sounds so inhibited - so shortwinded as opposed to economical. Maybe
you'll enjoy it more than Idid. The cast are
excellent, the recording likewise, and there's
a full-blown Karelia for good measure:
sturdy and keen to swagger in the outer
movements, serious-minded in the central
Ballad. (A:11
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Tone Poems - En Saga
Luonnotar
Finlandia H Spring Song IThe Bard ' The Dryad
LI Pohjols's Daughter 1 Night- Ride & Sunrise
The Oceanides H Tapiola
SNO/Gibson
Chandos CBR 1027/8 dmm ( 2 recs) ( CBT 1027/8)
Reissues from 1978
Nothing better has emerged from Gibson's
Sibelius series. Between them, he and Chan103
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SIBELIUS: Lemminkainen Legends
SNO/Gibson
Chandos CBR 1026 dmm ( CBT 1026)
Reissue from 1978
This month's bumper crop of ' pictorial' Sibelius represents the very best of Gibson and
Chandos. This time we're in the Usher Hall
and again the sense of spaces being crossed,
the depth of field and range of tonal
responses, are everything they should be.
String basses make a fine, almost unreal
impression as they murmur into our consciousness at the opening of the Swan.
Discreet bass- drum undulations alert one's
senses still further, and Susan Tyte's coranglais solo is most affecting. It's a lovely
performance, naturally, atmospherically
recorded.
Would, however, that the other three
legends contained even one fraction of the
Swan's aural imagination — and I'm talking
now of the music not the performances.
Sibelius, master of the succinct phrase,
purveyor of stark, all- consuming imagery,
rarely outstayed his welcome. Here, Ifear, he
did. Gibson does his best, working hard on
atmosphere, filling out the more intriguing
pages with conviction. Barring afew tell-tale
insecurities in the turbulent string writing of
Lemminkainen in Tuonela, the SNO support
him valiantly. At the end of the day, though,
it is surely no accident that only one of these
pieces should have blazed a notable trail of
success. One sees why. [
A*1/21
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Scenes Historiques Suites 1 & 2 CI
Rakastava ."_] Valse Lyrique
SNO/Gibson
Chandos CBR 1025 dmm ( CBT 1025)
Reissue from 1977
Most of my pleasure here was derived from
the twelve short minutes of Rakastava (
The
Beloved). The close proximity of the Fourth
Symphony casts its shadows, and in the
wistful cello solo of the final movement —
Goodnight my beloved... Farewell — one
NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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feels its pull most strongly. Simple, strange
and beautiful. Otherwise it's the lighter,
nationalistic, ' occasional' side of the composer which dominates this issue: picturebook history in two easy suites. Very concise, very slight — simple, tuneful ideas
dressed to a fine art with skill and resource.
What more can one say? It's an ' occasional' record. Minor, not great, Sibelius in
lively, sharply characterised performances
and first-class Chandos sound. I'll not repeat
myself. I've given them enough advertising
copy already this month! [
4:1]
Edward Seckerson

SULLIVAN: The Sorcerer
Masterson (sop)/C. Palmer (alt)/D. Palmer (ten)/
Adams, Styler (bars)/Reed (bass)/RPO/Godfrey
Decca 414 344-1 (
414 344-4)
Reissue from 1966
SULLIVAN: Utopia Limited
Field (sop)/Holland (alt)/Reid (ten)/Sandford (bar)/
Reed (bass)/RPO/Nash
Decca 414 359-1 (
414 359-4)
Reissue from 1976
Both these sets were recorded by the D'Oyly
Carte Opera Company under the direction of
Dame Bridget D'Oyly Carte and are therefore
in the authentic tradition. Although The
Sorcerer was recorded ten years earlier than
Utopia Limited there is little to choose
between them as regards the quality of
sound. In both cases they are very much
studio performances, with awarm and clean
sounding acoustic and good stereo separation; but the sound is a little ' boxy' and lacks
transparency. Of the two sets The Sorcerer is
the better, with some splendid singing from
avery youthful Valerie Masterson and afine
character- study of the sorcerer himself from
John Reed. On the other hand Utopia
Limited is not likely to be recorded again in
the immediate future, and this album gives
a very good account of one of the less
inspired of the G&S operettas. [
6:2]
John Freestone
TAVERNER: Missa Gloria tibi Trinitas EJ Dum
transisset Sabbatum
Tallis Scholars/Peter Phillips
Gimell 1585-04 digital dmm ( Abbey) ( 1585T-04)
This famous Mass, which inspired a whole
genre of music known as In Nomine
(Domini) from the theme of that section of
the Benedictus, has no setting for the Kyrie,
which is here supplied by one from a Marian
Mass, called Leroy. It is followed by the
Responsory from Matins for Easter Sunday,
Dum transisset Sabbatum.
The Mass is widely regarded as Taverner's
greatest work, and that sense of greatness
has been more fully communicated to me by
this rendering than by some previous ones.
The Tallis Scholars are a group of mixed
singers, using women's voices for the treble
and mean, and men's for the other lines.
While this may not suit the ' authentic' ear, it
is, as Isee it, far better to have singers who
can handle the high tessitura without anxiety
than boys who cannot. The result here is
most beautiful, and generates peace, not
anxiety.
On my copy there is more in the way of
surface- noise than one expects from dmm
pressings, but that may not be typical of all
copies. For the rest, there is brilliance, clarity
and admirable separation — so very necessary with polyphonic music. Coupled with
the very fine performance, the recording
completes an issue which it would be folly to
miss. It would also form an excellent introduction to early 16th Century polyphony for
those fortunates who are just embarking on
an acquaintance with its staggering riches.
[A/B:1]
Peter Turner
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Seasons fi Pas de Quatre
from Swan Lake Song Without Words Op.2 No.3

LI Scherzo

à la Russe
Earl Wild (pno)
dell'Arte DBS 7003 (
NC)
Dull piano sound ( 1976, New York) and
intrusive tape hiss. But keyboard specialists
should read on, for the character and nimbleness of Mr. Wild's pianism demands attention. No-one would claim The Seasons as
vintage Tchaikovsky, but as a reflection of
his gentler nature, these tiny cameos of
everyday country- folk have charm enough to
lull one into pleasant reveries, and Mr. Wild
plays them with sparkle and evident affection. The encores, on the other hand, are an
altogether more dazzling confectionery.
Wild's own transcription of the Swan Lake
Pas de Quatre is scintilating, with mercurial
runs effortlessly, evenly, negotiated, while
Scherzo àla Russe— exuberantly, dashingly,
festive — is an audience- rouser if ever Iheard
one. Not a note astray. [
C/D:1]
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Vespers Op.52 ".1 10 Hymns
Glinka Ch of LeningradNladislav Tchernouchenko/
Chamber Ch of Moscovv/Youri Oukhov
Le Chant du Monde LDX 78749/50 (
2recs, Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
Though by no means unambivalent in his
attitude to religion, Tchaikovsky, like many
another composer, felt the need to compose
for the Church — in his case, obviously, the
Russian Orthodox Church. At the time, the
music of the Church was going through a
period of undue influence by Italian and
German sources, and Tchaikovsky set out to
restore it to its true Russian roots. His
success, or lack of it, is perhaps less important than the quality of his creative achievement, of which this set gives ample demonstration.
Any form of instrumental accompaniment
being impermissible, the music exposes its
structure; and Tchaikovsky made more use
of contrapuntal elements than have many. It
would have been helpful to the Western
listener if there had been a text and translation: neither is here. Perhaps more, an idea
could have been given of the nature of the
Office of Vespers in the Russian rite: no
word. Also, the sleeve is in French only.
These omissions are rare indeed in issues
with which Harmonia Mundi have anything
to do, and they are a great pity.
Russian choirs, above all, excel in the
performance of the music of their traditional
worship, and the two here are no exceptions,
both being excellent. It may be a feature of
the recording, but neither displays that
splendour of bass quality one seems to find
only in Eastern choirs. Like other Melodiyaoriginated recordings to come my way, the
sound can get slightly rough in climaxes; but
never seriously so. [
B:11
Peter Turner

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony No.6 ( including
original version of the scherzo) H The Lark Ascending =ISong of Thanksgiving
Pougnet/Dolemore/Speaight/LSO/LPO/Boult
EMI ED 2902581 (
ED 2902584) (g)
Reissues from 1949, 53
Recorded in 1949? Surely not. But yes, the
sound is that remarkable. There's weight and
bloom in the brass, fullness in the violins,
and good firm bass lines. Inevitably, given
the technical shortcomings of the period,
important solo voices are afforded closer
proximity than is ideal, while dynamics in
the chilly wastelands of the symphony's last
movement are neither as quiet nor as subtely shaded as the composer would have
wished. But let none of this dissuade you, for
Boult's reading — exciting, tense and expectant from first to last — is an altogether tighter
and more coherent experience than his later
EMI account ( now reissued on Greensleeve).
Both scherzos are featured, adding further
historical interest to the issue. The revised
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dos excel on atmosphere, opening up deep
and imposing vistas as forbidding as they
are mysterious. This is Chandos at its best:
marvellous three-dimensional sense of hall,
front- to- back perspectives absolutely convincing, ample weight and tonal depth. Iwas
genuinely startled by the explosive opening
bars of Night- Ride, the bass- drum there, as
in En Saga, not so much heard as felt.
Superb, in fact, are all those dark, pervasive
Sibelian underpinnings. From them one
feels this music evolve.
And Gibson — always a sympathetic Sibelian — how he relishes here the romantic
high-flown moods of these poems, in par
ticular all those sudden distillations, those
expectant silences. The wondrous Luonnotar, for instance, achieves moments of quite
extraordinary stasis, the sensitive finegrained Phyllis Bryn-Julson's vocal line
keening hypnotically against timeless ostinatos in the orchestra. Extraordinary, the middle pages of that piece. Then there is En
Saga and the uneasy calm before the headlong exultancy of the big climax: just four
violins, violas and cellos answered from afar
(and this is where the Chandos depth of field
really pays off) by pallid stopped horns.
Marvellous — except perhaps that Gibson
rather labours the poco a poco stringendo
into that climax, thus weakening the shock of
sudden contrast.
But that's as much detail as I've room for,
except to say that the SNO's playing
throughout is of a generally higher order
than has marked their response to anumber
of the symphonies. Istill at times crave more
ballast from the string sound but it is a topflight brass section that can produce playing
as sensitive as that which brings up the
dawn in Night- Ride and Sunrise. [A* : 11
Edward Seckerson

version takes its place in the main body of
the symphony, the original ( from 78s
because the master-tapes had been destroyed) is placed separately on Side 2alongside Jean Pougnet's mellifluous account of
Lark Ascending (
1953) and Song of Thanksgiving, the latter a quite frightful piece of
post-war propaganda, not, to my mind,
worthy of the composer. [
11*:1*]
Edward Seckerson
VIVALDI: L'estro armonico ( string concertos Op.3)
IMusic/
Philips 412 128-1 digital ( 412 128-4)
Vivaldi's masterpiece, both in originality and
in sheer wealth of beauty, the Opus 3 set of
concertos is today most unfairly overshadowed by his Opus 8, which opens with The
Seasons. Here, IMusici play at their very
best, and the new digital recording makes
this a strong contender among the moderninstrument readings — indeed among all
readings. The sound is warm and the tone
richly flexible throughout; the group really
does sound its true size and depth in the new
recording, and it seems to me that, at last,
the players are using the point of the bow
less inflexibly for the fast passagework. The
main soloist here is Pina Carmirelli, but, of
course, she is joined in four of the concertos
by a partner- soloist ( these rotate) and in
another four concertos by the three partners
together.
After grumbling at I Musici for what I
considered to be a rather unyielding
approach to baroque music for years, Iam
delighted to note what may be accidental
changes, but are probably deliberate ones,
and must compliment the soloists and the
whole ensemble for a refreshingly Italianate
performance, and Philips' production team
for the fidelity and proportion of their recording. [
A•:1*1
Stephen Daw
WEILL: September Song ( American theatre songs)
Lotte Lenya/Orch (81Ch)/Maurice Levine
CBS MP 39513 (
MPT 39153) (
g
Reissue from 1958
It is perhaps a little much, reissuing 1958
mono material on afull- price label to capitalise on a current nostalgia boom. However,
you need only listen to September Song to
be completely won over by these classic
performances. Sadly, again CBS have seen
unfit to give us any details of Weill's work in
America, selling the record on the strength
of Lotte Lenya's interpretations. A unique
blend of chanteuse and cabaret artist, Lenya
of course also draws from alifetime's experience of Weill's music. Remastering has
produced a sharper, cleaner sound from
these very vivid mono tapes, which possess
a surprisingly wide dynamic range. There's
no denying that this classic LP deserves a
place in every collection. [
C/H:11
David Prakel

WESLEY: Anthems
Ch of St. Albans' Cathedral/Stephen Darlington/
Andrew Parnell (org)
Meridian E77088 (
NC)
Samuel Sebastian Wesley ( 1810-1876) was
the son of Samuel Wesley, and dominated
the early Victorian period of church music.
There is, however, no need to run for cover
at the mention of that period, as the music
does not drip with sentiment, is full of
melodic invention, and is extremely well
written. The selection here consists of the
Canticles from the Service in E, two largescale works in Ascribe unto the Lord and The
Wilderness, and the shorter Wash me
through/y. These pieces are sung with great
devotion — both to the text and to the music—
and at a level of excellence which dispels
anxiety and invites ( compels) concentration
on the music.
The recording is another example from
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John Shuttleworth of just how well a Nagra
with a single microphone pair can handle
complex and extensive material such as this:
the balance is excellent, the structural details
totally comprehensible, and the overall
sound of ( not the largest) cathedral well
rendered. A sensible ' nave' acoustic is
adopted. The sound complements the direction and produces a relaxed and thoroughly
enjoyable result. This is an example of the
fine standard of cathedral singing which is
maintained in the Anglican communion even
under the difficulties of the present time.
Long may it continue. [
A*:1]
Peter Turner

WILLIAMS: The Dancers Cl Harp Song of the Dane
Women & Mariners' Song 1Ave Maris Stella 11 6
Gerard Manley Hopkins Poems
Eiddwen Harryhy (sop)/Caryl Thomas (hrp)/Frank
Lloyd, Christopher Larkin (hrns)/Helen Watts (con)/
RH Singers/C of LS String Sextet/Hickox
Chandos ABRD 1116 digital ( ABTD 1116)
Grace Williams is still best known for two
relatively early works, the Sea Sketches and
Fantasia on Welsh Nursery Tunes; but after
she returned from London in 1947 to live in
Barry, the town of her birth, she continued to
produce a series of very attractive works to
within acouple of years of her death, in 1977.
Four of these are coupled on this disc and all
have in common the effective use of voices,
Ave Maris Stella being for chorus alone. The
Choral Suite The Dancers (
1951) sets verse
by five poets as varied as Chatterton and
Belloc, each of whom atmospherically summons a Terpsichorean image. Eiddwen Harrhy is the soloist in this work and although
her diction is not always outstandingly clear,
she produces some wonderfully smooth,
golden legato lines and telling changes of
tone- colour and dynamic shading.
The Richard Hickox Singers are not in best
voice on this disc, and the rather unsubtle
vibrato of the female section stands in
contrast with Harrhy's controlled use of this
feature. In the settings of Six Poems by
Gerard Manley Hopkins (
19581 Helen Watts
tends to use vibrato less sparingly than she
has done in the past, but her intuitive grasp
of the genius of the verse and the effectiveness of the settings produces aperformance
that deserves hearing. The recording of all
the works is somewhat unclean and edgy,
though placing and dynamic range are fine.
There are, then, some good things here, but
also some disappointments. [
B/C:1/2]
Doug Hammond

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS

AMERICAN PIANO MUSIC
Bennett Lerner (pno)
Etcetera ETC 1019 digital dmm ( Conifer) INC)
This enterprising collection consists of two
pieces by Copland, four by Virgil Thomson,
two by Paul Bowles and one by Philip
Ramey, all recorded for the first time. In
addition, Barber's Ballade and Bernstein's
recent Touches make up the total. Copland's
Proclamation and Ramey's Piano Fantasy
belong in the company of the strenuous. The
latter is particularly unrelenting. The rest,
Copland's Midday Thoughts, Thomson's
Two Sentimental Tangos and Two Portraits
(1983), Bowles's Six Preludes and Six LatinAmerican Pieces, and the Barber and Bernstein items, are all easily accessible.
Lerner has been privileged to access most
of the composers, and some have written
specially for him. His performances are
searching, vital and relaxed. Having listened
to a broadcast of Touches and finding it
unrewarding, I was delighted to hear it
played with such brio here. Much the same
goes for the rest of Lerner's programme. The

recording is excellent, but a few surface
blemishes irritate. [
A:1']
Kenneth Dommett
ANN MURRAY
HANDEL: Cantata, 'Lucrezia' One Aria/MOZART:
Three Arias
Ann Murray (m-sop)/Scottish CO/Leppard
EMI EL 2703181 digital dmm ( EL 2703184)
Born in Dublin, Ann Murray is one of the
brightest young adornments of the British
vocal scene. Her Beatrice,in Berlioz' Beatrice & Benedict at the Buxton Festival five
years ago, remains ahigh- point in my operatic memories of the last decade. That side of
her art is unrepresented here, but the selection of two items by Handel and three by
Mozart displays her radiant tone, her secure
and accurate coloratura, and her capacity for
suggesting the real feeling of a character.
Moreover, the record stands very well as
an independent collection of music. Two
arias from youthful operas by Mozart
tenero momento' from Lucio Silla and ' Lungi
da te' from Mitridate) are not otherwise
available and are complemented by the
more familiar ' Parto, parto' from La
Clemenza di Tito. An equal rarity, excerpted
from Handel's Giulio Cesare, is the aria ' Già
tacito e nascosto', in which a hunting
metaphor prompts the composer to an
elaborate obbligato for solo horn. The
longest single item is Handel's Lucrezia, a
'cantata' (
ie, a dramatic scene in miniature);
here, as in Janet Baker's recording ( reissued
as Philips 9502 097) Raymond Leppard's
orchestration replaces the original continuo
accompaniment. What a pity that Ann Murray blots the end of this piece with an
unsuitable high note in an un-Handelian
cadence! Otherwise there is much vocal
pleasure here, with sympathetic accompaniments ( including horn and clarinet obbligatists) and an admirably clear recording. [
A:1]
Arthur Jacobs

BERGANZA, DOMINGO, CABALLE
SERRANO: La Dolorosa ( Sections) ' 1Los Claveles
(selections)
Teresa Berganza (m-sop)/Placido Domingo (ten)/
Various supporting artists/Orch Sym de Barcelona/
Luis A Garcia Novarro
Forlane 3908 (
Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
BELLINI: 7 songs/DONIZETTI: 6 songs
Montserrat Caballe Isopl/Miquel Zanetti (pno)
Forlane 3911 (
Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
BERGANZA: Recital of Zarzuelas
Teresa Berganza ( m-sop)/Various supporting
artists orchestras and conductors
Forlane 3922 (
Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
These three records are presumably
intended mainly for the French market. The
sleevenotes are all in French, and apart from
the information that the two selections from
Zarzuelas by Serrano were recorded in 1973
for the centenary of the composer's birth,
there is no clue as to their origin — except
that they were apparently Spanish Columbia
recordings. No texts or English translations
are included, so unless your French and
Spanish are fairly good you will have to rely
for your enjoyment on the really excellent
singing of the three famous artists concerned. The recordings are quite reasonable
even when compared with 1985 standards. I
particularly enjoyed the selections from the
Zarzuelas by Serrano and would suggest an
overall rating of [
13:11.
John Freestone
CLASSICAL GUITAR: Mozart, Haydn, Paganini,
Soler
Eliot Fisk (gtr)
ASV ALH 955 )
2C ALH 955)
As an exercise in astounding technique, this
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record is in my experience just about unique: Eliot Fisk has the most incredible
technique imaginable, and a very strong
urge to deploy it. The question one has then
to ask is whether he be also agreat interpreter; and I find that more questionable,
though Segovia, no less, thinks he is. Certainly there is far more here than pure
display, but it would be quite possible — nay,
almost irresistible — to buy the issue just to
marvel at the stupendous agility of this
remarkable musician.
In his sleevenote, Fisk remarks on Paganini's ' assault upon the limits of the humanly
possible', as illustrated by the two Caprices
played here. Now, attempt these limits, and
you will not always succeed totally; and here
and there even Fisk falls short of perfection.
Who cares? His playing is a coup de foudre,
and no lover of the instrument — or of fine
playing as such — should be without this
record.
The recording has a somewhat bassy
sound, but is otherwise first-class apart from
the background, which is present throughout
but with the addition of other noises, sometimes suggestive of traffic and sometimes of
an electric motor. A friend listening with me
swore that he could hear a shout at one
point, which Icannot confirm! This is avery
great pity; but nothing can take away from
the experience of hearing playing like this.
[13/C:1*]
Peter Turner
CONCERTOS FOR TROMBONE
By Wagenseil, David, Tomasi & Martin
Branimir Slokar (trbn)/Lusanne CO/Jean-Marie
Auberson
Claves D 8407 digital dmm ( NC)
I'm afraid my usual reaction to arecording of
concertos featuring brass instruments is one
of dread. It is difficult enough arranging a
realistic balance between the soloist and
ripienists for a piano concerto, but given the
power and timbre of, say, atrombone, most
recordings offer either adistant and unexciting sound or a dynamically flattened closeup soloist of overbearing proportions.
However, the Claves engineering team has
produced a delightfully correct balance here
in its recording from Lutry Church in Montreux. The orchestral sound is sweet, the
acoustic soaring with the soloist, ideally
blended in image and dynamics yet without
any obscuring of detail. The impeccable
DMM cutting, though at a low level, has to
take credit for the translation of this superb
sound.
Slokar plays a Yamaha trombone with a
surprisingly sweet sound. He is completely
on top of any technical difficulties in Frank
Martin's Ballade, yet also at home with the
Allegro from Wagenseil's florid concerto en
style galant, displaying mastery of the
widest ranging pieces from the trombone
repertoire. This disc deserves wider currency
than perhaps would at first appear. [
A"/A:1*/
1]
David Prakel
DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF TIME
Works by Couperin, Chambonnieres, D'Anglebert
David Roblou (hpd)
UEA 83087 (
Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
As you no doubt realise, this has nothing to
do with a complete recording of the novels
of Anthony Powell, but rather with the ( at
least for me) infinitely preferable harpsichord music of 17th century France. The
Courts of Louis XIII and the rather more
overbearing Louis XIV witnessed the founding and first flowering of the French harpsichord school, three of whose most original
composers feature on this issue.
David Roblou, professor of harpsichord at
Guildhall, clearly has great intellectual
insight into and grasp of this music, but
moreover brings akeen artistic and sensitive
ear to these pieces — not all slight or
undemanding by any means. He performs
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on the unaltered two- manual, V&A Vaudry
harpsichord — welcomely illustrated — which
still has afine carrying tone and an engaging
selection of stops which the UEA recording
brings to one with startling fidelity. There is
warmth and clarity throughout the range,
and the placing brings to life all the benefits
(and occasional blemishes) of the instrument. [
A*:1*1
Roger Bowen
ELIZABETH HARWOOD
Songs by: Bax, Bridge, Delius, Head, Lloyd, Quilter
& Vaughan Williams
Elizabeth Harwood (sop)/John Constable (pno)
Conifer CRFA 120 digital ( MCFRA 120)

Clare College for the first time in 1972, and in
that same year women joined the College
choir, since when the soprano and part of the
alto lines have been sung by them. To what
good effect can be clearly observed in this
recording, which shows a distinguished
standard both of vocal performance and of
musical understanding. This is particularly
apparent in the solo parts, where ' internal'
singers are so often only adequate at best.
The programme divides about half-andhalf between sacred and profane music, and
is therefore of wider appeal than a purely
liturgical recital might be. The music spans a
period between the last century and this one,
all the composers having spanned that
period. It was a highly productive time for
church music; and the composers chosen
guarantee both melodic interest and careful
crafting. This is a very enjoyable recital.
John Shuttleworth again displays his art
with simple equipment, such as might be
available to the dedicated amateur. College
chapels can present excellent acoustics, as
well as some distracting problems. Ido not
know the chapel at Clare, but JS makes it
appear to provide just the right amount of
resonance, without blurring the part-writing.
In all this is a very welcome and attractive
issue. [
A:11
Peter Turner

This is an interesting recital of English songs,
including some well-known ones by Michael
Head and Roger Quilter and some less
familiar ones by Delius, Frank Bridge and
George Lloyd. Bridge's Come to me in my
dreams is agem and certainly deserves to be
more popular. Personally Ifind the Delius
items the least satisfactory, since he tends to
distort the natural flow of the poems in
songs like It was a lover and his lass, which
sounds mannered and laboured beside the
well-known Morley setting. George Lloyd's
song Wantage Bells to words by Sir John
Betjeman was written especially for Miss
Harwood at the request of Conifer Records,
and is a splendid vehicle for her bright
soprano voice. Throughout the recital she
sings with great freedom and the phrasing is JOHN WILLIAMS : Concertos by Bach/Handel/
always musical, but the diction is lacking in Marcello
clarity. One reason for this is undoubtedly John Williams (gtr)/ASM/Kenneth Sillito
CBS IM 39560 digital (/ MT 39560)
that many of the songs have a very high
tessitura and this makes clear enunciation
difficult. However, a leaflet giving the words Composers of the Baroque period made so
many transcriptions of their own and others'
of all the songs is included and this is agreat
help. John Constable accompanies with his works that there can be no carping at a few
usual skill and understanding, while the more. These three are Bach's Violin Concerto
recording is clean and well balanced, with a in E, Handel's Organ Concerto in F, and
Marcello's Oboe Concerto in C- minor. In
very natural acoustic [
13:1/21
John Freestone other words, three familiar compositions;
and though they go charmingly enough for
the guitar, Ido wonder why JW felt the need
so to arrange them, and what he thinks is
ELLY AMELING: 17 songs by Bizet, Dowland,
Gounod, Hahn, Quilter, Satie, Schumann, Wolf,
added to them thereby.
The performances, one hardly needs to
etc.
say, are polished and beautifully realised;
Elly Ameling Isopl/Rudolf Jansen (pno)
Philips 412 216-1 digital ( 412 216-4)
but the problem recurs of how to record a
concerto when the solo instrument is no
As the accompanying booklet states, ' Those
more powerful than aguitar, whose nature is
to play alone or to accompany a voice. The
looking for a common factor among these
songs will look in vain ... She has chosen
obvious way is to mic up the guitar, which
songs that in her own words are " strongly
seems to have been done here; but this
contrasted and in many different languages
results in an entirely unnatural relationship
and styles".' The result is a delightful recital
which one could not possibly hear without
which shows Miss Ameling's amazing versaelectronic trickery. Composers tend to overtility. She sings in English, French, German,
come the problem by quietening down the
Japanese and Spanish with equal facility,
orchestra while the guitar holds the stage;
and adapts easily to widely differing musical
arrangers cannot always do that. Ido not feel
idioms. Her voice too is one of great beauty
that the problem comes near to solution
and her techinical command is quite excepmost of the time on this issue. For the rest,
tional.
the sound is generally good, but with a
Only in one item on this album is her style
tendency for the strings to ' shout' in an edgy
open to question. She sing's Tosti's La
fashion. [
13/C:11
Serenata with sensuously beautiful timbre,
Peter Turner
but the essential simplicity of the song
escapes her. She over- elaborates it by makMOTETTE ORGAN ISSUES
ing frequent rhythmic changes, whereas it
should flow steadily without interruption.
Collectors have probably heard the early
RHEINBERGER: Sonatas in d & F
Elmar Schloter (org)
recording of Patti who often sang it with the
composer at the piano, where the rhythmic
Motette M 10590 digital ( Gamut) ( NC)
flow is never interrupted until the very end.
However, with this single exception this is a LITAIZE: Messe de la Toussaint IPrière 1Jeux de
rythmes H Interlude H Variations sur un Noël H
delightful recital ranging from the raciness of
Improvisation
Satie's La Diva de L'Empire to Dowland's
Gaston Litaize (org)
lovely Weep you no more sad fountains. The
Motette M 10780 digital ( Gamut) ( NC)
recording of voice and piano is excellent in
every respect, without undue reverberation
ORGELMUSIK DER ROMANTIK
and with a very natural acoustic. Highly
Works by Boellman, Drischner, Franck, Mendelsrecommended. [
A: 1*/1]
sohn, Rheinberger, Vierne
John Freestone
Hans Uwe Hielscher (ofg)
Motette M 10860 (
Gamut) ( NC)
FRENCH CHORAL MUSIC: Saint-Saëns/Fauré/
Rheinberger
wrote
20 organ sonatas which
Debussy/Ravel, Poulenc/Duruflé
attract less attention than they deserve, but
Ch of Clare College,Cambridge/Timothy Brown
all are currently available on Vista. Ido not
Meridian E77090 (
NC)
know the Sandtner organ ( 1983) used here,
but the recording is very bright, with almost >109
Women undergraduates were admitted to
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PHILIPS MUSICA DA'CAMERA
BARTOK: String Quartets Nos.5 & 6
Novak Ot
412 055-1 (
412 055-4)
Reissue from 1968
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Op.18 Nos.5 & 6
Ouartetto Italiano
412 056-1 (
412 056-4)
Reissue from 1973
MOZART: Quartets for Flute & Strings
William Bennett (110/Grumiaux Trio
412 058-1 (
412 058-4)
Reissue from 1970
MOZART: Two duos from violin and viola ( K423/4)
(7 Adagio & Fugue ( K546)
Arthur Grumiaux (vIn)/Arrigo Pelliccia (vIa)/Ouarterto Italiano
412 059-1 (
412 059-4)
Reissue from 1968, 73
SCHUBERT: Arpeggione Sonata ( D821)/BEETHOVEN: 12 Variations on Mozart's ' Ein Mâdchen
oder Weibchen' 17 Variations on Mozart's ' Bei
Mânnern, welche Liebe fühlen' ' 12 Variations on
Handel's ' See the conquering hero comes'
Maurice Gendron (vIc)/Jean Francaix (pno)
412 061-1 (
412 061-4)
Reissue from 1967
The latest batch of Philips Musica da Camera
releases confirms this label's wide ranging
repertoire, with first-class performances and
generally excellent sound quality. This is one
of the few reissue labels to boast such
consistency.
The Novak recording of the last two Bartok
string quartets originated with VEB Deutsche
Schallplarten and gives little away about its
age. The playing itself seems responsible for
a squeaky tone, though the strong threedimensional imagery and woody quality of
the lower strings is appealing. There is alack
of cutting precision in the 5th quartet, the
Novaks seemingly more at home in the
shifting, misty sonorities of the Adagio. The
syncopated rhythms of the finale are rather
four-square, though the child- like ' folky' misquote at the end of the finale is perfectly
executed. The quieter waters of the 6th are
less difficult to navigate, though the Burletta
lacks propulsion. These are not the most
polished performances, but they are
genuinely idiomatic and thoughtful — a fine
recording. [
A:1/21
Beethoven's B- flat Quartet from the Op.18
set seems to have received more than its fair
share of criticism, yet the Quartetto Italiano
begin uncompromisingly and get under the
skin of this adventurous score. There is no
lack of passion or power, though the Allegro
of the A- major struck me as a little sloppy;
but such criticism is pushed aside by the
sheer beauty of playing in the weaving
Andante cantabile. A richly weighty sound is
provided with realistic stereo perspectives,
HI-FI NEWS ee RECORD REVIEW
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as is usual with reissues of Philips chamberthan 40 years on, is the best tribute possible
music recordings from this period. [
A:1)
to his genius. Concerto for Orchestra has
been out of the catalogue for far too long and
Mozart's four flute quartets need sympathetic, gentle handling if their full glory is
it returns here bright and untarnished: a
to emerge unscathed. William Bennett has a brilliant musical mobile, the juxtaposition of
delicate, breathy tone, and though caught
its rotating instrumental groupings still scinout in one or two of Mozart's melodic ' U'
tillating in their effect, the slow movement
turns in K285 he plays with freshness and
like a strange distant echo of the ravishing
Triple Concerto. The new coupling ( replacing
poise. Apart from a little heaviness in the
famous Adagio from K285, the playing is
the Piano Concerto) is a gem, and if Iwere
Prince Charles I'd be eternally grateful.
fresh and spirited. Consistently good recording and one which is well balanced. [A:1]
Favourite folk tunes ingeniously work themselves into a haunting and exhilarating fiveThe 1968 Grumiaux/Pelliccia collaboration
in the Mozart duos for violin and viola tends
panel fabric; the orchestration is perfection
to highlight the former's technical and
itself. It's thoroughly English; but thoroughly
Tippett too. Exemplary performances and
musical prowess at the expense of the latter.
outstanding examples of Philips sound from
Pelliccia's tone as recorded is not always
periods twelve year apart. [
A:11
elegant and when hard- pushed a stridency
creeps in. However, there is still much to
Equally welcome back — ' everyman's
Lutoslawski', you might call it — is the
enjoy, particularly in Grumiaux's typically
celebrated 1965 Philips disc chronicling the
well- formed light and airy playing. The
distinguished Polish composer's early progrecording separates the instruments rather
ress. Ifirst heard his Concerto for Orchestra
widely. A 1973 recording of the Adagio &
at Salzburg in the late ' 60s and I've been
Fugue K546, the latter merely transcribed
from awork for two keyboards, provides an
wondering ever since why this muscular
eight- minute bonus. The Adagio is sonorhigh- colour showpiece has not found itself a
ously played, particularly Franco Rossi's
regular niche on our concert programmes.
dramatic cello introduction — good recordThe Promenaders would welcome it with
ing. [
B/A:2/1]
open arms. For the rest, Lutoslawski's
The arpeggione is a large guitar/cello
gravely impressive tribute to Bartok —
hybrid instrument. Sadly, once one has
Funeral Music— deserves its high reputation,
while Venetian Games — a kind of aleatoric
heard Schubert's delightful sonata played on
the correct instrument ( DG Archiv 2533 175)
12-tone frolic — was at least a fairly innovaa cello makes a poor substitute. Francaix's
tive departure back in 1961. The recordings
chosen piano, surprisingly, is tonally symare sounding a touch brittle and constricted
pathetic to the scale of the piece, sounding,
now — though there's bags of impact in the
particularly in view of the balance on this
manner of our old friends, those Mercury
1967 recording, like a fortepiano rather than
'Living Presence' discs. But sonic consideraa modern concert instrument. Gendron's
tions should take aback-seat for once. These
playing Ifind a little florid, his vibrato too
are tremendous performances — raw and
deep. What Imiss most is the wistful ' head
authentic — and no collector should be
tone' of the arpeggione in the alternating
without them. [ C/B:11
octave passages in the opening movement.
Turning to the third disc in this batch of
new Sequenzas, I suddenly realised that
The Beethoven variations attract none of my
period- instrument prejudice — indeed the
Weber's marvellous little First Symphony
timbre suggests that Gendron may have
had somehow passed me by. I'll not attempt
theorising here on what we all know Weber
used a second darker toned instrument.
These Variations are usually found as
might have gone on to achieve had he lived
makeweights in complete recordings of the
longer. Suffice to say that it's always good to
cello sonatas; they are a less appealing buy
have the rug pulled from beneath one, and
in a single- disc format. Gendron challenges this early opus ( Weber was 20) is brimful of
neither du Pre ( EMI — to be reissued) or surprises, of myriad individualities and
Fournier ( DG mid- price), though both those
inventions. Compare the orchestration with
his contemporary Cherubini on the reverse.
are integral recordings of the Sonatas and
Variations. [
A/B:2]
No surprises there, just a very poor man's
Haydn if ever Iheard one. Spirited enough,
David Prâkel
but all too predictable. Still, Boettcher and
the NPO are as persuasive here as they are
robust in the Weber, and the pleasing 1970
PHILIPS SEQUENZA
recordings have come up well: smooth but
always bright — warm velvety strings and
TIPPETT: Concerto for Orchestra : 1Suite for the round woody winds. Plump in the best
Birthday of Prince Charles
sense. [A:1]
LSO/Davis
Finally, Debussy's complete works for
Philips 412 378-1 (
412 378-4)
piano duet and two pianos in performances
Reissues from 1964, 76
from Werner Haas and Noel Lee which
display a ready, sensitive reponse to the
LUTOSLAWSKI: Concerto for Orchestra ' -1Funeral composer's extraordinary keyboard distillaMusic j7 Venetian Games
tions: the scents, the sounds, the atmosWarsaw PO/Rowicki
pheres and moods. In general the pianissimo
Philips 412 377-1 (
412 377-4)
writing — the muted pastel shades — fair
Reissue from 1965
better in these 1971 recordings. It may sound
like a contradiction, but poor focus is the
WEBER: Symphony No.1/CHERUBINI: Symphony enemy of impressionist music and the
in D
uppermost octaves here struck me as disNew Phil/Boettcher
tractingly fuzzy around the edges. [
B/C:1]
Philips 412 374-1 (
412 374-4)
Edward Seckerson
Reissue from 1970
DEBUSSY: En Blanc et Noir
Petite Suite
Lindaraja -1Six Epigraphes Antiques -1 Marche
Ecossaise
Werner Haas & Noel Lee (poos)
Philips 412 375-1 (
412 375-4)
Reissue from 1971
The sleevenote date of 1943 for Tippett's
Concerto for Orchestra is incorrect. It should
read 1963, but even that scarcely seems
possible. And still his music speaks in the
affirmative — in images of vigour and beauty
for a troubled world. All of it might have
been written yesterday. He found his voice
early, and the durability of that voice, its
honesty, uniqueness and consistency more
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no pedal, and only sounds believable with a
fair amount of ' tilt'. The performance is a
trifle stilted, and my preference must be for
Vista VPS 1011 and 1012 ( which include two
other sonatas). [ B/C:21
Litaize plays his own compositions to great
effect on a modern ( 1979) Albiez organ in
Kempen. This is a clean, well-balanced
recording, with quite good pedal extension,
and can be recommended to those looking
for some very enjoyable contemporary
music. [
A:11
,The organ used for the third disc still
contains many of the original pipes by EF
Walcker, associate of Cavaille-Coll, and the
last extension by Oberlinger ( 1970/821
includes a C- C style console with steppedquadrant stop jambs. It is certainly Romantic
in style, and a little sugary for my taste.
Hielscher emphasises the romantic aspects
of the music, with some occasional curious
and stilted phrasing. Very good recording
quality in all respects. [
A:21
Trevor Attewell

PIANO & ORCHESTRA
FRANCK: Symphonic Variations/SAINT-SAËNS:
Caprice Valse ' Wedding Cake', Op.76/SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a
JF Osorio (pno)/RPO/Bátiz
ASV DCA 530 digital IZC DCA 530)
What could have been a rather hackneyed
coupling is shaped here into a well puttogether concert of works for piano and
orchestra by the addition of Saint-Saëns
lightweight but pleasing Wedding Cake Caprice Valse. It is an ideal filler in asandwich of
two more substantial works and is given a
bright, winning performance by Jorge Feder109
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ico Osorio, with well-judged support from
Batiz and the RPO. Osorio's lively playing is
equally apt in the later pages of the Franck
Symphonic Variations, but the lack of weight
in the piano tone becomes a restriction. A
better instrument would have had more
impact here.
The Schumann is rather disappointing in
this Quixotic rather than solidly Romantic
interpretation. Ifelt little sense of magic at
the piano's first entry in the first movement,
no feeling that some special experience was
in store, and duly, during the course of the
work, the power of Schumann's inspiration
seemed tamed by the piano's lack of beef
and the intellectual drive of the work seemed
distracted by the passing details. The RPO is
on fine form here, but the chief argument
really rests with the soloist.
The slight twitches of treble sizzle do not
detract much from a generally fine recording.The spacious acoustic of Watford Town
Hall is audible, and quite noticeable when it
cuts off, but that apart, the sound has a
satisfying solidity and verisimilitude. [A/B:1/
31
Doug Hammond

PLACIDO DOMINGO
Placido Domingo (ten)/Various supporting artists,
orchestras and conductors
DG 413 857-1 (
3 recs) ( 413 857-4)
Reissues from 1972-82
This is presumably intended for the French
market because all the titles and headings
are in French. It is a curious mixture of
operatic arias, popular songs and tangos.
The excerpts include concerted items from
his complete opera sets, with artists like
Caballe, Cotrubas, Cappuccilli, etc. These are
all well recorded. The third disc is unlikely to
appeal to opera lovers. It is devoted to
popular songs and tangos all recorded at a
very high level, while the great tenor's voice

O

NE OF THE LESS OBVIOUS
advantages offered by the Compact
Disc medium is that, for the first
time, recorded test signals can be played
back without having to undergo the slings
and arrows of outrageous — and
unpredictable— cartridge limitations. For
the price of aCompact Disc, an enthusiast
can possess aprecision signal generator
equivalent to several thousand pounds'
worth of test gear.
There are asmall number of test discs
already available, but we felt that none of
them really takes advantage of the medium
to provide an all-purpose tool to help the hi-fi
enthusiast get the best out of his system.
Early in 1985, therefore, we decided to
produce our own CD, with atest programme
compiled by HFN/RR's contributors. The
Japanese company Denon ( Nippon
Columbia) were chosen to master and press
the disc for two reasons: they could supply
the technical test material directly generated
by computer; and, as arecord company,
they would be able to help when it came to
choosing specific musical material to be
included.
The approximately 60- minute programme
falls into two sections. The technical tests are
neither as comprehensive nor as obscure as
those on other CDs, but have been chosen to
be of particular use to the enthusiast.

Precision signal generator
As well as the usual channel identification
and phase checks, the following tests will be
of special interest:
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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has also been given the full ' Pop' treatment.
To make it reasonably acceptable to my ears
I had to turn the volume control on my
amplifier to just half its normal setting. A
curious mixture then, but with fine singing
on the two operatic discs. [
B/C:1/3)
John Freestone
TEAR SINGS LEAR
EDWARD LEAR• Edward Gray ' Tears idle tears '
Afarewell " I
Sweet and Low ' I
Home t
hey brought
her warrior dead , As through the land , Come
not when Iam dead 0 let the solid ground ' The
time draws near the birth of Christ/LIZA
LEHMANN: Rebecca
Jim IMatilda IHenry
King ICharles Augustus Fortescue/STERNDALE
BENNETT: And you
A Persian Passion Poem
Robert Tear (ten)/Gareth Morrell (pno)
Cabaletta CDN 5004 (
NC)
Apart from singing the songs Robert Tear
wrote
the
interesting s'leevenote in

also

which he tells us that after some research he
found that Edward Lear was not only a more
than competent artist and abrilliant writer of
nonsense verse, but that he also set nine
songs to the poems of his friend Tennyson.
Mr. Tear adds that he wished to record these
songs ' not because they are the greatest
music, but simply to bring into focus the
wide genius of this remarkable man'.
They are typical products of lesser Victorian composers, but Ilistened in vain for the
'essence of originality' which Mr. Tear has
found in them and much preferred the Liza
Lehmann settings of verses by Hilaire Belloc.
Mr. Tear sings them all in a rather haro
unyielding nasal tone, and Ifound little ( in
the vocal quality) of the sympathy which the
artist obviously felt for these pleasant but
ordinary songs. Gareth Morrell is the accurate but again rather unfeeling accompanist.
The recording of both voice and piano is well
balanced and clean. [ B:21
John Freestone

1: Tones at accurately defined levels, both to
check D- A linearity and to provide a
reference for level meter calibration.
2: Spot frequency tones and swept
sinewaves to check frequency response and
channel separation.
3: Pink noise to check for colorations.
4: One-third octave pink noise covering the
audio band to enable in- room measurement
of loudspeaker response to be assessed.
5: Panned mono noise to check soundstage
localisation.
6: Group delay test.
7: S/N Ratio and dynamic range test.
8: Tones to set cassette & tape deck bias
levels.
9: A 3150Hz tone to measure tape machine
wow & flutter, and a315Hz tone to assess
tape MOLs.
10: 1kHz toneburst signal to measure
amplifier power.
11: 400Hz squarewave with 16-, 15-, and
14- bit resolution to check CD player
resolution.
12: HF intermodulation and close-tone
intermodulation test signals.
13: CD player pre- emphasis check.

TRUMPET, STRINGS & SOPRANO
FASCH•.Concerto for trumpet oboe & strings/
HANDEL• Extracts from Samson'and Birthday Ode
for Queen Anne/MOLTER • Concerto No . 2for trumpet & strings/PURCELL: 'Extracts from. Come Ye
Sons of Art, The Indian Queen, and King Arthur/
TORELLI: Sonata 5for trumpet & strings, TV3 & 7
Marsalis (tpt)/Gruberova (sop)/ECO/Leppard
CBS IM 39061 digital ( IMT 39061)
This is a delightful disc featuring the cornbined talents of the 23- year- old trumpeter
from New Orleans, Wynton Marsalis — who
has proved himself to be a virtuoso in both
art- music and jazz — and the internationally
renowned soprano Edita Gruberova. They
are admirably supported by the equally
renowned combination of ECO/Leppard,
whose sympathy and commitment to early
music has been illustrated many times in the
past. The Fasch, Torelli and Molter works for
trumpet and strings show Marsalis at his
best: his beautiful, fluid tone is paradoxically
both relaxing and invigorating at the same
time; one can feel at ease as a result of his
sure-footed approach to the most awkward
and technically demanding passages, whilst
feeling a shiver of excitement at the speed
and agility he displays in the brilliant allegro
outer movements of these works. Yet his
ornamentation and lyricism in the slow
movements are equally masterful and cannot pass unnoticed.
The Handel and Purcell extracts, in which
he is joined by Edita Gruberova, do not result
in prima donna-ish competition but are
accompanied duets of the utmost sensitivity
in which Marsalis'. beautifully oure timbre
perfectly complements Gruberova's more
ubiquitously applied vibrato. They are both
done credit by the recording engineers, not
over- highlighted but skilfully balanced with
the ECO. Although the acoustic is resonant,
this serves to enhance rather than detract
from these fine performances. [
A:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn

What is good recorded sound?
The music programme has been chosen so
as to give an indication of how different
miking techniques affect the recorded
sound, much along the lines of the HFN/RR
talks that were presented at hi-fi shows
throughout 1982 and ' 83. Tracks have been
chosen from the Denon catalogue —
including the Tony Faulkner- recorded Four
Seasons reviewed this month — to illustrate
various points, with a ' blow-by-blow'
account of how and why the recordings were
made.
Soundfield microphone recordings made
by Mike Skeet, Martin Colloms and John
'Atkinson show what can be done in stereo
with this versatile mic, while other pieces
show the sorts of differences to be obtained
by using LC OFC mic cable, as well as
substituting aclassic Blumlein pair of
crossed ribbons for the Soundfield.
We had hoped to have the disc ready for
this issue of the magazine, but increased
demand for CDs worldwide has led to a
two- month production delay. The order form
will be in the July issue, but we wanted to tell
you about the disc now.

Discount voucher
Our test CD will initially only be available
through HFN/RR at amail-order price of
£11.95. If you enclose the vouchers on this
page and in the next issue with the order
form, however, we will give you adiscount
of £ 1off that price.

Rock Pop.1
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MUHAL RICHARD ABRAMS: AFRISONG
India Navigation IN 1058
This is a finely poised album where the
forces of musical expression are balanced in
such a way as to indicate ease and confidence and a feeling of naturalness. He is a
pianist whose playing, on this outing at least,
shares the same purpose and success as a
good Dollar Brand performance. The music
is simple, never soured by the over- florid
and there is awinning emotional directness.
He states the melodies and then coaxes the
listener to follow him on a journey to
rediscover the parts he may have visited
before. There's afine line between attractive
playing which carries with it an honesty of
purpose and that which only sounds attractive and has nothing to offer past initial
impressions. Afrisong is an album you could
live with and grow to love more each time
you play it. [
A/B:1/2]
Ken Hyder
AKIMBO: AKIMBO
Forward Sounds 1
A little ' un here — but a duo who currently
play only minor venues and who make their
album début on a label that boasts no other
release. But Akimbo, atwosome comprising
Deb'bora, ablack singer from New York, and
Andy, a British singer and multiinstrumentalist of quite remarkable talent,
should move on to bigger things. They
merge African roots music with blues, ska
and pop sounds to form a basis for their
own, never dull, line in protest songs. And
even if you don't agree with a word of their
sentiments, you'll be forced to admit that the
manner in which they package their beliefs is
musically impressive. The result is a record
that seems to grow each time you play it.
Could be that, after a dozen spins, your
turntable won't be big enough to take it! [
13:1]
Fred Dollar
ALAN PARSONS PROJECT: VULTURE CULTURE
Arista 206577
More of the same, only better. Well, it had to
be, in my opinion. The Project's output had
become increasingly bland with the passing
of time and what started out as an interesting idea eventually ended up as merely a
profitable method of provoking yawns. In
many ways there's been little change. The
participants are all previous pals of Parsons,
the Pilot gang — Ian Bairnson ( guitars) and
David Paton ( bass) — ex- Cockney Rebel
drummer, Stuart Elliott, vocalists Colin Blunstone, Lenny Zakatek, Chris Rainbow plus
the ever-present Eric Woolfson, etc, etc. And,
as before, the production is immaculate and
the recorded sound as acceptable as we're
ever likely to hear on apop record. The main
difference this time around is that somebody
has taken just amite more time in fashioning
the songs. Not that any future classics are
included. But ' Days Are Numbers' is one of
those lazy, hazy, surftide ballads that
benefits from Chris Rainbow's Beach Boy
way with harmonies; ' Let's Talk About Me',
which features Paton in vocal mood, works
well enough in its Supertrampish way;
'Separate Lives' will be a winner if ever
Manilow gets to hear about it; and ' The
Same Old Sun', Woolfson's final fling, is a
wonderfully gooey piece of confectionery,
ready to close any weepie movie looking for
a musical clincher to bow out on. All right,
it's all pretty much marshmallow and Munchkinland. But, by way of achange, Parsons
has come up with some pretty tunes and, for
112

the first time since the initial Tales Of
Mystery And Imagination album, I feel
inclined to hang on to my review copy. lA*:1]
Fred Dellar

ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO:
DECADE
ECM 1273

THE

THIRD

29TH STREET SAXOPHONE QUARTET: POINTILLISTIC GROOVE
Osmosis 6002
The new Art Ensemble album opens with a
track which could easily be a Celtic lament.
The drone is there, the mode is there, the
phrasing is there: you could easily be fooled
into thinking that the Art Ensemble would be
the last band to have recorded the piece. But
the Art Ensemble trades in contrived surprises. If you listen closely to the track you
hear an attractive melody and a feel that
feels right — but the actual playing isn't that
hot. So what does it matter? You either go
for it or you don't. It's the Art Ensemble,
sometimes hokum, sometimes inspiration,
sometimes failure, sometimes success.
Theirs is a balance of art and showbiz. They
use showbiz devices to get themselves in the
public eye, and when they are there they try
to subvert.
The second track has the Ensemble wearing a different hat — this time it's a funk
groove. You've heard better, of course. But
it's a part of the tradition, so it's OK. In fact,
it's all OK. It's not really special, it's just OK.
[A*:21
There are times when you hear combinations like this saxophone quartet, when you
ask yourself ' why?'. Why no bass, why no
drums?
Now you don't necessarily need bass and
drums to swing, of course, but four solitary
saxophones just give you extra problems.
But they can and do swing, though there's a
feeling that it would be rounded out to
something more substantial with bass and
drums. Against that is the sheer deliciousness of the purity of sound of four saxophones. And it's this concentration of saxophone sound which makes this album so
attractive. The sound they generate is warm,
very human and very inviting. They do what
they do well. And they do it honestly and
with a directness that others would do well
to heed. In these days of studio trickery, this
quartet show just how far you can go with
blood, guts and inspiration [A:2]
Ken Hyder
THE BANGLES: ALL OVER THE PLACE
CBS 26015
As an all- girl quartet from the sun- kissed
West Coast of America, the Bangles are
guaranteed column inches before they so
much as smile. But not here, bub. The
Bangles have produced a début LP which is
worthy of comment in its own right ( or even
write, considering the Beatle influences on
display). What we have here is arecord fairly
pullulating with infectious pop germs, combining sweet vocals and red light district
guitar to dramatic effect and setting them to
a rhythm section which displays more
bounce than a waterbed full of jelly.
Vocal chores are shared out democratically and dealt with competently, but it is the
tension between voice and music which
gives the Bangles their edge: fizzy pop cut
with vitriol. A marvellous trio of tracks on
side 2 illustrates the point. ' Restless' blends

BARBARA THOMPSON'S PARAPHERNALIA: PURE
FANTASY
TM Records CDTM5 I60m 51s)
One of the gratifying aspects of jazz in the UK
at least as far as I'm concerned — is the way
in which electric instruments have been
gracefully incorporated, without aping disco funk, as in the US, or treating them as some
kind of novelty. Dave Ball's fretless bass
guitar, flanged and echoed, becomes an
essential musical ingredient behind Jon
Hiseman's drums and Barbara Thompson's
wind instruments on this Nimbus- pressed
CD. In fact, Ihave to say that Ball's fluid,
melodic bass lines are one of the strongest
points in the first of two of Mrs Hiseman's
suites, Pure Fantasy— digitally recorded with
a two-track Sony PCM-701 processor which
necessitated a ' live' attitude from the musicians — where Sinhalese folk material is
woven into an organic whole. The earlier
analogue Mother Earth Suite completes the
collection, and if Ihave a criticism, it is that
Hiseman, who produced and remixed the
album, fills in just that little too much on the
drums, never playing two notes if eight will
do and not allowing enough room for the
other instruments to breathe. Mind you,
along with his uptight snare sound, that has
been a characteristic of his playing that has
bugged me ever since Iwas first astonished
by his technique when hearing him with the
Graham Bond Organisation almost 20 years
ago, so [A:1*1 would be a fair rating for an
otherwise most enjoyable album.
John Atkinson

COUNT BASIE: KANSAS CITY SEVEN
Pablo 2310 -908 from Import Music Service
Made in 1980, when Basie was 76, this
record takes him back to his roots, though in
the company of an all-star sextet including
some much younger men such as Freddie
Hubbard on trumpet and Jake Hanna on
drums. Norman Granz' sleevenote stresses
his conviction that Basie was sadly underrated as a soloist by the public and much of
the media: ' Actually he was a great piano
player as, of course, all musicians knew'.
Well, some of us remember when he was
just Bill Basie, playing hard-hitting full choruses with the Kansas City band of Bennie
Moten, and enjoyed his first solo record of
'How Long Blues', but we would agree with
Granz insofar as Basie's instrument in later
years was ( like Ellington's) his orchestra. So
it's great to have him back where he belongs,
and in good company — old Basie-ites Lockjaw Davis on tenor and JJ Johnson on
trombone, plus Joe Pass on guitar, adapting
to the atmosphere and playing less ' notey'
solos than usual. There are six long tracks,
mostly the blues, but my favourite track is
that old Armstrong theme, ' If ICould Be With
You One Hour Tonight'. It's slow and elegant, with no ' soul' nonsense. Lovely
swishing drumming and a bass player ( John
Heard, another ex Basie man) who caresses
his strings and fingerboard rather than
assaulting them. Even JJ plays some
unaccustomed long legato phrases. Sample,
too, the delightful solo lead-in to the next
track, ' Honi Coles' by Joe Pass, and the Basie
solo which follows. Lockjaw sounds a bit
heavy-footed after the light fantastic — the
cliché isn't a bad description of the preceding solos. But it's all rewarding Jazz. [Al]
Denis Argent

SATHIMA BEA BENJAMIN: MEMORIES AND
DREAMS
EKAPA EK003 from Import Music Service
This singer, a refugee from South Africa, is
obviously versatile, and although the publicity speaks of her 'touching and attractive
vulnerability', her keynote is professionalism. It's hard to decide how modern she is,
because although her accompanying musicians are of the young set, Sathima clearly
111-1-1 NLWS & FtECORD REVIEW
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has roots in the swing era, particularly
influenced by Ellington. The title of the
album sounds bland; in fact all the first side
is taken up by athree-part ' Liberation Suite',
written by the singer with Onaje Allan
Gumbs, also pianist on the session. The
theme is typified by the middle movement,
'Children of Soweto' — atitle which suggests
the dreariest kind of agit-prop music. In fact,
.the movement is only mildly Afro, and its
rhythms are notably well recorded; but I
doubt whether its words, with much talk of
freedom, will do any more for the ultimate
prosperity of blacks in South Africa than
Senator Kennedy's visit did. However all that
may be, the second side offers Sathima
singing standards. 'Till There Was You' from
The Music Man is dragged out as a slow
dirge, with bowed bass accompaniment,
and, equally perversely, there is a jiggy ' I'm
Getting Sentimental Over You' ( redeemed
by a thoughtful piano solo). The Ellington
tracks come off best — what asuperb middle
eight his ' In A Sentimental Mood' has; Ithink
we underrated it in the 1930s because it was
not fashionably ' black'. The record, to sum
up, is different enough to be worth its [
A:11.
Denis Argent

PIERRE DORGE & NEW JUNGLE ORCHESTRA:
BRIKAMA
SteepleChase SCS-1188
Some Scandinavian musicians have a passion for Africa and African music, and Pièrre
Dorge is one of them. His New Jungle
Orchestra seems on paper to be an unlikely
group, playing unlikely music but this mainly
Danish ensemble makes awarm and inviting
collection of noises. Dorge is a fluent, modern, mainstream guitarist who has incorporated a few dangerous players like John
Tchicai and Johnny Dyani into his orchestra.
He doesn't break any new ground, but what
he does provide is some good-humoured
music which comes over generously and
draws you inside gently. Some of the pieces
work better than others, and some are
strikingly beautiful, like ' To Alhaji Bai Konte',
atune dedicated to an African kora la kind of
African harp) player. [A:21
Ken Hyder
ENGLISH NORTHERN PHILHARMONIA: ALICE IN
WONDERLAND BALLET
Maxsound MSR 1 (
Dolby- 8 MSCB 1, Dolby- C
MSCC 1, both duplicated in real time I

Joseph Horovitz' music for the Festival
Ballet's setting of Alice In Wonderland dates
0
from 1953 and is now offered in a carefullyrecorded version sponsored by Maxsound,
JOHN THEMIS: ULYSSES AND THE CYCLOPS
the Leeds audio specialists, with backing
Coda Records CODA 10CD (
39m 39s) (a)
from other trade sources. Recorded digitally
by Mike Skeet, it's pleasant and meticulously
Surprisingly enough, we haven't been
orchestrated ' chamber' light music, and an
flooded with CDs of the crossover jazz
antidote to all the Disneyised or Jonathan
variety. Surprising, because crossover jazz of
Miller-ised versions of Alice. It would be
the Ritenour/Grusin/Watanabe sort is
nice to feel that Mr Horovitz had his inspibeloved by the hip young urbanites allegedly
ration, like Lewis Carroll, while drifting
buying every CD player the shops can carry.
down the Cherwell in a punt 50 years ago.
Many of us have reached saturation point
My only misgiving is that some of the
when it comes to this genre, but Coda have
sequences are mere snippets. On stage, the
been running a nice line of easy- on-the- ears
action of the ballet would make sense of the
jazz which just avoids the samey-ness of the
music's sudden changes of mood; on disc
Grusin axis. Critchison's forte is piano, The - the effect is bitty as one dance rhythm
mis' guitar and there's no confusing the two
succeeds another without a break. Now that
if you play one after the other. Both artists go
there are so few radio programmes to give
for textures as well as moods, so you don't
modern light music an airing, may we hope
feel like you're listening to the soundtrack to
that this nice record will come to the notice
a recent California film noir. The CDs are
of those weekend recitalists, Messrs Baker
uniformly good, sounding punchier than the
and Boyle? It deserves a wider public. (
A:11
LP versions, but there's a notable lack of
Denis Argent
front-to- back depth in comparison. When CD
players replace throwaway cassette decks as
FARMER'S BOYS: WITH THESE HANDS
the source for music in boutiques and resEMI EJ 2 40290 1
taurants, there'll be a huge demand for
material like New Night and Ulysses and the
There must be something wrong here: this
Cyclops. Ithink these CDs deserve a better
LP comes from a band accepted by today's
fate. [
A/B:1/2] for both.
trendies yet it's actually melodic. Hell, it's
Ken Kessler
almost Beatle-ish or Squeeze y in its sheer
pop beauty. Okay, so the lead vocalist is just
off-key enough to maintain the credibility of
the street, but it was such a shock to hear
real songs. The overall sound of the Farmer's
DOMNERUS/HALLBERG/RIEDEL/JOHANSEN/ESBoys is jangly guitar recalling, at times, the
TRAND: JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP
Byrds or the Searchers; the main updating of
Proprius CDP 7778/9 (
2discs, 45m 53s/41m 49s)
the tried-and-true Good Music formula is in
the suitably modern lyrics. After a flurry of
It must really irritate Rega's Roy Gandy to
hype a year or two ago, of the ' Ihave seen
learn that a label whose vinyl products he's
the future of rock'n'roll' variety', the Farpleased to import also produces CDs.
mer's Boys have survived to show that they
What's worse is that Jazz At The Pawnshop—
aren't just some variation on the Frankie
long considered among the very best of
method of manufacturing bands. File under
analogue — has emerged as aCD so rich and
'Pop', with the subheading ' Intelligent As
ambient that it won't do anything to stem the
Well As Listenable'. [
A:1/19
digital tide. Like CDs from other ' audiophile'
Ken Kessler
labels, this Proprius offering probably excels
because the original recording used micTHE FIRM: THE FIRM
rophone techniques that the major labels are
Atlantic 781 239-1
only just accepting as the way to go for
digital practice. This live- in- a- club performWas it really that long ago that Cream kicked
ance oozes atmosphere, has amost convincoff the bands- made- up- of- legendary- playing soundstage, provides near- holographic
ers? Whatever, two British rockers who had
imaging and sounds as sweet as its black their own spells in ' supergroups' have
vinyl predecessor. Along with Telarc's Time formed afifth- generation assemblage called
Warp, certain Sheffield CDs, and Reference's
The Firm, and there's no doubt in my mind
Dáfos, it's getting easier and easier to forgive
that Led Zeppelin and Bad Company fans
the digital format. This version loses to the
(and Yardbirds and Free fans) will make this
LP in only one area, and that's the sound of
record ahit whether it's hyped or not. Jimmy
the audience's applause. As to whether it's
Page and Paul Rodgers have joined forces to
the audience on the disc or the audience for create a latterday Led Company, not a Bad
the disc is for you to decide. [
A*1/11
Zeppelin; this is no mere exploitation disc if
Ken Kessler the audible results provide the verdict. Yes, I
JOHN CRITCHISON: NEW NIGHT
Coda Records CODA 9CD (
46m 42s)
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did expect tedium, especially after Page's
embarrassing appearance on Whistle Test,
where he showed himself to be an arch
space cadet, the kind you'd cross the street
to avoid. But give the man a guitar, and it's
as if the brain cells came back from the dead.
Rodgers is in pretty good form, too, in spite
of the odd bum note during the otherwise
stunning version of ' You've Lost That Lovin'
Feeling', and the LP is less like a geriatrics'
convention than certain low- life Smiths'
fans-types would have you believe. And wait
until you hear the bass! Who needs
audiophile pressings with this stuff around?
Call it Heavy Metal for the mind, interspersed
with the usual Page acoustic meanderings,
and you'll know what to expect. Made me
wish Istill used E-Z-Widers
[
A*:11
Ken Kessler
FLASH AND THE PAN
UP CALL
Epic EPC 26215

EARLY MORNING WAKE

Few musicians have proved so engagingly
durable as Harry Vanda and George Young.
Back in ' 64 they started out as the Easybeats'
mainmen, penning ' Friday On My Mind' and
'Hello, How Are You', to name but a brace of
historymakers. Since then the duo have kept
ahead of the field, working with John Paul
Young, launching AC/DC, and also contributing asubstantial flow of their own records in
various guises, ranging from Paintbox and
Grapefruit through to the Marcus Hook
Band, makers of a fine Capitol album.
For a few years now they've traded as
Flash And The Pan, creating aseries of often
startlingly brilliant keyboard- oriented tracks,
any one of which could be lifted for display
on Top Of The Pops. Early Morning Wake Up
Call continues the flow and, if anything, even
surpasses previous Flash outings in terms of
cuts bearing material of chart potential.
'Barking At The Moon' is the track that I've
most constantly reprised. Initially, it sets out
as a basic, Creedence-style trundle, then has
achange of mind and becomes one of those
pretty, oddball tunes that stick in your mind
as if attached by superglue before, once
more, moving off somewhere down the rock
highway. ' Opera Singer' is another killer
track possessing its own degree of endearing waywardness, a stark, stabbing organ
line punctuating its every turn. I'll cut the
waffle here. Suffice to say that Vanda and
Young are still at the forefront in the power
pop stakes, able to deliver musical switcheroonies at the drop of a bush- hat. Seems
like they've spent the past 20 years just
getting better. Good on ' em. [
B:11
Fred Dellar

DON HENLEY: BUILDING THE PERFECT BEAST
Geffen GEF 25939
Once The Eagles were desperados waiting
for a train. But, somewhere along the trail,
they went soft and ended up lounging
around the swimming pool at Hotel California. But ex- Eagle Henley's not going to be
accused of going musically flabby. So he's
opted for a hard- edged approach, not quite
as bruising as that of Springsteen but somewhere in the same weight division. Assisted
in his bid to build himself into the perfect
rock'n'roll beast by Danny Kortchmar — who
not only supplies ample quantities of ace axe
but also gets his name onto eight of the
album's 10 song credits as well as getting
logged as co- producer — Henley makes afair
job of flexing his muscles. He states his case
forcefully on the hard-rockin"Man With A
Mission', claiming ' I'm gonna run a few red
lights, grind a few gears/Start a few fist
fights, drink a few beers' and even when
offering a sympathetic arm around the
shoulder, as he does with the almost Curtis
Mayfield- like ' Not Enough Love In The
World', he still exudes aking of Mean Streets
toughness. It would be wrong to acclaim this
as a great album, it's not. But it's a finely >115
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hewn personal statement, full of the sort of
observations that allow you to peek further
into the interior of the great American Pie.
And, when you've ceased listening you can
still dance if you want to. More such offerings and the West Coast nomenclature might
even become respectable again. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
JASON AND THE SCORCHERS: LOST AND FOUND
EMI America EJ 24 0280 1
After the thrill of their début EP, would Jason
and The Scorchers disappoint the new converts? Not on your life. Jason Ringenberg
and crew have no trouble filling another
12- inch slab with high-energy rock, and the
first impression of hillbillies gone haywire
was right on the mark. Thrashing guitars
aren't to everybody's taste, and the lessthan- reverent air of this exercise might upset
Smiths fans who know we're just not supposed to have fun. If you can imagine the
Ramones with brains, you're getting close,
but that still doesn't convey the moonshine
party atmosphere. When you hear what
these guys did to the classic country tearjerker ' IReally Don't Want To Know', you'll
be more than aware that Jason and The
Scorchers find comfort in placing their tongues in their cheeks. What with Big Daddy
just about to break, 1985 could turn out to be
a fun year. (A:1/1-1
Ken Kessler
THE KANE GANG: THE BAD AND LOWDOWN
WORLD OF
Kitchenware KWLP2
Just another Brit-funk unit? Just another
Average ( Newcastle) Brown Band? Well, yes
and no. I'll reiterate what I've been saying for
years — that the best white soul singers
usually do with difficulty what most members of your actual everyday black groups
achieve without even thinking about it — and
then move on to discuss other aspects.
Thing is, Iquite like The Kane Gang. The twin
vocals of Martin Brammer and Paul Woods
pain my ears not at all, while multiinstrumentalist Dave Brewis makes all the
right sounds, whether tackling guitar or
keyboards. If ever dumped on McLemore
Avenue or outside 3614 Jackson Highway,
he'd find employment within minutes. The
Gang are strong on songs, too. ' Closest
Thing To Heaven' made Top Of The Pops
instantly palatable for a couple of weeks,
while ' Gun Law', Lowdown World's opener,
is an indisputable classic, a rangy, stabbing
portion of electro funk that deserves No.1
single status. ' Take This Train', which like
most of the tracks on the album, has its
moments, ultimately fails because The Kane
Gang are not God's gift to gospel. And
nobody, but nobody, should attempt to take
on the Staple Singers on their own terms as
the Gang do on ' Respect Yourself'. Even so,
the world of The Kane Gang may be lowdown but bad it most definitely is not. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
TROYCE KEY, JJ MALONE AND THE RHYTHM
ROCKERS: I'VE GOT A NEW CAR
Red Lightnin' RL0028
This musical union has been around for a
couple of decades, but this — their first LP —
was recorded in 1978. Far from being run-ofthe-mill blues, it stands out because it offers
us pure ' 50s urban blues feel years after
most of the original practitioners stopped
making music. This stuff is also noteworthy
because it is so- o- o sharp; the lyrical content
of the title track had me rolling with laughter.
Indeed, it's worth the price of admission. Key
plays the guitar, Malone the keyboards, and
the Rhythm Rockers simply live up to the
name. The result is an LP's worth of reasons
why the blues should outsell Wham! If I'm a
real good boy, maybe Red Lightnin' will let
me review the second offering from this
delightful band. Buy this LP instead of next
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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week's beer-cigarettes/Frankie 12 inch. [
Al
B:1*•*1
Ken Kessler
ERICH KUNZEL/CINCINNATI POPS ORCHESTRA:
TIME WARP
Telarc CD-80106 151m 46s)
This should move like the proverbial temperate crêpes if 2010 is a hit, because music
from that film is but part of the selection of
SF cinema music on this most impressive of
CDs. Add it to excerpts from the scores of
Superman, Star Trek, Star Wars, 2001, and
Battlestar Galactica and the result is a roller
skate run through the last couple of decades'
worth of high-tech celluloid. Recorded in late
1984 in the Cincinnati Music Hall, Time Warp
offers the listener an ambience unlike most
CDs, probably because Telarc's recognised
experience with the digital format has given
the label an edge. But plain old orchestrated
soundtrack fodder isn't what makes this a
stand-out. Time Warp carries a warning
about the danger high levels may present to
your system, as they warned years ago with
their legendary 1812, and they come in the
form of space y sound effects that will
remind some of their Beach Boys simulation
on the vinyl Omnidisc. The bottom end is
truly frightening, and this CD could easily
end up as the most played demo disc of ' 85.
The sound is full and lush in away I've never
heard from CD, and Idon't hesitate at all in
rating it [
A*:1*].
Ken Kessler

hipness proving almost embarrassing at
times. Obviously the audiences at Tokyo's
Nakano Sun Plaza and Boston's Symphony
Hall, who are heard applauding the half
dozen live cuts on this album, were well
pleased with what they heard. For my part,
I'd prefer to point out that there's an album
on Charly Records called Jump Children that
includes songs by such marvellous black
vocal groups as The Flamingos, Orioles and
Moonglows. Do I need to add anything
further? (A:31
Fred Dellar

MAN JUMPING: JUMP CUT
Cocteau JC5

Released on Bill Nelson's weird and wonderful Cocteau indie, Jump Cut represents a
brave fusion of seemingly disparate musical
forms, from the intellectual calculation of
systems music to the abandoned effusions
of the best funk. Man Jumping have trimmed
down to a relatively conservative sevenpiece since they spun- off from the positively
orchestral group, Lost Jockey, which
boasted no fewer than 26 members. Nevertheless, they are capable of a large sound
courtesy of five keyboards, cello, flute, sax,
bass and percussion.
This is an instrumental music which at its
best is seamless and subtly compelling.
Musical motifs evolve on a thick bed of
sound and are then sent spinning along aset
of propulsive rhythms: a blind date between
mind and body. Elsewhere, the formula falls
JOHN LINDBERG: THE EAST SIDE SUITE
short — mood at the expense of movement —
Sound Aspects SAS 001
but in the main, Man Jumping pull off their
difficult trick well, nowhere better than on
John Lindberg is one of a new breed of the glorious cadences of ' Squeezi'.
young American musicians who float
Because it touches so many bases, the
between jazz and improvised music and a music contained on this LP could appeal to a
more structured type of player, which has wide audience; at the very least it could be
more to do with contemporary classical
sold as Mike Oldfield with brains. The gymmusic. There's nothing new, of course, in
nast on the cover tells the story — this is a
this kind of crossover, but it is something
rigorous balancing act pulled off with some
which is attracting a great number of play- finesse. [
B/2]
ers. The borders are becoming blurred as
Pete Clark
more jazzers dabble in the straight scene,
and straight players begin improvising. This
live set has Lindberg at the bass, Eric Watson
PAUL MCCARTNEY & WINGS: BAND ON THE RUN
at the piano, and John Carter on clarinet.
Parlophone CDP 7 46055 2 (
41m 11s)
There are problems of mismatching the
blowing and the writing. You can hear the
WINGS: GREATEST
joins. The blowing seems to be concerned
Parlophone COP 7 46056 2 (
54m 26s)
with playing what is expected rather than
what comes naturally. Lindberg is becoming
PAUL MCCARTNEY: TUG OF WAR
ahighly articulate bass player, able to deliver
Parlophone CDP 7 46057 2 141m 10s)
complex lines with clarity and accuracy. But
as a composer, or perhaps, rather, as a The bad news for impoverished McCartney
musical organiser, he hasn't completely sucfans is that EMI chose to issue three CDs of
ceeded with this piece. Still, there's enough
the Master's music all at once. This now
promise of what could be developed here to
brings the number of Macca CDs up to five in
make Lindberg's outings of this variety
the UK, which is only right if he is the man
worth watching. [
B:21
who nudged the company into silver disc
Ken Hyder
manufacture; we can probably anticipate the
rest of the catalogue in the not-too- distant
future. As Paul's music leaves ex- Beatles
fans divided, it's best to approach these
MANHATTAN TRANSFER: BOP DOO-WOPP
discs with a love ' em or leave ' em attitude. I
Atlantic 781233-1
think he's terrific, so my conclusions about
the music are foregone. But the reason we
Basically, a return to the days of streetreview CD issues of long- familiar LPs is to
corner doo-wopp vocal groups with a little
reveal whatever sonic changes may have
jazz thrown in on the side. There's aversion
occurred, and Ihave to admit that the earlier
of ' How High The Moon' that swings
material (
Band On The Run) doesn't take to
between that of Les Paul and that of Ella
digital as well as the much later Tug of War.
Fitzgerald and a revival of ' Route 66' that
The most noticeable variations in sound
adds nothing to the existing catalogue of
quality are those on Greatest, which covers a
attempts on the life of the Bobby Troup
seven-year span, but it might just be that CD
song. And that's pretty well the jazz content
is good at revealing the age of the master
of the album taken care of. On the doo-wop
tapes or differences in the recording
side there are renditions of songs dedicated
machines. Still, the sonics never sink below
to The Harptones, Avalons, Criterions, Four
[B], and the sound of these discs overall is
Vagabonds, along with other ditties that
such that you'll never have to ask what
sound as if they might have once found
instrument McCartney plays best. The bass
fitting board and lodgings somewhere in the
on all three is simply overwhelming. If you
'50s. But ManTran fail to supply adequate
like McCartney, you'll have no reasons to
contemporary accommodation. Though they
complain. Generally [
A or A/B]; Iwon't tire
are excellent when working as a group and
you with my sycophantic performance rating
creating harmonies, individually some of the
stemming from my Beatle love.
members don't cut it, Tim Hauser's forced
Ken Kessler >117
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ANALOG AUDIO
Specialists)
849 High Road, London NI 2
Tel: 01 445 3267
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JAPANESE AND SUPER PRESSINGS

Direct cut - - compact disc - halt speed and all super pressings
Full range in stock - thousands more to order Send large SAE tor list or
phone us for details
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD LAB DIRECT CUT
LAB 1
Lincoln Mayorga — ' Vol 3
LAB 4
Brahms Chopin — Piano Music
LAB 9
Larry McNeely — ' Bluegrass'
LAB 10 Michael Newman — Classical Guitar
LAB 11
Harry James — ' Still Harry
LAB 15 Amanda McBroom — West of 102
LAB 16
MIchael Newman — Italian Pleasures
LAB 17
Tower of Power — Direct
LAB 18
Strauss — Dvorak

Finchley's NAD, Denon, Dual, Yamaha,
Pioneer Centre.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

11111-1z1 MARKETSJ

£5 00
f500
£6.00
£7 00
£6 00
£6 50
£6 50
£7 50
£7 50

All normally £ 12.50
P&P £ 100 plus 25p each thereafter
Telephone Credit Cards welcome
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64A BECKENHAM ROAD.
BECKENHAM KENT
01-658 3464

COMPACT DISCS
Vast range of British and import CD s in stock. Telarc. Denon, Erato.
Chandos etc etc.
Prompt and helpful service We can order any title that is available
Mad order and telephone credit cards welcome 2 to 3 day servIce from
stock.

OXFORD

Westwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

W.R.B.I.

Home Demonstrations
THE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
THE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM
Covering London 8 Home Counties
Also Advisory Service Available

01-228 7126

Phone for full details - 24hr Answering Service

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM A&R EJ CELESTION
CREEK D DEAN , DENON
DUAL Ll HEYBROOK
KEF ill LINN SONDEK Li MISSION El MONITOR
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SYSTEMDEK ' TANNOY D WHARFEDALE [ I
YAMAHA
E] BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET STANDS ,
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GLANZ 1
SENNHEISER
SUPEX 1THORENS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday
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PAT METHENY: WORKS
ECM 823270-1

PIERRE FAVRE ENSEMBLE: SINGING DRUMS
ECM 1274

EGBERTO GISMONTI: WORKS
ECM 823269-1

Ihate using terms like 'the best', because if
you haven't heard absolutely everything,
how can you be sure your appraisal is right?
Works is the title of aseries of ECM sampler - So Iwon't say that Paul Motian is the best
type albums featuring the label'a big sellers
drummer in contemporary jazz at the
like the two guitarists here and others like
moment, but Iwould say that if you haven't
Gary Burton, Jan Garbarek and Keith Jarrett.
heard his work, you should. His playing is so
The label has spawned a particular sound
subtle that often it's mistaken for quiet
and a particular way of playing. Some peoaccompaniment. When he plays four in the
ple call it chamber jazz, but whether you call
bar it has aTurkish feel to it. You know what
it that or not, all over Europe and America
it is, simple child's play stuff, yet it doesn't
are quartets of young players where the
sound like that. Part of the secret is Motian's
saxophonist is exactly like Garbarek, the
sense of emphasis and dynamics. He can
guitarist like Metheny or Ralph Towner and
play just one cymbal and move a band on to
so on. It's always been like that, of course.
a groovier footing. The other thing he has
Twenty years ago, nearly every young saxgoing for him is what people mistakingly call
ophone player was trying to sound like John
'melodic drumming'. It really means that he
Coltrane.
plays- either during apiece or while soloing
What this collection shows is just how
- according to the structure of the piece. This
homogenised the star material has become.
album is full of it. Motian has written all the
Each track on these two albums - culled
tunes, most of which you wouldn't have
from several albums by the artist concerned
expected from a drummer. Isuppose you
- could have come from any one album by
could think of them as turbulent ballads.
the musician who is featured. There is a
There's no bassist this time. Just Motian,
standard, and it is maintained, although not
Bill Frisell, guitar and guitar synthesiser, and
developed as much as you might expect or
Joe Lovano on tenor saxophone. The melanfind desirable. Metheny's sound is instantly
choly of previous Motian albums is here,
attractive. Everything he does floats on the
perhaps with a spacier sensation with the
wings of electrical devices used with conguitar synthesiser's contribution. The playsummate taste. The trouble is that after two
ers use the tunes well as a vehicle for
or three tracks you long for the taste to
improvisation. The moods are sustained and
change. You long for afew nasty notes. You
the trio avoids clutter. It's a sensitive album.
long for some unadulterated passion and
[A*:1J
soul to break through the prettiness. It
The Favre album features four percussiondoesn't come - it's not what this music is
ists and a garage full of drums, gongs,
about, and maybe it's not fair to criticise his
cymbals and ethnic percussive exotica.
music for what it's not, and for what it's not
There's Favre himself. Motian again, and
intended to do. Guitar hero-worshippers will
Fredy Studer and Nana Vasconcelos. The
have most of this stuff already. Others
sounds and the quality of recording are
looking for an introduction will find these
superb. Of course there is the ECM house
works representative. [
A*:21
treatment which can be annoyingly artificial.
Gismonti is an acoustic guitarist and pianBut at least the sounds approach the sounds
ist, again much admired by other guitarists.
a drummer hears while playing the instruThere is more meat here, but the accent is
ment. Perhaps of all instruments, drums and
still on the pretty.
cymbals on records are furthest from reality.
The Brazilian background of Gismonti is
Some pieces work better than others in that
strong in his music, but other influences
they sustain the interest past merely attracfrom various world folk musics creep in too.
tive sounds. It's an album which grows on
[A*:21
you. [
A*:21
Ken Hyder
Ken Hyder

VAN MORRISON: A SENSE OF WONDER
Mercury MERH 54
Van- guard or Van-quished? Neither really,
and certainly not the latter, for Sense Of
Wonder is likely to be rated among the best
releases of ' 85. But Van the Man is certainly
not heading forward on this occasion. It's
more as if he were taking a glance over his
shoulder to see what he's missed along the
way. He remembers R&B influences such as
Ray Charles (' What Would IDo') and Mose
Allison Of You Only Knew'), harks back to his
Irish folk roots with the help of that fine band
Moving Hearts l'Boffyflow And Spike'), dips
once more into his dog-eared book of poems
by Blake (' Let The Slave') and tosses in
recollections of the Castle Picturehouse on
Castlereagh Road, where they showed
Johnny Mack Brown B- movies; pastie suppers at a chip- shop; and a guy who once
played musical saw outside Belfast City Hall
('A Sense Of Wonder'). All is in the past, yet,
in some strange way, this album edges Van
Morrison further forward than many of his
other releases on the winged messenger's
label have managed to do. Only the back sleeve pic, depicting Morrison as a kind of
Zorrovian clad prune, causes me to wince.
Thankfully, the music is something else.
[A:1"1
Fred Dellar

PAUL MOTIAN TRIO: IT SHOULD'VE HAPPENED A
LONG TIME AGO
ECM 1283
111 FI
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ELVIS PRESLEY: ELVIS, SCOTTY AND BILL — THE
FIRST YEAR
RCA PL 80504
ELVIS PRESLEY: ELVIS PRESLEY
RCA NL 89046
ELVIS PRESLEY: ROCKER
RCA PL 85182
As 1985 is the 50th anniversary of Elvis'
birth, RCA has seen fit to celebrate it with a
rash of releases that makes the celebration
of the Beatles' 20th seem a non-event.
Following the stunning six- LP box set
released a few months back are numerous
single LPs which I'll try to deal with in
'thematic' batches. The three listed above
have acommon thread in that they give us a
taste of the King's earliest work, beginning
with Elvis, Scotty and Bill, a reissue of a
semi- kosher ( that means non- RCA) LP distributed by Virgin afew years back. This differs
from the earlier package only in that it lacks
the original's gatefold sleeve. Otherwise, it's
the same priceless collection of five songs
captured live in early 1955, along with interviews illuminating the history. Even if we
lacked the benefit of hindsight, it would take
a cretin to miss the promise shown by the
then- 20- year- old seminal rocker. This LP is to
his legend what The Hamburg Tapes are to
the Beatles - essential for the collector. The
fun comes when you compare this with his
first studio LP, Elvis Presley, reissued in
slightly tampered- with mono ( there's some
odd echo in there) and the stunning new
compilation, Rocker. This LP consists of a
dozen screamers from the 1956/7 period;

coupled with Elvis Presley, you see that it
didn't take him too long to acquire the polish
that made him what he became: The
Greatest. Thirty years on this stuff still kicks
like a Mississippi mule, and only a cad
would rate these less than [ H:1 * 1. After all,
these were recorded pre- Vegas.
Ken Kessler

SONNY ROLLINS: WAY OUT WEST
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 801 142m 58s)
I'm not sure of the UK availability of the CD
releases from this label, better known for the
half- speed remastering of LPs from the original master tapes. However, this Sanyo pressed CD illustrates a virtue of the new
medium, which is to present historic recordings with afidelity undreamed of at the time
of the original black disc release. And in the
case of this 1956 album, the tenor player's
first with Shelly Manne on drums and Ray
Brown on bass - note the lack of the
otherwise ubiquitous piano! - the recorded
quality is as good as could be obtained
today. According to the sleevenote, the
producer Lester Koenig went to great
lengths to prevent the recording process
from interfering with the music, and I'm sure
that the fact that most of the sophisticated
equipment now in use hadn't been invented
then, helped rather than hindered him. The
tapes, too, have apparently been kept in
good condition. Stereo separation is a little
extreme, reflecting the widespread lack then
of a philosophy regarding stereo recording,
but otherwise the sound matches the playing
in being gutsy and full-blooded. [
A:11
John Atkinson

ULI JON ROTH AND ELECTRIC SUN: BEYOND THE
ASTRAL SKIES
EMI Roth 1
They say that hippiness is just athing called
Jon. Sorry about that, Ijust couldn't resist
re-jigging the Arlen title. After all, Roth really
does ask for it. Long-haired and head banded, the ex- Scorpions guitarist comes on
like something right out of Haight-Ashbury
throughout the album. The songs all smell of
being stuffed in a time- capsule and bear
monikers like ' Angel Of Peace', ' What Is
Love?' Son Of Sky', and ' I'm A River' while
helping out Roth on the vocals is a chorus
that sounds as if their last gig might well
have been with the 1968 Dusseldorf production of Hair. Playing the album becomes
difficult without tending to wear carnations
in your coiffure. To be fair, though, Roth is a
fluid and frequently adventurous guitarist
who owes something to Hendrix - he even
lives with Jimi's ex- girlfriend - though
others might denote a certain resemblance
in style to that of Steve Hillage, he of Gong
and flying teapot fame. And, yes, Roth has
managed to include a pic of a UFO amid his
sleeve artwork. Imean, you wouldn't expect
him to miss out on that, would you? Only the
sitars are missing. Peace. [
A:2/31
Fred Dellar

RUN DMC: KING OF ROCK
Profile/Island BRLP 504
Prepare yourselves for the heavy monster
sound. Run DMC are two exponents of ' rap',
a stream of spoken vocals over a heavily
percussive base. Nothing new in that.
However, Run DMC have had the wizard
notion of complementing the basic format
with a hefty dose of heavy metal guitar
which has the effect of filling out the sound,
while giving it an even more menacing edge:
this is not for faint hearts or systems.
Producer Rick Rubin, awhite man with afine
ear for these densest of black sounds, has
honed the sound on this LP to a fine edge:
aside from sparing use of echo and double
117
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tracking, nothing detracts from the awesome
drum crunch ( even Trevor Horn would be
impressed). The vocals, alternately droll and
steely, add to the rhythmic urgency, unconcerned with the niceties of melody, making
their mark through intonation, phrasing and
repetition and stirring up a hypnotic brew.
The title track is as good an indication of
the sound as any. An ominous drum sound
starts up, the twin voices intone ( one
securely housed in each speaker) and just
when it seems safe, venomous tongues of
guitar flicker forth. This is one for your darker
moods. [
A:2]
Pete Clark
CECIL TAYLOR: UNIT STRUCTURES
Blue Note BST 84237
This is one of the big batch of Blue Note
reissues being made via French Pathe-Marconi from EMI, using the original sleeves,
This one has a sleevenote by the performer
which slips over the borderline of erudition
into something like gobbledegook. Anacrusis we can look up in our dictionary, but what
kind of interpretation of jazz piano playing is
'Pythagorian desert a wasteland lit deafness
before ultimate silent arena senses ride
naked in souls'? 1have tried hard to enjoy
this 1966 recording, but Imust justify my
deficiency by quoting Ken Hyder, who after
all is a modernist player. Reviewing Cecil
Taylor once he said that ' listening to him is
like listening to someone speaking in a
language in which we have limited fluency.
The odd phrase or maybe a whole sentence
can be grasped, but there are still sizeable
chunks of the communication which remain
vague'. Exactly. As well as Cecil Taylor's
wilfully wild piano playing, there is some
fluent and occasionally melodious alto by
Jimmy Lyons, but behind that there are
unrelated piano runs and patternless drumming. There is a lot of disparate stuff going
on, and it often sounds as if one is standing
in the corridor outside two rehearsal rooms,
neither of which knows what is being played
in the other. Units these four long tracks may
be, but structured they are not. Really, 1966
should not still be ' modern' — must Iwait
another 19 years before it all makes sense to
me? The recording is strange in balance, and
as Ihave no real yardstick for measuring this
sort of performance, Iopt out of giving a
rating.
Denis Argent

---

_

\

VARIOUS: GREAT BRITISH DANCE BANDS PLAY
JEROME KERN
EMI Retrospect EG 2604411 ( EG 2604414)
This came too late for the selected discography of my Kern centenary article in the
March issue but is worth a belated mention
as its 18 tracks cover almost every worthwhile song from ' 01' Man River' onwards,
They are emphatically dance band versions,
paying little regard to the way the songs
were sung in the shows, and as the tracks
run chronologically from 1926 to 1946 they
make an illuminating little history of the
dance band days, a story of steadily rising
standards. Monday listeners to Alan Dell will
not need reminding that we had some good
singers in the late ' 30s and early ' 40s, as well
as some, frankly, awful men with thin voices
and sloppy diction. The two Lew Stone
tracks are from the post-Bowlly period, so
the star crooner here is Roy Fox's Denny
Dennis. The outstanding girl is Beryl Davis,
singing ' I'm Old- Fashioned' with the 1943
Geraldo band which then provided our regular radio high- spots. Still sounds good! [
H]
Denis Argent

gories. People who remember John Peel
before he got boring will have flashes of the
mid-to- late ' 60s and tranny radios under the
blankets when they hear The Leaves, the
Amboy Dukes, the Shadows of Night, the
Merry- Go- Round, and other bands known
mainly to those who read the small print in
Goldmine. These LPs are the soundtrack to
my teenage years, along with every other
Yank born between WWII and 1955, so grab
'em now if you realty want to understand the
'Baby Boomer' edition of Trivial Pursuit.
Jeezus — Ican just picture Frye Hall and
Steve's dad's ' 67 T- Bird and Freddy inventing break dancing ... [
H:1***1
Ken Kessler
VELVET UNDERGROUND: VU
Polydor POLD 5167

The majority of ' lost recordings' by classic
bands have in the past proven, only too
often, to be dispensable items that should
have been left up against leaky radiators in
the vaults. Not so here though. For the tracks
comprising VU, most of which were originally destined for the Velvets' fourth, unreleased, Verve album, stand comparison with
just about anything that Reed & Co donated
VARIOUS: NUGGETS ( VOLS 1-4)
on earlier sessions for Norman Grantz' label.
Rhino RNLP 025, 026, 027, 028
True, there's no stunning thrash like the
(Imported and distributed by Making Waves, 6Alie
magnificent ' Sister Ray', but ' Foggy Notion',
Street, London El 8DEI
one of the several tracks here that have
appeared in somewhat tatty form on various
Many, many moons ago, Elektra issued a bootlegs, at least gets within hailing disdouble LP called Nuggets, compiled by rock
tance. The opening ' I Can't Stand It' is
critic and later- guitarist- for- Patti- Smith,
another garage meisterwerk, '
Stephanie
Lenny Kaye. The LP made a legion of
Says' ( later rewritten for Reed's Berlin LP)
collectors very happy indeed, because it
proves acool, violin and vibes backdropped
contained a few dozen impossible-to- get
beauty, ' She's My Best Friend' and '
One Of
American pop classics of the One Hit WonThese Days' demonstrate that not even
der variety. Though the British were later to
bands of the Velvets' calibre escaped the
misuse and totally destroy the efficacy of the
influence of The Beatles, while ' Temptation
term, the bands in Nuggets were what the
Inside Your Heart', full of studio asides and
Americans called ' punk'. ( To avoid confusion
doings of the jocular kind, shows that the
with the spawn of Rotten, they're now
band didn't exist purely on ice- water and
usually called ' garage bands'.) There was
acid sandwiches. Considering the circumstpromise of a follow-up, but Kaye got sideances — the original taps, dating from ' 68/'69,
tracked, the original LP was reissued by Sire,
were 12-track creations that could only be
and then all was silent,
played backwards — the sound quality
Enter Rhino Records, the Collector's
achieved on VU is, like the music, of enviable
Friend, with a series that takes up where the
quality. True, tape hiss is audible in acouple
original left off. The first four LPs, in what I of spots but, overall, the Velvets have never
hope is a series that will never end, are
previously been afforded such a clean,
subtitled ( 1-41 as 'The Hits', ' Punk', ' Pop', and
uncluttered sound. Disappointment is a
'Pop Part Two'; they take about half of the
word that's unlikely to be used in connection
original Nuggets tracks plus three LPs' worth
with this particular blast from the past. [
B:11
more and subdivide them into suitable cateFred Dellar

RARE ROCK: A
COLLECTOR'S GUIDE

slightest hint of ' completist' in your make-up
and, as Ken Kessler says in his foreword to

books, Iapproached this with dread.
Additi ona lly, as it com bi nes th e di ary f
ormat

by Tony Rees, 352pp,
paperback. Price £6.95.
Published by Blandford
Books, Link House, West
Street, Poole, Dorset.

Rare Rock, you already have the twin tools
with w hich to play the recor dco ll ec ti ng cra ft

with yet more rock lists, Ifigured it would be
yet anot her ill ustrate d p hone di rectory. I
was

money and adiscography ( such as Terry
Hounsome's New Rock Record and the
Bootleg Bible)— Tony's book will enable you
to fill in a//the gaps, from Abba to Zappa!
John Atkinson

wrong; the book is so full of worthwhile
articles that the diary and lists become the
mere useful tools they should be. But Rolling
Stone ought to sack the yutz who had the
misfortune to include Dead or Alive under
'Flashes In The Pan'. They're sitting pretty at
No.1 even as Iwrite...
Ken Kessler

To those who only
buy legitimate
releases from record
shops, or who obtain
bootlegs of their favourite artists through the
usual channels, it will probably come as
some surprise to discover that acomplete
counter- culture exists. Based on
promotional releases, limited editions,
flexidiscs, audiophile pressing, one- offs, film
soundtrack compilations, and recorded
'magazines' such as the ill-fated SFX, it
occupies that undisputed middle ground
between the righteously legal and the
romantically piratical. Sounding these
hitherto uncharted waters for the neophyte
vinyl junkie, HFN/RR contributor Tony Rees
guides, advises, lists and categorises with
such thoroughness that it is hard not to
believe that he has spent every weekend for
the last 10 years attending jumble, car boot
and garage sales, and the days between
scouring the record companies' out trays.
This labour of love is recommended to all
those who have the vinyl bug: if there is the
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A USER'S GUIDE TO COPYRIGHT

(
2nd Edition),
by Michael FFlint. 289pp. Soft covers. Price £ 14.95.
Published by Butterworth Law Publishers, 88 Kingsway,
London WC2B 6AB.

This fairly dense tome, revised and updated,
has new relevance because of the threatened
tape levy, the dawn of cable television, and
the appearance of computer software as yet
another form of material which can be
copied to its creator's detriment. Should
there come atime when detector vans can
sense the presence of aVCR or acassette
deck, arm yourself with this. It won't stop
you from getting busted, but it will let you
know whether or not you might. Coming
from Butterworth's, this book can be treated
as reliable in extremis. Recommended.
Ken Kessler
THE ROLLING STONE REVIEW 1985,

edited by
Ira A Robbins. 225pp. Softbound. Price £7.95. Published by
Blandford Press, Link House, West Street, Poole, Dorset.

Having seen far too many the- year- in- Rock

•LSO RECEIVED:
BLACK GOSPEL

by Viv Broughton. 160pp. Soft covers
price £5.95. Hard covers price £9.95. Published by Blandford
Press,LinkH t
ou t
sees
,West Street, Poole, Dorset. Excellent
introduction
o h ubject, notable for its chapter on
gospel's spreading appeal in the UK. Compilation LP is
planned to accompany the book. Highly recommended.

TIPPETT

Paperback edition of Meirion Bowen's
contribution to Robson's'The Contemporary Composers'
series, first published in 1982. Biography, musical analysis,
interview material, catalogue of works and bibliography.
Compression into 196pp inevitably leads to omissions and
the discography has not been updated. Good buy
nonetheless. £4.95, published by Robson Books, Bolsover
House, 5-6 Clipstone Street, London W1P 7EP

MAXWELL DAVIES Paperback edition of Paul
Griffith's impressive 1982 study. As with Tippett above,
biography, analysis, catalogue of works and bibliography,
Davies' own comments. 196pp and agood investment
despite anow out of date discography. £4.95 from Robson
as above.
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FOR SALE - Private

VINTAGE EQUIPMENT hoarded by enthusiast when upgrading: Radford SC22
preamp, STA15 Series 3 power amp. FMT2
stereo tuner; Thorens TD124 turntable with
plinth and Perspex cover; SME 3009 Series 2
arm with original headshell; ADC headshell;
Shure V15/3 ( improved) cartridge. Also:
Technics SL110 turntable, Dynavector DV505
arm, Ultimo 10X M/C cartridge. Sensible
offers. Tel: 0403 731340 ( Nr Horsham, Sussex). ( X)
TVA 10 VALVE AMPLIFIER. 4 months old.
Little used. Boxed guaranteed. Cost £425
accept £ 275. Radford ZD22 pre- amp. Just
serviced by Radford. £ 150 o.n.o. 061-775
0481 ( El
FOURIER ANALYSIS PROGRAM for BBC B
micro. Displays waveform and performs
spectral analysis. User can define own
waveshapes; supplier with sampel sine/
square/pulse. £ 9 cassette, 40-track disc £ 15
inc. P&P. Cheque to P Edwards Box: 0707
QUAD 22 SYSTEM. Control unit, 2x 202
amps just restored, FM tuner with new PLL
stereo decoder, all in excellent condition
together with immaculate Garrard 301 in
quality cabinet Circa 1961. £350 ( will split)
Tel: 0386 2233. ( E)
HAFLER 101/112 pre- amp £ 120. Braithwaite
60watt, class A, mono amplifiers. Big; great
sound £325. Quad electrostatics, bronze
£250 Lentek m/coil amplifier £ 15. All excellent.
WANTED Ambisonics decoder. Citation 12.
Dynaco 70. Chris. Bristol 745120. ( El
FOR SALE Quad 2x 11 amps/.22 control unit.
1.FM Tuner Thorens TD.135 V.15 III shure.
Mordaunt 2 spkrs Tandberg series 6 2.track
deck. All excellent condition offers day 01637-8145/6. Evening 0795-844044. ( El
SME 3009S2 PICKUP with shure V15 MK3
cartridge. Excellent condition £ 60.00. Reason
for sale changing to CD. Tel: Huntingdon
0480-56837. ( E)
SUGDEN A48 AMPLIFIER ( 40 x 40w) AND
T411- TUNER. In excellent conditions with
manufacturers boxes. First class British quality, and made to last! All reasonable offers
considered. Tel: 01 898 9750. ( E)
ELITE 600C preamp ( MC and MM input)
£120. Quad 303 £90. ERA beltdrive turntable
SME 3009 S2 improved FD200 Stanton 881S
£60. Tel: 01 249 8068. ( El
120

QUAD 33/FM3 in teak sleeve, 405 amplifier,

I pair of Electrostatic loudspeakers ( black), all

in superb condition, £400 or will separate.
Tel: 0742 303619 ( Sheffield). ( E)
LOVVTHER TP1 (
latest PM3 unit), leak TL12,
varislope Ill, Decca FFSS pickup, connoisseur
craftsman turntable, VHF tuner all in perfect
working order. Offers 0892 33121 ( Tunbridge
Wells). ( E)
LOW IMPEDANCE MICROPHONES - STC
4021. 4017-C, Reslo Ura ( needs new ribbon).
Mullard GFF 600- ohm step adjustable 19in
rack filters - low pass and high-pass. Offers?
Southampton 446455. ( E)
AKAI GXF90 DECK, mint, professionally
aligned, superb sounds; £ 150 o.n.o. Sansui
TU 719, mint, £ 120 o.n.o. Clock stereo radio
cassette alarm £ 15. Wanted ZX7/ZX9, dragon
or 1000ZXL. 01-527 5493. ( E)
LINN SONDEK (
walnut) Grace 707 arm supex
900E cartridge £375. Nytech CTA receiver
£175. 2 x 602 Nytech mond amplifiers £300
pair. Nytech active crossover £70. ARC 202
Active speakers on stands £375. All in perfect
condition. Telephone 0590 22281 ( evenings)
(El
PERREAUX S.M.2 pre- amplifier. ( late version) little used immaculate condition £600.
Lux PD350 turntable top model, unused £700
o.n.o. Please ring 01-677-2486 after 6pm or
weekends. ( E)
PRIVATE COLLECTOR WANTS TO
EXCHANGE BUY/SELL USED CD's - SEND
LISTS all of your unwanted discs with sae to
Box No. 0720 ( London area). ( E)
QUAD ELS Bronze £ 250 pair ( replace by ESL
63s) Yamaha Amplifier CA 810 75w £ 100
Dynavector Karat Ruby little used £ 50.
Cheshire 060-684-5430. ( E)

FOR SALE - Trade
AMP- 01

analogue

modular

11

AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS WIMA MKP
Polypropylene 160V capacitors . 01 to . 22mfd
£1, . 33 to 1mfd £2.5, 2.2mfd £4, 3.3mfd £6.
ERO Polycarbonate capacitors as used in
Krells . 68mfd 250V and 2.2mfd 100V only
£1.8. LC-OFC insulated wire 54x.18mm £ 1.51
metre, LC-OFC headshell leads £8/set. SSM
metal- film plate resistors with welded leads
5W 5Oppm 1% E24 values 1OR to 820k
non-magnetic 33p. ALPS 50k MN balance
controls, 10k, 50k and 100k volume controls,
close- matching dual units £ 10. Copper foil
polystyrene capacitors by Noble 125V 5%
10pf to . 01mfd 85p. Add 15% for air mail
delivery. Payment by Sterling postal order,
or bankdraft for orders over £ 50. For quotations and information send £ 1. TECHNISONICS, 81, 8 CORNWALL STREET, KOWLOON, HONG KONG. ( F)

COMPACT DISCS £7.95. Special Introductory
Offer. Free Lists. Overseas Specialists. First
Class no problems service. Gramophone
catalogue £ 1. Refundable. Europadisc, 91
North Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. ( E)

LC-OFC LINEAR CRYSTAL COMPONENTS
AND CABLES for every application. Custom
rewiring service by quotation. SAE to LC
Components, 169A Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8HA. Tel: ( 0223) 63368. ( D)

QUALITY MODERN and old Hi Fi equipment
bought and sold, Midland Radio Supplies,
Maypole Lane, Birmingham 814 4PE. Tel:
021-430-7817. ( M)

prearnplIfier

AMP-0I- M. the meanalist denvative ere HEN 03y ani: Navetimet :. 3 i:ailable r. cc firma, SAi. Clings the 4page broadisheei with pot prices, chagyams and
• •. u.
•• : • v.• ,•
w accepts asingle line source in am, • inalogue disc AB pare available separately. or the uno may be assembled in 3distinct
£349.50
AS11- ' he
ityvi, parer:
Other AMP4)I pads & kits
0.5% Holm mammon MF reststors tor KM TIC loadmg & audsoplole omits. 2469. 4765. 7590 9099. 3049. 4032. 4042. 10k. 15k 16k 20k. 2754 47k5 are lust afew magic
oilluris at 39p each ( Please O.,'
•
Iiei char,
PP)
Analogue power source ( APS) card. singlesideo 16, x Z..(4mni
£ 13.45
M3
singlesided. 100 x 230mrn
CXIIR
pr.+ control card. doubleseled
£ 14 .
50
LP card lot 1.PS. 1.P1/ SIP modules. doubiesided
££ 7e
1
1
1
59
eB
Disc card. lor universal MIktMC direr, coupled disc replay
CX7 card, doublesided, for delayed switch on & muting
£3.45
ancl other PCBs are supplied with component kit checklists and stuffing guides
2.
LM317D337T.2 to 35v adestable audiophile grade tech, 1SA
f.49
ea
1037-AC741t Replaces& upgrades 01137 in all cards
£9.95
1007- ACNe Replaces 9 upgrades 0007 in all cards
£995
/iic • ... tvarced smeetung e manulacoue these Linear Tecnnoksjy devices cost only a Backe of tlie price of the competing A grade OP winos devices they replay-,
Gold•plated C11,411-1. bar toggle SPOT
Eurolarad . n : 60v. 20%
£4.65
Euroluad . DCM -e",d
Audiophile grade
Ficlypropyl.
le,ne
. U
.6
3
06%desipaten
00
£2.85
Eurolarad
le& ev
£2.75
Bourns 8IA certnet 10k linear control pot. mono (= lk log)
£5.85
Bourns 9IA CP 10811100k linear control pots. mono (= lk 10k log)
Phonates tangle core. 65pFtto = 1/ow C. low merophony. Green or blue
£
o.711rn
All blank PCBs and kits are supplied with stldfsog shades and component check lets Prices incl 15% VAT. but add LI postage Detailed puce lists on AMP•Oi kits
••Ards and nl..talwoi h. de ,he rirN active crossover and nIgh
1./r1SSIVO components are available nn receipt of an SAE to UK readers. OZ Sent roc ..th you.
• ' ,It , ' If
II
I
,,,
4:
PCs : O'er , / 7 Pc , :. 111
ity tootles) or £2 it 1FiCs . ircht yvulable Personal error, enquiries are welcome
881 Sound, Kirkby lane. IatterdIall, tinsoln 1%4 4PD telephone tr noinpthy 105261 42869
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RECORDS FOR SALE

I

QUAD 33 UPDATE
Ihis ti•rsiiiiii• control unit was introduced in the 1960's. hut modern
source material has conlIrmed that the 33 adds a richness or
'bloom to all inputs Our plug- In 81110114C) circuit hoards replace
two internal Quad hoards. hwassing tone and balance controls,
and gi‘e an immediate Impro‘ ement in disc, tape and CD radio treble
,'larlts anti has. lightness'
SB1018 C pair — £24.30

SOUNDBOX STEREO REMOTE CONTROL
Comprises 01 811320 CO infra- red handset and 583110
recenercontroller which is connected in-lIne lietween pre and power ¡ linos
or between 1111 plawr and amp) allowing inn remote control ol
%ohmic, bass and treble from pun« armchair The 59300 3: is
matched to Quad 33 34 4-I and 303 1115 hut Is suitable tor iniun
other i•isterns The 51130(1 o cites 1.1-11) Indication id status and is
rasa, Installed 1103 in'. 2405 : nand&
SH:300/88:120
pair — 029.90

CD INPUT ATTENUATOR
Our 8112011
i5 pin 11181 and 58235 (i
-) lihsumtitpingI
n-hne
attenualiirs Ill:11111 25 - 01.111,111 Cli piscis into npical IliOnn Radio
1in inputs ( like Quails Idrainaticallt Minn 0Mg image Iransparenc
and eliminating inerload dislortion

58200©—£9.80
58233©-1:12.2:5
SOUNDSOX, 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD,
LINDFIELD, W.SUSSEX RH162DA

POWYS DIGI DISCS mail order Compact Disc
service. The following offered at £ 10.35 each
or £9.95 each for three or more, p&p free.
Telarc, Erato, Bis, M M G, Hungaroton,
Teldec, Pro arte, Nonesuch, Pierre Verany,
Cappriccio, Chandos Meridian, Unicorn Kanchana. Send stamp for lists to: Powys Digi
Discs, P.O. Box 42, MACHYNLLETH, Powys,
SY20 8UB. ( E)

ESOTERIC FRONT ENDS
Present for your listening pleasure a selection of High
End Turntables, Arms & M/C Cartridges upgraded by the
Garrott Bros, and fitted, where appropriate. with the
Micro- Scanner Stylus or the Weintz Parabolic. Listen to
the Denon range and the Supex 900 & 1000 improved
beyond belief. The Decca Garrott and other esoterica are
available, plus the comparison
modification.

of the Van

den

Hui

Amplification supplied by ESOTERIC AUDIO
RESEARCII, speakers. stacked Dayton Wrights. Ring for
an appointment to hear a sonic thrill. Choosing is much
easier when the menu is select and delicious.
SPECIAL OFFER: New direct import Supex SDX-1000
cartridges at only £250. Other Supex models are available
on request.
Telephone Immediately on:
Coventry 1112031 363989

FalcoàÍNYSPEAKERS

1

e‘Send
,...
for our FREE price list
PL15 all we ask is a large S.A.E.
(22p stamp) ( Overseas U.S. $2 bill)

SYSTEM DESIGNS (
Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS: Focal, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas, Siare,
Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS — Active &
Passive Components, Accessories etc.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
Full details from

FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT

(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
SONY ELCASET CASSETTES. LC60 type 1
£1.00 LC90 type 1 £ 1.50 LC60 type 2 £ 1.50.
LC60 type 2 £ 1.99. Callers welcome 11am7.30pm 6 days. SHADOOS 162 Wilmslow
Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5LQ. Tel:
061-224 4215. ( D)
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croft acoustics
Valved amplification designed and
built the proper way.
Phone 0902 751307 (daytimes and
evenings) or send 50p for full details of
our current range of products to:

Croft .icoustics,
Colro House,
174 Newhampton Road West,
Nembridge, Woh erhampt on,
111 6 ORP.

SERVICES
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3 Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with
nearly 40 years experience. Specialist in
Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible
restoration to original design conception
with a full report covering each unit. 7 Days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467 ( X)

COMPACT DISCS only 10p per day! You can
hire from us with no deposit to pay. Large
selection, Classical, Pop, Jazz. Reliable mail
order service. Send for free catalogue. Compact Disc Club ( HN), 38 Park Street, Wallasey,
Merseyside L44 1AT. ( F)

PUBLICATIONS
CRABBE ON BEETHOVEN. Would you like to
see ' a picture of the furniture of Beethoven's
mind' ( Radio 3: Music Weekly), study abook
with ' an exhilarating quality of sheer intellectual toughness' ( Colin Wilson), or consider a
great composer from a viewpoint
'refreshingly free of judgements based on
long-standing inaccuracies' (
Times Literary
Supplement)? Then you should read Beethoven's Empire of the Mind, a biographywith- a- difference by John Crabbe, one-time
editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops
at £ 5.95, or post-free from the publisher:
Lovell/Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm,
Woolton Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN. ( X)

WANTED

OLD TANNOY SPEAKERS, Garrard 301.
Quad tube equipments. Tel: 818/576-2642
SPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RAD - David Yo, POB 832, Monterey Park, Ca.91754
FORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
USA ( Top paid — Friends pick up in London).
and equipment serviced and reconditioned.
(L)
Barnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( X)
NEW EX DEMONSTRATION Linn S- P.12.
REVOX SERVICE and modification. With
Black turntable — lttok arm LVII Karma carover 17 years experience we are the specialtridge also pair quad E.S. L63 speakers or
ists. Check out our Superlow Prices on new
pro'ac studio 3. Keen price— cash deal. Not a
equipment. We P/X and buy all used ReVox
time waster. Tel: Welwyn Garden City 28747
gear. Ian Downs, Sound Equipment Services
Evenings. ( E)
(TSL) 0727-54641 ( St.Albans, Herts). ( E)
ORACLE OWNERS. Professionally built
power supplies, outstanding improvement
in clarity of sound, imaging and all other
areas. Very reasonably priced. Phone for
details Watford 24677 evenings. ( E)

CENTRAL LONDON music shop requires a
sales person with Hi Fi and Classical Music
knowledge. Please send a C.V. in the first
instance to: F. Katt, 194 Victoria Road, London W22 4QX. ( E)
WANTED

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES, STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; ARG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING;
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; TFIORENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment, Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Servicing. Repairs, Refurbishing in our own workshops.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LD
Technical & Genera1,35 Marlow Road. London SE20 7XX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 1000.-6 oa Saturday 100-400

SOCIETIES
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 3 Welbeck Mansions, 35 Welbeck Street, London
W.1. ( X)

Goodmans Axiom 80 pairs ( both old and lie% typi•s(
S.M.E. Pick up arms 3009 and 3012 not Improved wrsions)
(;arrard Turntable, Model 301
Quad 22 pre-amplIfier and Quad II power amplifiers
EMT players 928. 930ST and 927
Studer B62
Eurodyn C71233-A6-Al ( pair)
Tannoy 15". 12" and ID" Monitor Gold. Red and Siher pairs
Tannoy Autograph. CRF' and Rectangular 1mi. 09F in
enclosures ( pairs)
Pleose write to/or ring with ;Nice
Miss TIwonogo
HTS Japan, 96 George Street, London WIN SRI
Tak 01-467 -5038

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Always required - quality vintage valve related HiFi equipment, such as
Amplifiers: Quad stereo & mono systems. Lowther. Radford. Leak TL12.
Stereo 50 & Stereo 60. etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301, Goldring 88. Thorens TD124
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012. EMI.. etc
Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Monitors and IIILZ. Goodmans. Wharfedale
Stentorian. etc.
Full " Wanted List - with prices offered available upon request
Buyer can call within 250 miles radius of Bristol
The Vintage Wireless Company, Tudor Houe, Cullum Street,
Hanpotsfield, Bristol, BSI] 3EN. Telephoee (0272) 545472 Anytime.
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OUNTRY ROCK HAS LONG BEEN
exemplified by the Byrds, and it's that
band which usually springs to mind
when somebody wants to ascertain the
genre's roots. Whether they are the
originators or not is irrelevant, and
Charlatans supporters should give the Byrds
the nod for bringing the cross-fertilisation to
the masses. They did it by amost devious
method, for their country offerings sounded
just like authentic yahoo truck drivin' Grand
Ole Opry material; their trick was to get it in
the rock section of the shops' displays by
virtue of their long hair and rock credibility.
In the Country Rock family tree, it took the
next generation to do more than play
country music on rock LPs. For the music to
be anything more than rockers pretending to
be rednecks, there had to be ahybrid
created. And it had to be something other
than areturn to the roots of rock, which —
ironically — were as entrenched in country
music as they were in blues. Simply adding
rockabilly tunes to the repertoire wouldn't
suffice.
Between the earliest efforts of the Byrds
and the sanitisation of the genre by the
Eagles, there existed bands who did blend
the two to create astyle of music deserving
of the Country Rock label. Thankfully, it's this
period that may have inspired the new wave
as spearheaded by the Long Ryders. The
band that ' rockified' country, moving it
decisively from East Coast to West was the
Buffalo Springfield.
But the Springfield's efforts fluctuated
between the pure and the hybrid, so the
milestone still lay ahead; the milestone was
Poco.
Poco was the first of the fruits to be borne
from the Springfield, the band consisting of
former full-time Buffalo, Richie Furay, and
latter-day Buffalo, Jim Messina. Though
reports conflict, it was this duo who virtually
created the Springfield's last LP, and it
wouldn't be too far-fetched to consider it as
Poco's first. The initial LP to bear the band's
name, though, was called Pickin' Up The
Pieces and there was no doubt in anyone's
mind as to which pieces were being picked
up. Just take alook at the cover of the
Springfield's Last Time Around if you need
more clues.
But this direct descendant also hovered
between the pure and the hybrid, though it
ventured further into the latter than did its
predecessors. Considering that the rest of
Poco's original line-up came from country
rather than rock circles, this wasn't
surprising. But between the first and second
LPs, afew changes occurred, bringing with
them the consolidation of anew style.
For starters, the original bass player,
Randy Meisner, left to form — surprise,
surprise— the Eagles. This band would
eventually grow to be the biggest success
the whole genre ever spawned, and it's nice
to note that they share bloodlines with Poco.
It was Meisner's replacement, though, who
added the spark needed to make the band
something more than just Buffalo
Springfield Mk.II.
Tim Schmit ( yes, he too left later to join the
Eagles) had been around for years in a
variety of bands, the types which always
hovered near to success. When asked to join
Poco,he must have seen the wisdom of
joining aband with an established following
and arecording contract with Epic. Though
Poco never really cracked it until Schmit was
long gone, the move was awise one,
musically if not financially. What Schmit
gave the band besides his superb bass
playing was asweet, sweet voice— an
122

essential part of their trademark harmonies —
and an utterly exuberant stage persona.
It's not like me to be in the right place at
the right time, but Iwas fortunate enough to
hear this line-up in concert, on the tour that
would eventually result in the band's live LP,
Deliverin'. The concert was ablend of songs
taken from Fu ray's past, Pickin' Up The
Pieces, and the LP which inspired this
column, simply called Poco. Those of us with
faulty memories call it ' The One With The
Oranges On The Cover'.
You've got to understand that just as many
Americans hate country music as do HFN/RR
readers ( as our surveys tell us), and I
considered myself as one of the main haters.
Banjos and mandolins and pedal steel
guitars, in spite of their magical sounds,
always signified something dark and evil to
the younger me. Iassociated them with the
typical audience, usually consisting of thickskulled, beer- soaked, National Rifle
Association- supporting, right-wing
(American- style) racists, the kind of animals
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Ken Kessler traces
countr rock • rou.
Poco's roots

who really enjoyed Viet Nam. Ihave to admit
that it took an introduction to the music in a
rock context, played by musicians who
dressed and acted more like me than like
John Wayne, to get me actually to listen. I
still can't stand Grand Ole Opry-approved
music, but the watered- down- with rock
variety is mighty fine.
And that's what Poco did with the second,
eponymous LP. With the exception of one or
two pure country or rock tracks, the LP
contains music which blends the two as
smoothly as red and white make rosé. What
Poco used as an enzyme is enough of a
Mexican- Latin influence to just about cover
the seams, and the proof of their success is
that whole second side of the album.
Side lis some form of lead- up to the three
segued tracks, though the country/rock
synthesis is blown out of the water by the
pure hokum of ' Honky Tonk Downstairs' —
which just has to be aparody of every
country weepie ever played in bars for the
lonely. But the other four tracks on the first
side give us the hybrid at its best by blending
rock tempos and instrumentation with
country outlook ( happy and sad) and country
instrumentation. Place ascreaming fuzz-tone

guitar lead against abackdrop of pedal steel
and crisp drumming and your ears try to tell
you two things at once. Stop focusing on the
component parts, and the sounds coalesce
into anew whole.
When you flip the platter over, you're
greeted with asweet love song, ' Don't Let It
Pass By', that could grace LPs of either
category. This turns into aloose, rousing
version of ' Nobody's Fool' from the previous
LP, which in turn becomes ' El Tonto De
Nadie, Regresa', the extended jam that
crosses all barriers.
Again, there's abit of trickery here,
because Poco went beyond rock's roots to
the roots of country. Don't kid yourselves:
there are as many musical magpies in
Country & Western circles as there are in
rock, and Nashville owes just as much to
Mexican music as it does to the blues, gospel
and even Hawaiian music. ' El Tonto' oozes
the kind of sounds that you'd expect to hear
played by the extras in A Fistful Of Dollars,
but it remains Country Rock, not Latin Rock.
The link with hicksville— often tenuous— is
the pedal steel work of Rusty Young, who
does more with that instrument than most
people can with aFairlight. Fed through a
Leslie, his pedal steel sounds like an organ,
but with atwang. Even when the track lapses
into pure jazz, he's still plucking away and
you just do not forget that these guys wear
shirts with arrows on the pockets.
The sound continued for afew more LPs,
but eventually the stalwarts drifted off. Furay
went solo, as did Messina, and Schmit joined
the Eagles. By the mid-' 70s, only Rusty
Young remained and Poco 1985 bears about
as much resemblance to the original band as
latter-day Fleetwood Mac does to the
original blues band of the same name. And
the band got what it wanted in the form of a
massive hit, ' Crazy Love', plus recognition
throughout the USA as aprime AOR/MOR
source.
If there's atrace of contempt in the above, I
suppose it's because Ifeel cheated, having
supported the band from Day One. Poco is
now as faceless aband as any of the other
stadium fillers whose paths they cross on
tour, and the joy and energy of the first
seven or eight LPs have been replaced with
what seems to be acarefully calculated
attempt at repeating ' Crazy Love's success.
But Poco did stir the Country Rock stew into
afine consistency, and their efforts are still
bearing fruit, even if the late ' 80s
descendants pay more homage to Gram
Parsons than they do to Richie Furay and his
companions.
Poco-philes do exist in small pockets of the
collecting world, though most of them are
the same people who started out with the
Byrds and the Springfield and who were
there when Poco started. They'll have ahard
time spreading the word about the early
stuff, too, as it's almost entirely out of print;
Music Master lists only acouple of pre 'Crazy Love' LPs as still available.
As for Poco itself, Ican't find out whether
or not this LP is still available, though Isaw it
not too long ago with aCBS ' Nice Price'
sticker on the front ... though CBS assure
me it's not in the latest catalogue. If it means
hunting around for acopy, make the effort;
early Poco truly justifies the adjective
'delightful'.
But Istill hate squaredancin'.
Poco's First Three
Pickin" Up the Pieces
Poco
Deliverin'

Epic 65327
Epic 64082
Epic 64204

Recommended Compilation:
The Very Best Of Poco

Epic 88135
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Which one's the louder speaker?
304, with just one watt and it'll produce 92 decibels.

Its rigid cabinet with recessd rear panel is a
spin-off from the technology we've employed in the

(Average conversation registers 70 decibels.)
So as you can imagine, if you turn the volume up

widely acclaimed Wharfedale 5-Series.
While the 304's crossover and bass/mid unit are

you can raise the roof. Even if there were no more to
it than that, the 304 would be remarkable.
It's more efficient at turning watts into earfuls than
any speaker under £100 (or any sergeant-major).

designed specially to work well in budget systems.
That's why this speaker, just one of Wharfedale's

Feed Wharfedale's new £99 loudspeaker, the

However, the 304 is far more thanjust abig noise.

new 3-Series, is always apleasure to listen to — even at
the lowest of volumes. Something which can't easily
be said for every sergeant-majon
WHARFEDALE LOUDSPEAKERS.SANDLEAS WAY. CROSSGATES.

EEDS LS15 NA L TE L: (0532) 601222
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Mission Electronics Limited, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England. Phone: ( 0480) 57477 Telex: 32333

